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Abstract 
The purpose of this study is to investigate the effectiveness of homeopathy in improving 
perceived health and well being in the 55+ age group. Homeopathy is defined as a 
complex intervention including the homeopathic remedy, the therapeutic relationship and 
participant choices about self care. The literature on health care for the 55+ age group 
suggests growing concern about the need to find ways of improving the health and 
quality of life of older people. Smallwood (2005) suggests that homeopathy and 
Complementary and Alternative Medicine (CAM) may contribute to improvement in the 
health and well being of older people in our society. Research has been carried out into 
the use of homeopathy to improve health and well being, but has not focused on 
homeopathy as a complex intervention or its use for the 55+ age group.  
 
A mixed methodology was chosen for this research study based on a pragmatic approach. 
An embedded design was used, with qualitative measures as the primary source of data 
and quantitative measures as the secondary source. Twenty participants were recruited 
and received homeopathic treatment. Their response to treatment was recorded in 
interview transcripts, case notes, the practitioner‟s reflective journal, and results from 
Measure Your Own Medical Outcomes Profile (MYMOP) and SF-36 questionnaires. The 
practitioner was also the researcher. 
 
The participants in this study clearly identified the outcomes and the nature of the 
experience. 18 out of 20 participants noted a definite or limited improvement in their 
health which they associated with homeopathic treatment. Additionally, participants 
valued the opportunity to review life experiences, to make connections between life 
events and health issues and the resulting increase in self awareness. They reported 
benefits that were consistent with classical homeopathic philosophy and practice, and 
other research studies into homeopathic treatment. Their evidence confirmed that 
homeopathy provided a healing experience both physically and emotionally which met 
the complex needs of participants in the study, and potentially future health care needs of 
this age group. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
The purpose of this study is to evaluate the therapeutic use of homeopathy as an 
alternative or complementary method of treating health problems in the 55+ age group.  
 
The literature on health care for the 55+ age group suggests growing concern about the 
need to find ways of improving the health and quality of life of older people. Major 
concerns have been expressed about the health related issues of an ageing population and 
the use of drugs in treating chronic health problems (Macdonald et al for the Faculty of 
Actuaries 2006, Smallwood Report 2005). Smallwood (2005) describes an „effectiveness 
gap‟ in conventional medical care in managing chronic illness, which is more common in 
the elderly population. The costs to society of caring for older people in poor health in the 
future are likely to be significant. Smallwood (2005) suggests that homeopathy and 
Complementary and Alternative Medicine (CAM) may contribute to improvement in the 
health and well being of older people in our society. 
 
Homeopathy is a form of complementary medicine which treats the whole person using 
natural remedies to promote a healing reaction. Homeopathy is described by the Society 
of Homeopaths as a therapy that is safe, non-toxic, has no side effects and can be used to 
treat most health problems at all stages of life (Society of Homeopaths 2006). The World 
Health Organisation (WHO) estimates that homeopathy is the second most popular 
complementary therapy in the world, practised in about 67 countries with 300 million 
users (WHO 2004). Despite the widespread use of homeopathy, research into its 
effectiveness is frequently the subject of debate because there is currently no scientific 
explanation for its mechanism of action.  
 
This study will attempt to explore common themes in patient responses to homeopathic 
treatment and connections with common life experiences in the 55+ age group. The study 
of the homeopathic treatment process will also include consideration of the therapeutic 
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relationship and other influences on well being such as self care and individual beliefs 
about health and healing. 
 
The aim of this study is to address the following research questions:  
 Is homeopathy perceived to be effective in improving health and well being 
and quality of life in the 55+ age group? 
 What are the common themes in the experience of homeopathic treatment 
described by participants in this study? 
 
The mixed methodology chosen for this research study attempts to answer these 
questions by taking a pragmatic approach, using different methods of data collection and 
valuing different perspectives. The homeopath providing treatment is also the researcher, 
and while this may support the interaction with participants (Martens 2008) the potential 
for bias is acknowledged. 
 
The literature review considers current research and theoretical perspectives on ageing 
and health related issues, including the impact of individual beliefs on quality of life and 
the experience of ill health. The literature on health beliefs generally is also considered, 
taking account of the impact of the therapeutic relationship and the placebo effect on 
participants in any research study. Consideration is also given to self care issues which 
might impact on homeopathic treatment and research findings. Homeopathy is discussed 
from both a historical and a contemporary perspective, presenting the theory and 
philosophy of classical homeopathy as described by Samuel Hahnemann (1810) the 
founder of homeopathy, but also taking account of the impact of debate about its efficacy 
on research findings. Particular attention is given to published studies of homeopathy in 
order to show the quantity and nature of the research, but also to highlight the lack of 
research into homeopathy as a complex intervention and for the 55+ age group.  
 
The methodology section considers a range of philosophical perspectives, focusing on the 
pragmatic view chosen for this research. Issues of validity and reliability are explored and 
the embedded research design is described. The different types of data collection are 
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presented and a rationale provided for choosing these methods. Qualitative data is the 
primary data source, including interviews, case notes and the practitioner‟s reflective 
journal. Quantitative data is the secondary source and includes participant responses to 
the questionnaires Measure Your Own Medical Outcomes (MYMOP) and SF-36. 
Although a mixed methodology is chosen the data sources are not combined to produce a 
common outcome but presented separately. The aim of this approach is to allow the voice 
of the participants to be clearly heard, while presenting more objective quantitative data 
as an additional source of information. 
 
The results section includes direct quotations from participant interviews, summaries of 
information provided in case notes and the practitioner‟s reflective journal, and 
descriptive statistics gathered from questionnaires. Because of the small number of 
participants, the data has largely been presented in its original form, rather than 
interpreted by the researcher. This was also designed to limit researcher bias in the 
presentation of results and to ensure that the views of the participants were clearly stated 
in the final presentation of data. 
 
Discussion of the research data and the associated literature focuses on the outcomes of 
homeopathic treatment and the themes which emerged from participant interviews. The 
aim of this section is to address the research questions in detail and present the findings 
of this study in the context of other research and related societal issues. The conclusions 
to the study follow directly from this discussion, identifying key findings and 
implications from the study for future research and health care. 
 
Homeopathy as a healing intervention has been considered in many research studies. It is 
hoped that this study will provide new insights into the use of homeopathy as a 
therapeutic intervention. Viewing homeopathy as a complex intervention takes account of 
the remedy, the interaction of the participants with the homeopath and self care strategies 
which arise from a greater focus on health issues during treatment. Most importantly, this 
study will consider homeopathic treatment as more than a remedy reaction. 
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CHAPTER 1:  LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
This chapter includes information gathered from literature on the subject of ageing, 
associated health issues, healing and homeopathy, including: 
 an account of common health problems in the 55+ age group and the associated 
cost to individuals and society 
 commentary on beliefs and perceptions about health, healing and illness 
 issues relating to the therapeutic relationship and the placebo effect 
 commentary about how these issues relate to homeopathy 
 an account of homeopathy, including its history and philosophy 
 a summary of key research carried out into the effectiveness of homeopathy 
 
A comprehensive literature review was conducted, gathering information from a variety 
of sources including: 
 online search, reference and alert systems, such as: Biomed Central 
(http://www.biomedcentral.com), Google Scholar (http://scholar.google.co.uk), 
Science Direct (www.sciencedirect.com), and Scopus (http://www.scopus.com) 
 library resources at Queen Margaret University, the University of Aberdeen, the 
Open University, the Cochrane Library, the Virtual Health Library and the 
National Library of Scotland 
 national and international statistics from Europa, the website for the European 
Union, and the UK government and Scottish Government websites  
 The Society of Homeopaths, the Faculty of Homeopaths, the Research Council 
for Complementary Medicine and organisations associated with Complementary 
and Alternative Medicine (CAM) 
 
The following table lists the search categories and the key terms used. Searches were 
carried out using different categories and terms in combination, for example, 
„homeopathy+placebo‟. 
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Table 1: Terms used for literature search 
 
Category 
 
Search term 
Homeopathy: 
 
history, philosophy, remedy, research, CAM, training, animal 
studies, water+memory  
 
55+ age group: 
 
ageing, older people, elderly, research, common illnesses, health 
statistics 
 
Health and healing: beliefs+health, placebo, therapeutic relationship, stress, 
psychoneuroimmunology, counselling  
 
Medicine: 
 
drug use, medicines, pharmaceutical companies, drug reactions, 
costs, polypharmacy, nanopharmocology, environment 
 
Self care:  
 
exercise, diet, relaxation  
Research: 
 
methodology, quantitative, qualitative, narrative, pragmatism, 
constructivism, positivism, validity, reliability, grounded theory, 
interpretative phenemological approach, evidence based, SF-36, 
MYMOP, plausibility criteria  
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1.1 AN AGEING POPULATION 
 
“…individuals age to the extent that they acquire poor health, and they remain 
young to the extent that they maintain good health” (Scrutton 1992:2) 
 
The 55+ age group has been chosen for this research study because in our society this is a 
time of life when changes commonly associated with ageing may be experienced. This 
includes changes in working life and family responsibilities, inevitable losses and 
changes in health status. Statistically it is a time when people consult their GP more 
frequently than they did when they were younger and report more health problems (BMA 
2009).  
 
Any age chosen to represent the beginning of a phase of life and the associated 
characteristics cannot be representative of everyone in that age group. Definitions of 
ageing focus on different aspects of life experience. The Department of Health National 
Service Framework for Older People (2001) defines ageing by referring to different 
stages in later life. The stage, „Entering old age‟ is defined as those people who have 
completed their career in paid work or child rearing. This can include people as young as 
50 or those who leave employment at the official retirement age of 65. In the quotation 
above, Scrutton (1992) gives a definition of ageing based on health status rather than age. 
He goes on to consider alternative approaches to maintaining health in later life. Hurley, 
writing in the Homeopath (2005) also rejects chronological age as a way of defining the 
term „elderly‟ and regards it as a state of being. 
 
The Office for National Statistics (2009) confirms that life expectancy is increasing for 
the UK population generally. In Scotland life expectancy for males has increased from 
71.5 years in 1991 to 75 years in 2008. For females the increase is less, with a life 
expectancy of 77.1 years in 1991 and 79.9 years in 2008, but still the trend is upwards. 
Scottish Neighbourhood Statistics (2009) provide statistics for population and health in 
Scotland. They give the total population for Scotland in 2008 as 5,168,500. The 
percentage of the total population who were of pensionable age in 2008 was given as 
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19.68%, an increase of approximately 1% on the 2001 figure. National Statistics (2005) 
state that the percentage of the population aged 65 or over rose from 13% in 1971 to 16% 
in 2005. This trend is predicted to continue over the first half of this century as the larger 
number of people born after the Second World War and during the 1960‟s become older. 
The total number of people of pensionable age is predicted to rise by 8% by 2021 
according to MacDonald et al (2001).  
 
All these statistics support the view that older people are likely to make up a larger part 
of the population in the future. This means that their needs will be an important issue for 
society, as well as for the individuals in this age group.  
 
1.1.1 Health problems commonly experienced in the 55+ age group 
 
 “There is no doubt that many men and women have their first serious brush with 
disastrous loss of health in middle age… the cumulative effects of unhealthy 
habits and patterns of living make themselves known for the first time, as the 
natural resilience of the body inevitably begins to diminish.”  (Andrew Weil 
1997: 28) 
 
A study commissioned by the Faculty of Actuaries (Macdonald et al 2006) to examine 
the issue of health expectancy in Scotland predicted that the average Scot will live longer 
than previous generations but will suffer from chronic ill health from about the age of 60. 
According to the Office for National Statistics (2005), this age group is also statistically 
more likely to have health problems that require treatment. Age Concern (2005) confirms 
that most older people live in their own homes and are not dependent on others for their 
care, but as people grow older they are more likely to develop health problems which 
limit their ability to live active and productive lives. 
 
Collerton et al (2007) also refer to the change in age structure of the UK population 
characterized by increased life expectancy and age as the single largest risk factor for 
most medical conditions. The aim of their Newcastle 85+ study was to examine the 
spectrum of health in 800 people in the 85+ age group and therefore to advance the 
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understanding of the biological nature of ageing. Their particular focus was on 
underlying variability in health and the relationship between health, nutrition and 
biological markers of the ageing process. As a result of a multi-dimensional health 
assessment of participants they conclude that some of the oldest people in the population 
preserve high levels of health and functional ability.  
 
Further consideration of the ageing population profile is provided by Franco et al (2007) 
who are concerned that there has not been an increase in disease-free life expectancy. A 
large proportion of the 60+ age group suffer from chronic illness or disability. They 
believe that ageing is often perceived clinically as a collection of diseases but in fact it is 
a multi-factorial process, involving progressive loss of function and vulnerability to ill 
health. They refer to the need for an action plan for ageing research in the UK, 
identifying the economic advantages of longevity and the potential for healthy 
individuals to be productive members of society for longer. 
 
Many health problems are more common in an ageing population. These include major 
health problems such as heart disease, stroke and cancer, and also chronic illnesses such 
as arthritis, respiratory and digestive illnesses. Beaglehole et al (2007) refer to chronic 
diseases as a leading cause of death and disability with profound economic effects. They 
refer to the surprising neglect of this issue on the global health agenda. The WHO 
proposed a global goal for preventing chronic diseases which they believe could avoid 36 
million deaths by 2015.  
 
Many older people have complex health problems and may be taking a variety of drugs to 
relieve their symptoms. The prevailing biomedical model of care defines these illnesses 
as a malfunction of particular parts of the body (Lee-Treweek et al 2005). The disease 
located in that part of the body is then the focus of treatment. The availability of 
pharmaceutical medicines may mean that other methods of managing symptoms are not 
explored. As a result, many older people experience a decline in their quality of life 
because of the side effects of conventional medication (Sullivan 2003). 
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Multiple morbidity is common in older patients according to Wright et al (2003). The 
current specialization in medicine leads to some patients receiving care from different 
doctors and often poor communication and collaboration between primary care sources. 
A patient with multiple health problems will require multiple referrals and may receive a 
range of different treatments. Wright et al (2003) believe that it is important to move 
beyond single diagnoses when treating older people and reduce the use of polypharmacy. 
 
Sullivan (2003), in his study on the cost in morbidity and mortality of polypharmacy, also 
refers to the widespread use of a combination of drugs, which have been tested 
individually but not in combination. Knowledge of the effects of a single drug is not an 
indication of how the drug will react when prescribed in combination with other 
pharmacological medicines. Many hospital admissions of elderly patients for drug 
toxicity occur as a result of drug-drug interactions (Sullivan 2003). 
 
Additionally, Souter (1993) refers to the effects of loss, trauma and retirement on this age 
group. These life events and the physical effects of ageing combine to increase the 
likelihood of ill health at this stage in life.  
 
Many of the chronic health problems experienced by older people are not easily resolved 
by biomedical treatment methods. Smallwood (2005) refers to this as the „effectiveness 
gap‟ in current health care. In order to reduce this effectiveness gap and make cost 
savings he suggests greater use could be made of complementary therapies to treat 
chronic ill health, offering both symptom relief and support for individual sufferers.  
 
People in the 55+ age group have health issues which may have a significant impact on 
their lives and the society they live in. The literature on the subject highlights the 
importance of maintaining good health for older people. There are concerns about the 
current use of pharmaceutical drugs to treat the range of health problems experienced by 
older people. The treatment methods that are currently preferred for older people also 
have a significant cost associated with them (Sullivan 2003). As the older population 
increases it may be difficult for society to meet this cost. There is an awareness of the 
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potential of complementary medicine to contribute to current health agendas for older 
people (Smallwood 2005). There is also a desire to see older people continuing to 
contribute to society and to reduce the costs associated with ill health and disability. 
 
1.1.2 The cost of health problems in the 55+ age group 
 
“The potential value of homeopathy to older people arises from their vulnerability 
to iatrogenic consequences of allopathic medicine.” (Scrutton1992: 140) 
 
There is increasing concern about the cost of health problems in an ageing population, 
not only the financial cost, but also the cost in human suffering and the risks to the 
environment of pollution caused by pharmaceutical medicines (Smallwood 2005, British 
Medical Association (BMA) 2007, the Environment Agency 2007). 
 
Milton (2008) refers to government statistics which indicate that a fifth of the UK 
population is over the age of 60 but this group receives 59% of prescribed medicines. He 
sees prescribing for this age group as problematic as they often have several co-existing 
medical problems and take multiple drugs. This has cost implications but also poses the 
risk of drug-drug interactions and side effects. He also refers to the changes in the body 
which take place with ageing and make the distribution, metabolism and excretion of 
drugs less predictable. These changes include reduction in renal clearance which means 
that there is reduced excretion of some medicines. Older people are also more sensitive to 
the effects of drugs. Milton (2008) concludes that polypharmacy is common in older 
people and is associated with increased adverse drug reactions and hospital admissions.  
 
In a report on trends in GP consultations, Eastern Region Public Health Observatory 
(ERPHO 2009) state that in England and Wales the highest rate of consultations for 
different age groups was in the 65-74 age group for women and 75+ for men. The BMA 
(2009) report a rise in GP consultations in the whole population and note that as the 
highest consultation rates are in the elderly, these are also likely to increase. The use of 
prescription drugs has also increased. GP‟s prescribed 918 million medicines in 2006 
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compared with 721 million in 2002. The British Medical Association is concerned that 
the National Health Service (NHS) will not be able to cope with escalating patient 
demands for treatment (BMA 2007). 
  
There is also concern about the cost of adverse reactions to prescribed drugs. 
Approximately 250,000 serious adverse reactions to pharmaceutical drugs are reported 
every year in the UK (Edward Leigh 2006). Pirmohamed et al (2004) calculated the 
projected annual cost to the NHS of hospital admissions as a result of adverse drug 
reactions as £466m for the adult population. They concluded that this is an unacceptable 
cost both in human suffering and in financial terms. As the sector of the population which 
uses the most medication is the older generation, the cost to them is likely to be the 
greatest. Up to 30% of hospital admissions of older people are related to adverse drug 
reactions caused by inappropriate prescribing to older patients (Hamilton et al 2009). The 
prescription of multiple medications for a range of different conditions exacerbates the 
risk to patients. This risk is likely to grow as the ageing population increases in size.  
 
There is a financial cost associated with medical care, but there is also a human cost in 
terms of suffering and disability. Mangin et al (2007) argue that preventative treatments 
in elderly people change the cause of death, for example from heart attacks to cancer. 
They believe that preventative interventions are encouraged in our society, and this can 
be harmful for those taking the medication and expensive for the health service. Their 
view is that the human body has a finite functional life and age is a fundamental cause of 
ill health. The single disease perspective leads to treatment of one health outcome to 
prolong life, irrespective of other health conditions. They also note that drug companies 
can make huge financial gains if specific pharmaceutical interventions are widely 
prescribed for large numbers of the population.  
 
There is an increasing interest in less aggressive forms of treatment for ill health and also 
individual responsibility for health care. A survey carried out by the market analysts 
group, Mintel (2007) found that Britons spend £191m on alternative treatments a year 
and that this is likely to increase to £250m by 2011. They believe that this growth is 
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partly attributable to the ageing population, but also to scientific findings which 
demonstrate the efficacy of some products and a desire for less invasive forms of 
treatment. 
 
John Saxton (2006) president of the Faculty of Homeopathy, the organization 
representing medically qualified homeopaths, states that homeopathy is extremely cost 
effective and could be used to reduce financial pressures on the NHS, by as much as 4% 
or £190 million a year.  
 
There is also an environmental cost related to the use of pharmaceutical medicines. 
Approximately 3000 pharmaceuticals are licensed for human use in the United Kingdom. 
These enter the aquatic environment when excreted by humans and during the 
manufacturing process. Although not yet found in levels that are toxic, there is concern 
about the long term effects of pharmaceutical products on the environment (The 
Environment Agency 2007). 
 
Predictions of life expectancy are important indicators for government and health care 
providers of the future health care needs of the population. A different prediction which 
may be equally important in planning for the future is provided by measuring quality of 
life for older people. The concept of healthy life years takes account of the potential of 
older people to contribute to society, as well as considering projected health care needs. 
Jagger et al (2008) reviewed inequalities in healthy life years in the 25 countries of the 
European Union and found significant differences in the 50+ group in different countries. 
Although the life expectancy at 65 years has risen considerably, this in itself does not 
mean a healthier older population. They conclude that there needs to be major 
improvement in the health of the older population if they are to be included in the 
workforce of the future. Butler et al (2008) consider new models of health promotion and 
disease prevention for the 21
st
 century. They refer to increased susceptibility to disease as 
people grow older and the potential to produce, “unprecedented social, economic, and 
health dividends” if ageing can be combined with extended years of healthy life.  
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1.2  FACTORS WHICH IMPACT ON HEALTH AND HEALING  
 
1.2.1 What is health? 
 
“the well body is almost invisible to the individual” (Lee-Treweek et al 2005: 118)  
 
Lee-Treweek highlights a difficulty in defining health, as wellness is often unnoticed.  
 
Classical homeopathy bases its view of health on a definition provided by Samuel 
Hahnemann in his Organon of Medicine (1810: aphorism 9): 
 
“In the healthy condition of man, the spiritual vital force, the dynamis that 
animates the material body, rules with unbounded sway, and retains all the parts 
of the organism in admirable, harmonious, vital operation, as regards both 
sensations and functions, so that our indwelling, reason-gifted mind can freely 
employ this living, healthy instrument for the higher purposes of existence.” 
 
The World Health Organisation (WHO 1948) also focuses on the spiritual and creative 
aspects of good health, not just the absence of pain or symptoms. WHO defines health as:  
 
“a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being and not merely the 
absence of disease or infirmity” (WHO 1948) 
 
The effectiveness of health interventions may be measured by the absence of symptoms 
of a defined disease, but defining wellness takes account of much more than the absence 
of symptoms. Curtice and Trotter (1999) note that a healthy person shows spontaneity 
and ease in the way they respond to new challenges in life. Featherstone and Forsyth 
(1999) also define health as the ability to respond to situations in a way that increases a 
sense of autonomy, spontaneity and joy. 
 
Different models of health focus on different aspects of individual physical, emotional 
and social situations. Siddell (1995) believes that defining health is “an epistemological 
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issue” with different aspects of health being measured depending on the model of health 
chosen. 
 
Siddell (1995) describes four different models of health: 
 the biomedical model which sees health as the absence of disease 
 the psychological model which focuses on the healthy personality 
 the biographical explanation of health, seeing individuals as a product of their life 
experiences and their responses to these experiences 
 the environmental view, which takes account of poverty and social issues such as 
housing 
 
The difficulty in measuring disease and health is compounded by individual perceptions 
of health and individual circumstances. Antonovsky‟s (1979) salutogenic paradigm 
defines health as a continuum in which we move from „ease‟ to „disease‟ and back to 
„ease‟. No one is totally healthy or diseased. More recently Weil (1997) expressed the 
view that health is not static but breaks down periodically. He believes that the body is 
able to defend itself against threats on a physical, emotional and energetic level 
depending on individual, circumstances and support available at the time.  
 
These theories attempt to define in general terms what is experienced by the individual 
very personally. It is possible that all the factors considered in these definitions have 
some influence on individual perceptions of health and illness. 
 
1.2.2 Beliefs about health, illness and ageing 
 
Kenton (2002) refers to the „death curses‟ used by Aboriginal witch doctors, which would 
lead to young, healthy individuals sickening and dying as a result of their belief in the 
curse. Similarly, in our society, she believes that older people accept the image of ageing 
as one of physical and mental decline. This can have a powerful effect on the process of 
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ageing by creating self fulfilling beliefs about the inevitability of decline and disability in 
old age. She cites the work of Fiatarone (1990) with the elderly in which she helped frail 
institutionalised elderly people to improve their physical capacity through exercise, 
suggesting that improving physical performance is possible even in later life. The 
research on the longest lived peoples of the world also suggests that their healthy 
longevity is based on positive expectations of ageing as a time of continued activity and 
valued contribution to their community (Friedrich 2002).  
 
Larkin (1999) develops this theme. She believes that the growing number of centenarians 
in our society can point the way to healthy ageing and she challenges the idea that the 
older we get the sicker we get. She refers to studies which show that people who are long 
lived tend to have a calm, communicative, cheerful, optimistic and tolerant personality. 
They have often coped well with life‟s adversities and are more capable, responsible and 
less prone to anxiety. Centenarians also tend to eat and exercise moderately throughout 
life.  
 
The view of ageing as a steady decline in health and independence is challenged by 
research on centenarians, according to Friedrich (2002). He refers to the ongoing New 
England Centenarian Study which has found evidence that some people markedly delay 
or escape age-associated diseases. Research into the children of centenarians suggests 
that there is a familial component to longevity but environmental factors have also been 
considered. 
 
Some of the expectations about ageing and health issues in our culture relate to the 
medical view of old age. Moynihan and Smith (2005) refer to the medicalisation of 
people‟s lives and the possibility that medical science will make enough discoveries to 
define everyone as sick in some way: 
 
“the cost of trying to defeat death, pain and sickness is unlimited, and beyond a 
certain point every penny spent may make the problem worse, eroding still further 
the human capacity to cope with reality.” (Moynihan and Smith 2005: 35)  
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Christie (2006) refers to doctors‟ concerns that healthy people are being turned into 
worried patients as a result of international guidelines that widen the range of people to 
be targeted for treatment with blood pressure and cholesterol lowering drugs. These 
concerns were expressed at a conference at the Royal College of Physicians in Edinburgh 
in 2006, where two thirds of delegates voted to support a motion associating the drug 
industry with the drive to treat more cardiovascular risk factors unnecessarily. 
 
However, research suggests that individuals also have views about their health. Siddell 
(2005) refers to surveys in the UK and the USA which found that older people 
consistently rate their health as good, when in objective terms their health is poor. Hagger 
and Orbell (2003) refer to key assumptions in perception of ageing studies in which 
individuals see their illness as something with a label and symptoms. They have beliefs 
about its severity, likely course and duration. They also have beliefs about the impact of 
illness on their lives and their personal way of managing illness. The hope of an operation 
or treatment in the future can also affect perceptions of the manageability of illness. 
Support networks can make a difference to the perception of illness too (Hagger and 
Orbell 2003). Individuals also have beliefs about the likely cause of their illness and the 
emotional response that their illness generates in others. Barker et al (2007) highlight the 
potential role of self perception in promoting health in later life. 
 
Siddell (1995) also refers to individual perceptions of illness and health. She cites 
Claudine Herzlick (1973) who found individuals identifying illness variously as a 
destroyer, as an occupation and as a liberator. She also cites Wendy Stainton-Rogers 
(1992) who sees people giving different explanations for health at different stages in their 
lives. They see the body variously as a machine, or the body under siege, or good health 
as the result of good living, poor health related to lack of resources or power or 
information, good health as a gift from God, good health as a result of willpower and 
finally as a matter of individual responsibility and choice. Blaxter (1990) found that 
individuals viewed health as being a physical problem but also about feelings and their 
ability to do things. Rory Williams (1990) found the most significant view of health was 
the ability to function. He also noted the determination not to give in to illness.  
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Stone and Katz (2005) also refer to the diverse and contradictory explanations of health 
provided by different populations. They cite a study of older people in Aberdeen by 
Williams (1983) in which participants variously defined health as the absence of disease, 
as stamina, as inner strength and the capacity to cope with chronic pain.  They also refer 
to research by Herzlich and Pierret (1986) which shows that lay people usually take a 
variety of factors into account when looking for the cause of illness, including climate, 
working conditions, bereavement and other factors and do not simply accept that ill 
health is caused by pathogens or disease processes. 
 
The view that it is difficult to define health because it is such a subjective experience is 
shared by Capra (2005). He refers to sickness as an escape route and a way of dealing 
with stressful life situations. He sees ill health as an opportunity for introspection, so that 
the original problem and the reason for choosing a particular escape route can be brought 
to the surface and resolved. 
 
Personal Construct Theory developed by George Kelly (1969) puts forward the idea that 
there are no absolute truths only our own interpretation of what we experience. We can 
construct a negative or positive view of our health and this may then have an influence on 
our experience of diagnosis, disease and healing. Knowledge about health is learned from 
family, community and official sources of health information such as doctors and 
government, but individual health beliefs are also based on experience and modified over 
time (Stone and Katz 2005). People use different constructs to make sense of illness, 
including scientific explanations but also reflections on personal experience and beliefs 
about why things happen to individuals.  
 
“Thus people live with, and draw on, multiple realities and paradigms for 
understanding health.” (Stone and Katz 2005:148)  
 
Social theorists have categorized models of health belief which take account of causes of 
ill health and different behaviours associated with illness and seeking treatment. 
Greenhalgh (2000) describes biomedicine as one of the most polarized models of health 
care, lacking a means of incorporating and understanding the emotional pain which often 
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accompanies physical symptoms of ill health. She also refers to Antonovsky‟s (1979) 
salutogenic model of health which identifies the limitations of the biomedical model by 
making a connection between stress and coping mechanisms as a way of explaining why 
some people remain well despite the difficulties they face. Antonovsky refers to the sense 
of coherence which is central to the ability to cope. The components of this sense of 
coherence are comprehensibility, manageability and meaningfulness. Antonovsky‟s 
model recognizes that to function well we need social stability, rewarding occupations 
and freedom from stress and persecution (Stone and Katz 2005). 
 
Different cultures and different social values also affect perceptions of ageing. Bakewell 
(2006) refers to a popular view of ageing in our society as suffering from chronic health 
problems, disability and dependence on relatives or the state, which labels the older 
person as a burden. Images of older people presented in the media, literature and even on 
sign posts suggest that they have difficulty walking and taking care of themselves.  
 
 
Figure 1: Road sign indicating elderly people crossing the road 
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News items on caring for the elderly often show older people in a nursing home. Much of 
the research on ageing has focused on dementia and nursing home care, even though 
these only affect about 5% of the population (Age Concern 2005). The presentation of 
older people in our society often depicts grandparents in a stereotypical way as having 
grey hair, glasses and a walking stick. There is a resistance to the idea of growth and 
productivity in old age and older people can be perceived as helpless patients in need of 
care. This view of ageing is one of decline and chronic ill health, promoting an 
assumption that older people are lonely, unhappy and dependent.  
 
A counter view of ageing is that of „grey power‟ and „silver surfers‟, presenting an older 
generation which has a good standard of living, is computer literate and has the capacity 
to be valuable members of society. This has been described as the „super oldie model‟ 
(Siddell 1995). The promotion of anti-ageing products and cosmetic surgery presents 
youthfulness as desirable and may foster a climate of denial as far as the natural ageing 
process is concerned. Age is then perceived as an absence of youth rather than a positive 
state. This leads to a pre-occupation with the problems of ageing, rather than recognition 
of the benefits. Legislation against ageism such as the Age Discrimination Act (2002) and 
the Employment Equality (Age) Regulations (2006) have given older people more rights 
but it may take longer for society to change its view of age as a defining characteristic. 
 
The different perspectives on ageing held by individuals and cultures increase the 
difficulty of first defining age and then measuring the experience of ageing. The 
WHOQOL Group (1993) view ageing as a broad ranging concept affected by personal 
health and relationships to others and the environment. Barker et al (2007) state that 
research on self perceptions of ageing is limited because of a lack of adequate measures.  
Their study on the Aging Perceptions Questionnaire refers to “the complex and 
multifaceted nature of the aging experience” (2007: 3).  
 
In summary, societies and individuals define health and well being in different ways, 
based on cultural mores and past experience. The difficulty in measuring health and well 
being is closely related to the different perceptions of health. In modern society, 
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perceptions of health and ageing are influenced by advertising and media presentation of 
older people. This may in turn become a self fulfilling prophecy as individuals believe 
that decline in physical and mental health is inevitable. Research into those individuals 
who live to be a 100 and maintain good health suggests that decline in old age is not 
inevitable and there is value in trying to promote ways of living that enhance good health 
and well being.  
 
1.2.3 The therapeutic relationship and the patient’s story 
 
The World Health Organisation (1998) notes that the medical model of care focuses on 
treatment using medicines and surgery and places less importance on the therapeutic 
relationship with the medical professional. They emphasise the importance of looking 
beyond the physical care of an individual and taking account of faith, hope and 
compassion as valuable elements in the healing process. 
 
Stone and Katz (2005) define the therapeutic relationship as the role of a therapist 
working with clients, or the rapport between them, or the healing process that occurs as a 
result of the interaction between them. Therapeutic relationships can also occur in social 
or family situations when concerns and sympathy are shared. The term implies a 
meaningful experience between two people which is not the same as friendship. It has a 
clear purpose and boundaries and is based on mutual respect. It implies a connection 
between the therapist and client over a period of time based on trust and the „do no harm‟ 
principle. There may be strong expectations of a positive outcome and an active 
participation in the healing process by the client or patient. The healing effect of the 
therapeutic relationship can include alleviation of symptoms or changes in behaviour 
which enable the individual to be more at ease with their situation. It is a supportive 
relationship but also aims to encourage individuals to believe that they can become 
independent and look after themselves.  
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Definitions of the therapeutic relationship imply that it involves time spent on caring and 
listening. Research into doctors‟ attitudes to Complementary and Alternative Medicine 
(CAM) carried out by Maha and Shaw (2007) concludes that doctors view the extra time 
given in CAM consultations as a vital part of holistic practice, allowing patients to tell 
their stories and allowing the doctor to understand the patient as well as identifying 
symptoms. Although this was a small exploratory study there was evidence that those 
doctors who were positive about CAM were those with professional experience of the 
benefits of CAM to their patients.  
 
The time available for patients to tell their story to a health care professional can have an 
impact on the type of account that is given of their health and circumstances. Siddell 
(1995) cites the work of Jocelyn Cornwall (1984) in which she refers to the difference 
between public and private accounts of illness. Public accounts tend to be linear accounts 
of events. In contrast, private accounts of illness tend to be non-linear and linked to life 
events. This approach to describing illness can be less important in conventional medical 
treatment as “the doctor seeks those parts of narrative that fit the stories of disease” 
(Greenhalgh and Hurwitz 2000: 85). 
 
Homeopathic treatment aims to be holistic and focussed on the narrative and the needs of 
the individual, rather than specific symptoms. There is no challenge to the patient‟s world 
view or perception of an experience. This holistic approach often deals with longstanding 
health issues which have become particularly problematic as a result of the ageing 
process. Homoeopathic health care can have an important role to play in allowing people 
to talk about their experiences. There are several key aspects to the homeopathic 
interview that have important links with the narrative of life experience. Patients will 
often reveal that symptoms started at the time of a particular event. There are often 
maintaining causes such as difficult relationships, work pressures or unresolved 
emotional issues that are part of the story. Patients will describe feelings about work and 
relationships that take over their lives and contribute to their illness. Homeopathy takes 
note of the strangeness of symptoms, as well as the detail of common complaints and 
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common experiences. Alertness to the use of language indicates that an individual is 
experiencing illness in a particular way (Thompson 2005). 
 
Millenson (1995) believes that current treatment sees illness as a random event, not as 
something with meaning and a message for the sufferer. He believes that by looking for 
meaning in the patient‟s narrative we get a prognosis for the disease, and hope and 
empowerment for the sufferer through greater understanding of life‟s disharmonies.  
 
1.2.4 The placebo effect  
 
The Latin word „placebo‟ means I shall please, or in the context of the Old Testament of 
the Bible, I shall please the Lord (Psalm 116). The placebo effect refers to improvement 
in health that comes about as a result of a patient‟s belief that he or she has received 
beneficial treatment, even though this is not factually true. In a survey of doctors who 
prescribe placebos to patients, Sherman and Hickner (2008) found the most common 
definition of placebo was that it is an intervention which is not expected to have an effect 
through a known physiological mechanism. 
 
Placebos are not consistently effective and the research into their impact on participants‟ 
symptoms provides interesting information about beliefs and perceptions about healing. 
For example, a placebo given by a doctor is more likely to be effective than one given by 
a nurse (Thomson 2005). An injection is also more powerful than a pill and a large pill 
more powerful than a small one. The colour of medicine has also been shown to have an 
effect eg white pills are more effective for pain and yellow are more effective for 
depression.  
 
“Thus the appearance of an inert treatment can symbolically convey the notion of 
healing, and affect the recipient‟s response.” (Thomson 2005: 41)  
 
The concept of a placebo personality type has also been explored but no evidence has 
been found to suggest a particular type of person is more likely to respond to placebos. 
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Smith (2003) refers to extensive tests carried out by parapsychologists to try to find the 
type of person who is susceptible to placebo, which concluded that no such personality 
type exists.  
 
Walach (2004) provides a definition of the placebo effect which has strong links with the 
concept of individualisation in homeopathic treatment, claiming that what is normally 
called the placebo effect is in fact the self healing capacity of the individual.  This self 
healing is prompted by the context of the therapeutic intervention and the relationship 
with the therapist. 
 
In his book about the placebo effect and health, Thomson (2005) emphasizes the 
importance of considering the placebo effect and not the device which produces the 
effect, such as medication or surgery. He states that in clinical trials which use a placebo, 
the placebo effect is believed to account for up to 45 % of benefits experienced by 
participants. This has been seen to be a disadvantage but Thomson believes the success of 
placebos should be exploited rather than denied. The placebo effect is the product of 
successful human interaction. “The doctor is the placebo.” (Thomson 2005: 65) The 
placebo itself has no therapeutic effect. It is the circumstances and the manner of giving 
placebos which creates the effect, therefore optimising the relationship between the 
patient and the doctor also optimises the placebo effect.  
 
Several recent studies into the effectiveness of placebo provide useful insights into the 
importance of the therapeutic relationship. Kaptchuk et al (2008) carried out research to 
investigate the placebo effect when using sham acupuncture to treat irritable bowel 
syndrome. They concluded that factors contributing to the placebo effect can be 
progressively combined to produce a significantly greater improvement, and the most 
robust component is the patient-practitioner relationship. They found that the use of 
placebo treatment and time spent with a sympathetic practitioner produced improvement 
in 62% of patients which is comparable to the improvement achieved in drug trials for the 
same condition. 
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Spiegel and Harrington (2008) comment on the „augmented intervention‟ in this trial 
carried out by Kaptchuk et al (2008). Patients received a placebo treatment but also 45 
minutes of quality time with a clinician who asked questions about patients‟ symptoms 
and had a warm, friendly manner, showing empathy and positive expectations. Spiegel 
and Harrington conclude that many people who visit a CAM therapist may experience 
significant benefit from the opportunity to talk about their experience of illness to an 
empathetic listener. In their view, rather than dismissing this as mere placebo effect, the 
medical profession should value the therapeutic relationship as a specific healing tool. 
 
Meissner et al (2007) explored the effects of placebo treatments on objectively measured 
outcomes in illnesses such as asthma, using evidence from double-blind, randomized 
trials using placebo controls. Eight out of 16 trials included in their research, using 
physical parameters as outcomes, showed significant placebo effects. They suggest that 
this may be because participants are able to monitor progress eg respiratory effort in 
asthma. They also note that momentary experiences of symptom improvement act as a 
reward and reinforce changes of autonomic function as in operant conditioning. This may 
also complement patients‟ expectations of improvement raised by suggestions from the 
clinician administering the placebo. As only 50% of the trials showed this outcome it is 
possible that there were factors other than placebo which influenced the outcome of 
treatment. 
 
Researchers from Alberta University analysed 21 studies involving over 46,000 patients 
with heart disease, of these nearly 20,000 were taking a placebo. They found that it was 
not the drug or the placebo which made a difference to survival, but the patient‟s decision 
to follow the prescribed regimen of pill taking three times a day (Simpson et al 2006). 
Using data from 21 studies (46,847 participants) researchers discovered that good 
adherence to drug treatment regimes compared with poor adherence was associated with 
lower mortality, but good adherence to placebo treatment was also associated with lower 
mortality. 
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The effect of the homeopathic remedy is frequently described as placebo. Mollinger et al 
(2009) carried out an RCT on 25 healthy volunteers to test out the placebo effect of two 
homeopathic remedies. They found that homeopathic remedies produce different 
symptoms from placebo. These were significantly different from placebo (Mann-Whitney 
test, p=0.001). Although this was a small study it does highlight the effects of 
homeopathic remedies as seen in the original provings of the remedies, which are 
different from placebo. 
 
It is difficult to provide evidence for the placebo effect because it is based on patient 
belief and also requires an ongoing patient-clinician relationship. Pittrof and Rubenstein 
(2008) refer to the placebo effect as „medicine‟s dirty little secret‟ and call for open 
discussion of the value of the placebo effect in healing, based on strong observational 
evidence that placebo treatment can lead to measurable and lasting benefits.  
 
1.2.5 The impact of stress on health 
 
The French philosopher Rene Descartes introduced the reductionist approach to health 
and disease in the seventeenth century and began unraveling the link between emotions 
and health. Sternberg (2000) sees a need to put the mind and body back together again 
through research which shows the connections between the immune and nervous systems. 
She refers to the work of Hans Selye in the 1950‟s in identifying the concept of stress and 
its effect on health.  
 
“stress can make you sick because the hormones and nerve pathways activated by 
stress change the way the immune system responds making it less able to fight 
invaders.” (Sternberg 2000: 131) 
 
She further suggests that belief systems can improve health. These include conditioning, 
ritual, prayer and meditation, which might decrease the stress hormones in the body and 
allow immunosuppressive molecules to play a greater role. 
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A study by Maluch et al (1998) at Ohio University shows that the relatively mild 
psychosocial stressor of academic exams can produce immunodeficiency in healthy 
young students, producing impaired healing of a mucosal wound. Johnson and Godbout 
(2007) specifically link the ageing process and the gradual decline of the individual‟s 
ability to cope with factors that cause stress with an increased probability of disease and 
death.  
 
Psychoneuroimmunology provides another explanation for the impact of stress on the 
physical body. Cohen and Kinney (2007) define psychoneuroimmunology as the study of 
reciprocal interactions among the nervous, endocrine and immune systems. Changes in 
the immune system are associated with both stress and behavioural conditioning 
suggesting that the immune system is influenced by the nervous and endocrine system.  
 
The mind body links are also highlighted in the literature on self care, suggesting that the 
benefits of healthy living have an impact on emotional well being as well as physical 
health. 
 
1.2.6 Self care 
 
The theory and philosophy of homeopathy includes an awareness of the benefits of 
healthy living and the need to avoid substances or behaviour that are harmful to health.  
 
Kennedy et al (2007) define self care as the actions individuals take to lead a healthy life 
style, including meeting their social and emotional needs and preventing further illness or 
accidents. This is important for older people as highlighted in a study by Deary et al 
(2007). They carried out a follow up study to the Scottish Mental Survey of 1947 on 
70,805 children born in 1936 attending Edinburgh schools in 1947. The same mental 
ability test was taken by participants aged 70 and results were used to study the social and 
biological factors which contribute to differences in cognitive ageing. They note the self 
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care issues which have an effect on normal cognitive ageing, such as smoking, diet, 
physical fitness, personality, and social and intellectual engagement.  
 
There have been many initiatives from governments and world health organisations to 
consider different aspects of self care and their importance in helping to maintain good 
health. Beaglehole et al (2007) refer to the Global Strategy on Diet, Physical Activity, 
and Health (WHO 2004) which emphasizes the need for countries to develop policies 
with long-term, sustainable action plans to empower individuals, families and 
communities to change behaviours that are detrimental to health.  
 
O‟Dwyer et al (2007) refer to a range of studies which confirm that exercise improves 
psychological and physical well being in all age groups, including older people. Her 
study shows that cognitive decline, which is a normal feature of aging, is also improved 
as a result of exercise. Donaghy (2007) also reports on the benefits of exercise in 
improving mental health. She refers to the link between mind and body and the 
importance of helping people to recognize the mind-body connection and the effect that 
exercise has on emotional well being. The explanation provided for the benefits of 
exercise in enhancing mood and well being includes the release of neurotransmitters in 
the brain associated with elevating mood (Donaghy 2007). 
 
These studies support the view that self care is an essential part of any strategy for 
longevity and well being of older people. There is, however, also an acknowledgement 
that changing the behaviour of individuals is not a straightforward matter. Simply telling 
people that they should practise specific types of self care is not always an effective way 
of promoting self care (Donaghy 2007). People who are unwell and lack energy have 
particular difficulty following a healthy lifestyle.  
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1.3 HOMEOPATHY 
 
In this section the background, practice and use of homeopathy are reviewed by: 
 exploring the origins and history of homeopathy 
 outlining the theory and philosophy of homeopathy 
 describing the practice of classical homeopathy 
 summarising its use worldwide 
 referring to the debate about the efficacy of homeopathy 
 
1.3.1 The history of homeopathy 
 
 
Figure 2: Samuel Hahnemann (1755 – 1843) 
 
Classical homeopathy is based on the work of Samuel Hahnemann (1755 – 1843) and his 
philosophy of homeopathy published in the Organon of Medicine (1810). Hahnemann 
was a German doctor who gave up the practice of medicine because he considered the 
treatments of the time barbaric. He earned his living translating medical texts and while 
translating Dr William Cullen‟s A Treatise on Materia Medica he became interested in 
the properties of Peruvian Bark or Cinchona (Quinine), which is used in the treatment of 
malaria. He took the substance himself and developed the symptoms of malaria. 
Hahnemann repeated this experiment several times and deduced that if it produced the 
symptoms in a healthy person, then it might cure the same symptoms in someone who 
was ill. He referred to this as the theory of like curing like. He went on to test many other 
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substances using his system of proving to formulate his method of cure. Castro (1990: 4) 
says:  
 
“Hahnemann had discovered an experimental basis that would systematically 
yield vastly more accurate and specific information about the individual 
substances tested. The system was called „proving‟ (ie testing) a remedy.” 
 
Hahnemann went on to prove about one hundred remedies. Other homeopaths also used 
his method of proving remedies and there are now over 2000 proved remedies. As with 
any type of testing or research the credibility of the results depends on the rigour of the 
methods used. Hahnemann would be described as a research scientist in modern times 
precisely because his methods were so rigorous (Fraser 1998).  
 
Provings of remedies continue to be carried out, often focusing on substances that were 
not considered in Hahnemann‟s time, such as chocolate and electricity. Modern provings 
have most frequently been carried out in homeopathic colleges. It is difficult to replicate 
Hahnemann‟s approach exactly as he used fit young men for provings and the students in 
many homeopathic colleges are predominantly women and often older. It is also difficult 
to find provers who are not taking conventional medication and who are well and have 
limited stress in their lives. Concern has been expressed about the focus on new remedies 
(Adams 2009) and the limitations of some of the methods used in modern provings. 
Fraser (1998) states that homeopathy since the time of Hahnemann has been based on the 
scientific collection of evidence and the best homeopathy continues to use these methods.  
 
The methods used for proving remedies were specified by Hahnemann and are detailed in 
Appendix 1. Records of provings are kept which include the complete detail of the 
process and outcome. These records are used to create Materia Medica, which are 
reference books detailing and classifying reliable symptoms from the proving. (See 
example in Appendix 3) The Materia Medicas are used in conjunction with homeopathic 
repertories which list and grade symptoms and link them to remedies which are known to 
alleviate specific symptoms. Materia Medica and repertorisation are now commonly 
carried out using a computerized system such as Cara. (See example in Appendix 2)  
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Hahnemann was also concerned about iatrogenic symptoms produced by remedies. He 
had already become aware of the connections between the curative and poisoning effects 
of medicine in the use of mercury to treat syphilis. This led him to experiment with 
reducing the dosage of remedies. He discovered that this increased the curative power as 
well as lessening adverse reactions to the medicine. He recommended serial dilution of 
the remedies (Hahnemann 1810). 
 
Hahnemann published his first Materia Medica in 1805 describing the symptom picture 
of 27 remedies. In 1810 he published the first edition of the work which is still the basis 
of classical homeopathy today the Organon of Medicine. The sixth edition of this work 
was published after his death by his wife and included important developments in his 
thinking about the potency of remedies. By the time of Hahnemann‟s death in 1843 
homeopathy was practised in most European countries.  
 
Hahneman‟s discovery of homeopathy came at a time when medical practice could be 
life threatening (Clover 1989). He pursued two fundamental questions throughout his 
medical career: what is the nature of disease and how can it be effectively and safely 
treated? He believed that it was important to clarify principles before applying them 
regularly in practice. His principles were based on what could be seen as the outer 
evidence of illness, but also as a revelation of what was happening within.  
 
Other eminent homeopaths continued his work and have contributed greatly to the 
practice of homeopathy in modern times. Constantine Hering‟s Guiding Symptoms (1879) 
is still valued today as an accurate description of homeopathic provings. Another 
American, James Tyler Kent, wrote The Repertory of the Homeopathic Materia Medica 
(1897) which details signs and symptoms of disease and evidence from provings, 
recorded in the form of rubrics. Each rubric has a list of homeopathic remedies which 
have proved that symptom.  
 
As well as the provings there are historical records of the successful use of homeopathy 
in times of serious illness and epidemics. In 1813 homeopathy was used in the successful 
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treatment of the typhus epidemic and this brought homeopathy into vogue. It also 
produced a surge of antagonism from allopathic doctors and apothecaries whose 
livelihood was threatened by the public demand for homeopathy (Castro 1990). In 1831 
cholera swept through Europe and was successfully treated with homeopathy. Mortality 
rates for patients treated with homeopathy were between 2.4 and 21.1% compared with 
50% or more in conventional treatment. Hahnemann gave an accurate description of the 
bacterial cause of cholera well before this was discovered by other scientists (Castro 
1990). 
 
By the 1870‟s homeopathy was meeting the health care needs of the poor through 
hospitals and dispensaries and of the aristocracy through private practice. Women who 
could read had access to the publication of guides to the domestic use of homeopathy 
(Nicholls 2005). The practice of orthodox doctors included bleeding and purging patients 
and homeopaths of the time challenged this approach with some success.  
 
The use of homeopathy by the royal family increased its popularity with the general 
population. Dr Margery Blackie (1898–1981) followed by Sir John Weir (1879–1971) 
were homeopathic physicians to the royal household. They were very influential in 
renewing interest in homeopathy among British doctors. Nicholls (2005) suggests that 
royal patronage of homeopathy may have had some influence on its inclusion in the 
NHS. The first homeopathic hospital in Britain was founded in 1849 and in 1948 the 
homeopathic hospitals were incorporated into the NHS.  
 
Figure 3: Hahnemann Hospital Liverpool 1910 (Wellcome Library, London) 
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At the end of the nineteenth century homeopathy was becoming less popular and in 
Britain it remained in something of a decline until the 1960‟s when there was a 
resurgence of interest, popularly associated with the „hippy‟ movement and also linked to 
post modernist thinking. This interest in homeopathy led to the establishment of schools 
of homeopathy, where student homeopaths were trained by a small group of charismatic 
homeopaths and members of the Druid movement, such as Dr Thomas Maughan, Jerome 
Whitney and Mary Titchmarsh, who led the revival. Private schools of homeopathy were 
set up around the country and concern began to be expressed about the unregulated status 
of the profession. As a result the Society of Homeopaths was set up in 1978 and it 
became the leading organisation for regulating training and professional standards for 
non-medically qualified (NMQ) homeopaths. More recently there have been moves to 
integrate homeopathy into the curriculum of universities. In 1999 the London School of 
Classical Homeopathy joined the University of Westminster in setting up its first degree 
course in homeopathy. 
 
At a time when the practice of homeopathy is at its most professional and accountable, 
there is again evidence of decline. This is despite predictions by organisations, such as 
Mintel (2007) and researchers such as Witt et al (2008) who claim that the demand for 
homeopathy is set to increase. Some private schools of homeopathy have closed and 
homeopaths report a decrease in business. University courses for homeopathy have faced 
harsh scrutiny and in some cases, such as the University of Central Lancashire 
homeopathy courses have been discontinued (Lipsett 2008). In Scotland, there are no 
accredited courses for NMQ homeopaths. Anyone who wishes to train as a homeopath 
has to use distance learning courses and travel to the south of England for tutorials and 
assessment. NHS homeopathic hospitals in England have also faced the possibility of 
closure as questions have been asked about the value of funding homeopathy in the 
current economic climate. 
 
The philosophy of homeopathy has also been subject to change and new teachings have 
become popular, but these in turn have been challenged by traditionalists. Moskowitz 
(2004) refers to the teachings of contemporary homeopaths such as Rajan Sankaran, Jan 
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Scholten, Jeremy Sherr and Nancy Herrick, which have been criticised for being against 
the spirit of the Hahnemannian tradition. Sankaran has developed theories relating to core 
delusions. Scholten has related remedies to the Periodic Table. Herring has created 
remedy families and kingdoms. Moskowitz (2004) believes that Hahnemann would have 
categorised their theories as empty speculations. In contrast to these so called speculative 
theories, Hahnemann tried to develop rules for reliable practice of the healing art. His 
system of proving of remedies was a scientific way of working (Fraser 1998) which is not 
evident in some contemporary practice, for example, symptoms elicited in a group 
discussion. The approaches taken by homeopaths like Sankaran are condemned by some 
classical homeopaths because they generalise instead of individualise cases. The use of 
essences by homeopaths like Vithoulkas and the emphasis on signatures (connections 
between non-homeopathic properties of the original substance/plant and the symptoms of 
the patient) in the work of Herrick is also criticised for focusing too much on one aspect 
of the remedy, often the emotional issues, and missing a great deal of the potential of the 
remedy for curing diverse symptoms (Moskowitz 2004). 
 
Adams (2009) also questions some of the new approaches to homeopathy, specifically 
the introduction of many new remedies. He believes that there may be some gaps in the 
old materia medica but not enough to warrant all the new remedies being introduced. He 
believes that homeopaths confirm the remedy picture and the value of the traditional 
remedies every time the remedies are successfully used in homeopathic practice. Ignoring 
this information results from a “fascination with the new and the unknown”. He fears the 
use of techniques associated with psychotherapy, based on a different model of 
understanding health and well being, which explores past trauma rather than focusing on 
signs of imbalance in the current state of the patient.  
 
Historically, homeopathy has survived many challenges and changes in the provision and 
legislation of medicine. There have also been changes in the approaches to practising 
homeopathy, but for many homeopaths the philosophy of Hahnemann published in his 
Organon of Medicine (1810) is still valid today and is the basis of their practice. These 
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principles and the associated philosophy form the basis of what is referred to today as 
classical homeopathy. 
 
1.3.2 Aims of homeopathic treatment 
 
“The physician‟s high and only mission is to restore the sick to health, to cure, as 
it is termed. The highest ideal of cure is rapid, gentle and permanent restoration of 
health, or removal and annihilation of the disease in its whole extent, in the 
shortest, most reliable, and most harmless way, on easily comprehensible 
principles.” (Hahnemann 1810) 
 
These aims outlined by Hahnemann are an important basis for homeopathic practice but 
in modern times the aims of homeopathic treatment are not expressed in terms of cure. 
The Society of Homeopaths (2006) describes homeopathy as a therapy that is safe, non-
toxic, has no side effects and can be used to treat most health problems at all stages of 
life. Homeopathic remedies described in homeopathic Materia Medica (see example in 
Appendix 3) refer to many different symptoms and diseases, both chronic and acute, 
which can be treated homeopathically. In modern practice, however, the approach to 
treatment is limited by legal and ethical constraints (Society of Homeopaths Code of 
Ethics 2010) and advances in modern medicine and screening procedures. Patients are 
advised to seek medical advice for a range of symptoms and conventional treatment is 
often used alongside homeopathic treatment.  
 
Despite the legal and ethical limitations placed on homeopathic practice the aims of 
classical homeopathic treatment are still based on Hahnemann‟s philosophy outlined in 
his Organon of Medicine (1810). These are: 
 to relieve suffering and improve identified symptoms 
 to promote well being  
 to improve energy levels and motivation 
 to restore emotional calm and be at ease with self and with others 
 to foster the ability to cope with change and difficulties  
 to be creative in whatever way the individual identifies creativity 
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1.3.3 Theory and philosophy of homeopathy 
 
The fundamental principles outlined by Hahnemann in his Organon of Medicine (1810) 
remain unchanged as the cornerstone of classical homeopathy. Misha Norland (2004), 
writing about homeopathic principles in the Society of Homeopath‟s journal, defines the 
„three pillars‟ of homeopathy as the stimulation of the individual‟s vital or life force, the 
law of similars and the potentisation of remedies. 
 
Homeopathy is based on the theory that the body has a vital force which affects all 
aspects of life and health. This concept of energy and life force is common in many 
cultures (Kenton 2002). This contrasts with the biochemical view of ageing based on the 
assumption that life can be explained by the laws of chemistry and physiology. The 
homeopathic remedies can also be prescribed at different levels or potencies. This is 
based on the belief that the potency of the remedy should match the energy levels of the 
patient and the aggressiveness of their symptoms.  
 
The principle of „like cures like‟ is the basis for the prescription of homeopathic 
remedies. The prescription of a homeopathic remedy is individualised in order to treat the 
whole person not a diagnosed disease. Patients with a similar diagnosis could be 
prescribed very different remedies based on their personality, experience of ill health and 
life history. The physical symptoms of the individual and the way the personality has 
been temporarily changed by illness are carefully recorded in order to find a match with a 
remedy picture.  
 
Susceptibility to illness is another key homeopathic principle. Individuals are susceptible 
to different illnesses at different times in their lives. This susceptibility can result from 
inherited traits, personality, life style and life experiences. All contribute to the 
individualised approach to selecting a remedy. (In the case of acute illness or an epidemic 
where most of the population react in the same way to the disease, a single remedy may 
be prescribed for most patients.) 
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Hahnemann described himself as, „no friend of mixtures of medicine‟ believing that if 
remedies have not been „proved‟ together their combined action is not known and they 
are likely to modify the expected reactions to an individual remedy. He advocated the 
prescription of a single remedy, then observing and assessing the response before further 
treatment is given. This principle of „watch and wait‟ is an important part of homeopathic 
treatment.  
 
Hahnemann‟s homeopathic philosophy has been further developed by homeopaths such 
as Constantine Hering (1800-80) to include the belief that the body tries to move the 
symptoms away from major organs and onto the surface or the extremities of the body. In 
classical homeopathy it is regarded as a positive sign if a symptom from within, for 
example, joint pain improves, but a skin symptom develops which would then be treated 
as a new symptom. This is referred to as the law or direction of cure.  
 
Homeopathic treatment may lead to a healing crisis. It is common for patients treated 
with homeopathy to develop a cold or other minor ailment. Their recovery from this 
ailment may then mark the beginning of a significant improvement in their health. There 
may also be a return of old symptoms. As the body searches for healing, former 
symptoms may return briefly. These common responses to homeopathic treatment are 
linked to a belief in the negative outcomes of suppressing symptoms or emotions. Many 
conventional medications suppress symptoms, therefore denying the direction of cure. 
Similarly, emotions can be suppressed, leading to increased vulnerability to illness and 
mental or emotional breakdown.  
 
Treatment with homeopathic remedies can lead to aggravation of symptoms, in the same 
way that vaccination can produce symptoms of the illness it is designed to prevent. This 
aggravation can be of any significant symptom or some form of emotional release. It is 
usually regarded as evidence of a well chosen remedy and a sign that the body is looking 
for cure. Management of homeopathic aggravation is very important in order to protect 
the patient from suffering, but also to avoid alienating the patient. Elizabeth Thompson 
(2004) conducted an audit of remedy reactions at the Bristol Homeopathic Hospital, 
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sampling 116 patients over a two month period. She included adverse effects of the 
remedies, aggravations, new symptoms and the return of old symptoms and was able to 
confirm their role in the healing process.  
 
Hahnemann believed in the effect of hereditary and life experiences on the health of a 
patient. He referred specifically to psoric, sycotic, syphilitic and tubercular miasms. 
Other miasms have been added to the list in modern times, such as cancer miasms. 
Specific remedies are considered when symptoms of these miasms are present.  
 
In his Organon of Medicine (1810 aphorism 5) Hahnemann refers to „exciting causes‟  of 
ill health, such as lifestyle and living conditions, suggesting that these factors may make 
the patient worse and during treatment may help or hinder healing. Hahnemann was as 
aware of the need to preserve good health as the need to cure disease. He referred to the 
need to be “a preserver of health” (Hahnemann 1810: aphorism 4) and the need to be 
aware of the impediments to good health and the causes of disease. 
 
Long before public health and personal responsibility for health were acknowledged, 
Hahnemann was concerned about the influence on health of diet, exercise, personal 
hygiene, sleep, housing and other aspects of lifestyle and living conditions, as well as 
psychological influences on an individual. Many authors describe Hahnemann as ahead 
of his time in his concern for public health, his awareness of the germ theory and his 
understanding of the effect of trauma on health (Castro 1990).  
 
1.3.4 The homeopathic remedy 
 
Homeopathic remedies are made from natural substances which have been diluted and 
succussed (shaken/vibrated). The more dilute the remedy, the more powerful it is 
considered to be homeopathically, but in scientific terms the remedies are considered to 
be inert.  
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Homeopathic remedies are made from different natural substances, including plant 
extracts, metals, animal extracts and more recently non-material sources such as 
electricity. There is also a group of homeopathic remedies called nosodes which are made 
from disease products eg pus or bacteria, and are used to confer immunity against 
infectious diseases or overcome the long term effects of such diseases as influenza or 
scarlet fever. Some countries, such as France
1
 have banned the use of homeopathic 
products of this type (Bhatia 2005). 
 
There are two scales for producing remedies in tablet form, the decimal and the 
centesimal scale. In both cases the remedy begins as a mixture of the base substance and 
alcohol, called the mother tincture. For the decimal scale, one tenth of the tincture is 
added to nine-tenths alcohol and succussed, making the 1X potency. Further dilution and 
succussion produces higher levels of the remedy, such as the 6X, which has been diluted 
and succussed six times. The centesimal scale is diluted using one part tincture to a 
hundred parts of the alcohol solution, creating the C remedies. The chosen potency is 
then added to the tablets which are made of saccharum lactose, a sugar made from cow‟s 
milk. The remedies can also be produced in the LM potency ie 50,000 dilutions, 
dissolved in mineral water and alcohol and taken as a daily drop.  
 
 
Figure 4: A laboratory for making homeopathic remedies 1910 (Wellcome Library, London) 
                                                 
1
 In 1998, the National Agency of Medicines in France prohibited manufacturing, sale, import, or 
possession of nosodes (defined as human biologicals). 
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Schmukler (2009) describes what is known about the nature of potentisation of remedies. 
When a substance in water is diluted and succussed the water molecules form organised 
clusters and the pattern of these clusters is unique for each substance. He gives the 
example of common salt diluted beyond 10-7 and succussed, in which the molecules form 
clusters characteristic of salt. At each level of the potentisation process, the pattern is 
repeated. He compares this to photocopies of a document. 
 
Homeopathic remedies are regulated by the Medicines and Healthcare Products 
Regulatory Authority (MHRA). A significant landmark in the history of modern 
homeopathy was the decision by the MHRA to licence the makers of homeopathic 
remedies to make therapeutic claims for homeopathic remedies. This decision was based 
on a 2001 European Directive allowing a long tradition of using a medicinal product to 
reduce the need for clinical trials, if the remedy is plausible on the basis of long standing 
use and experience (Cohen 2009). 
 
Hahnemann believed that it was essential to reinforce the body‟s healing response by 
giving a remedy which is as similar as possible to the symptoms to be healed. He referred 
to this as „similia similibus‟ or „like cures like‟. The remedies are selected on the basis of 
the symptoms described by the patient. In order to have a positive effect on an 
individual‟s health, these symptoms should match the remedy picture obtained from the 
proving. It is believed that homeopathic remedies which are well selected for the 
individual activate the body‟s own healing response. Many patients experience a 
homeopathic aggravation ie the condition worsens before it gets better, which is 
considered by homeopaths to be a sign that the body‟s healing response has been 
activated. This is similar to the physiological reaction to vaccination. By injecting a small 
amount of a pathogen into the human body, the innate immune response is activated and 
antibodies are produced to protect the body. In homeopathy, the response is activated by 
a natural substance that in a well person would cause the same symptoms as the patient is 
experiencing.  
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The central theory of homeopathy is that the remedy must match the symptoms described 
by the patient or observed by the homeopath. The skills of the homeopath involve 
gathering relevant information in the homeopathic interview and selecting a remedy to 
match the needs of the individual case. Homeopathy is a prescription that causes a 
reaction and it is this reaction that cures the patient. The remedy becomes homeopathic 
only when it matches the symptoms of the patient (Boulderstone 2009). 
 
“Central to homeopathic philosophy is the belief in the body‟s own regulating 
mechanism that can direct healing – giving a remedy is thought to apply a 
stimulus to this mechanism.” (Thompson 1999: 38) 
 
1.3.5 The homeopathic interview 
 
“Every case by itself is a new case.” (Schmidt 1921: 7) 
 
Hahnemann (1810) requires specific conduct from the homeopath during the 
consultation, stating that the patient should first tell his story in his own way and then the 
homeopath should ask about each symptom in order to elicit more precise information. 
These follow up questions are designed to find out the individual nature of the symptoms, 
including when they started, how they feel to the individual, what makes them better or 
worse and the circumstances at the time of the illness developing. Hahnemann refers to 
the physician‟s role as an observer, noting what he sees in the appearance and manner of 
the patient. He also requires the homeopath to note the patient‟s use of language,  
 
“we should listen particularly to the patient‟s description of his sufferings and 
sensations, and attach credence especially to his own expressions wherewith he 
endeavors to make us understand his ailments” (Hahnemann 1810: aphorism 98) 
 
Hahnemann described the homeopath as an unprejudiced observer, listening without 
comment to the patient‟s account of illness and matching symptoms to remedies without 
prejudice or preconceived views.  
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“The unprejudiced observer – well aware of the futility of transcendental 
speculations which can receive no confirmation from experience – be his powers 
of penetration ever so great, takes note of nothing in every individual disease, 
except the changes in the health of the body and the mind which can be perceived 
externally by means of the senses.” (Hahnemann 1810: aphorism 6) 
 
This process is also described by Thompson (1999) as the patient setting the agenda, 
describing their symptoms and lifestyle. The homeopath then explores what is unique 
about this individual. 
 
“Within the unique story that the patient offers, there may be an apparent trigger 
to the onset of symptoms from a significant life event. Patients make connections 
that may be unheard or dismissed by the medical profession.” (Thompson 1999: 
37)  
 
Hahnemann believed that the observed effects of diseases implied hidden causes but also 
that their presentation was unique to each individual. His advice on case taking stresses 
that the homeopath should look for evidence of what the patient is experiencing, 
gathering as much detail as possible.  
 
Schmidt (1921) refers to this need to focus on each patient individually and not see them 
as another case of a particular illness. Each case is different and he expresses the belief 
that this may make the practice of homeopathy difficult as practitioners may be tempted 
to repeat a remedy which worked well for another patient with the same illness.  
 
Hahnemann refers frequently to the effect of emotional conflict on an individual. He also 
showed an awareness of the effect of memory of past experiences on feelings and 
responses. Clover (1989) compares this with modern perceptions of illness when the 
„unseen energies‟ of emotion, thought or personal choice affect our health and well being. 
 
Hahnemann regarded successful treatment as rediscovering healthy function in all aspects 
of the person‟s life. Finding the appropriate remedy to restore this healthy functioning 
involved considering the totality of symptoms, the external symptoms expressing the 
inner essence of the disease (Hahnemann 1810). This totality of symptoms can only be 
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discovered by careful case taking and observation, paying particular attention to the 
patient‟s experience of ill health.  
 
The time taken for homeopathic case taking is much longer than is usual for visits to 
conventional health practitioners (Heiligers et al 2010). The homeopathic interview 
involves listening carefully to the patient‟s story and for this reason comparisons can be 
made with other therapies such as counselling which involve a similar process of talking 
and listening. The practice of homeopathy, however, does not involve analysis of the 
patient‟s story and the patient is not given advice or an action plan based on experiences 
described in the consultation. In contrast to other therapies involving listening and 
talking, in homeopathy the patient‟s story is only used to find the most appropriate 
remedy to match the symptoms described. There is a particular focus on the language 
used by the patient and this is not interpreted by the homeopath.  
 
The aspect of the homeopathic interview that is less easy to define is the relationship with 
the therapist and the impact on the healing process of the patient telling their story. 
Homeopathy may involve a limited number of consultations and contact at monthly 
intervals so the building of a therapeutic relationship may be different from other 
therapies where there is more contact with the therapist. Part of the training of 
homeopaths involves developing an understanding of the importance of a positive 
relationship with patients, whilst maintaining the role of the unprejudiced observer. 
Homeopathic courses also include training in basic psychology and the importance of 
understanding patient/therapist interaction. Part of the process of this training is designed 
to define the limits of homeopathy which does not involve psychotherapy or counselling. 
 
Despite the limitations placed on the homeopath, the process of careful case taking and 
attention to detail in the patient‟s account of symptoms does offer the opportunity for 
patients to tell their story and build a trusting relationship with the homeopath. This 
connection is part of the definition of homeopathy as a complex intervention involving a 
rapport between patient and therapist. This may have an impact on the willingness of the 
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patient to tell their story, which may also have a healing effect, as well as allowing the 
homeopath to select the most appropriate remedy. 
 
1.3.6 Remedy reactions 
 
A positive remedy reaction is evidenced by achievement of the aims of homeopathy 
described in section 1.3.2 Aims of homeopathic treatment.  
 
If a successful remedy is prescribed, there should be evidence at the follow up 
consultation of improvement in energy and well being as well as improvement in the 
identified symptoms (Vithoulkas 1980). Patients may report greater motivation to carry 
out tasks or self care activities than before taking the remedy, and the ability to manage 
stressful situations and cope with difficult relationships in a satisfactory manner. Many 
patients have a history of repeating the same behaviour in difficult situations, but after 
successful homeopathic treatment they change these repeated patterns of behaviour and 
as a result achieve more satisfactory outcomes. Espen Braathen cited in Cant and Sharma 
(1996) refers to this as an ontological transformation which has the power to alter the 
individual‟s view of his or her self and also relationships with others. The potentised 
remedy has the potential to effect life changes as well as symptom relief. The long term 
effect of homeopathic treatment should be improved health and well being and a greater 
resilience in coping with future illness or life events (Close reprint 1990). 
 
Hahnemann recorded details of remedy reactions in his Organon of Medicine (1810). 
This was further developed by many well respected homeopaths and specifically George 
Vithoulkas (1980), who charted a range of remedy reactions. These include: 
 Definite aggravation of symptoms after taking a homeopathic remedy, followed 
by definite improvement of all symptoms. This indicates that the chosen remedy 
was the simillimum and no further prescription is required. 
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 Marked improvement with little or no aggravation and the patient is better in 
every respect, which again indicates that the simillimum has been prescribed and 
the prescription is to take no further action but to „wait and watch‟. 
 Other indications for the „wait and watch‟ prescription include improvement in 
the main health problem but other symptoms are still present. 
 The original problem is better but new symptoms have appeared. This may be an 
indication that the remedy has activated suppressed symptoms and revealed the 
full remedy picture. Another remedy would then be prescribed to take account of 
the new symptoms. 
 The patient was better initially but then symptoms returned. This can suggest the 
need to prescribe the same remedy at a higher potency.  
 No change in symptoms suggests that the wrong remedy has been prescribed and 
the case must be taken again and a new remedy given to the patient. 
 Patients who see some improvement but repeated prescriptions fail to achieve 
long term success may be suffering from an incurable condition or suppression of 
reaction as a result of the effects of allopathic medicine. Homeopathy can be 
helpful in palliating symptoms. 
These are common reactions in cases of constitutional treatment. Homeopathy can also 
be used in acute illnesses. The approach and the remedy reaction are different in this type 
of prescribing. If the patient has an acute illness, a remedy is prescribed based on the 
current symptoms. These may include both physical and emotional symptoms but take 
less account of personality and health history. For example, a patient presenting with 
severe tooth pain and evidence of a tooth abscess might be prescribed Hepar sulph, a 
remedy known to help infection where there is pus and pain. The patient is also likely to 
be irritable and feel unwell. The remedy would be prescribed and repeated at intervals of 
15 to 30 minutes. If improvement occurs and then symptoms return, the remedy would be 
repeated until the symptoms disappear. If there is no improvement after three repetitions 
of the remedy, another remedy would be prescribed (Hayfield 1993).  
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1.3.7 Homeopathy in the UK  
 
Homeopathy is practised in the UK by non-medically qualified (NMQ) homeopaths and 
medically qualified homeopaths. The Faculty of Homeopaths provides post graduate 
training in homeopathy to doctors already qualified to practise medicine. 
 
The Society of Homeopaths is the largest professional organization registering NMQ 
homeopaths in Britain and represents homeopaths who have satisfied the Society of 
Homeopath‟s educational and professional requirements and practice according to their 
code of ethics and National Occupational Standards for Homeopathy (Ross 2007). 
Established in 1978, the Society of Homeopaths is the largest body of professional 
homeopaths. With over 1500 members, it represents 60% of registered homeopaths in the 
UK. Registered members of The Society of Homeopaths are fully insured and practise in 
accordance with a strict Code of Ethics & Practice
2
. Two-thirds of homeopathy courses in 
the UK are formally validated and recognised by the Society of Homeopaths. 
 
The House of Lords Select Committee (2000) listed homeopathy as a group one therapy 
in its report on complementary and alternative medicine, acknowledging that it has its 
own diagnostic approach and treatment methods.  
 
“Under The Society of Homeopaths, the non-medical homeopaths have organised 
themselves well and their professional organisation should mean the transition to 
statutory regulation does not present too great an upheaval.” (House of Lords 
Select Committee on Science and Technology, Session 1999-2000: 52) 
 
Several smaller organisations also act as registering bodies for NMQ homeopaths. Recent 
attempts to create a single organisation to register homeopaths failed and in 2007 CORH 
(Council of Registered Homeopaths) was dissolved. The Society of Homeopaths is now 
preparing to apply for statutory regulation of homeopathy in line with other group one 
therapies. 
                                                 
2
 A copy of The Society‟s Code of Ethics & Practice is available at www.homeopathy-soh.org 
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Homeopathy has been available in the UK through the NHS since 1948. There are five 
NHS funded hospitals in Bristol, Glasgow, Liverpool, London and Tunbridge Wells. The 
largest is the Royal London Homeopathic Hospital with an annual budget of £3.5m and 
treating around 40,000 patients annually (BMA 2007). In his history of homeopathy in 
Britain, Morrell (2009) refers to the long and distinguished record of homeopathy in 
Scotland. Many of the greatest homeopaths in Britain have come from Scotland, often 
based at the Glasgow Homeopathic Hospital.  
 
 
 
Figure 5: The London Homeopathic Hospital 1858 (Google Images 2009) 
 
Over 400 GP‟s in Scotland use homeopathy in their everyday practice (Ross et al 2006). 
Smallwood (2005) stated that if only 4% of GP‟s were to offer homeopathy as a regular 
treatment option, a saving of £190 million could be made, as a result of savings in the 
costs of pharmaceutical drugs. Research carried out by the University of Aberdeen to 
audit the use of homeopathic and herbal remedies in general practice in the NHS found 
an apparent acceptance of homeopathic medicine in primary care and extensive use of 
homeopathic remedies in treating children and babies. In their study of 232 practices, 
60% of GP‟s prescribed homeopathic or herbal remedies in 2003-4 (Ross et al 2006). 
 
The homeopathy market in the UK for 2007 was estimated to be worth £38 million and 
projected to reach £46 million in 2012 (Mintel 2007). Witt et al (2008) describe 
homeopathy as increasingly popular and an important factor in public health systems. 
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They support this view by referring to the expenditure on homeopathy of £3.3 million in 
the NHS in 2007 and £30.74 million for private treatment. 
 
1.3.8 Homeopathy worldwide 
 
The WHO describes homeopathy as the second largest system of medicine in the world 
practised in about 67 countries with 300 million users (WHO 2004).  
 
Homeopathy is practised in 40 European countries. It is officially recognised and 
included in the national health system in European countries such as France and Germany 
and the United Kingdom (Chatfield 2005). Haidvogl et al (2007) refer to the effective 
integration of CAM into primary care in most Western countries, with homeopathy being 
one of the most frequently used treatments. Ong and Banks (2004) found that CAM is 
typically used for chronic illnesses, particularly for conditions that respond poorly to 
conventional treatments. Users also refer to the desire for a positive relationship with a 
healthcare practitioner.  
 
Homeopathy is popular in much of Asia, including Pakistan, Bangladesh and Nepal. 
About 100 million people in India, out of a population of 1148 million, use homeopathy 
and the market there is currently growing at 25% annually. Banjerjea (2007) refers to the 
use of homeopathy in primary care in India, where patients often choose homeopathy in 
preference to surgery for very serious pathology. He attributes this to awareness of the 
effectiveness and safety of homeopathy, as well as a family tradition of successful 
treatment. He also refers to “faith and expectation that the experienced homeopath can 
and will successfully treat pathology” (Banjerjea 2007: 122). India is the only country 
which officially recognises homeopathy as the medicine of choice for most of the 
population. It is also a major source of homeopathic literature and prints homeopathic 
books which are sold worldwide.  
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Homeopathy is practised in many other parts of the world, including South America, 
Australia and New Zealand. In South Africa and the USA there has been political 
opposition to homeopathy and laws were passed to close down homeopathic colleges
3
 
(Castro 1990). This has had a significant impact on the development of homeopathy in 
these countries. 
 
1.3.9 The debate about homeopathy 
 
The origins of homeopathy have already been described, but the history of homeopathy is 
also a history of conflict and debate. The information in this section is not presented as 
evidence for or against homeopathy, or as a critical analysis of research into homeopathy. 
It is included as an indication of the type of debate that has taken place and the context 
this creates for the publication of future research into the effectiveness of homeopathy.  
 
Hahnemann began the history of debate about homeopathy by rejecting the views of his 
contemporaries on healing methods and the differences of opinion have continued since 
then. Dr Hervey Quinn was the first homeopath to become influential in Britain, setting 
up a practice in London in 1832. He established the organisational infrastructure of 
homeopathy in the nineteenth century (Nicholls 2005). He was also responsible for the 
first of many splits in the homeopathic community as he tried to resist the inclusion in the 
profession of lay homeopaths, in order to protect the integrity of the profession. The 
divisions in the homeopathic community have persisted throughout its history. The 
Faculty of Homeopaths, representing medically qualified homeopaths has always 
operated separately from the bodies regulating NMQ homeopaths and has resisted 
attempts at co-operation.  
 
An important political landmark for medicine was the Medical Registration Act 1858, 
which gave medical doctors new rights to practise and made other health care 
                                                 
3
 In 1974 an Act of Parliament was passed in South Africa to close down the homeopathic colleges. This 
was similar to a law passed in the USA in the early 1900‟s. 
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practitioners alternative. Complementary and alternative medicine came into existence as 
a result of this legislation. It was believed that this came about because doctors and 
apothecaries were trying to protect their livelihood and status. This view has parallels 
with the current debate which claims that the pharmaceutical companies are funding a 
campaign to discredit homeopathy and other forms of complementary medicine (Bhatia 
2007). This may be an unfounded suspicion but it is included here to highlight the nature 
of the public debate and the comparisons that can be made between the past and present 
history of homeopathy. 
 
Publications in the nineteenth century echo the current media headlines about 
homeopathy. Professor Simpson of Edinburgh University, the founder of the use of 
chloroform in childbirth, was fiercely anti-homeopathy, and wrote a book called 
“Homeopathy Misrepresented” (1850) which decried the use of homeopathy. In 1888 a 
correspondence in the Times newspaper began a heated debate on homeopathy. Other 
journals and newspapers took up the argument. Over 120 years later homeopathy is still 
attracting similar critical comment with headlines such as “Homeopathy under fire” 
(BMA 2007). 
 
Samarasekera (2007) refers to growing pressure against homeopathy in the UK from 
journalists, doctors and scientists who point to the lack of evidence for the effectiveness 
of homeopathy. Their public statements about homeopathy have led to calls for the 
reduction of NHS funding for homeopathic hospitals. In a letter to the Primary Care 
Trusts (2006) a group of eminent doctors, including Professor Ernst Baum stated that 
homeopathy, “is an implausible treatment for which over a dozen systematic reviews 
have failed to produce convincing evidence of effectiveness.” This debate recurs in a 
wide variety of scientific journals and newspapers, with evidence of strong positions 
being taken on both sides of the argument. Ross, on behalf of the Society of Homeopaths 
(2007) refers to the re-hashing of „time-worn arguments‟ in the Samarasekera article and 
questions the Lancet‟s decision not to include information provided by the Society of 
Homeopaths in response to questions raised by Samarasekera.  
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A group of senior doctors including Gustav Born professor of pharmacology at King‟s 
College London and Michael Baum professor of surgery at University College, London, 
wrote to Primary Care Trusts in England demanding that they no longer use public funds 
to pay for homeopathic treatment (Born et al 2007). Such cuts would have lead to the 
closure of the largest homeopathic hospital in London. Fisher (2007) of the Royal 
London Homeopathic Hospital wrote a letter to the Guardian newspaper entitled “Open 
letter, closed minds” in reply to doctors who were critical of homeopathy:  
 
“The doctors who signed today‟s open letter may find it a bitter pill to swallow, 
but homeopathy works – and people want it. Homeopathy is enigmatic, 
remarkably popular, widespread and persistent, despite the scepticism of retired 
professors of biomedical background.”  (Fisher 2007) 
 
Jeanette Winterson (2007) refers to the fierce debate between those like her who trust 
homeopathy because it has worked for them and those who call it, “shamanistic 
claptrap”. She believes that „homeophobia‟ is a fear of what homeopathy is suggesting, 
which is that disease needs to be viewed not as cause and effect, but as a whole picture 
involving all aspects of the patient‟s life.  
 
The debate is ongoing. The Science and Technology Committee of the House of 
Parliament (2010) concluded that the NHS should no longer fund homeopathy. They 
expressed particular concern about the National Rules Scheme (2006) which allows 
evidence other than RCT‟s for medical research. The BMA (2010) have also called for an 
end to funding of homeopathy in the NHS based on the view that homeopathy is a 
placebo treatment with no research evidence to support its use. Supporters of homeopathy 
cite recent research at the Bristol Homeopathic Hospital (2005) into the efficacy of 
homeopathic treatment and research by Smallwood (2005) into its cost effectiveness, 
stating that homeopathy costs the NHS approximately £4 million per annum compared to 
the UK drugs bill of £11 billion per annum (Society of Homeopaths 2010).  
 
The Government response to the Science and Technology Committee report 'Evidence 
Check 2: Homeopathy‟(2010) acknowledges the strength of feeling on both sides of the 
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debate but confirms the government commitment to supporting informed patient choice 
and clinical decisions based on patient need and ethical guidelines. This includes the 
prescription of homeopathic remedies. They note that homeopathy has a long tradition in 
Europe where it is a recognised and widely used system of medicine and confirm their 
commitment to following EU guidelines on the regulation of homeopathy.  
 
Research evidence has frequently been used to support the arguments for and against 
homeopathy in the debate about its effectiveness (Vincent and Furnham 1997). Many 
research trials have been conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of homeopathy in 
treating specific symptoms, named diseases and the use of selected remedies. As 
homeopathy is a holistic therapy which is designed to meet the needs of individuals it is 
not well suited to controlled trials which focus on a single symptom or remedy. The 
debate about homeopathy rarely considers the individualistic nature of the treatment. 
There may be evidence of the effectiveness of homeopathy in research which is not 
individualised, but it could be argued that this is not a real test of what homeopathy aims 
to achieve (MacEoin 2006). 
 
The low methodological quality of many research studies into homeopathy has led to 
them being rejected by academics and scientists, but some studies have been regarded as 
worthy of consideration. Kleijnen et al (1991) reviewed clinical trials in homeopathy for 
a wide range of disorders and found that 81 out of 105 controlled clinical trials showed 
positive effects from homeopathic treatment compared to placebo. Vincent and Furnham 
(1997) believe that there are many positive results from studies of homeopathy and find it 
illogical that they are frequently rejected by academics and the medical profession.  
 
One of the most frequently cited trials of homeopathy was carried out by Reilly et al and 
published in the Lancet in 1986. The aim of this trial was to measure the effectiveness of 
homeopathic remedies in treating allergic rhinitis over placebo. Independent reviewers 
regarded this as a well conducted trial using rigorous research methods, but its findings in 
favour of homeopathy were rejected by members of the medical profession. Dr David 
Reilly changed the direction of his research into homeopathy, because he came to believe 
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that it was not possible to use research findings for homeopathy as evidence of its value 
(Reilly 2006). 
 
Despite the evidence for the efficacy of homeopathy there have been powerful 
presentations of evidence against its effectiveness. The Lancet (2005) published a meta-
analysis of 110 clinical trials in homeopathy. The majority of the trials found homeopathy 
to have a beneficial effect, but the researchers rejected 102 of the trials because they 
stated that these trials had such positive results in favour of homeopathy that they could 
not be trusted (Shang et al 2005). Critics of this meta-analysis believe that this is 
evidence that the researchers viewed homeopathy as implausible and therefore rejected 
trials that proved it to be extremely effective. Fisher et al (2005) in a letter to The Lancet, 
state that the conclusions of the study were based on only eight anonymous clinical trials 
and questioned the selection criteria used in the trial.  
 
Possible arbiters in the debate remain uncommitted. NICE (National Institute for Clinical 
Excellence) provides guidelines for the use of complementary therapies within cancer 
care but not patient care in general. The Scottish equivalent, the Scottish Intercollegiate 
Guidelines Network (SIGN) do not provide guidelines for the use of CAM. Franck et al 
(2007) question the lack of formal evaluation of complementary and alternative medicine 
by NICE given its widespread use by the public. Specifically they refer to the possible 
relevance of CAM therapies for patients with chronic illnesses, who account for 80% of 
GP consultations. They suggest that lack of evaluation by NICE may be related to 
problems with research methodology, bias against CAM or lack of resources.  
 
The debate about the efficacy of homeopathy creates a climate of negativity and bias that 
makes it difficult to present new research evidence relating to homeopathy. The 
antagonism experienced by researchers has led some to avoid publication of new 
evidence, feeling that the hostile climate will automatically lead to their research being 
dismissed or decried (Reilly 2006). The following section 1.4 Research Perspectives on 
Homeopathy shows the range and quantity of research into different aspects of 
homeopathy and attempts to evaluate some of the more recent research, whilst 
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acknowledging that much of the research is now dated and does not take account of new 
approaches to researching holistic therapies. 
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1.4 RESEARCH PERSPECTIVES ON HOMEOPATHY 
 
This section will review the research evidence currently available for homeopathy by 
considering: 
 research issues relating to CAM and homeopathy  
 research into the action of the homeopathic remedy  
 research studies into the efficacy of homeopathy 
 the choice of methodology for homeopathic research studies 
 
1.4.1 Evidence based medicine and homeopathy  
 
Evidence based medicine drives the current need for valid and reliable research into all 
healthcare interventions. The number of CAM trials has increased significantly in recent 
years, as has the number of meta-analyses of CAM research. Most CAM research has 
used the same approach as clinical pharmacology. In this approach the aim is to establish 
a drug as safe and effective in order to satisfy government regulations and the 
requirements of those who fund conventional health care. CAM therapies do not have 
similar financial gatekeepers and the research needed to provide the required evidence 
base is therefore limited (Fønnebø et al 2007). Dr Sara Eames (2007) cited in the bma 
news refers to the lack of commercial drivers for homeopathic clinical studies which 
prevents doctors from taking part in expensive and time consuming research.  
 
The requirement for evidence based medicine has put pressure on complementary 
medicine to provide proof of safety and efficacy in trials that match those carried out for 
drug therapies (Greenhalgh 2000, Smallwood 2005). Randomised controlled trials 
(RCT‟s) have become the accepted method of researching health treatments. 
 
“It is now well established that the evaluation of interventions (such as drug 
therapies, surgical operations or complex educational or behavioural treatments) 
should be undertaken as far as possible by means of double-blind randomised 
controlled trials.” (Greenhalgh 2000: 59)  
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This emphasis has made it very difficult to get appropriate evidence of the efficacy of 
complementary medicine. The holistic experience of CAM users is not well covered by 
the pharmacological approach to researching efficacy of drugs, which involves using 
RCT‟s and focusing on the action of a specific agent on specific symptoms. Shang et al 
(2005) reporting on the placebo effect and homeopathy conclude that placebo-controlled 
trials of homeopathy should be replaced by research which focuses on „context effects‟.  
 
Verhoef (2005) refers to the limitations of RCT‟s when researching the effectiveness of 
CAM. These include the individual nature of CAM treatments and the general nature of 
the conditions being treated. It can also be difficult to recruit randomly because of 
participants‟ beliefs and preferences. Although this is true for most research, it can be a 
particular issue in CAM research, if the participants are predisposed to believe in the 
efficacy of CAM. An RCT is also unable to give information about whether a treatment 
worked in ways other than those expected or in different ways for individuals. Outcome 
measurements do not address all the potential benefits of CAM interventions, particularly 
the effect of the therapeutic relationship and the focus on individual and holistic health 
issues during treatment. RCT‟s also study interventions in isolation whereas most CAM 
treatments are part of a process which includes the setting, the therapeutic relationship 
and the patient‟s own contribution to the healing process. RCT‟s assess whether an 
intervention has a statistical effect, but there is no investigation of why an intervention 
works and how participants experience the process of healing. Haidvogl et al (2007) 
conclude that placebo-controlled RCT‟s are highly standardised and therefore create 
artificial treatment situations which are very different from daily practice in health care. 
 
The real difficulty for homeopathy in taking part in randomised testing is that such testing 
is not based on the needs of the individual and is not often holistic in intent. These are 
key aspects of homeopathic philosophy. 
 
“The randomised clinical trial is designed to produce generalisable knowledge 
about the standardised effects of a particular intervention which can be regarded 
as true of all populations at all times, the antithesis of the local knowledge of a 
specific body with all its individual pecularities.” (Sharma 1996: 170)  
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There is growing evidence that CAM research requires different approaches from those 
used for testing conventional medication. Studies of homeopathy using RCT‟s which 
provide evidence that the homeopathic remedy is more effective than placebo have 
frequently been rejected because of methodological weaknesses, or lack of belief in the 
mode of action of homeopathic remedies.  
 
Richardson (2005) refers to the first person evidence constructed by the user of CAM 
based on personal experience, which is as valuable as information gained from 
randomised controlled trials and evidence based medicine. She supports the use of both 
quantitative and qualitative methods of researching CAM:  
 
“…even very sophisticated RCT‟s, may fail to detect the complexity of factors 
which lurk in the swampy lowlands of the consultation and contribute to the 
outcome.” (Richardson 2005: 30) 
 
This view is supported by Enderby (2007), who believes that mixed methodology ie 
quantitative and qualitative research, is required to provide a different angle on the same 
truth. She believes that Cochrane reviews are too simplistic, often rejecting trials which 
have value but show a negative outcome. She also regards meta-analyses as too 
simplistic, ignoring causal connections. In her view triangulation of research methods 
both collects data and seeks explanations for information gathered.  
 
The increasing complexity of health service provision has encouraged the search for new 
ways of carrying out research. Pope and Mays (1995) note the difficulty of applying the 
findings of randomised controlled trials in daily clinical practice. They value qualitative 
research which makes use of lay and professional health beliefs and accesses information 
about areas that have received little previous investigation. The more recent requirement 
for evidence based medicine has placed even greater emphasis on the results of RCT‟s in 
determining treatment practice, particularly in the NHS, and less value on other research 
methods, thus creating a dilemma for researchers who believe that other approaches to 
CAM research are more valuable. 
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There has also been an increase in patient centred outcome measures in the social science 
field. Outcome measures do not yet exist for some health concepts and individualized, 
patient centred outcomes can be hard to quantify in research terms. Nine outcome 
domains have been identified by Verhoef et al (2006): physical, psychological, social, 
spiritual, holistic, quality of life, individualised measures, context of healing and process 
of healing outcomes. They also highlight the importance of process and the context of an 
intervention, including the therapeutic relationship. These aspects of CAM research are 
complex and sometimes impossible to measure accurately. The requirement for evidence 
based medicine creates a dilemma for the CAM researcher when selecting research 
methods. 
 
Homeopathic treatment involves prescribing a remedy for the individual not for the 
symptom or disease they present with. This means that it is not possible to consistently 
control the variables in homeopathic treatment. Current literature on homeopathic 
research suggests that different research approaches are therefore required in order to 
assess the outcomes of treatment, using both quantitative and qualitative research 
methods.  
 
1.4.2 Research into the action of the homeopathic remedy 
 
There has been no satisfactory explanation for the effect of homeopathic remedies on 
health problems, other than placebo. However, some scientists have suggested that water 
can retain an imprint or memory of substances dissolved in it (Schmukler 2009). 
 
This mechanism was tested in a trial carried out by Jacques Beneviste (1988) in which he 
provided the explanation that the water in which the homeopathic substance was diluted 
had a memory and this imprinted memory provided the cure, even when there was no 
measurable trace of the original substance. Beneviste lost his funding and international 
credibility as a result of publishing this research. A pan European team led by Professor 
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Ennis tried to discredit the research further, but have only succeeded in suggesting that 
Beneviste might have been right (Matthews 2006). 
 
More recently, Rustum Roy a materials scientist at Pennsylvania State University 
described the rejection of Beneviste‟s idea as naïve and simplistic, arguing that water has 
proved itself capable of effects that are extremely complex (cited in Matthews 2006). He 
refers to an effect called epitaxy ie using the atomic structure of one compound as a 
template for producing the same structure in others. Roy also refers to the shock waves 
generated in the succussion process which may trigger fundamental changes in the 
properties of the water molecules. 
 
Bellavite et al (2007) explored the concept of the homeopathic „simile‟ in their series of 
lectures on immunology and homeopathy. They define the „simile‟ as the principle that a 
homeopathic remedy given to a healthy subject will produce a set of symptoms which the 
same remedy will cure in someone who is unhealthy. They assert that Hahnemann‟s 
theory of the simile has been supported by scientific findings in different fields, including 
immuno-allergology, the study of immunity and allergic reactions. They refer to the 
Kleijnen et al (1991) review of homeopathic trials which concluded that there was a 
surprising amount of evidence that homeopathy is effective, but they found the 
mechanism of action implausible. This concern is based largely on another key principle 
of homeopathy which is the dilution and potentisation of homeopathic remedies. 
Bellavite et al (2007) assert that even high dilutions of the simile can incorporate 
structural or frequency information which simulate the disorders of natural disease and 
contain complex information which can promote healing.  
 
“Homeopathic therapy should act by regulating the inflammatory and immune 
systems, both directly through molecular similarity, as seen in isopathic therapies, 
and indirectly through systemic interconnections.” (Bellavite et al 2007: 152)  
 
Bellavite et al (2007) also refer to the role of stress in suppressing the immune system 
and causing internal communication failures leading to chronic disease. Homeopathic 
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information mimics patho-physiological stress and re-activates a coherent response in the 
organism, as shown in the research study on mice carried out by Bousta et al (2001).  
They subjected mice to stress and noted the behavioural, immunological and gastric 
changes which resulted from the application of foot shock. They then went on to evaluate 
the use of homeopathic remedies and found that they had a significant immuno-protective 
and gastro-protective effect in mice exposed to this experimental stress.  
Bellavite refers to the effect of dissolving homeopathic remedies in water or water and 
alcohol, stating that studies have shown the effect of „water clusters‟, dynamic self 
organising networks which activate biological processes on the cell membrane level. 
 
“Our belief is that many „high dilution‟ experiments point out elusive 
physicochemical and biological phenomena that really occur in nature, associated 
with the structural and dynamic properties of water and water/alcohol solution, 
but they are difficult to reproduce in laboratory settings.” (Bellavite et al 2006: 
19)  
 
“Thus, a homeopathic drug might be regarded as a small quantity of matter in 
which phased oscillating elements could coherently transmit, oscillatory 
frequencies, via resonance, to both oscillating and non-linear biological fluids or 
complex „metastable‟ structures (macromolecules, protein different 
conformations, membranes, filamentous structures, receptors).” (Bellavite et al 
2007: 160)  
 
Milgrom (2003) believes that biomedicine‟s reductionist paradigm limits the potential for 
exploring the scientific basis for the use of homeopathy by making a flawed comparison 
with the effects of pharmacological medicines. He refers to the work of Beneviste and 
Ennis on the memory of water and their most recent theory that it may be possible to 
„format‟ water in a way that could be compared to formatting floppy discs for computers. 
However, Milgrom views the memory of water theory as focusing on the physical action 
of the remedy and ignoring the other ingredient in homeopathy which is the “healing 
interaction between consenting human beings that ultimately gives rise to the remedy” 
(2003: 11). He refers to the theory of entanglement, a view of the world which sees 
everything as inextricably linked to everything else. Homeopathy is a process, dependent 
on the order in which things are done.  
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“A remedy can be considered homeopathic when its locality, as defined by 
preparation and potency, becomes entangled with the non-local therapeutic 
interaction between the patient and the practitioner; the triadic totality curing the 
case.” (Milgrom 2003: 13)  
 
The studies carried out by these scientists suggest that ongoing research may eventually 
provide a scientific explanation for the mechanism of action of the homeopathic remedy. 
The development of nanotechnology and nanopharmacology may focus attention on the 
minimum dose as scientists consider the potential of the tiniest particles of matter 
(Ullman 2010).  
 
The lack of understanding of the mechanism of action of homeopathic remedies is often 
cited as a reason for dismissing the evidence of outcomes of treatment, therefore any 
research which gives further insight into the way homeopathy works increases the value 
of research into clinical uses of homeopathy.  
 
 
 
Figure 6: Cartoon mocking diluted homeopathic remedies (www.ntskeptics.org/cartoons/weekly ) 
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1.4.3 Research studies of homeopathy and CAM 
 
Research studies into homeopathy and a range of CAM therapies have been carried out 
for many health problems. Extensive evaluation of this research has resulted in 
considerable controversy. The purpose of this section is to present an overview of the 
research that has already been carried out in order to confirm the quantity and diversity of 
the research into homeopathy, but also to show that the aims of this study have not yet 
been met by other research studies. There is little published research into the use of 
homeopathy as a complex intervention or into its use for the 55+ age group.  
 
Some recent studies provide useful information about the approaches used in 
homeopathic research and a more detailed evaluation of these studies has been carried out 
in section 1.4.3.2 Evaluation of recent research studies.   
 
Another source of information about the action of the homeopathic remedy is the 
research carried out on animals. Because the focus of this study is on homeopathy as a 
complex intervention this overview does not include any evidence from animal studies 
but it is acknowledged that animal research provides another perspective on homeopathic 
treatment. 
 
1.4.3.1 Overview of research into homeopathy and CAM 
 
Selecting homeopathy research evidence for review purposes is complicated by the 
debate discussed in section 1.3.9 The debate about homeopathy. The strength of debate 
surrounding published work on homeopathy can make it difficult to be objective when 
evaluating the research as many eminent researchers present convincing cases for and 
against homeopathy. An additional difficulty is that CAM research papers are often 
published in specialist journals that are less well known and less likely to be peer 
reviewed by experienced researchers. It can also be difficult for researchers of CAM to 
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fund and carry out research that meets the standards required for publication. 
Additionally, research carried out by individual homeopaths can lack independent 
verification of methodology and results.  
 
In a memorandum to the UK Parliament the Complementary Medicine Research Group 
of York University summarised these difficulties in the following statement: 
“Although there is an increasing body of trials available, the lack of independent 
confirmation of reported
 
trials and the presence of conflicting results is a major 
limitation to homeopathy research. Furthermore the general field is bedevilled by 
the lack of well-designed replicable studies conducted by independent
 
research 
teams. Two key factors inhibiting current and future homeopathy research are the 
lack of adequate funding
 
and lack of well-trained homeopaths who
 
are sufficiently 
qualified and interested in engaging in objective research.” (2010) 
 
For those researchers who do attempt to carry out rigorous research there is a real 
difficulty in identifying methodology that meets the requirements of the research 
community. Homeopathy is an individualised and holistic method of treatment which is 
less well suited to research methods which focus on specific symptoms, illnesses or 
homeopathic remedies. Despite this difficulty many researchers have attempted to 
capture the experience of homeopathic treatment in research studies. By the end of 2009, 
142 RCT‟s comparing homeopathy with placebo or conventional treatment had been 
published in peer reviewed journals. 63 of these studies were able to draw conclusions in 
favour of homeopathy and 11 were negative (Memorandum to the UK parliament, the 
British Homeopathic Association 2009).  
 
Much of the research on homeopathy is presented in libraries and journals dedicated to 
the presentation of CAM or homeopathy research. The Society of Homeopaths website 
now includes open access to information about research, but this was formerly available 
only to members of the Society (The Society of Homeopaths, Evidence base for research 
2010).  
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Research presented in other forums is often restricted to specific types of research or 
focuses on specific illnesses. An example of this is the 2010 Annual Evidence Update on 
Homeopathy (NHS Evidence – Complementary and Alternative Medicine 2010) which 
lists eight RCT‟s published in English in the previous year. Some research topics are very 
specific in nature, such as the homeopathic treatment of minor aphthous ulcer, but others 
are more general, such as the treatment of chronic insomnia with the homeopathic 
simillimum.  
 
Some Cochrane reviews have been carried out for specific uses of homeopathy: 
 Homeopathic medicines for the adverse effects of cancer treatments – eight 
studies were reviewed with a total of 664 participants. Four studies showed 
benefits from the use of homeopathy and it was recommended that the trials were 
replicated. 
 Homeopathy for attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder – four studies were 
reviewed. No evidence was found that homeopathy was effective in relieving 
symptoms of attention deficit disorder. 
 Homeopathy for chronic asthma – six studies were reviewed with a total of 556 
participants. No recommendations were made as the type of homeopathy used in 
trials varied. The individualised nature of homeopathy was noted, which made it 
unlikely that research trials could replicate common homeopathic practice. 
 Homeopathy for induction of labour – the review of two trials found that there 
was not enough evidence to recommend homeopathy but expressed the view that 
more research is needed. 
 
The Cochrane Reviews consider a limited number of research studies into the 
effectiveness of homeopathy for specific conditions. Their conclusions make reference to 
the individualised nature of homeopathic prescribing and the likelihood that research 
trials may not measure the „package of care‟ effect. This package includes the remedy 
and the consultation, which they describe as a vital part of homeopathic practice. 
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The European Network of Homeopathy Researchers (ENHR) has produced a summary of 
research that provides evidence to support the use of homeopathy. The ENHR consists of 
66 individuals from 15 different countries involved in homeopathy research and is 
supported by the European Council for Classical Homeopathy. The ENHR summary of 
research is presented in the UK by Chatfield and Viksveen (2007) and published by the 
Society of Homeopaths (See Appendix 16). 
 
The ENHR studies are categorized under the following headings: 
 Use of homeopathy and other CAM therapies (13 studies) 
 User surveys of patient satisfaction with homeopathic treatment (12 studies) 
 Safety of homeopathic treatment (1 study) 
 Reviews and meta-analyses (11 reviews and meta-analyses) 
 Key trials and surveys: 
 Diarrhoea in children (3 studies) 
 Respiratory tract complaints (7 studies) 
 Musculo-skeletal problems (4 studies) 
 Hay fever, asthma and perennial rhinitis (4 studies) 
 Pre-menstrual syndrome (PMS) (2 studies) 
 Menopausal complaints (3 studies) 
 Homeopathy after oestrogen withdrawal (1 study) 
 Hot flashes after breast cancer therapy (4 studies) 
 Infertility (1 study) 
 Sperm quality (1 study) 
 Pregnancy-related problems (1 study) 
 Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) (2 studies) 
 Chronic Fatigue Syndrome (2 studies) 
 Surgery (1 study) 
 Dengue haemorrhagic fever (1 study) 
 
 Cost benefit (5 studies) 
 The effect of high dilutions (6 studies) 
 Treatment of animals (3 studies) 
 
The ENHR summary attempts to show the range of research into homeopathy. The 
benefit of the summary is that it provides an overview of past homeopathy research 
studies, but it also shows the emphasis on treatment of symptoms and named illnesses, 
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rather than treatment of the individual. It includes studies that evaluate homeopathy as 
one of several CAM therapies which can give a distorted view of results as CAM 
therapies use different approaches and view outcomes differently. The individualized 
nature of homeopathic treatment is also difficult to capture using reviews and meta-
analyses. The ENHR summary of homeopathy research does not include research into 
homeopathy as a complex intervention or for the 55+ age group. (See Appendix 16) 
 
Van Wassenhoven (2008), a prominent member of the homeopathic research community 
and founder of the European Committee for Homeopathy and Research, also conducted a 
comprehensive review of homeopathic trials.   
 
He included in his review the following meta-analyses: 
 105 studies considered by Kleijnen et al (1991) in which 77% show positive 
results for homeopathy 
 15 studies considered by Boissel at al (1996) in which he believed the results 
could not have been attributed to placebo alone 
 89 studies considered by Linde et al (1997) in which he again concluded that the 
evidence could not be attributed to placebo alone 
 32 studies considered by Linde and Melchart (1998) in which an individualised 
approach to homeopathy was used and results were more significant than with 
placebo alone 
 16 trials considered by Cucherat et al (2000) showing evidence of the positive 
effects of homeopathy  
 110 trials considered by Shang et al (2005) with evidence of positive outcomes 
 
Van Wassenhoven used the same approach as the ENHR survey including past evidence 
of homeopathy research based on trials that used the same methodology as 
pharmacological trials. None of these trials described homeopathy as a complex 
intervention taking account of both the remedy and the interaction with the therapist.  
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As the ENHR summary of homeopathy research shows, studies of CAM often include 
homeopathy and results are frequently amalgamated rather than presented for separate 
therapies. In a recent pilot project evaluating the use of CAM in two primary care centres 
in Northern Ireland results for homeopathy were presented separately. Researchers 
reported an improvement in physical health in 81% of participants (713 participants took 
part) and 79% in their mental health (McDade 2008). There was a high degree of 
correlation between GP and patient assessment of health. Other positive benefits 
identified included less use of medication, fewer visits to GP and outpatient clinics and 
less anxiety about health among participants. Participants who received homeopathic 
treatment reported an average 54% improvement in their health and well being. Data was 
collected using MYMOP questionnaires and patient interviews. The use of mixed 
methodology and different perspectives on the outcomes makes this type of trial more 
relevant for the assessment of outcomes of homeopathic treatment.  
 
Most of the published research into the effectiveness of homeopathy has studied specific 
health problems or a general population presenting with a variety of illnesses (Damoiseux 
et al 2000, Pilkington et al 2005, Taylor et al 2000). There is little research into the 
effectiveness of homeopathy for the 55+ age group and limited consideration of the 
complexity of individualized homeopathic treatment.  
 
1.4.3.2 Evaluation of recent research studies into homeopathy 
 
Much of the research included in the overview was carried out more than ten years ago 
and the focus was frequently on research techniques used in trials of pharmacological 
medicines. These approaches continue to be used in CAM research but consideration has 
also been given to new approaches to measuring health outcomes. 
 
Three recent studies of homeopathy have been selected for specific evaluation because 
they have some relevance to this study: 
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 A 6-year, university-hospital outpatient observational study carried out in Bristol 
to review homeopathic treatment for chronic disease (Spence et al 2005) using the 
MYMOP questionnaire to record outcomes for individuals in the study 
 A study to compare the use of homeopathy and conventional treatment in acute 
respiratory and ear complaints (Haidvogl et al 2007) using an RCT model to 
research specific symptoms, which is a direct contrast with the more holistic 
models of CAM research 
 The use of homeopathic treatment for elderly patients in Germany and 
Switzerland (Teut et al 2010), one of the few studies to focus on older people and 
also consider quality of life using the SF-36 health survey 
 
The 6-year, university-hospital outpatient observational study carried out in Bristol was 
designed to review homeopathic treatment for a range of health problems (Spence et al 
2005). It addressed the question of the effectiveness of homeopathic remedies in treating 
chronic ill health. It involved 6544 patients and 70% (n = 4627) of them reported 
improvement in symptoms in MYMOP questionnaires. All patients attending the 
outpatient unit for follow up appointments over the study period were included in the 
research.   
 
Patients in this study had already made a choice to have homeopathic treatment by 
attending the hospital but because all patients were included there was less risk of 
patients self selecting to take part in the research and less risk of bias as a result. The 
Bristol study was a very large study, carried out over several years. The researchers‟ aim 
was to monitor the „real world‟ effectiveness of homeopathic treatment rather than carry 
out a randomised controlled trial. The size of the study and the use of the „real world‟ 
approach increased the validity of the results in homeopathic terms. 
 
The outcomes of the Bristol study compare well with other similar trials. The findings are 
similar to those found in studies carried out at the Tunbridge Wells Homeopathic 
Hospital in 2000 (Clover 2000) where 74% of 1372 patients reported a positive result 
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from homeopathic treatment, and the Liverpool Department of Homeopathic Medicine 
(Richardson 2001), where 76% of 1100 patients also reported an improvement in their 
condition. The Bristol study was also independently reviewed by the Consumer 
Involvement Unit of the hospital on two occasions and they confirmed that patients 
reported improvements in their health.  
 
It could be argued that a limitation of the study is that it was carried out by different 
doctor homeopaths, 12 in total, and therefore consistent approaches to treatment were less 
certain. However, this may be less of a problem in such a large study. The study involved 
treating different conditions and all age groups but most participants were less than 48 
years old. Greater improvements were recorded in children. This is a common outcome in 
homeopathic treatment, possibly because children have less serious health problems and 
can make overall results seem more positive (Trichard 2005).  
 
The MYMOP questionnaire used in the Bristol study is favoured by CAM researchers 
because it is patient centred. Individuals choose their own symptoms, which they then 
score on a scale of 1 to 6 over a period of time. The stated aims of the study were to 
enhance general health and well being as well as to improve symptom control. MYMOP 
includes one question on well being but deals mainly with patient selected symptoms. It 
is not a holistic measure of health improvement and does not record any additional 
benefits of homeopathic treatment such as improvement in energy and emotional well 
being. Evidence of these outcomes is more likely to be found if mixed methodology is 
used, including qualitative data. 
 
Haidvogl et al (2007) carried out a study to compare the use of homeopathy and 
conventional treatment in acute respiratory and ear complaints. This study was an 
international, multi-centre study focusing on acute treatment of respiratory and ear 
infections. It involved 57 primary care practices in different countries including USA, 
United Kingdom and Russia. 1577 patients were monitored, 857 receiving homeopathic 
treatment and 720 receiving conventional treatment. Patients were monitored by 
researchers over a 14 day period. It was noted that the onset of improvement was faster in 
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both adults and children receiving homeopathic treatment. The outcomes for both types 
of treatment were similar leading to the conclusion that homeopathic treatment is not 
inferior to conventional treatment and can lead to more rapid recovery. The comparison 
of conventional treatment and the use of homeopathy is favoured by some CAM 
researchers, rather than comparisons with placebo (Complementary Medicine Research 
Group, University of York 2010). 
 
The authors of this study refer to the limitations of RCT‟s resulting from highly 
standardised study protocols and patient populations, thus not representing the general 
population. Another limitation of their study is that patients chose the method of 
treatment they preferred and often had a strong preference for homeopathic treatment.  
There is also possible bias resulting from patients assessing their own recovery, using a 
scoring system, rather than using independent means of determining outcomes of 
treatment, however the use of a specific date when patients felt better may be regarded as 
more objective evidence of successful treatment. In this study it would have been 
possible to use observational means of assessing improvement to support patient 
perceptions. The study also focused on self limiting health problems which frequently 
resolve spontaneously in the 14 day period allotted by the study team. The use of an 
international research team can add credibility to findings, but may also have made it 
more difficult to standardise research procedures.  
 
Like much of the research into homeopathy in the past, Haidvogl et al (2007) have used 
research methods which are regarded as the „gold standard‟ of pharmacological research. 
Although this is a credible way of gaining evidence for a treatment intervention, and 
attempts to align CAM therapies with conventional treatments, these research methods 
are less useful for CAM therapies, particularly those like homeopathy that use 
individualised methods of treatment. Symptom and disease based studies like this one 
focus on changes relating to specific symptoms or illnesses and fail to capture the other 
aspects of holistic treatment, such as improvements in energy or well being, and longer 
term resilience or freedom from symptoms.  
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A recent study by Teut et al (2010) into the use of homeopathic treatment in elderly 
patients investigated homeopathic practice in Germany and Switzerland. The study 
included 3981 patients over the age of 70 consulting a homeopathic doctor for the first 
time. Outcome measures included a numeric rating by patients for the severity of 
symptoms, SF-36 for quality of life and a physician numeric rating for severity of 
diagnosis. Initial results were presented for a sub group of 83 adults aged over 70. The 
severity of complaints decreased significantly over the 24 months of treatment on both 
patient assessment (p <0.001) and physician assessment (p<0.001) but quality of life and 
number of medicines taken did not change significantly but remained stable.  
 
This study was carried out by several different homeopaths, all using classical 
homeopathic principles, but free to use other treatments, including conventional 
medication, and any homeopathic remedy depending on symptoms and diagnosis. 
Patients were included in the study regardless of their diagnosis. This lack of selection 
criteria and broad approach to treatment makes it more difficult to assess the value of 
homeopathy specifically and patient scores were inevitably subjective, but there is 
evidence of improvement from both patients and physicians. Teut et al (2010) conclude 
that further similar research would be useful to assess the potential value of homeopathy 
for treating elderly patients. 
 
These studies consider different aspects of homeopathic treatment, in different 
circumstances, which provides valuable information about appropriate research 
methodology for future trials of homeopathy. They also highlight the limitations of 
different approaches to research and the real difficulty in evaluating the use of holistic 
and individualised therapies like homeopathy.  
 
In summary: 
 Much of the research into the use of homeopathy has been reviewed repeatedly to 
establish its rigour in research terms and to establish whether there is real 
evidence of the effectiveness of homeopathy. The opposing views of eminent 
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researchers and clinicians make it difficult to draw conclusions from this 
evidence. 
 Homeopathy is a therapy involving individualised treatment. Evidence is often 
based on the perceptions of participants in research trials about their health and 
well being. Generalising results from a homeopathy trial can be difficult as 
individuals experience homeopathy, illness and recovery in different ways. 
 The methodology chosen for research into the effectiveness of homeopathy has to 
take account of the individualised nature of the therapy and the requirements of 
evidence based research. These requirements may be incompatible and part of the 
debate about research into homeopathy may be related to the difficulty in 
providing rigorous evidence which takes account of individual experiences.  
 
1.4.4 Current research methods for evaluating homeopathy 
 
“CAM is not simply a new array of therapeutic tools that need to be evaluated; it 
presents other ways to think about disease and therapeutics, and consequently new 
ideas about how research should be strategically developed.” (Fønnebø et al 2007) 
 
 
As the demand for evidence-based medicine increases so do the demands for scientific 
evidence of the benefits of homeopathy (Chatfield 2006). Meta-analyses and RCT‟s are 
currently placed at the top of the research hierarchy in order to synthesise large amounts 
of clinical data and offer apparently objective criteria for treatment choices and funding 
decisions. 
 
Chatfield (2006) believes that this amalgamation of trials of different homeopathic 
practices means that homeopathy is not evidenced appropriately. The lack of funding for 
research means that the type of studies required to provide further meaningful evidence 
for the Cochrane Library is not available. She also states that research that has taken 
place shows that homeopathy is not well suited to placebo-controlled trials and other 
methodologies are required. This challenges the positivist view that scientific questions 
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can be settled by observation and experimental testing to ascertain the facts. In her 
opinion, the acceptance or rejection of evidence of any sort is „value-laden‟. There is a 
natural tendency to reject evidence which does not fit currently held theories, and 
therefore even the most rigorous RCT‟s in homeopathy will be rejected by those who 
have difficulty believing in the effect of highly diluted remedies (Chatfield 2006). 
Evidence may support many and even contradictory theories, as shown in the varying 
interpretations of existing research into the effects of homeopathy.  
 
MacEoin (2006) believes that scientific research which demonstrates that homeopathy is 
merely placebo is based on false premises. His view is that homeopathy as it really exists 
has never been tested. The clinical trial is unsuited to testing homeopathy, because it is 
too blunt an instrument to handle sophisticated and individualised homeopathic 
treatment, including multiple remedy choices and changes from one remedy to another, 
changes of potency of remedies and periods of waiting without further prescription. 
 
This view is supported by Thompson and Weiss (2006), who believe the comparison 
between placebo and non-placebo arms in homeopathic trials does not constitute a fair 
test as the remedy cannot be separated from the consultation process. RCT trials 
involving placebo are therefore regarded as less suitable for research into the 
effectiveness of homeopathy.  
 
Weatherley-Jones (2004) believes that there is a fundamental problem in interpreting 
placebo controlled trials in homeopathy. She states that it is not reasonable to assume that 
the specific effects of homeopathic remedies and the non-specific effects of the 
consultation act independently.  
 
These views challenge the way that homeopathy is currently evaluated in research trials 
and call for new approaches to research. 
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1.4.5 Researching homeopathy as a complex intervention  
 
The Medical Research Council (MRC) define complex interventions as health 
interventions with several interacting components (MRC 2000). The guidance for 
researchers of complex interventions provided by the MRC was updated in 2008 to 
include interactions between components, the number and variability of outcomes and the 
degree of flexibility in tailoring interventions for individuals. 
 
Using this definition, homeopathy can be categorised as a complex intervention. It 
includes taking a remedy, the therapeutic relationship, patients‟ beliefs about healing, the 
effect of describing and appraising their own story and the effect of any self care 
implemented as a result of the homeopathic consultation. 
 
The MRC (2008) are clear that researching a complex intervention presents specific 
challenges in terms of both choice of methodology and design and delivery of the 
research. To overcome some of these issues the MRC (2000) produced a five phase 
framework for research into complex interventions. This was an attempt to rationalise 
research which seeks to evidence the use of a range of therapeutic approaches.  
 
The MRC provide a sequential framework to be applied in researching complex 
interventions.  
 Pre-clinical – theory 
 Phase Ί – modeling 
 Phase П – exploratory trial 
 Phase Ш – definitive RCT 
 Phase ΊV – long term implementation 
All the MRC phases have been used separately in homeopathy research, but homeopathy 
has not previously been defined as a complex intervention according to Thompson et al 
(2006). They believe that individualised homeopathy suffers in the context of a placebo-
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controlled trial because it is a complex intervention with many potential non-specific 
effects. They attempted to discover the active ingredients in the homeopathic process 
during a research study at the Bristol Homeopathic Hospital. They highlighted unique 
aspects of the homeopathic process, such as the remedy matching the individual‟s 
symptoms and story (Thompson et al 2006). 
 
Walach et al (2006) also find the MRC model inadequate for the evaluation of complex 
interventions, including CAM. 
 
“If we take into account the context dependence of therapeutic effects, it is clear 
that each study creates its own universe of applicability which in the best case is 
an abstraction and in the worst case is a distortion of the real world of clinical 
practice.” (Walach et al 2006: 6)  
 
The MRC model is based on a hierarchical perspective which provides successively more 
rigorous evidence of outcomes of treatment. Instead of this evidence hierarchy, Walach et 
al (2006) propose a circular model, arguing that there is no single ideal methodology. By 
triangulating a result achieved with one method and replicating it with other methods, 
they expect to provide a more comprehensive evidence base, as the strengths and 
weaknesses of different research methods counterbalance one another. “A composite of 
all methods constitutes best scientific evidence.” (Walech et al 2006:6) They refer to the 
Gabbay and Le May (2004) study of clinical decision making in general practice which 
was found to be based on a combination of evidence based medicine, clinical experience, 
patient needs and preferences, and peer group advice. They also refer to the incidence of 
patients recovering for complex reasons that cannot be isolated in controlled trials. Such 
experiences can only be captured with qualitative data. The circular model includes 
experimental methods that test for efficacy which are complemented by non-experimental 
methods that are more descriptive including context and real life experiences. 
 
Campbell et al (2000) also conclude that complex interventions should be evaluated using 
both quantitative and qualitative evidence. In their view, a complex intervention should 
be evaluated as a therapeutic process rather than attempting to isolate the effects of a 
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remedy. Yardley (2008) refers to the need to establish validity in qualitative research. She 
refers to triangulation as a method of enriching understanding of experience by viewing it 
from different perspectives. Campbell et al (2000) conclude that complex interventions 
should be evaluated using both quantitative and qualitative evidence. They believe that 
qualitative research can be used to show that an intervention works, but can also go on to 
identify potential barriers to change in both patient and professional behaviour. 
 
Boon et al (2007) investigated different approaches to research methods for complex 
health interventions, including the MRC framework. They conclude that the systems have 
many similarities, although different terminology is used, and all acknowledge the need 
for alternatives to the classical pharmacological approach to health research used in the 
RCT model.  They refer to complex interventions as those that pose the greatest difficulty 
when trying to define the „active ingredients‟. Boon et al (2007) refer to the requirement 
for broader research perspectives for complex treatment systems than can be provided by 
methods used to research single component interventions.  
 
Research into the effectiveness of homeopathy has focused on the effect of the remedy on 
health outcomes. The homeopathic consultation and discussion of self care issues are part 
of a package of treatment that accompanies the remedy. This is a complex intervention 
which should be evaluated as such, using both quantitative and qualitative data in order to 
record as clearly as possible the outcomes of homeopathic treatment. 
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CHAPTER 2:  METHODOLOGY 
 
2.1  INTRODUCTION  
 
This chapter includes information and analysis of: 
 the aims and research questions for the study  
 the philosophical assumptions that underpin this study 
 the research study design 
 the research study methods   
  
The study aims to answer the following questions: 
 Is homeopathy perceived to be effective in improving health and well being and 
quality of life in the 55+ age group? 
 What are the common themes in the experience of homeopathic treatment 
described by participants in this study? 
 
The review of literature on existing research into homeopathy identifies significant 
challenges in responding to these research questions. Homeopathy is a holistic and 
individualised approach to health care which can be difficult to evidence using the 
preferred approaches in evidence based medicine, RCT‟s and meta-analyses. The chosen 
population for this study is also diverse in age, life experiences and symptomology. The 
research questions require the measurement of perceptions of healing and this inevitably 
includes subjective responses which are difficult to generalise across the study cohort and 
to the wider 55+ population. The following rationale for the methodology chosen for this 
study attempts to explain how these challenges will be met. 
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2.2 PHILOSOPHICAL ASSUMPTIONS FOR THIS STUDY 
 
This study is based on a pragmatic world view which is problem centred and oriented 
towards what works in practice. Pragmatism takes account of both biased and unbiased 
perspectives and combines different methods of data collection, valuing both objective 
and subjective knowledge (Creswell et al 2008). This is a relatively new approach to 
research, in which the research question is of primary importance, rather than the method 
or the philosophical world view underlying it. The pragmatic view focuses on practical, 
applied research which informs methodological choices. The research methods chosen 
are therefore deemed to be practical and workable in the context of the study. This may 
result in ideas and arguments which cannot be reconciled. Creswell (2008) notes that 
although there may be contradictions and oppositions which are not reconcilable, they 
reflect different ways of knowing about and valuing the world we live in. Information 
that appears to be biased is dealt with by recognising and acknowledging the bias. 
 
Pragmatism is an epistemology which views reality as characterised by change and open 
to multiple interpretations. Meaning emerges through practical actions taken to solve 
problems. Facts and values are linked and truth is provisional. Pragmatism addresses the 
active processes through which we create meaning, suggesting that people construct 
reality through interaction. These processes arise out of action and in turn influence 
action. The homeopathic consultation can be seen as an example of this social 
interactionism, as individuals tell their story and find meaning in their recollections of 
significant life experiences. 
 
Different philosophical assumptions highlight the relevance of pragmatism to this study. 
Positivism is an epistemology based on objective and systematic observation and 
experimentation. Positivist theory aims to specify relationships between variable concepts 
in order to explain and predict these relationships and generate hypotheses for further 
research. In contrast, interpretative theory emphasises understanding what is studied, and 
sees truth as provisional. It looks for multiple emerging realities (Charmaz 2006). 
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Constructivist theory also assumes an ever changing world and multiple realities. The 
constructivist approach starts with individual experience and asks how it is constructed, 
acknowledging that the interpretation of the responses is in itself a construction.  
 
The post positivist paradigm sees objectivity as paramount. Martens (2008) refers to this 
as the “view from nowhere” and argues the case for interaction between the researcher 
and the participants in order to gain a depth of understanding of their experience which is 
not possible in more objective approaches to research. He also believes that building trust 
between the researcher and the participant avoids the view of the researcher as an 
„exploiter‟ who takes knowledge from participants and then disappears. Morgan (2009) 
refers to positivism as the dominant research paradigm in the late 1970‟s but sees a 
paradigm shift towards a pragmatic approach to research, which offers new opportunities 
for addressing methodological challenges in certain types of research and removing the 
barriers between inductive and deductive approaches.  
 
Charmaz (2006) sees interpretative qualitative research methods as a means of entering 
the research participants‟ world. She confirms the need to attend to what we see, hear and 
sense during interaction with a research participant in order to learn about their life. 
These impressions can then be compared with the interactions with other participants to 
identify the similarities and contrasts. Charmaz believes that this culminates in “an 
abstract theoretical understanding of the studied experience” (2006: 4). 
 
Reflexivity is an essential part of the pragmatic approach, in order to avoid giving 
objective status to assumptions and interpretations made by the researcher. These 
assumptions affect the social process of the study and need to be examined at every stage. 
Charmaz (2006) sees interaction as interpretative as we appraise what occurs in different 
situations and use language and culture to create meaning for ourselves. 
 
This interpretative approach is relevant for both participants and practitioners in a 
research context. Smith (2009) describes reflective practice as an opportunity to return to 
encounters in clinical practice and explore feelings and behaviour and thus re-evaluate 
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the experience. This process generates practice based knowledge. The process of 
reflective practice informing research transposes the usual view of research informing 
practice. In Smith‟s view this is an equally valid way for practitioners to develop 
knowledge and skills. 
 
The philosophy which underpins this research is also pragmatic. Homeopathy is one of 
many healing interventions. Individuals and society have choices about how to manage 
health care which must be respected. In both the literature and in practice, there is 
evidence of homeopathy making a difference to the health and well being of individuals, 
but this should not lead to an evangelical approach to promoting homeopathy. The 
pragmatic view constantly questions what is happening and highlights the need to review 
which aspects of homeopathic practice may have influenced outcomes of treatment. This 
includes a belief in the self healing capacity of the body, but also awareness that there are 
times when self care and positive thinking are not cure alls. Conventional medicine is an 
essential part of the pragmatic view of health care.  This is not incompatible with the 
view that there should be less use of medicines to suppress symptoms and more personal 
responsibility for health care. An increase in the availability of integrative health care in 
the NHS, including homeopathy as an option for those who choose it, seems a desirable 
goal. 
 
The pragmatic view of research and practice does not mean that there is inconsistency in 
the treatment of individuals and a lack of philosophical basis to practice. The pragmatic 
view supports a responsive approach to those who have chosen homeopathy as their 
preferred method of health care. Outcomes for these individuals are often consistent with 
classical homeopathic theory and philosophy and with evidence from homeopathic 
literature. Part of the treatment process involves gaining the trust of patients, showing 
empathy and maintaining high standards of professional conduct. In practice, patients 
report that they value kindness, listening, non judgemental responses, efficiency and 
availability to answer questions between appointments. These approaches to patient care 
are consistent with a pragmatic approach that is responsive and patient centred. 
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Undertaking research in homeopathy is part of a personal quest to understand what 
happens in the homeopathic process and to find out if it can be of value to contemporaries 
as they face health issues associated with later life. Acting as both a researcher and 
practitioner, challenges the usual concepts of research. This challenge is consistent with 
the pragmatic approach to research and the epistemological view of reality as 
characterised by change and open to multiple interpretations. 
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2.3 DESIGN OF RESEARCH STUDY 
 
The aim of this study is to present valid and well substantiated conclusions about the 
following research questions: 
 
 Is homeopathy perceived to be effective in improving health and well being and 
quality of life in the 55+ age group? 
 What are the common themes in the experience of homeopathic treatment 
described by participants in this study? 
 
In order to do this both qualitative and quantitative research methods were chosen. The 
central premise of mixed methodology is that the use of both quantitative and qualitative 
data provides a better understanding of the research issues than either can do alone. Data 
can be connected or compared to provide a more complete picture than is possible with 
only one type of data. Mixed methods offset the weaknesses of both types of data 
collection. For example, qualitative data includes the context and voice of participants but 
there is a risk of researcher bias or interpretation of data. There is also difficulty in 
generalising results from qualitative data. On the other hand, quantitative data offers 
greater objectivity and validity as a result of using procedures based on externals 
standards and past research (Creswell et al 2008). 
 
The most recent research into methodology for evaluating homeopathy as a complex 
intervention recommends using both quantitative and qualitative methods. The research 
methods chosen for this study are based on this recommendation, using multiple methods 
of data collection and analysis (Weatherley-Jones et al 2003, 2005). 
 
There are different types of research design for the use of mixed methodology. These 
include triangulation, embedded, explanatory and exploratory designs (Creswell and 
Piano Clark 2008). The triangulation design aims to obtain complementary data from 
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quantitative and qualitative data. The embedded design has a main source of data and the 
other data set provides a secondary, supportive role in the study. Unlike triangulation the 
aim is not to converge data sets but to report them separately. The exploratory and 
explanatory designs are not concurrent and therefore less suitable for this study, which is 
based on participant consultations not research interviews.  
 
The use of a concurrent embedded design for this research study, allows for the main data 
source to be qualitative, based on the individual responses of participants, but also to use 
quantitative methods to gain a more objective view of their experiences and any changes 
in their health as a result of the treatment process. In this study an embedded mixed 
method design allows for the use of quantitative data as secondary supportive evidence 
and qualitative data as the main source of evidence of the outcomes and process of 
treatment.   
 
The key concept that has informed the design of this study is the need to ensure that data 
is considered trustworthy. To ensure that the combined role of practitioner and researcher 
does not undermine the validity of the research, the study has been designed so that it 
includes measures which confirm the trustworthiness of the data. The rationale for 
achieving this trustworthiness is based on transparency, consistency and honest 
presentation of all aspects of the research. 
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2.4 TRUSTWORTHINESS OF RESEARCH DATA 
 
Trustworthiness in all aspects of the research process has been achieved by clearly stating 
the aims of the study and the rationale for the chosen methodology and analysis of data. 
The literature on research validity, reliability and reflexivity supports the chosen design 
for this study as most likely to ensure the trustworthiness of data. 
 
2.4.1 The aims of the study 
 
By stating clear aims for the study and linking these with a pragmatic world view and 
established principles of classical homeopathy, the purpose of the study is confirmed. The 
aims of the study focus on perceptions of individuals about health and well being and the 
experience of homeopathic treatment. This highlights the philosophical assumptions that 
underpin the study, specifically the focus on a pragmatic view of the research study 
which acknowledges change and unpredictability. This allows for inconsistency in 
results, different perceptions of outcomes and discrepancies in individual experiences of 
homeopathic treatment. 
 
2.4.2 The chosen methodology 
 
The use of a mixed methodology, including both quantitative and qualitative data in an 
embedded design supports the trustworthiness of data collection by offering a range of 
different methods for gathering data. The embedded design does not combine data to 
achieve a single outcome, as in triangulation of data, but presents data as primary and 
secondary. The primary data is the qualitative data which supports the aims of the study 
by gathering perceptions from individuals about their experience of homeopathic 
treatment. The quantitative data is gathered as a secondary source, which may confirm or 
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contradict the qualitative data, but provides a more objective measure of the perceptions 
of participants in the study about the outcomes of treatment. 
 
2.4.3 The practice of homeopathy 
 
The homeopathic approach used in practice and research in this study is based on known 
principles and philosophy of classical homeopathy, supported by a thorough literature 
search and continuing professional development. By following the principles of classical 
homeopathy, the study was based on a defined system of practice which could be used to 
evaluate outcomes and could be replicated in future studies. It was important that the size 
of the study was both manageable for a single practitioner and meaningful for research 
purposes and was carried out in an agreed timescale. By using a consistent approach in all 
aspects of practice and research and reviewing practice regularly with supervisors and 
other professionals to ensure ongoing consistency, the trustworthiness of the research 
process was confirmed. Consistent and detailed records of all data have been organised 
and stored efficiently and safely and have been rigorously checked, also ensuring that the 
research could be replicated based on these documents. 
 
2.4.4 Supervision of the research process 
 
Supervisors and other supportive professionals were also able to check the data collection 
methods and ensure that the data itself was valid and trustworthy. Self supervision was 
used to reflect on the process of homeopathic treatment and consider any bias or conflicts 
that arose in practice. This was recorded in a reflective journal which was also used as 
part of the data collection process. Throughout the research, meetings with supervisors 
and other professionals provided opportunities to question and challenge research 
methods and analysis of data collected. 
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2.4.5 Analysis of data 
 
The analysis of data is described in detail in later sections of the methodology but the 
process was designed to ensure the trustworthiness of the published outcomes. Both the 
process and the data were scrutinised to compare evidence and make connections 
between different experiences of individuals and the research cohort as a whole. Results 
were subjected to detailed scrutiny and frequent reviews. The statistical data was 
analysed in a variety of ways in order to determine its value and also to consider if there 
was any statistical significance in the outcomes of the study, despite the small number of 
participants. By honestly accounting for discrepancies in data and analysis, the 
transparency of the process and the outcomes was confirmed.  
 
The literature on research validity, reliability and reflexivity supports the chosen design 
for this study as most likely to ensure the trustworthiness of data. 
 
2.4.6 Validity of research methods 
 
Validity can be defined as the accuracy with which researchers draw inductive and 
deductive conclusions from a study. Creswell and Piano Clark (2008) acknowledge that 
there are issues of validity in mixed methodology research and suggest specific strategies 
for addressing these issues. They recommend triangulating different data sources to 
develop coherent themes in data analysis. The use of detailed description to support 
findings, peer review of the study, the use of an external auditor, honest and open 
researcher reflexivity and the presentation of discrepant information are also ways of 
increasing the validity of the research findings. 
 
Creswell (2009) also refers to „inference quality‟ which describes the researcher‟s ability 
to draw meaningful and accurate conclusions from the data collected in a study. He 
believes that there is an overarching validity which comes from the use of different 
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datasets. Conclusions are also likely to be more meaningful if both the process and the 
outcome of the data is analysed. 
 
Marshall and Rossman (1995) believe the soundness of research should be based on 
responses to the following questions and criteria: 
 How credible are the findings of the study? 
 By what criteria can they be judged? 
 How transferable and applicable are the findings to another setting or group of 
people? 
 Can the study be replicated in the same context and with the same participants? 
 How trustworthy is the research as a reflection of the inquiry itself and not the 
researcher‟s biases and prejudices? 
 
They refer to the work of Lincoln and Guba (1985) who put forward alternatives to the 
usual research terms of internal validity, external validity, reliability and objectivity.  
 
They suggest that for qualitative research alternative constructs could be used: 
 credibility, ensuring that the subject was accurately identified and described 
 transferability, in which judgements are made about the relevancy of the study to 
further study (triangulation is regarded as an additional means of increasing the 
transferability of qualitative findings) 
 dependability, in which the researcher attempts to account for changing 
conditions in the study, directly contrasting with the positivist notion of an 
unchanging world 
 confirmability, which seeks to affirm objectivity by asking whether the findings 
of a study could be confirmed by examination of the data by others 
 
In summary, the researcher focuses on recording the complexity of the research situation 
as it occurs and recording and storing all data in a well organised and retrievable form.  
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Cohen et al (2000) describe concepts of validity and reliability as multi-faceted and 
caution against believing that threats to validity and reliability can be erased completely, 
particularly in qualitative research. The definition of validity as a demonstration that 
particular instruments of research measure what they purport to measure is developed to 
include aspects which are more relevant to qualitative research. These include honesty, 
scope of data, the extent of triangulation and the objectivity of the researcher. They stress 
that subjectivity of respondents in qualitative research creates an inbuilt bias which 
should be acknowledged. They suggest that the following types of validity are most 
important in qualitative research: 
 descriptive validity providing factual accuracy in recording accounts of what 
happened and what was said 
 interpretative validity which is faithful to the meaning and intention of the 
research participants 
 theoretical validity which provides explanations for research phenomena 
 generalisability of findings, making them useful in analysing similar situations 
 evaluative validity ensuring that an evaluative framework is used to challenge 
judgements made about research data 
 
Internal validity ensures that explanations provided by a piece of research can be 
sustained by data collected (Cohen et al 2000). This can be achieved in a variety of ways 
but particularly by creating confidence in the data, through efficient methods of data 
collection and recording and rigorous checking of data. Triangulation is also regarded as 
an important method of achieving greater internal validity. 
 
External validity is defined as the degree to which results can be generalised to the wider 
population. In qualitative research this can be more difficult as the aim is often to capture 
the complexity of human experience which cannot easily be reduced to transferable 
conclusions. Cohen et al (2000) suggest that providing detailed descriptions of findings 
and in depth analysis allows future researchers to assess the applicability and 
transferability of particular research to future studies, and therefore provides greater 
external validity. 
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Content validity refers to the ability of the research methods to comprehensively cover 
the topic under investigation. The elements of the research need to be a fair 
representation of the wider issue. This may impact on issues such as the choice of the 
study population for a research study. 
 
Construct validity refers to the view taken by the researcher of the topic and how well 
this relates to the general acceptance of the construct under investigation. In the case of 
homeopathy, the view of classical homeopathy is well defined but newer constructs such 
as complex homeopathy are open to different interpretations. Establishing construct 
validity means ensuring that the researcher‟s construct agrees with other constructs of the 
same issue. This can be done through an extensive literature search and looking for 
counter examples offering refuting evidence and acknowledging any discrepancies in the 
interpretation of the construct.  
 
Cohen et al (2000) refer to minimising threats to validity by choosing an appropriate 
timescale and number of participants, selecting appropriate methodology for the research 
question, and ensuring internal, external, content, concurrent and construct validity, along 
with reliability in terms of stability and consistency. During the data gathering process, 
invalidity can be tackled by reducing the Hawthorne effect (respondents behaving 
differently under scrutiny) and minimising participant reactivity, avoiding drop outs, 
ensuring standardised procedures for gathering data and reviewing researcher behaviour 
to ensure consistency, for example, in attitude, dress, comments. At the data analysis 
stage, validity can be preserved by avoiding subjective interpretation of data, reducing the 
halo effect and selective use of data, and correctly analysing statistical data. 
 
In summary, validity is about transparency in the collection and storage of data, 
consistency in all aspects of the conduct of a research study, openness to different 
interpretations when analysing data and thorough and reflexive appraisal of all aspects of 
the research design. 
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2.4.7 Reliability of research methods 
 
Reliability refers to the consistency and replicability of the research methods used, 
ensuring that similar results would be achieved if the research was repeated with a similar 
group of respondents in a similar context. 
 
It is more difficult to ensure reliability in qualitative research but this can be addressed by 
ensuring the fit between what the researcher records as data and what occurs in similar 
situations outside of the research context. By recording a holistic view and therefore 
multiple perceptions of the same experience, the researcher attempts to provide data 
which dependably portrays the situation being studied. By using reflective journals, peer 
review and independent audits, results can be confirmed as reliable, even if they are open 
to different interpretations. Cohen et al (2000) summarise the nature of reliability in 
qualitative research by referring to fidelity to real life, authenticity, detail and depth of 
response. 
 
Cohen et al (2000) also state that many researchers subscribe to the use of mixed 
methodology, but in practice few researchers make use of two or more methods of data 
collection. They value the attempt in mixed methodology to explain more fully the 
richness and complexity of human behaviour by studying it from more than one 
standpoint. Exclusive use of one research method may bias the researcher‟s view or 
distort the outcome, but using different methods that yield similar results, promotes 
confidence in the findings.  
 
Stability can be defined as the reliability of research measures over time. This can be 
achieved by selecting an appropriate timescale between testing and retesting respondents. 
Stability over a similar sample can be achieved by matching participant characteristics, so 
that responses are comparable, based on age for example. Further reliability can be 
achieved by using equivalent documentation for all participants. 
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2.4.8 Reflexivity 
Reflexivity is part of the process of ensuring validity and reliability of any study, 
particularly in a study involving qualitative data and the dual role of practitioner and 
researcher. Reflexivity may be defined as an awareness of the researcher‟s involvement 
in the process of gathering data and an acknowledgement of the difficulty of remaining 
outside that process.  
Willig (2001) identifies two types of reflexivity, personal reflexivity and epistemological 
reflexivity. Personal reflexivity refers to an acknowledgement of the way in which the 
researcher‟s values, personality and life experiences may shape their involvement in the 
research process. Assumptions made by the researcher can affect the social process of the 
study and need to be examined at every stage. Epistemological reflexivity questions the 
research design and process of gathering data, encouraging reflection on assumptions 
made about the research and the implications of any such assumptions for the validity of 
the research. Charmaz (2006) sees reflexivity as an essential part of the pragmatic 
approach.  
Personal reflexivity is addressed in this study through the use of a reflective journal and 
the process of questioning and discussing research methods with supervisors and other 
professionals. The ongoing process of questioning assumptions is part of the training and 
practice of classical homeopaths. It is embedded in the principles and philosophy of 
homeopathy. Samuel Hahnemann, the founder of homeopathy, requires practitioners to 
be “unprejudiced observers” (1810: aphorism 6) as they listen to the account of a 
patient‟s illness and history. He warns homeopaths to avoid making assumptions that one 
case is like another, or that the same remedy that was successful for a disease with one 
patient will work with someone else who appears to have the same complaint. This 
practice of questioning all assumptions is so firmly embedded in the homeopathic 
approach to treating patients that it is possible to assume that it happens automatically, 
and this is the key assumption that any homeopath must challenge.  
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Epistemological reflexivity is also addressed through the use of a reflective journal and 
the process of questioning research design and methods. Willig (2001) poses particularly 
relevant questions for this research: 
 How has the research question defined and limited what can be revealed by the 
study? 
 How has the design of the study and the method of analysis defined and limited 
the data and the findings? 
 Could the research question have been investigated differently and would this 
have given rise to a different understanding of the issues? 
 
These questions are addressed further in Chapter 4: Discussion, but some commentary is 
included here about the consideration of these issues in the early stages of research 
planning. 
 
The research questions for this study refer to perceived outcomes of treatment and 
participant evidence of themes in the process of homeopathic treatment. Although 
quantitative measures are used to assess the outcomes of treatment these are still based on 
individual perceptions of health and well being and any changes that take place as a result 
of treatment. The possibility of generalising data to a wider population is therefore 
limited by the research question and the size of the study cohort. An element of 
subjectivity is also possible in selecting and analysing themes revealed in the data 
provided by participants. Is a single comment that is different from all the others as valid 
as a comment that is made by several participants and is therefore selected as a theme? 
Reflection on all commentary from participants is essential to ensure that important 
contributions are not undervalued. 
 
Willig (2001) also asks researchers to consider if the design of the study and the method 
of analysis „constructed‟ the data and the findings. In this study the purpose of the design 
was to reveal as many different perspectives as possible on the research question. This 
can make analysis of the data more difficult as the quantity and diversity of data in this 
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kind of study can become unmanageable. It requires a systematic approach to organising 
and analysing data and consistent methods of carrying out these tasks. In this study, these 
approaches have been constantly monitored and reviewed to ensure that the openness 
required to review the data is maintained throughout. 
 
By limiting the scope of the research questions and research methods used, more specific 
insights into homeopathic treatment may have been gained. Homeopathy is a complex 
topic and the 55+ age group encompasses a large section of the population. By narrowing 
the question and limiting the study to a more specific age group it might have been 
possible to gain a clearer focus on the issue of the effectiveness of homeopathy in 
improving health and well being. This would also have had disadvantages by reducing 
the openness of the topic, particularly as it is difficult to define the 55+ age group and 
their health problems are complex. Important insights may have been lost. It would have 
been possible to include a control group who did not take the homeopathic remedy, but 
the size of the study population made this less feasible. This may also have focused 
attention on the action of the homeopathic remedy which was not the primary focus for 
the chosen research questions. 
 
The most common approach in research on homeopathy is to measure the effectiveness 
of a remedy, or the effectiveness of homeopathy on specific symptoms. The aim of this 
study was to go beyond this familiar approach and consider homeopathy as a complex 
intervention which might be useful in an age group where health problems are more 
common and more complex. 
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2.5 RESEARCH METHODS 
 
The chosen research methods for this study involve analysis of the following data: 
 semi-structured interviews 
 participant case notes 
 practitioner reflections 
 MYMOP questionnaires  
 SF-36 Health Survey 
 
2.5.1 Qualitative methods 
 
The qualitative methods chosen for this study are the analysis of case notes taken during 
homeopathic consultations and semi-structured interviews with participants at the end of 
the treatment process. This analysis will focus on common themes revealed by 
participants about homeopathy as a complex intervention. This evidence will be matched 
with the practitioner‟s reflective commentary as a shared participant in the experience. 
 
Basic qualitative analysis involves analysis of themes and perspectives which are then 
reported under relevant headings. Creswell (2009: 4) refers to “qualitative theme analysis 
of text data” and identifies steps for analysing data in this way: firstly by reviewing raw 
data, then organising the data, re-reading data to identify themes and then interpreting the 
meaning of emerging themes. This approach is widely used in research in the social 
sciences to consider the experience of participants and not just the outcomes of the study. 
Participants are asked open, non-directive questions and their responses are structured 
into themes and clusters and finally into a summary table (Willig 2001).  
 
Qualitative research methods such as grounded theory and interpretative phenemological 
approach (IPA) were considered less suitable for this study. In grounded theory 
categories of meaning emerge from data collected by grouping experiences with common 
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characteristics such as emotions. In this kind of categorisation there is a risk of losing 
some of the complexity of the individual experiences. For example, homeopathic patients 
may refer to the emotion of anger but experience it in very different ways. IPA is based 
on the belief that all description is a form of interpretation and understanding is based on 
at least some assumptions. The process of analysis of data used in IPA again uses a 
cluster approach, grouping experiences under thematic headings which are an 
interpretation by the researcher of the participants‟ use of language and meaning. For this 
study, it was important to retain the words of the participants as part of the process of 
presenting individual perceptions of treatment and avoiding researcher bias. Additionally, 
data collected during homeopathic consultations is used to select an appropriate 
homeopathic remedy, not specifically for research purposes as in research interviews. For 
these reasons, basic thematic analysis of textual data provided in the case notes and 
interviews was chosen as the preferred qualitative research method. 
 
Qualitative reliability requires that the researcher‟s approach is consistent throughout the 
study. This can be seen in the use of consistent methods for treating participants and 
documentation used to record this. In this study, transcripts were checked by supervisors 
and all data stored electronically and in paper copies to be available to confirm details of 
the study. (A CD-rom is attached to this document containing transcripts of all interviews 
and computer analysis of quantitative data.) 
 
The issue of generalisability and external validity has been seen as less achievable for 
qualitative data than for quantitative research. External validity is based on research 
results that can be replicated. Qualitative research is usually based on a researcher‟s 
unique perspectives on a particular situation and this is less easy to replicate. However, 
the increased use of qualitative research has led to a greater interest in generalising data 
collected in this way. Schofield (2007) describes the current approach as a matter of „fit‟ 
between the situation studied and others to which conclusions might be applied. 
Qualitative findings reflect individual experiences recorded in the research findings. 
Creswell (2009) believes that despite this the results are generalisable by making 
connections with broader existing theories which are relevant to the topic. 
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Marshall (1995) lists criteria for assessing the trustworthiness of qualitative research: 
 an audibility trail or running record of procedures  
 researcher self analysis for bias 
 avoiding value judgements in data analysis  
 presentation of data in accessible form 
 presentation of evidence which includes acknowledgement of ambiguity 
 maintaining ethical standards  
 efficient data collection systems  
 use of historical perspectives to show how situations have evolved  
 
As a result of constantly reviewing the planned approached to reliability and validity in 
this study, it is hoped that these criteria have been achieved.  
 
2.5.1.1 Semi-structured interviews 
 
The aims of the research study were to determine whether homeopathy is effective in 
improving perceived health and well being in the 55+ age group and to explore common 
themes in the homeopathic treatment process. Interview questions were created to reflect 
the requirements of the research questions and the literature on CAM research, 
specifically information about possible influences on outcomes of treatment other than 
the therapy being used. Questions were revised and reviewed in consultation with 
supervisors and a homeopathic adviser. The interview questions are described and 
analysed below and the full text of the interview questions is included in Appendix 4. 
 
Interview question 1, “What was your view of homeopathy before starting treatment?” 
was designed to find out what information and beliefs participants had about homeopathy 
before starting treatment in order to assess the impact of prior knowledge and beliefs on 
treatment. Participants were provided with information about homeopathy in writing (see 
Appendix 6) and verbally at the beginning of their first consultation (see Appendix 8).  
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Interview question 2, “How would you describe your experience of homeopathy to 
someone who knew nothing about it?” was designed to assess whether participants had 
an understanding of the philosophy of homeopathy and could describe this to others. 
 
Questions 3, 4 and 5 asked participants to assess the impact of different aspects of the 
homeopathic process.  
“Tell me about your experience of the homeopathic consultations.”  
“Tell me about your experience of the effects of taking the homeopathic 
remedies.”   
“Tell me about your experience of discussing self care in the consultations and the 
effect on your behaviour between consultations.”  
 
Each of these aspects of treatment has been credited with improving health and it was 
hoped that participants would be able to evaluate the separate aspects of the treatment 
process.  
 
Question 11 followed on from the questions about specific aspects of the treatment 
process by asking participants to state what they believed had made the most difference 
to their health.  
“Which of the following made the most difference to your health: the remedy, 
interaction with the homeopath, self care or any other factor? Give some reasons 
for your answer if you can.” 
 
Question 6 asked participants directly if they thought their beliefs had an effect on their 
health.  
“Do you think your beliefs about homeopathy, or your beliefs about health, or the 
placebo effect, made any difference to the outcome of the treatment? Give some 
reasons for your answer if you can.” 
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Similarly in questions 7 and 8 participants were asked to evaluate the effect of the 
therapeutic relationship on their health, and the effect of contact with the homeopath 
between appointments. 
“Do you think the therapeutic relationship with the homeopath made any 
difference to the outcome of the treatment? Give some reasons for your answer if 
you can.” 
“Do you think contact with the homeopath between appointments, by e-mail, 
phone or letter made any difference to the outcome of the treatment? Give some 
reasons for your answer if you can.” 
 
In questions 9 and 10 participants were also asked to assess the accuracy of their 
account of their health and any impact that the homeopath had on their reporting of 
changes in their health. 
“Do you believe that you accurately described your symptoms and changes that 
you experienced during treatment? Give some reasons for your answer if you 
can.” 
“Were your responses in the homeopathic consultation affected by your view of 
the homeopath or her questions or comments? Give some reasons for your answer 
if you can.”  
 
Questions 12 and 13 asked about the effect of payment on their view of treatment and 
the effect of seeing the homeopath in a home office.  
“This is a research project and consultations were free of charge. Did this make 
any difference to your view of the treatment process? Give some reasons for your 
answer if you can.” 
“The consultations were carried out in a home office. Did this make any 
difference to your view of the treatment process? Give some reasons for your 
answer if you can.” 
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Questions 14 and 15 offered an opportunity for participants to provide additional 
commentary about their experience of homeopathic treatment. 
“Is there anything that you would change about your experience of homeopathic 
treatment?” 
“Any other comments” 
 
Participants were interviewed at the end of the final consultation. After the consultation 
participants were offered a break and refreshment and when they were ready the 
interview commenced. Participants had received the interview questions in advance of 
the interview and some had prepared written answers which they brought with them, but 
others had only briefly considered the questions in advance. All questioning and 
responses were recorded on a digital tape recorder. Participants were introduced to the 
process and the recorder was placed on the arm of their seat. Most participants seemed to 
forget that they were being recorded and only commented on the recorder when it was 
switched off at the end. Each question was read out by the homeopath/researcher and 
responses were generally listened to without comment, but with thanks and non verbal 
appreciation. The only reason for the interviewer to speak was when participants asked 
for clarification or seemed to have misunderstood what was said.  
 
After each interview, the recording was transcribed verbatim and line numbers added to 
the text. Any use of quotations from interview transcripts in the presentation of results is 
accompanied by the line number in order to facilitate an audit trail of the origin of 
selected quotes. Analysis of the interviews took place when all interviews were 
completed. All participants were interviewed once at the end of the homeopathic 
treatment and therefore a total of 20 interviews were transcribed.  
 
Smith and Osborn (2008) refer to thematic analysis of participants‟ language as a way of 
exploring how participants make sense of their personal and social world. This focuses on 
an individual‟s perception of events or experiences and does not aim to provide factual or 
objective statements about the experience. This also involves the researcher as an active 
participant in the process. It assumes a connection between what individuals say and their 
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thoughts and emotions. Smith and Osborn (2008) confirm that there is no single, 
definitive way to carry out analysis of data collected from participants but they suggest 
that it should involve detailed analysis of transcripts of semi-structured interviews. 
Transcripts are then interpreted to identify themes through analysing use of language and 
implied meaning or underlying emotion. Clusters of themes and subordinate themes are 
then presented in the form of a table. 
 
This approach was used in analysing the data collected from participant interviews. Line 
by line analysis of the responses to each question was carried out, highlighting key 
themes. These were then listed and grouped in a table for each question, according to 
similarities or apparently significant commentary. (See Appendix 9 for an example of 
analysis of interview question 1) The aim of this approach was to identify any 
experiences that were common to participants and highlight any variations in individual 
responses to the questions. Some themes were predetermined by the subject of the 
research and the use of common questions in participant interviews. Other themes 
emerged as a result of analysing participant responses and comparing their experiences.  
 
The selection of themes was based on the following criteria: 
 connections made by participants with the research questions, specifically 
commentary on the effectiveness of homeopathy and the experience of 
homeopathic treatment 
 responses to predetermined interview questions which had a thematic quality 
 comparisons of participant responses revealing common experiences or 
differences in views expressed about the experience of homeopathic treatment 
Sub-themes were identified for each of the main themes, based on similar criteria but also 
focusing more specifically on participant responses that were similar or very individual. 
Themes and sub-themes were reviewed frequently as data was re-analysed and evidence 
for selecting these themes and sub-themes became clearer. Data that was excluded from 
the selection was either confidential to the participant or unrelated to the research 
question. Individual participants also speculated on the nature of the experience of 
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homeopathic treatment, particularly when asked about their views on placebo and the 
importance of the therapeutic relationship. These speculations were used in the thematic 
analysis and presented as individual viewpoints. 
 
Reid, Flowers and Larkin (2005) believe that the interviewees are the experts on their 
experience. Analysis of their use of language should avoid making assumptions or testing 
a hypothesis but aim to capture the meaning that participants ascribe to their experiences. 
Analysis of data in this study focuses on what is distinct for the individual but also what 
is common across the group of participants. This view of the interviewees‟ role 
influenced all considerations of their contributions. 
 
Validity in the use of interviews for research purposes is cited as a persistent problem by 
Cohen et al (2000). They refer to a tendency in interviews for respondents to overstate or 
understate the true value of an attribute. Validity can be established by comparing data 
collected at interviews with another form of data collection. Bias can also be limited by 
acknowledging the influence of the interviewer on the respondent and avoiding leading or 
confusing questions. Reliability is greater in interviews if they are highly structured, 
using the same format, wording and sequence of questions. Accurate transcribing of 
respondents‟ answers also increases the reliability of the interview. In the presentation of 
results for this study, extensive use has been made of direct quotations from the 
participants in order to be faithful to their commentary and to support the trustworthiness 
of the research. 
 
Trustworthiness of interview data was addressed in this study by attempting to be 
consistent in the presentation of interview questions and in valuing all responses to 
questions. Questions were directly linked to participants‟ experience of homeopathic 
treatment and expressed as clearly as possible with no attempt to elicit a particular type of 
response. The transcription of interviews was carried out soon after the interviews took 
place and reviewed several times to ensure accuracy. Participant interview transcripts and 
analysis were reviewed by Queen Margaret University (QMU) supervisors who read 25% 
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of transcripts and all of the analysis. (Anonymised versions of interview transcripts are 
provided in a CD-rom attached to this document) 
 
2.5.1.2 Case notes of participants 
 
Data from the case notes taken at the homeopathic consultation is presented as original 
descriptive data. It provides an account of the participants‟ experience based on 
generalised questions.  The participants‟ responses in the semi-structured interview at the 
end of the treatment process were transcribed verbatim from a digital recording. Giorgi 
and Giorgi (2008) make a distinction, which is relevant to this study, between transcribed 
interviews and original descriptive data, such as that taken from case notes.  
 
Murray (2008:113) defines narrative as “an organised interpretation of a sequence of 
events” and refers to the tendency to use narrative to restore order when our lives are 
disrupted by problems or challenges, or as a way of shaping events into an interconnected 
sequence with a beginning and an end. He refers to the use of narrative in exploring the 
experience of ageing. The telling of the story also involves the listener and Murray refers 
to the “joint production” as the listener encourages the telling of the narrative.  
 
In the homeopathic consultation, the patient is encouraged to tell their story in their own 
way. The homeopath may question aspects of the story to elicit more detail or clarify the 
nature of an experience but does not contribute to the narrative. The structure of the 
homeopathic consultation is also defined by the way the patient talks about health issues. 
The patient is invited to explain what was happening at the time their illness began and 
something about their life and health history, but many participants provide this 
information without being prompted. They also make connections for themselves 
between events and their health, sometimes only making that connection for the first time 
as they hear themselves tell their story. Although the homeopathic consultation fits into 
the narrative research category, it is a unique approach to gathering information which 
has a specific focus, to enable the homeopath to select a remedy for the patient. It also 
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allows the patient to tell their story in the way that suits their needs. These needs may 
include expressing strong emotions, apportioning blame, limiting what they say, talking 
about things that are not personal to avoid their story, or simply talking until they have 
nothing else to say.  
 
The case notes were typed up as the participants spoke. This was not a verbatim account, 
as this would have limited the sense the participant had of being listened to and cared for 
in the consultation. The review of the case notes was first of all part of the process of 
selecting a remedy which matched the symptoms and personality of the participant. This 
was not part of the analysis of the case notes for research but inevitably increased the 
understanding and awareness of what participants said. 
 
The typed account of the consultation was detailed and as part of the homeopathic 
process included the participant‟s exact use of language whenever possible. This was 
particularly relevant when recording how participants experienced their symptoms and 
the emotions that they felt. It is also part of the process of reflexivity on the part of the 
homeopath that assumptions about participants‟ feelings are not made based on the 
homeopath‟s own experience or common human experiences. If the participant‟s use of 
language is altered in any way it can result in an interpretation of what was meant based 
on the homeopath‟s assumptions about meaning. 
 
Some accounts of participant experiences could be regarded as extremely sad, and in 
some cases quite harrowing to listen to, but individual participants did not always express 
these emotions. By recording the use of the exact words used by the participant it was 
possible to select the most appropriate remedy for the emotional state of the participant. 
An example of this would be the use of the word „alone‟. For one participant this was 
clarified to mean a feeling of abandonment and this is a key symptom in the remedy 
picture of Pulsatilla. For another participant this was described as a feeling of being 
„disconnected‟ and this led to the remedy Sepia. This type of analysis is part of the 
homeopathic process of case analysis and is fundamental to the choice of the most 
appropriate remedy. 
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The use of case notes for research purposes was inevitably limited by the need to 
preserve confidentiality. For this reason, direct quotes were not included in the 
presentation of results. Each participant‟s case notes for each of the four appointments 
was reviewed and information was extracted and put into tables covering specific aspects 
of the homeopathic experience. These aspects were chosen to reflect the information that 
is important in homeopathic case taking and the information that was relevant in terms of 
the 55+ age group and the type of health problems reported.  
 
This included:  
 information about participants, such as age, employment, marital status (some of 
this information was provided in an initial consultation form and some during the 
consultations but participants were not obliged to provide this information) 
 dates of appointments (see Appendix 10) 
 remedies prescribed (see Appendix 11) 
 physical symptoms described by participants 
 emotional symptoms described by participants 
 exciting and maintaining causes of health problems 
 life traumas described by participants 
 traumas experienced by participants during the study 
 unexpected outcomes of treatment described by participants  
To gain an overview of the evidence from case notes, they were reviewed again and the 
content summarised under the following headings: 
 presenting symptoms and history 
 common themes and participant experiences (see Appendix 12) 
Analysis of language used in the case notes was initially for the purpose of selecting a 
remedy. Key phrases used by participants to describe their experience of illness or 
personality traits or strength of feeling were highlighted and used in the homeopathic 
analysis of the case. Highlighted phrases were then extracted and grouped into relevant 
categories for repertorisation of the case. These phrases are then used to find the most 
appropriate term for use in the computer analysis of the case using CARA software (see 
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example in Appendix 2). Although the computer software uses the language of 
repertorisation, which comes from the original proving, it is not always the same as 
modern language. The phrase „fastidious‟, for example, in the old texts is frequently used 
for people who describe themselves in modern language as compulsively tidy. People 
who worry about detail are described in the repertory language as „conscientious about 
trifles‟. After these symptoms and characteristics have been entered into the computer 
programme, the software generates a list of remedies that have been categorised in past 
provings as relevant for a particular symptom. These remedies are scored for symptom 
severity. The homeopath then refers to the Materia Medica, which gives the detailed 
remedy picture, to select the most suitable remedy for the individual. 
 
The analysis of the case notes for research purposes was approached in a similar way to 
the analysis of the participants‟ responses to interview questions. A line by line analysis 
was carried out and phrases or sentences that seemed meaningful in terms of the research 
questions were highlighted. These were then summarised in tables which identified the 
participants and the comments they made, revealing differences between participants and 
identification of common experiences. An example of this is included in Appendix 13. 
These comments were also reviewed to take account of the context of individual stories. 
For example an individual who was recently bereaved and was experiencing sadness was 
not placed in the same category as someone who was suffering from ongoing depressive 
symptoms. 
 
The process of analysing case notes was a painstaking task that involved reading and re-
reading case notes for 80 appointments and selecting thematic data to support the 
research process.  This provided a very rich source of data about participant experiences 
and homeopathy, but the confidentiality of the case notes and the sensitivity of the 
content made it difficult to present relevant data. The limited data that can be presented 
does not represent the rigour of the process which is summarised in the following table. 
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Table 2: Summary of tasks and processes involved in analysis of participant case notes 
 
Stage Task Process 
 
1 Homeopathic analysis of case notes 
leading to selection of remedy 
Identifying phrases in the consultation 
notes that are significant in terms of: 
 - homeopathic theory and philosophy 
 - the importance to the individual 
 - the strength of emotion expressed 
Transferring selected phrases into 
language for repertorisation 
 
2 Analysis of case notes for research 
purposes 
Line by line analysis of language used 
and selection of key phrases which relate 
to the research questions, or appear 
significant to the individual, or are 
repeated by more than one person 
 
3 Review of analysis of case notes Review of all selected phrases to 
evaluate their importance in terms of the 
research, comparing choices made for 
homeopathic case analysis and the 
context of commentary from participants 
 
4 Grouping selected phrases under 
appropriate headings 
Identifying common themes in the 
selected phrases and placing these in a 
table with the participant numbers in the 
left hand column and themes across the 
top of the table 
 
5 Summarising and grouping 
evidence collected from case notes 
Reviewing all tables and selected phrases 
to find what is common for individuals 
and for several participants and 
summarising this information under 
generic headings 
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2.5.1.3 Practitioner reflections  
 
Qualitative methods focus on the perspective of individual participants, giving emphasis 
to the meanings participants attach to their experiences. The researcher may further 
interpret the views of the participants and there is a need to acknowledge this and find 
ways of limiting distortions that occur as a result of any researcher interpretations that are 
based on their own values and experiences.  
 
The researcher‟s perspective in this study was captured in a reflective journal and 
recorded after each consultation with participants. Additional reflections and observations 
were recorded in the consultation notes. These included changes in the participants‟ 
behaviour or appearance and issues which arose for the homeopath/researcher as the 
participant was speaking. 
 
The reflective journal was not edited at any time or added to after the practical research 
phase of the study was complete. The journal was reviewed periodically but not analysed 
until the study was complete. It was completed after each consultation or contact with 
participants in the study and therefore was closely linked to the case notes. It was 
analysed thematically in a similar way to the interview transcripts and the participant case 
notes.  
 
The purpose of the reflective journal was to highlight feelings and assumptions 
experienced by the homeopath/researcher in order to promote greater reflexivity and 
identify questions which needed to be considered. The reflective process was supported 
by the use of supervision. This is a key part of continuing professional development for 
CAM therapists and a valuable opportunity to explore practical, ethical and emotional 
issues which arise during consultations with patients. 
 
Owen (2008) refers to the role of the homeopath in exploring interconnected causes and 
consequences of suppression of emotion in their patients‟ lives. He believes that 
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supervision helps to make the patients‟ stories more whole for the homeopath. He 
highlights the importance of this when difficulties arise in a case and makes reference to 
psychotherapy and the theories of projection of the patient‟s feelings onto the homeopath. 
He also refers to transference which involves the patient redirecting feelings about 
someone else to the homeopath and counter-transference when the homeopath‟s feelings 
are re-directed to the patient. He describes the homeopath as part of the healing 
environment and sees the need to monitor the relationship with patients through a 
reflective process, assisted by supervision. 
 
There are three key reasons for homeopaths to make use of supervision: 
 to avoid becoming overwhelmed by unexpressed feelings about the patient 
encounter and patient experiences, which may become suppressed and lead to 
health problems for the homeopath  
 to explore difficult cases and gain greater understanding of the key symptoms by 
reviewing and discussing the case with a supervisor 
 to explore personal feelings which arise as a result of patient encounters or 
experiences in the homeopath‟s life which have an impact on the therapeutic 
relationship and the ability to be an unprejudiced observer 
 
Owen (2008) describes self-supervision through the reflective process and highlights 
ways of developing the ability to learn from difficulties. The use of supervision and a 
reflective journal are important for CAM practitioners and have been used 
conscientiously throughout this study. The purpose was always to review assumptions 
and promote openness to different perspectives of participant experiences and behaviour. 
Additionally it was important to review practitioner approaches and monitor consistent 
practice and behaviour. This was particularly relevant as interaction with individual 
participants included their attempts to control and divert the process as well as different 
behaviours and stories that could prompt unexpected responses in the practitioner. This 
was not entirely avoidable but reflective practice during consultations and afterwards was 
an important check on these factors. 
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2.5.2 Quantitative methods 
 
The use of quantitative methods for measuring quality of life and improvement in health 
is supported by the literature on research methodology. Garratt (2002) asserts that clinical 
trials should include the patient‟s perspective on the outcome of the intervention, 
specifically assessing health related quality of life. He describes two types of patient 
reported outcome measures, those that are specific to a disease or population and those 
that are generic and can be applied across populations (Garratt 2009). He defines SF-36 
as a generic measure and the most widely used patient reported outcome measure, tested 
for validity and reliability in hundreds of published studies. He recommends it for studies 
which aim to measure changes in health and quality of life.  
 
Contopoulis-Ioannidis et al (2009) also note that quality of life and health survey 
assessments such as SF-36 provide a different view of patient outcomes, focusing on well 
being and ability to carry out daily tasks rather than relief of symptoms. For this reason, 
they believe that such questionnaires should be more routinely used to improve clinical 
decision making by taking account of quality of life issues, rather than focusing only on 
primary efficacy outcomes of research trials.  
 
The quantitative methods chosen to measure health and well being before and after 
homeopathic treatment are the questionnaires MYMOP (Paterson 2006) and SF-36 
(Quality Metric 2006).  
 
The use of questionnaires was chosen as a means of answering the first research question: 
Is homeopathy perceived to be effective in improving health and well being and 
quality of life in the 55+ age group? 
 
The SF-36 questionnaire (short version 2) is a well validated tool for measuring quality of 
life and can be used to generate descriptive statistics on the outcome of homeopathic 
treatment. MYMOP (version 2) is used more frequently in measuring the impact of health 
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interventions that are complementary or alternative. It is based on health issues identified 
by participants and their measure of any changes that have taken place in these identified 
symptoms over time. 
These questionnaires were used to provide information to support or challenge the 
information gathered by qualitative means. The use of an embedded design provides the 
opportunity to collect data which reveals different perspectives. The questionnaires are 
not entirely objective as participants are required to score their perception of health issues 
and these individual perceptions may be based on different values and perceptions of 
health and well being. The questionnaires do, however, provide an opportunity for 
participants to provide a more objective judgment of their experience of homeopathic 
treatment than may be possible in an interview with the researcher who is also the 
homeopath who has treated them. SF-36 also offers a scoring system that generalizes 
results for different categories of health and well being and this is an opportunity to carry 
out limited statistical analysis of outcomes of treatment. 
 
2.5.2.1 Measure Your Own Medical Outcomes Profile (MYMOP) 
 
The MYMOP questionnaire (see Appendix 14) is a patient generated research instrument 
in which the patient decides what to measure rather than the researcher. This method has 
been used effectively in GP research (Paterson 1996) and is being used in a major long 
term study conducted by the Society of Homeopaths (2006). The Society of Homeopaths‟ 
recognition of the value of MYMOP in homeopathic research supports its inclusion in 
this study and provides a consistent approach in homeopathic research. The MYMOP 
questionnaire requires patients to identify two health issues and one issue that affects 
their quality of life. The intensity of these problems is measured on a seven point scale 
and any improvement is scored over time.  
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This is a valid data collection method for this study because it focuses on aspects of 
illness that the participants feel are important and outcomes which are valued by 
participants. The validity of this method has been asserted by Paterson (1996) in a 
comparison with SF-36 as a means of measuring patient outcomes, and Paterson et al 
(2000) in a qualitative study of MYMOP. This method has also been used in major 
studies of homeopathy carried out by the Bristol Homeopathic Hospital (Spence et al 
2005) involving 7000 participants and the Society of Homeopaths study (2006). All 
assert that MYMOP consistently provides clear evidence of outcomes of treatment based 
on symptoms identified by participants.  
 
Paterson identifies the following advantages of MYMOP: 
 it is responsive while remaining brief  
 it helps the practitioner to be more patient centred 
 it focuses on aspects of illness that the patient feels are important 
 patients are able to assess their own progress using a scoring system and measure 
changes over time 
 
There are limitations to any subjective measure based on patient perceptions of health 
and well being, such as MYMOP. Responses cannot be standardised and therefore 
comparisons across the study cohort have less validity. As individuals select different 
symptoms and quality of life issues, comparison with other participants in the study 
cohort is also limited. Participants may also select symptoms that are unlikely to be 
resolved or symptoms that are self limiting and therefore the efficacy of treatment is 
harder to measure.  
 
Any measure of health and well being that focuses on individual symptoms is unlikely to 
be holistic in its approach and is therefore a more limited measure of a holistic therapy 
such as homeopathy. Jenkins (1996) is critical of MYMOP because it is symptom based. 
He notes that symptoms which patients present to their general practitioner are often not 
the main reason for their attendance. He also believes that improvement in symptoms is 
not the same as improvement in well being. Few studies, other than those involving the 
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originator of MYMOP (Paterson 2006) and her colleagues, offer evidence of the value of 
MYMOP as a research tool. It has been used in very large studies of homeopathy and 
other CAM studies, perhaps in the absence of any other suitable research measure of 
patient centred outcomes. 
 
2.5.2.2 SF-36 Health Survey 
 
The SF-36 Health Survey (see Appendix 15) is a multi-purpose health survey for adults 
aged 18 and over. It is a generic measure of health status designed to show changes in 
health and well being using a rating scale. This measure consists of 36 questions designed 
to provide information about participants‟ current physical and emotional health 
including the ability to participate in work and daily activities. The questions are 
designed to be easy to understand and relevant to most people‟s lives. It was originally 
developed in the USA but is now one of the most commonly used measures of quality of 
life. SF-36 is described as the most widely used tool for measuring patient reported 
outcomes, translated into 120 languages and used in 12,000 studies published in the last 
20 years covering different health issues and populations (QM Inc 2009). 
 
The questionnaire is designed to be self administered. Scores for SF-36 are calibrated so 
that 50 is the average score or norm. This norm based score allows comparisons with 
other surveys and studies. Scores for SF-36 range from 0 to 100, with the higher scores 
indicating better health. 
 
Ware (1993) found SF-36 to be particularly useful where no standard measures were 
available for evaluating health, particularly where functioning and well being may vary, 
even among patients with the same condition. He notes that self reporting systems of 
recording health outcomes can lack precision but believes this is offset by the short form 
of SF-36 which places less of a burden on respondents when completing the form. 
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A large study was carried out by McHorney et al (1994) to test the validity and reliability 
of SF-36 as a quality of life measure. Their findings support the use of SF-36 with 
diverse populations for standardised health status measurement. Other researchers have 
also supported the use of SF-36, including Jenkinson et al (1993) who regarded SF-36 as 
a potentially valuable tool in medical research. Kiebzak et al (2002) also describe SF-36 
as an effective way to document changes in health related quality of life variables in 
research participants. 
 
The SF-36 questionnaire, even in the short form is complex and this raises issues about 
its suitability for use with older participants and those whose illness makes concentration 
difficult. Lyons et al (1994) conducted a study on the use of SF-36 to test out the belief 
that it was not a suitable measure of health outcomes in elderly people. They found an 
extremely low rate of missing data and high construct validity in terms of distinguishing 
between differing health status in participants. They recommend the use of SF-36 in an 
interview setting as a valid measure of health outcomes in older people.  
 
Hayes et al (1995) also tested the use of SF-36 with people aged 65 and over and found 
evidence of its sensitivity and validity, particularly when used in an interview setting. 
Some questions were regarded as not applicable for older respondents. A limitation of the 
short version SF-36 in their view is that it does not include sleep problems.  
 
Ronan et al (1993) also regarded SF-36 as an appropriate questionnaire for use with an 
elderly population in an interview setting, noting specifically the validity of SF-36 in 
distinguishing between those participants with and without evidence of poor health. 
 
The suitability of SF-36 for evaluating well being and quality of life studies involving 
older people with a range of health issues seems to be confirmed by the literature. 
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2.5.3 Recruitment of participants  
 
2.5.3.1 Inclusion and exclusion criteria for the study 
The criteria for inclusion in the study were that participants were: 
 aged 55 or over 
 able to identify health problems that affected their quality of life  
 willing to attend four appointments with the homeopath/researcher over a six 
month period and discuss their health and health related issues  
 willing to complete questionnaires and give verbal feedback about their 
experience of homeopathic treatment  
 
Potential participants with multiple health problems or those taking conventional 
medication were not excluded from the study, but individuals were not able to take part: 
 
 if they had had major surgery, chemotherapy or radiotherapy or other significant 
medical treatment in the previous year  
 if they developed a major illness during the study  
 if they were friends, family, former or current patients of the 
homeopath/researcher  
 
The population size for the study was set at 20 participants, recruited over a period of 
approximately a year. Participants were not selected on the basis of gender or age within 
the 55+ category or from a specific geographical location. Advice was sort from a 
statistician to decide on the number of participants to be recruited. The number chosen 
for the study was based on the maximum number that one practitioner could reasonably 
treat in a limited period of time and the minimum number that would produce meaningful 
data. 20 participants were recruited for the study and all attended all appointments, 
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completed all research documents and questionnaires, and took part in the research 
interview at the end of the treatment process. 
 
2.5.3.2 Ethical approval 
 
Stone (2005) refers to the unique ethical issues raised by complementary and alternative 
medicine. She specifically refers to the duty to tell the truth, to act honestly and fairly, to 
respect the wishes of others as individuals with rights, and a duty not to harm people.  
Her view is that ethics permeate every aspect of the health care encounter and that 
healing relationships are based on trust. These beliefs are very much part of the 
philosophy that underpins the conduct of this research study. 
 
Ethical approval for this study was given by QMU Research Ethics Committee (see 
Appendix 5) and all participants were treated according to the strict code of ethics 
required for membership of the Society of Homeopaths. This makes specific reference to 
issues such as naming the remedy, confidentiality and physical contact with patients. It is 
also specifically stated that homeopaths should not advise patients to discontinue 
conventional treatment or give any advice which might lead the patient to take action 
which could be detrimental to their health.  
 
All data relating to homeopathic consultations and patient details was securely stored 
according to the requirements of the Society of Homeopaths. All data must be kept 
securely for seven years and at the request of the patient forwarded to a homeopath of 
their choice if they seek treatment elsewhere. After seven years data is securely 
destroyed.  
 
All study participants gave informed consent and all were assured of anonymity (see 
Appendix 7). They signed a consent form and were provided with contact details of a 
named individual at QMU who was an independent advisor for the study (see Appendix 
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6). The participants could contact the named individual to discuss the research study, if 
required.  
 
2.5.3.3 Review of information for participants 
 
A review was carried out of the information to be given to participants and the 
questionnaire for MYMOP. Ten volunteers in the 55+ age group, with ages ranging from 
55 to 70 read the information sheet and completed the questionnaire. These individuals 
did not go on to participate in the study. 
 
The information sheet was thought to be clear, professional and accessible by those 
taking part in the review. One respondent commented that she would feel confident 
taking part in the research after reading the information sheet. It was felt that the spacing 
or print size could be larger in view of the age group of the study participants. It was 
suggested that the questionnaire could be re-formatted to ensure that questions and 
responses were on the same page. An explanation of MYMOP was also requested. As 
this questionnaire is covered by a copyright agreement, a cover sheet was added to take 
account of these comments.  
 
2.5.3.4 Recruitment process 
 
Participants were recruited by a planned advertising process. Initially, information about 
the research was sent out using e-mail. Information was sent out to people known to the 
homeopath/researcher, but excluded from the study, and they were asked to forward the 
e-mail to anyone who might be interested in taking part. A further e-mail was sent via the 
QMU moderator to all staff at the university, again asking them to forward the e-mail to 
anyone they knew who might be interested in taking part. The rationale for this approach 
was that people were more likely to volunteer to take part if there was a personal 
recommendation from someone who knew the homeopath, or a connection with a well 
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regarded institution such as a university. There was a risk with this approach that 
participants would come from similar backgrounds and share common beliefs about 
health and CAM, but there was also a random nature to the distribution of the e-mail and 
this did produce a very diverse group of individuals who volunteered to take part in the 
study.  
 
Further recruitment was planned using advertisements placed in local community centres 
and local newspapers, specifically those related to health issues or the older generation. 
This proved to be unnecessary, but contacts made through the Centre for the Older 
Persons Agenda at QMU included information about the study in their newsletter (April 
2008).  
 
The approach used to recruit participants for this study has connections with the 
recruitment system called „snowballing‟, in which existing participants recruit subjects 
from among their acquaintances (Wilmot 2005). The sample group grows like a snowball 
as a result and research data builds up as the cohort grows. This approach is often used in 
hidden research populations where recruitment might be difficult. In this study, the 
snowball approach was not the main recruitment method, although some participants did 
inform people known to them that the study was taking place. All participants in this 
study contacted the researcher directly to make enquiries about taking part in the study 
and their participation remained confidential. 
 
Individuals who made enquiries about taking part in the study were provided with an 
information sheet, internet website addresses for further information about homeopathy 
and the opportunity to ask questions about the research project and homeopathy (see 
Appendix 6 Information sheet for participants). Individuals who decided to take part in 
the study were asked to sign a consent form at the first appointment (see Appendix 7). No 
screening of potential participants took place, other than to check that they met the 
inclusion and exclusion criteria for the study. The potential bias in self selection for this 
type of study was acknowledged. 
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2.5.3.5 Information given to participants 
 
Information given to participants in the research study was the same as that used by 
patients consulting the homeopath/researcher. Information about homeopathy is available 
on the website www.homeopathyedinburgh.co.uk or from a leaflet describing 
homeopathy and the nature of homeopathic consultations. A leaflet was also provided 
with each prescription of a remedy to explain how to take the remedy and possible 
outcomes. Participants were given a pre-printed form to record the effects of the remedy. 
A letter was sent with the remedy when it was posted to a participant‟s home address. 
Additional documentation for the study included items such as appointment cards and 
labels on homeopathic remedies.  
 
At the beginning of the first consultation an explanation of the philosophy and practice of 
homeopathy was provided (see Appendix 8). The information was provided as part of the 
routine practice of homeopathy, ensuring that patients have an understanding of the 
treatment they are about to receive. It was also felt to be important for research 
participants to receive standardised information about homeopathy. This would allow 
evaluation of the importance of this information in any outcomes of the study and also 
any judgments they made about the process of treatment. 
 
2.5.3.6 Conduct of homeopathic consultations 
 
Each participant in the study attended four appointments. The intention was that these 
appointments would be spread over a period of about six months. For most participants 
this was an appropriate timescale but for some participants this timescale was not 
achievable because of work or personal issues. Dates of actual appointments are recorded 
in Appendix 10. The initial consultation lasted one and half to two hours. The three 
follow up appointments lasted about one hour and took place at roughly monthly 
intervals. Participants were not charged a fee. 
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All consultations took place at the homeopath/researcher‟s clinic in the Murrayfield area 
of Edinburgh. The property is similar to houses used in the past by medical professionals 
who had a clinic in their own home. The consultation room is comfortable and decorated 
simply to give a calm but professional image. The patient and homeopath sat at right 
angles to one another. Notes were taken by the homeopath on a laptop computer.  
 
Consultations were confirmed by letter or e-mail and information about the process 
supplied to all participants with this confirmation. Participants were able to bring a friend 
or relative but anyone who accompanied them was asked to sit in another room for part of 
the consultation. Participants were welcomed to the clinic by the homeopath and invited 
into the consulting room. They were asked to complete the consent form and the 
MYMOP and SF-36 questionnaires on arrival. Tea, coffee, juice or water was offered to 
participants. This was prepared while they completed the questionnaires in order to leave 
them alone to concentrate on answering the questions. They also completed a form 
providing personal details, such as name and address, and also details of past illnesses, 
medical treatment and current use of medication. Participants were then introduced to the 
consultation process.  
 
The consultation began with a brief account of how homeopathy was discovered, and this 
was used to identify the process, and the type of questions which are asked in the 
consultation. The script for the explanation of homeopathy and the research process is 
provided in Appendix 8. The main topics to be covered in the consultation were defined 
as current symptoms, health history, family health history, lifestyle and personality, 
ending with a „tour round the body‟ checking for any missed symptoms. It was stressed 
that the focus would be on the individual‟s experience of ill health, so small details were 
relevant. Discussion of lifestyle focused on the way the individual reacts to life events 
and health issues, rather than what the individual does to preserve health. Participants 
were invited to ask questions after this explanation. 
 
The first question of the homeopathic consultation invited participants to describe their 
current symptoms. They were encouraged to continue speaking for as long as possible, 
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regardless of whether responses seemed relevant or covered the topics outlined at the 
beginning of the consultation. When the participants seemed to have said all they wished 
to say, questions were asked to reveal more detail and to cover topics not already 
mentioned. It was important to find out when the current symptoms began, what made 
them better or worse and the detail of symptoms. A pro-forma for case taking and 
reminders of points which can be raised if they are relevant to the case was used for 
recording patient responses and providing a reminder of issues that are important to a 
homeopathic case. The pro-forma was divided into the key topics outlined above and sub-
topics which are commonly discussed in homeopathic consultations. This is not a 
prescriptive document and is merely used as a reminder for the homeopath and a resource 
for recording information in a semi-structured way. In some cases participants simply 
continued to talk and therefore only the first section of the pro-forma was used. 
 
The consultations ended with „a tour round the body‟ as patients were asked to 
summarise any physical symptoms working from the head down. This is a useful way of 
checking for symptoms that the participant might have missed and covering more 
sensitive and personal issues such as problems of a sexual nature or details of bowel 
movements. It also served as in indication that the consultation was coming to an end and 
helped participants to move away from emotional issues. This had a „settling‟ effect in 
most cases. This was followed by an explanation of what would happen next and an 
opportunity for participants to ask questions. The next appointment was arranged to take 
place approximately one month later. Participants were shown to the door and reminded 
to „keep in touch, that‟s the most important thing‟. 
 
The approach used for homeopathic consultations is recommended by Samuel 
Hahnemann in The Organon of Medicine (1810). He requires the homeopath to be an 
unprejudiced observer, listening to patients without commenting on their situation. This 
approach was used as much as possible in consultations in this study, but in practice it 
can seem unfriendly and even unfeeling to simply listen without comment. It can, 
therefore, be helpful to show sympathy or ask participants how they felt about a 
particular experience that seemed important to them. Examples of common experiences 
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discussed with patients of homeopathy were given occasionally, or further questions 
posed in an attempt to get more information from participants about their situation. 
Participants who cried during the consultation were offered tissues and time was given to 
acknowledge their distress. They were also offered the opportunity to take a break. The 
aim throughout the consultation was to focus on the story of the individual participant 
and every attempt was made to remove distractions, including any aspect of the conduct 
of the homeopath which might disrupt the flow of the participant‟s narrative. 
 
The subsequent consultations followed the same approach, but began by asking about the 
participant‟s experience of taking the homeopathic remedy and focused on any changes 
in their health and well being as a result of homeopathic treatment. A pro-forma was also 
used for follow up consultations to provide a reminder of key points to be covered and 
used as a template for typing up commentary made by participants in the consultation. 
 
The semi-structured interview asking participants about their experience of homeopathic 
treatment was conducted at the end of the fourth and final consultation. Participants were 
offered a break before starting the interview and then the process for conducting the 
interview was explained to them (see section 2.4.1.2 Semi-structured interviews). 
 
As consultations are entirely confidential, the homeopath can be left with feelings about 
the participants‟ stories that cannot be shared. Experience and professional development 
help practitioners to manage this type of situation as well as possible. The use of a 
reflective journal and the support of supervisors is also important. An external advisor on 
homeopathy, Ishbel Bertram, a qualified homeopath and lecturer in biological sciences 
agreed to be the homeopathic adviser for the study and in addition provided a supportive 
supervisory role. She was not given any confidential information about participants and 
was only involved in general discussion about issues relating to remedies, self care and 
the role of the homeopath. 
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2.5.4 Management of homeopathic treatment process 
 
Homeopaths are required by their regulating body to manage all aspects of the 
homeopathic treatment process according to ethical guidelines and professional good 
practice. Information gathered in a homeopathic consultation is confidential and must be 
recorded and stored securely. 
 
2.5.4.1 Medical information 
 
Identified medicines used by participants were checked for side effects, in order that the 
symptoms to be treated were identified separately from the effects of medication. 
Participants were not given advice on medication, but were encouraged to discuss the use 
of specific medicines with their doctor. Some participants disliked taking medication or 
disliked the side effects of particular drugs and hoped that homeopathic treatment would 
allow them to use less medication. Their desire to stop taking the medicines was 
acknowledged and a clear statement was made that they should discuss this with the 
prescribing doctor.  
 
Many patients seeking homeopathic treatment have already had extensive tests and a 
range of conventional treatments. Information about these interventions is very valuable 
in planning homeopathic treatment. In this study, participants recorded information about 
this at the first consultation on the form for patient details. Those patients who had not 
consulted a doctor before coming to a homeopath could be advised to go to their doctor 
and ask for specific tests which relate to their symptoms. If there are symptoms which 
may be a sign of a life threatening illness, such as unusual bleeding, the patient would not 
be treated with homeopathy until tests had been carried out to ascertain the cause of the 
symptom. In this study this was particularly relevant for one participant who was advised 
to see her doctor because she was experiencing extreme breathlessness on exertion. 
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2.5.4.2 Record keeping 
 
All records of participant consultations were retained on computer and paper files and 
securely stored. Only the homeopath/researcher had access to these documents. They 
were not anonymised to ensure that participants were always easily identifiable and 
prescriptions were correctly recorded. Case notes were kept for each participant for each 
appointment. Personal details were also stored including records of past medical 
treatment and current use of medication. Analysis of case notes was stored with each set 
of case notes and copies of any e-mails sent by participants or records of telephone calls. 
A summary sheet for each participant, including contact details and remedies prescribed 
was stored at the front of each file for easy access in the event of participants making 
contact between appointments. 
 
2.5.4.3 Prescription of remedies 
 
Notes taken during the consultation were not verbatim accounts of what was said, but 
participants‟ use of language was recorded and the account they gave of their health and 
life experiences was recorded as closely as possible to the original. These accounts were 
used to select a remedy that fitted most closely the needs of the individual. Analysis of 
case notes was done through close reading and also the use of the computer software 
Cara (see sample in Appendix 2). 
 
The selected remedy was prescribed in LM potency (except for acute prescriptions, given 
in 30c potency in tablet form) using dropper bottles and granules placed in a mixture of 
water and alcohol (except for one participant who was allergic to alcohol). The 
prescription was posted to participants and a leaflet giving information about how to take 
the remedy was included in the mailing. A record sheet for noting any changes that 
occurred after taking the remedy was also included in the mailing, and a personal letter, 
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highlighting the need to observe any changes carefully and to contact the homeopath with 
any queries or concerns.  
 
Remedies were purchased from Helios pharmacy in London and are stored according to 
their advice. A table of remedies prescribed is included in Appendix 11. 
  
2.5.4.4 Self care 
 
Homeopathy has been defined as a complex intervention and one aspect of the 
intervention that is considered in this study is the use of self care methods to improve 
health and well being. 
 
The approach to self care taken in this study was to encourage participants to identify self 
care measures that were important to them as individuals and to discuss the value and 
benefits that they believed would result from this self care measure. If additional 
information or explanation about self care was requested by participants this was 
provided. The leaflet which accompanied remedies posted to participants also included a 
section on self care. 
 
2.5.4.5 Contact with participants 
 
Participants were frequently encouraged to „keep in touch‟ and it was stressed that this 
was an important part of the process. After the first appointment, participants were asked 
to phone or e-mail to give information about the effect of taking the remedy. It was 
stressed that individual responses to remedies vary, but if the correct remedy was 
prescribed they would notice something happening. They were particularly encouraged to 
make contact if there was no response to the remedy in order that the prescription of a 
different remedy could be considered. 
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All contacts from participants were valued and responded to within 24 hours. All replies 
were warm and encouraging and accepting of all information provided. All copies of e-
mails containing information about participants‟ health or well being were stored 
securely with their case notes. 
 
Participants who chose not to make contact were sent an e-mail or telephoned after two 
weeks and simply asked, „How are you?‟  
 
2.5.4.6 Conclusion of research contact with participants  
 
At the last appointment, participants were thanked for their contribution to the research 
and reassured that they could continue to receive advice and treatment if they needed it. 
This was confirmed by letter and brief e-mails were sent to participants on two occasions 
after the last appointment asking how they were and reminding them that further 
treatment could be provided. Ten participants have taken advantage of this offer, either 
attending for further appointments or requesting more homeopathic remedy by telephone 
or e-mail.  
 
2.5.5 Analysis of research data 
 
The description of each research method includes details of the chosen approach to 
analysing each type of data collected. The embedded design chosen for this study 
identifies primary and secondary data. It does not combine results as in the triangulation 
research method, which presents a single outcome based on combining outcomes for each 
data source. The outcomes for quantitative and qualitative data are therefore presented 
separately in the results section. The pragmatic approach to research values different 
perspectives on the same issue and may not include a summary outcome. 
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Although the analysis of each type of data is detailed separately in this study, in order to 
answer the research questions there is some value in presenting data together. The first 
method used to achieve this is simply to present a summary or exemplar for each 
participant for each data collection method in a table. This is included at the end of each 
set of results and additional results added progressively. Outcomes from the research are 
therefore presented visually and comparisons can be made across each line of the table. 
Although this is not a direct comparison of like with like, it does give some indication of 
how individual participants responded in each research method. 
 
Qualitative data is difficult to present in terms of outcomes as it includes the richness of 
individual experience and the diversity of viewpoints valued in a pragmatic approach to 
research. However, in the interview setting participants were asked some closed 
questions, followed by an invitation to explain their response. The closed questions 
provided an opportunity to get a more definite view from participants about the impact of 
homeopathic treatment and the aspects of treatment that they believed made a difference 
to their health and well being. Most of the analysis of the qualitative data is thematic but 
the responses to the closed questions in the interview setting provide some responses that 
can be linked to other data sources. For example, participants were asked about their 
beliefs about homeopathy and the placebo effect and these responses can be cross 
checked with measures of improvement in quantitative data. This has the potential to 
reveal how many people who believed in homeopathy before treatment showed an 
improvement in perceived health and well being in results from the questionnaires.  
 
Quantitative data can be analysed in a variety of ways. The design of this study makes 
use of questionnaire responses to support qualitative data. The data collected from SF-36 
questionnaires was analysed using a norm based score for a composite of items in the 
questionnaire. These are presented under ten headings for different aspects of health and 
well being, including a compilation of all participant responses under the headings 
Physical Component Summary and Mental Component Summary. Further analysis of this 
scored data was attempted using statistical analysis to assess any significance in the 
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results obtained. Results from this approach are limited by the small number taking part 
in the study but provided a further opportunity to interrogate the data.  
 
MYMOP is a simpler questionnaire than SF-36 and is analysed by inputting the data to a 
computer spreadsheet which offers numerical analysis of scores provided by participants 
on a Lickert scale. The four key items of information provided by participants on 
MYMOP can be very different, ie two symptoms they wish to improve using 
homeopathy, one activity they would like to resume, and their perception of their well 
being in the previous week. The potential inconsistencies in the data recorded and the 
difficulty in summarising MYMOP data is considered further in Chapter 4: Discussion. 
 
In summary, the analysis of the different data collection methods was carried out 
separately in order to retain the richness of data and the individual participants‟ 
perceptions of the experience of homeopathic treatment.  Presentation of selected 
outcomes in a comparative table is provided to show connections or differences between 
data collected for each participant. Limited analysis of combined data methods is carried 
out to explore the possibility of connections or differences in individual responses to 
different data collection methods.  
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CHAPTER 3:  RESULTS 
 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
This chapter presents the analysis of data gathered during this research study. This 
includes: 
 demographic information about participants 
 interviews with participants 
 participant case notes  
 practitioner reflections 
 data gathered from MYMOP questionnaires 
 data gathered from SF-36 questionnaires 
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3.2 DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION ABOUT PARTICIPANTS 
 
Twenty participants were recruited to take part in this research study. They were recruited 
through e-mail promotions of the research and recommendations from other participants 
or others who had experience of homeopathy. The participants were aged between 55 and 
70 years, with an average age of 60. Sixteen of the participants were female and four 
were male. They came from different parts of Scotland, including several major cities and 
rural areas. Most participants were professional people during their current or past 
working life, including directors of organisations, university lecturers, a minister of the 
church, teachers, therapists and administrative staff. One participant was retired and 
another retired through ill health from his job as a lorry driver.  
 
Participants presented with a range of different symptoms. These are described in more 
detail in section 3.4 and 3.6, but initial symptoms described by participants included joint 
pain, depression, anxiety, sleeplessness, lack of energy, headaches, hot flushes, sinusitis 
and acute conditions such as shingles. Most participants were taking conventional 
medication and/or other complementary therapies to treat symptoms and underlying 
medical conditions.  
 
During the period of treatment from January 2007 until August 2008, some participants 
experienced a range of additional health problems, including acute illness and dental 
emergencies. Some participants also experienced personal crises such as bereavement, ill 
health of a family member and stressful situations at home or at work during the period of 
treatment.  
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3.3  INTERVIEWS WITH PARTICIPANTS 
 
The purpose of the participant interviews was to gain information about their experience 
of homeopathy. This related to the research questions: 
 Is homeopathy perceived to be effective in improving health and well being 
and quality of life in the 55+ age group? 
 What are the common themes in the experience of homeopathic treatment 
described by participants in this study? 
 
The interview questions were designed to take account of research into the impact of a 
range of variables on patient experiences of CAM. These included participants‟ beliefs 
about health and homeopathy, influences such as the relationship with the homeopath, 
context and conduct of consultations and responsiveness to homeopathic treatment. (See 
Chapter 3 Methodology) 
 
The selection of themes was based on their importance to participants and the frequency 
with which comments were made on the same topic. The process for selecting themes is 
detailed in Section 2.4.1.1 and an example of analysis of an interview question is 
provided in Appendix 9.  
 
The themes selected were: 
 perceived outcomes of treatment 
 the therapeutic relationship 
 beliefs about health and homeopathy 
 comparisons with other health care provision 
 
The sub-themes were selected because they highlighted aspects of the themes which 
supported their importance and illustrated the way in which participants had expressed 
their views about homeopathic treatment. 
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The themes and sub-themes are detailed in the following table.  
 
Table 3: Themes and sub-themes revealed in participant interviews 
 
Themes Perceived 
outcomes of 
treatment 
Therapeutic 
relationship 
Beliefs about 
health and 
homeopathy 
Aspects of the 
treatment process 
that were valued by 
participants 
 
Sub-
themes 
Perceived 
improvement 
in emotional 
well being 
 
Honesty in 
relating their 
story and 
symptoms 
Knowledge of 
homeopathy 
Venue for treatment 
 Improvement 
in physical 
symptoms 
Reviewing life 
experiences, 
making 
connections  
 
Beliefs about 
health and 
healing 
Value placed on 
contact with the 
homeopath between 
appointments 
 Commentary 
on „side 
effects‟ 
Non 
judgemental 
acceptance of 
their story 
 
Beliefs about 
reasons for 
changes in 
health 
The approach used 
in the homeopathic 
consultation 
  Greater 
understanding of 
their life story or 
enlightenment 
 
Impact of being 
part of research 
study 
Direct comparison 
with conventional 
treatment 
 
 
These themes were selected on the following basis: 
 The participants‟ perception of the outcomes of treatment seems the most 
important theme to explore initially as this is likely to influence how they felt 
about the process and the themes that they highlight. It is also a direct response to 
the research question on the efficacy of homeopathy. 
 The therapeutic relationship is also important as it may influence the outcome of 
treatment and have a bearing on how the process is perceived. It is also likely to 
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have a bearing on the success of the treatment process and the participants‟ 
commitment to continuing the research.  
 The beliefs held about homeopathy and health may have an impact on perceptions 
of the effectiveness of homeopathic treatment and these were explored in the 
interview questions.  
 The final theme selected relates to specific aspects of the homeopathic experience 
which were valued by participants. The participants were not asked to make a 
comparison with conventional health care but spontaneously used their 
experiences of visits to hospitals and GP‟s to highlight what was important to 
them in the homeopathic treatment process. 
 
An explanation of their significance to the research questions is provided in the following 
account of each theme.  
 
3.3.1 Perceived outcomes of treatment 
 
The most important information provided in the semi-structured interviews with 
participants related to the research question on the effectiveness of homeopathy in 
improving perceptions of health, well being and quality of life in the 55+ age group.  
 
All 20 participants took part in the four consultations and 19 participants took the 
homeopathic remedy. During the semi-structured interview conducted at the end of the 
final consultation, 18 of the 19 participants who took the homeopathic remedy described 
improvements in their health. Of these 18, some reported very definite improvements and 
others reported improvement in one or more specific aspect of their health. Changes in 
health were described in terms of improvement in emotional well being and physical 
symptoms, as well as what they described as „side effects‟. These sub-themes are 
explored in more detail below, using direct quotations from the transcripts of participant 
interviews. (Transcripts of the complete interviews with line numbers are provided in the 
attached CD-rom.) 
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3.3.1.1 Perceived improvement in emotional well being 
 
Participants who commented on an improvement in emotional well being experienced a 
sense of greater calm, ability to cope with life and in some cases a return to focusing on 
issues which were important to them. No participants commented on negative changes in 
their emotional well being as a result of homeopathic treatment. 
 
The comments included descriptions of feeling better emotionally: 
 
  “I felt myself calmer… when I first came I really was very anxious… it‟s just 
like chalk and cheese now” (Participant 1, Line 101) 
 
 “there was a gradual moving away from my feeling of utter disconnectedness 
back to a greater sense of commitment to life in general” (P9 L61) 
 
 “I‟m more on an even keel now” (P11 L40) 
 
 
They also commented on being able to cope with problems or stressful life events better: 
 
 “I coped better with various problems” (P3 L51) 
 
 “It helped me to cope better in the situations that I found myself in” (P17 L38) 
 
 
Some comments were less specific but indicated a sense of improvement in emotional 
well being: 
 
 “I‟ve made definite progress” (P5 L48) 
 
 “It had a positive effect on the house” (P6 L49) 
 
 “It‟s just been incredible, what an improvement” (P7 L55) 
 
 “the general feeling of goodness and feeling well” (P14 L62) 
 
 “it has taken me back to being relaxed spiritually and interested” (P18 L39) 
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Their comments provide evidence of perceived improvement in well being and quality of 
life during the period of homeopathic treatment. The comments seem to suggest an 
improvement in the ability to cope with stressful life experiences as well as a general 
feeling of well being. This ability to cope and feeling of well being was experienced very 
differently by individual participants. For some it was a question of feeling out of balance 
before, and improvement in well being seemed to restore the balance that had been lost. 
For others there was a specific indicator that they felt better emotionally, for example the 
ability to get on with their role in life or to connect to others, or to feel a return of 
spirituality. The implication of these accounts is that something which had been lost to 
these individuals had been restored. They were able to recognise the change and the 
familiarity of the positive feelings that returned during homeopathic treatment. 
 
3.3.1.2 Improvement in physical symptoms 
 
The second sub-theme relating to the research question on outcomes of homeopathic 
treatment related to perceived changes in physical symptoms. Participants who 
commented on changes in physical symptoms reported on symptoms they had identified 
at the initial consultation but also on unexpected changes in their health: 
 
 “I did not get constipated when I went on holiday” (P3 L47) 
 
 “the pain actually went away… coming down the stairs I had to do them kind 
of one at a time, but I can still run downstairs now” (P4 L42 and L103) 
 
 “you have no idea just how tired you are…until you‟re not” (P7 L62-63) 
 
 “took away my headaches” (P8 L41) 
 
 “it minimised the effects of the shingles…blisters did not materialise” (P9 
L56) 
 
 “I‟ve got much more mobility and I can actually put my socks on” (P10 L48) 
 
 “I don‟t now have the pain in my arm or neck, so I‟m able to cope more with 
different parts of my life” (P11 L80) 
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 “poor sleeping…has definitely improved” (P13 L50) 
 
 “heat and flushes actually did began to subside… a wonderful sensation, 
something is working” (P20 L53 and L55) 
 
The improvement in physical symptoms during homeopathic treatment is referred to in 
terms of feeling better but also in relation to quality of life and ability to carry out tasks 
that were difficult when participants were experiencing the symptoms. The restrictions on 
the way participants live their lives is an indicator of quality of life. Increased mobility, 
reduced pain and ability to sleep better all contribute to a more comfortable life style. 
 
3.3.1.3 Commentary on ‘side effects’ 
 
The use of the term „side effects‟ to describe symptoms that occurred after taking 
homeopathic remedies relates to the conventional use of the term in relation to 
pharmaceutical medicines. This was the term used by some participants in the study, but 
this experience would be described by a homeopath as an aggravation of symptoms or a 
return of old symptoms. 
 
In homeopathic treatment there may be evidence of symptoms which are thought to be 
caused by the body‟s own healing capacity. In homeopathic philosophy this is described 
as an „aggravation‟ when a patient gets slightly worse before getting better. It is also 
described as direction of cure when symptoms appear on the surface of the body as if 
moving illness to the least harmful sites on the body. The relevance of the reports of such 
homeopathic phenomena is that participants were aware that something was happening 
and they were often surprised by it as if it had not been part of their expectation of 
treatment. This is important when assessing the impact of beliefs about health and 
homeopathy on outcomes of treatment as the unexpected is not likely to be part of a 
belief system that could influence perceptions of healing. 
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Some participants described what they called „side effects‟ of homeopathic treatment, 
such as worsening of existing symptoms, bouts of sneezing and skin eruptions. 
 
 “fierce return of symptoms… which wasn‟t pleasant for two days…but 
certainly gave me the impression that something was happening” (P3 L48) 
 
 “the pain at that point was quite excruciating…after sneezing for probably 
half an hour or more, the pain actually went away. And that was really quite 
an experience.” (P4 L40 and L42) 
 
 “side effects from it, spots on the nose and face” (P6 L46) 
 
 “I‟ve had lots of sessions of sneezing…I‟ve had these occasional rashes on my 
lower arms” (P13 L52 and L53) 
 
 “the plukes, the plukes that was interesting, and the eruptions in other bits of 
my body” (P14 L58) 
 
Participants made connections between these symptoms and taking a homeopathic 
remedy. This is evidence of physical symptoms which they perceived to be related to 
their treatment process. Although the symptoms, such as sneezing or spots, may have 
been experienced before, participants stated clearly that in this case they were related to 
the remedy and their experience of homeopathic treatment. These types of reaction to a 
remedy are part of the homeopathic philosophy of cure and are therefore regarded by 
homeopaths as important in assessing the outcome of treatment. 
 
3.3.2 The therapeutic relationship 
 
An important theme for many participants was the value they placed on the relationship 
with the homeopath. This was divided into the following sub-themes: 
 honesty in relating their story and symptoms 
 reviewing life experiences and making connections  
 non judgemental acceptance of their story 
 greater understanding of their life story or enlightenment  
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Participants expressed satisfaction with the relationship with the homeopath and valued 
specific aspects of the consultations. Improvement in health and well being may be 
attributed to this relationship so it was important to find out from participants what 
impact they believed the relationship had on the outcomes of treatment.  
 
There were different views on the importance of the therapeutic relationship to the 
outcome of the treatment. Some participants used words like “certainly” and “definitely” 
to describe the positive effect of the relationship with the homeopath on their treatment. 
Other participants used words like “probably” and “possibly” and others stated that they 
thought it had no effect on the outcome of the treatment. All valued the opportunity to 
have a good relationship with the homeopath but expressed this in different terms: 
 
 “these meetings have helped on the whole” (P2 L117– did not take remedy) 
 
 “a good relationship with anybody never hurts... but as to making a difference 
to the outcome of the therapy, no” (P7 L133) 
 
 “I don‟t know if it‟s really made any difference. I mean it‟s nice to come and 
talk” (P8 L67) 
 
 “I‟ve liked coming here to see you and talk…if I hadn‟t liked being here I 
probably would have found a way to tell you that I wasn‟t going to do it” (P15 
L63) 
 
 “I doubt whether everybody could have got as much out of me as you‟ve 
managed to do” (P14 L99) 
 
 “if I hadn‟t related to you I might not have come back” (P20 L100) 
 
In describing the relationship with the homeopath, similar words and phrases were 
repeated by participants. These included „trust‟, „easy to talk to‟, „very sympathetic‟, „not 
judgemental‟, „respect‟ and „close relationship‟ (see attached CD-rom for complete 
transcripts of interviews). Accompanying these descriptions of the relationship were 
comments about the need for a trusting, open relationship to facilitate the telling of a 
personal story to another individual. This may relate to the value placed on the 
opportunity to talk about life experiences but it is not clear if it had an impact on their 
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health, quality of life and well being. It is likely that it had an important effect on the 
ability of the homeopath to gain relevant information from participants in order to 
prescribe a well indicated homeopathic remedy. Homeopaths rely on the story told by 
their patient to get relevant information relating to remedy choice. If someone is reluctant 
to talk about their experiences then it can be difficult to prescribe the correct remedy. An 
example of this is the experience of abusive relationships. If this remains undisclosed a 
helpful remedy for those who have experienced this, such as Staphysagria, might not be 
considered. 
 
3.3.2.1 Honest accounts of participants’ experiences 
 
The relationship of participants with the homeopath may influence the feedback given in 
the consultations. Participants may wish to please the homeopath by reporting positively 
on the outcomes of treatment. Another possibility is that they may overstate their 
experiences, or place emphasis on particular aspects of the experience. Participants in this 
study stated that they valued the trust engendered by the therapeutic relationship which 
resulted in greater openness. They consistently reported that they had given honest 
answers to questions in the consultations and their answers had been important to them as 
individuals. 
 
 “I wasn‟t trying to please anybody or make it fit your research or anything like 
that” (P12 L103) 
 
 “I didn‟t feel I had any reason to impress or please her” (P13 L124) 
 
 “I never felt led by you…I‟ve found it to be a very open exchange” (P15 L89) 
 
 “you didn‟t put words into my mouth… I felt confident enough not to feel that 
I had to agree” (P19 L99) 
 
 “I don‟t think I was editing to make what I said fit... I was trying to be 
truthful” (P20 L143) 
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The role of the homeopath as an “unprejudiced observer” (Hahnemann 1810 aphorism 6) 
may provide a particularly valuable opportunity for individuals to express what they 
really feel. Classical homeopathy is based on Hahnemann‟s principle of allowing 
individuals to tell their story in their own way without interruption or judgement being 
made on what is said. This approach may have offered participants in this study the 
opportunity to speak openly about their experiences and thus to feel that they had been as 
honest in giving their answers as it was possible to be. The homeopathic consultations are 
also of a sufficient length to allow participants to raise issues that are important to them 
and for the homeopath to ask detailed questions about the participants‟ health and life 
experiences. 
 
3.3.2.2 Reviewing life experiences and health issues 
 
Participants stated that the experience of telling their story was valued as an opportunity 
to review past experiences and make connections between life events and health and well 
being. This led them to question past experiences or interpretations of events. It also 
provided an opportunity for them to revisit past sadness or trauma and reflect on the 
impact it had on their lives. 
 
 “Things you don‟t think about you start to question and think more... it made 
me think a lot about myself and things that I‟d done in the past” (P1 L37 and 
L48) 
 
 “a safe place in which to explore things… so delighted with the opportunity to 
revisit some of these older things which I wanted to come out” (P5 L43 and 
L189) 
 
 “I was quite surprised by the things that it kind of brought back to my 
mind…and I‟d never really thought about…you think a bit more about things 
that are happening to you and your reaction to them” (P8 L24 and L36) 
 
 “It‟s a way of examining your own feelings… a bit of a luxury being able to 
open up to someone” (P10 L25-26) 
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 “you also gave me questions which made me think and look at myself…it 
brings out feelings that have been hidden” (P11 L88 and L28) 
 
 “it‟s a learning experience…it makes connections” (P12 L27 and L37) 
 
 “it was quite liberating…and made me think that there are connections down 
the line which turn you into what you are…we are all complex anyway so you 
need an intervention that is similar” (P14 L36-48)  
 
  “almost a cleansing of your soul and certainly a telling of your story” (P14 
L31) 
 “It‟s made me explore why I have these symptoms and why I have them in 
relation to my life and lifestyle” (P17 L25)  
 
There was no clear evidence that this process had an effect on the outcome of treatment 
but participants described the benefits of exploring their past experiences and their 
feelings. It was apparent at subsequent consultations that participants moved away from 
discussing past events and focused more on present experiences. For some participants 
this also included leaving behind some of the negative emotions that accompanied their 
memories. It was not clear if this process and the resulting change to a more positive state 
had an impact on health and well being which was separate from the effect of the 
homeopathic remedy. 
 
3.3.2.3 Non-judgemental acceptance of participants’ narrative 
 
The role of the homeopath as an unprejudiced observer has already been referred to. This 
role involves listening to the patient‟s account of their health and life experiences and 
only asking questions when the patient has said all he or she wishes to say. This provides 
an opportunity which some people find unusual, to be listened to without interruption or 
commentary.  
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In this study participants valued the openness of questioning and the non-judgemental 
acceptance of what they said: 
 
 “you could take my face value, just as you appreciated your own, expecting 
neither of us to change” (P5 L136) 
 
 “you nod and wink at whatever I‟ve said, and not said, „Oh my God‟ so 
there‟s no feeling of making a judgement” (P13 L96) 
 
 “I‟ve been able to tell you far more than I would divulge to a friend” (P10 
L98) 
 
 “the absolute non judgement...for me that was really important” (P20 L39) 
 
They also referred to discussions about topics that they would not normally have 
discussed: 
 
 “made to think about certain things” (P2 L31) 
 
 “I was surprised that I talked about stuff that I very rarely mention. I‟m sure 
very few people know about it” (P7 L163) 
 
 “discussing the several problems other than the pain, you know, played 
important part in the treatment as well” (P16 L67) 
 
The depth of the response was noted by some participants: 
 
 “…made me think more deeply about it or another aspect of it” (P2 L161) 
 
 “promoted thoughtful answers…things we might not expect to be relevant 
turn out to be very relevant” (P5 L125 and L28) 
 
 
This experience of openly talking about aspects of their lives that they may have kept to 
themselves seems to have been important to many participants in the study. They were 
not clear what impact this had on their well being, only that it was a valuable experience 
and part of the healing process that they were going through, described by some 
participants as a „journey‟. 
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3.3.2.4 Enlightenment 
 
The participants highlighted an aspect of the homeopathic treatment which some of them 
described as enlightenment and others described in terms of increased self awareness and 
an opportunity to review and explore their life experiences. As with the comments made 
about the therapeutic relationship, it is not clear how important this was in terms of 
improved health and well being, but it was significant that several of the participants 
highlighted this as an important part of the homeopathic experience. 
 
Participants spoke of greater understanding of their life story in the following terms: 
 
 “It just made me more aware…enlightening.” (P8 L26 and L29) 
 
 “I‟ve found it very supportive in the way you‟ve interpreted homeopathy to 
me and applied it to me” (P9 L153) 
 
 “the whole experience has been enlightening…come to terms with a lot more” 
(P11 L32) 
 
 “it‟s been enlightening” (P14 L29) 
 
 “it combines the healing experience with…reflection and stimulation and 
thoughtfulness and it‟s very good” (P18 L33) 
 
This final quotation provides a helpful summary of how one participant viewed the 
combination of increased self awareness and healing. Not all participants were as clear 
about the meaning of the experience for them as individuals, but many made reference to 
the reflective nature of the homeopathic consultation and placed value on the opportunity 
to share and explore experiences and emotions. 
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3.3.3 Beliefs about health and homeopathic treatment 
 
The influence of the beliefs of individuals on their health is an important factor to 
consider when measuring the outcomes of a study of this kind. In order to answer the 
research question about the perceived efficacy of homeopathy it is necessary to identify 
other possible reasons for the outcomes of treatment. The nature of a complex 
intervention is that different factors included in the intervention may be responsible for 
changes in individual perceptions of health and well being. 
 
There were different types of responses to questions about beliefs about health and 
homeopathy and these were grouped under the sub-themes:  
 knowledge about homeopathy  
 beliefs about health and healing  
 beliefs about the reasons for changes in health and well being  
 the impact of being part of a research study  
 
3.3.3.1 Knowledge of homeopathy 
 
Participants were asked about their beliefs about homeopathy and any past experience of 
homeopathic treatment in order to see if there was any connection between outcomes of 
treatment and their knowledge and beliefs about homeopathy before starting treatment. 
 
Eight participants stated that they believed in homeopathy before taking part in the study. 
Six participants said that they had no view on homeopathy before treatment, or no 
knowledge about it, and had not thought about it before. Five participants said that they 
had an open mind about homeopathy. Eleven participants had some experience of 
homeopathy, either through a relative or friend or using remedies themselves. No one had 
had recent constitutional homeopathic treatment. One participant looked up homeopathy 
on the internet.  
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All participants were given written information about homeopathy (see Appendix 6) and 
were told at the first appointment about the origins and mode of action of homeopathy. 
When asked in the interview how they would describe homeopathy to someone who 
knew nothing about it, no one made reference to the written or spoken explanations 
provided before treatment began. One participant said that even after treatment he was 
still unsure of what homeopathy was. Six participants made reference to homeopathy as a 
holistic therapy. Three participants referred to it as a gentle, non-invasive therapy and 
four referred to it as an alternative to drug therapy.  
 
In general, participants had a very limited understanding of the meaning of homeopathy 
and this suggests that their knowledge and beliefs before treatment did not affect the 
initial outcomes. It is possible that the information provided to participants about 
homeopathy was not easy for them to understand or remember, or the complexity of the 
subject is not easy to convey in brief explanations.  It is also possible that the time of 
receiving information was a time when they were interested in their own health and 
explanations were a distraction at the start of the consultation. Two participants 
commented that they believed in homeopathy as soon as it started to work. This comment 
may be relevant as it suggests that the importance of a therapy is its ability to improve 
health and understanding the principles and philosophy is less important.  
 
3.3.3.2 Beliefs about health and healing 
 
Participants were given an explanation of the placebo principle and the impact of beliefs 
on the outcomes of health treatments (see Appendix 4, Additional information to define 
terms or explain interview questions). 
 
When asked about their view of the impact of their beliefs on the outcomes of 
homeopathic treatment, eight participants stated very clearly that their beliefs about 
health and the placebo effect were not a factor in improvements in their health.  
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This perception was justified in the following ways: 
 
 “my own reactions… They‟ve been subtle and gradual… the placebo effect 
would have been faster and clearer” (P5 L80-81) 
 
 “If you don‟t have any expectations… then it‟s very hard to ascribe that to a 
placebo effect… I cannot stop my eyes being bloodshot…as if I‟ve been on an 
all night bender… within days of starting the remedy… my eyeballs are white 
and no placebo effect can do that because I was not looking for it” (P7 L124 
and L96-101) 
 
 “I didn‟t have any beliefs about homeopathy” (P14 L84) 
 
One participant stated that if “one believes in something” (P3 L71) it has got a much 
better chance of working. Two participants expressed the view that it was necessary to be 
involved in the process and talking helped their recovery. One participant expressed the 
view that “the placebo effect would always be with anything” (P12 L64). Two 
participants expressed the view that they believed in it “from the moment that it worked” 
(P4 L68). 
 
The range of responses to the question about the impact of belief on the outcomes of 
treatment, suggests that most participants did not consider that their beliefs were a factor 
in the outcome of treatment. This issue is considered further in Chapter 4: Discussion, 
but it is interesting to note here that participants took this question seriously and tried to 
analyse the impact of their knowledge and beliefs on their experience of homeopathic 
treatment. Although they were given information and definitions of terms such as 
„placebo‟ they seemed to analyse their views using their prior knowledge of health and 
healing. This meant that the belief, for example, that the placebo would work more 
quickly was a belief based on past experience not information given during this study. 
The subtle nature of belief systems and knowledge held over many years about a range of 
health issues suggests that it is very difficult to assess the impact of beliefs on healing 
experiences. 
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3.3.3.3 Beliefs about the reasons for changes in health and well being 
 
In this study, homeopathic treatment has been defined as a complex intervention 
involving the homeopathic remedy, the therapeutic relationship and discussion of self 
care. These aspects of treatment were referred to during the consultations and at the 
interview at the end of the final appointment. 
 
Participants were asked to give an opinion about the reasons for changes in their health. 
Eight participants said that it was a combination of the homeopathic remedy, interaction 
with the homeopath and self care. 
 
 “from the greatest to the least, I would say remedy, interaction and self care… 
neither interaction nor self care would have been sufficient on their own to 
alleviate those specific symptoms” (P9 L160) 
 
 “the biggest would be the homeopath because that was the catalyst that started 
it all, so the remedy without the homeopath or the homeopath without the 
remedy wouldn‟t work…” (P12 L111-113) 
 
 
Eight participants believed that changes resulted from taking the remedy and the 
interaction with the homeopath. 
 
 “interaction with the homeopath and this made me think about ways to change 
my life and taking responsibility” (P11 L95) 
 
 “overall I‟m feeling better so I don‟t care which has helped...overall the 
combination of the remedy and the conduct of consultations and what not 
have helped me” (P13 L132-135) 
 
 “the actual person of the healer is very important” (P18 L104) 
 
 “part of homeopathy is about talking” (P20 L163) 
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Eighteen participants stated that they believed the remedy had worked. 
 
 “the remedy certainly did its trick” (P4 L116) 
 
 “The remedy! The healing effect was the remedy” (P7 L173) 
 
 “the actual remedy must have worked” (P18 L102) 
 
One participant did not take the homeopathic remedy and believed that talking things 
over with the homeopath, self care and conventional medication for depression made a 
difference to her health. 
 
Participants were asked about the effect of any self care that was discussed in the 
consultations. P2, the only participant who did not take the homeopathic remedy, 
reported significant use of self care measures discussed in the consultations, such as 
drinking more water, exercise and the concept of eating carefully selected foods as if they 
were medicine. Eight participants specifically stated that they felt that discussions of self 
care had made no difference to the outcome of treatment or their behaviour. Four 
participants stated that they felt their current self care was good. Three participants stated 
that they knew about self care measures but did not implement them. Six participants 
interpreted self care as talking about past trauma or issues that affected their health such 
as stress at work. They all stated that talking about these issues was helpful.  Two 
participants said that because they felt better in themselves they had resumed previous 
habits of taking exercise. Two participants felt that they were more aware of what they 
did to improve their health as a result of discussions in the consultations. 
 
These responses seem to suggest that the homeopathic remedy was regarded as a very 
significant part of successful treatment. For some participants this was linked with the 
relationship with the homeopath. For most participants the discussion of self care had no 
impact on their behaviour or the outcome of treatment. 
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3.3.3.4 Impact of being part of a research programme 
 
Taking part in a research study can influence the behaviour of participants and the 
outcomes of the study. The level of care received in a research study can have an impact 
on individuals, as can the relationship with the researcher. Participants in this study were 
asked directly if they had been influenced by the homeopath/researcher and if they had 
been accurate in their descriptions of their symptoms and any changes that had taken 
place. Eighteen participants stated that they described their symptoms as accurately as 
they could and two participants said that they might have missed some information.  
 
 “because you were doing it for a research thing I felt it was important to think 
about it and get it right” (P12 L95) 
 
 “I didn‟t consciously, not, or over report on anything” (P15 L82) 
 
 “I didn‟t have any sort of reason to say contrary to the outcomes I got” (P16 
L86) 
 
 “I wouldn‟t describe things in a way that would be positive if people wanted 
them to be positive or the other way round” (P17 L83) 
 
 “I‟m guessing the research part also adds an element to it, there‟s a sharpness 
to it, focus the mind” (P18 L70) 
 
In this study, it seems that the research element enhanced the responses of participants as 
they felt some responsibility to provide an honest account of their experience. 
 
It is also possible that participants in any research study are influenced by the fact that 
treatment is free and they are volunteers. This may lead to a lack of commitment to 
attending appointments or to dropping out of the study. Participants were specifically 
asked if the fact that treatment was free made a difference to their view of the treatment 
process. All agreed that this did not affect the treatment but placed value on the process 
and the research. 
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This was expressed in the following way: 
 
 “research is a good thing to do” (P4 L123) 
 
 “I feel you‟d be the same whether you‟re charging or not” (P5 L162) 
 
 “the whole treatment process was carried out in a very professional manner… I 
didn‟t undervalue the process because it was free which can be a tendency” (P9 
L170-173) 
 
 “I have felt it of sufficient value to me to travel up to Edinburgh four times, which 
is about 80 miles each time… and that is my cost so to speak” (P13 L145-147) 
 
 “I thought you‟re doing that research so I must give the most, the best of my 
ability to do it” (P16 L115) 
 
 “I see you as a professional and you‟re going to be professional whether or not 
you‟re being paid” (P19 L114) 
 
 “being part of research ... I was committed” (P20 L183) 
 
Seven participants expressed gratitude for being part of the research programme. Five 
participants said that they would or had already recommended homeopathy to others. 
Nine participants spoke about how much they had enjoyed taking part in the research. 
 
 “it‟s been a very good experience” (P3 L142) 
 
 “It‟s been a journey… enjoyable” (P11 L118) 
 
 “It‟s a fascinating journey” (P12 L135) 
 
 “I enjoyed taking part, thank you… what benefits I‟ve reaped” (P20 L210 and 
L212) 
 
The value placed on the experience seems to result from participants finding it an 
enjoyable and personally valuable experience but also having a desire to contribute to 
research of this type. 
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3.3.4 Aspects of the treatment process that were valued by 
participants 
 
Evaluating health care provision may involve assessing aspects of the process which are 
not defined directly as part of the treatment. In this study participants were asked about 
aspects of the experience that might have made a difference to the outcome of treatment 
or to their willingness to attend appointments. Their responses can be divided into the 
following sub-themes: 
 venue for treatment 
 value placed on contact with the homeopath between appointments 
 the importance of being listened to 
 direct comparisons with conventional treatment 
 
3.3.4.1 Venue for homeopathic treatment 
 
It is common for homeopaths and other complementary therapists to work from their own 
homes. This may add value for some users of CAM but for others it is preferable to 
attend a clinic or a more obviously medical venue. For this study, appointments took 
place at a home based clinic and participants were specifically asked if this made a 
difference to their perception of the treatment process. Although it might have been 
difficult for participants to state directly that they were dissatisfied with the venue, most 
provided a reason why they found it satisfactory or made comparisons with unsatisfactory 
health care environments. 
 
All participants said that they preferred the atmosphere in a home based clinic. Fourteen 
participants used the following words to describe the feeling they had about the clinic: 
„calm‟, „relaxing‟, „comfortable‟ and „pleasant‟. One participant suggested that people 
might prefer the anonymity of a private house. Participants also made comparisons with 
other types of therapeutic setting. 
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 “I‟d have been more reserved in an office” (P5 L173) 
 
 “the feeling of there being time and less pressure than there might have been 
in a clinic type atmosphere was helpful” (P12 L129) 
 
 “probably better than an office type office” (P13 L155) 
 
 “it‟s always nice to be in a pleasant environment, perhaps a home and a home 
office adds to that rather than a cold clinical surgery” (P17 L116) 
 
 “I think you feel far more comfortable than going into a doctor‟s surgery” (P1, 
L144) 
 
 “a scruffy room in a hospital... and it was scruffy... and it was horrible and 
puts you in a very negative state, doesn‟t give you confidence” (P19 L124) 
 
One participant described the consultation room used in this research study:  
 
 “it felt both comfortable and professional, nice, there was a nice settee to sit 
on, and even a nice cup of coffee, and it was comfortable, soft lighting, a very 
comfortable ambience and yet there was a sense of professionalism, a big 
solid desk… and you had your computer and you had diplomas on the wall 
and so there was a feeling of solidity and professionalism” (P9 L184-188) 
 
In general, participants stated that they were at ease in the venue chosen for this study 
and many felt that it enhanced the experience of homeopathic treatment. This is relevant 
when considering the therapeutic environment for any treatment or research into health 
care issues. P9 summarised the key things that seemed important to her in the venue and 
her choice of language suggests that comfort and evidence of professional practice is 
important. The impact of this on a research study is also important as it is less likely that 
participants would have continued to attend appointments if they had been uneasy about 
the venue. As all participants attended all appointments and commented favourably on 
the venue it seems likely that it was appropriate for purpose and possibly enhanced the 
experience of homeopathic treatment. 
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3.3.4.2 Contact with the homeopath between appointments 
 
There is no standard approach to offering advice and support between homeopathic 
appointments. The level of support offered is left up to the individual practitioner 
although most professional bodies and training organisations advise that clear boundaries 
should be set to avoid patients phoning late at night or making unreasonable demands of 
the practitioner. For this study, participants were encouraged to „keep in touch‟ regularly 
by e-mail or telephone, particularly at the time of starting a new remedy or any crisis in 
their health or well being. 
 
Most participants stated that it was reassuring to know that contact by phone or e-mail 
was available. Six participants specifically said that they did not make contact but even 
so, they were thinking about homeopathy because there was evidence that things were 
happening and they were taking the remedy regularly.  
 
 “I‟m not sure that contact by e-mail made any difference to the outcome of the 
treatment. I don‟t think it did. I don‟t want you to feel bad about that. (He 
laughed.) I think my brain was in gear to it. I didn‟t actually need the reminder 
to keep my brain in gear with it because things were happening.” (P14 L114–
117) 
 
Four participants valued the use of e-mail as a way of recording what was happening and 
as a result increasing their awareness of changes which had taken place. Five participants 
valued the sense that they were being cared for and a stronger bond was being created 
with the homeopath. Three participants referred to the advantage of being able to make 
contact when things were not going well, particularly in the early stages of treatment. 
 
 “fantastic because it was so quick…you felt better knowing that there were 
reasons for how you were feeling” (P1 L92) 
 
 “it‟s unusual in this day and age to get the sense that perhaps someone really 
cares about you one way or the other” (P13 L103) 
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 “I don‟t think the doctor like you to e-mail them all the time” (P16 L78) 
 
 “it was certainly useful when I had that nasty reaction to be able to contact 
you” (P17 L75) 
 
It seems likely that the availability of contact with the homeopath was an additional 
benefit for participants, perhaps unlooked for as it is less common in other health care 
settings. It was seen as useful when trying a new therapy or when things were strange or 
difficult for participants. Those who did not make contact with the homeopath between 
appointments also seemed to value the availability of contact should they need it. 
 
3.3.4.3 The approach used in the homeopathic consultation 
 
The approach taken in homeopathic consultations can seem very different from that taken 
by other therapists or a GP. Participants in this study highlighted some aspects of the 
consultation that they felt were important. 
 
The initial homeopathic consultation lasts for approximately one and a half to two hours. 
The follow up consultation lasts approximately one hour. At both consultations the 
participants were asked detailed questions about many aspects of their health and life 
experiences. Participants in this study valued the thoroughness of this process.  
 
 “the whole approach is very thorough and that also feels beneficial” (P3 L32)  
 
 “the initial interview is lengthy, probing” (P9 L29) 
 
One participant valued the involvement in the decision making process. 
 
 “you did ask what I thought and I quite like that…sometimes GP wise…they 
don‟t always want to tell you” (P13 L41) 
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Participants valued being listened to and feeling cared for. 
 
 “the relationship was  quite different to the relationship with a GP…where 
you wouldn‟t expect to be listened to in anything like that depth” (P9 L91) 
 
 “It felt like I was being cared for and I‟m sure that played some part in the 
overall outcome” (P9 L90)  
 
 “there is a caring feeling, which is nice” (P13 L97) 
 
The calm and relaxing experience was mentioned by many participants.  
 
 “a very calming and reassuring experience” (P16 L33) 
 
 “relaxed, helpful, positive” (P17 L32) 
 
These responses suggest that participants valued the opportunity to talk about their 
experiences in a calm setting. In general participants described the manner of the 
consultation as an additional support for them which allowed for greater openness and 
gave a sense of being cared for which they valued. 
 
3.3.4.4 Direct comparisons with conventional health care 
 
Participants were not directly asked to make comparisons with other forms of health care. 
The ethos during consultations was to value and respect other forms of treatment chosen 
by individuals taking part in the study. The Code of Ethics for the Society of Homeopaths 
states that homeopaths must not advise patients to discontinue other treatments and this 
was strictly adhered to in all consultations during this study. However, many of the 
participants used comparisons with other treatment experiences to highlight what had 
been valuable to them in the homeopathic process. Commentary about the experience of 
homeopathic treatment was frequently expressed in comparative terms, making reference 
to experiences of conventional health care and placing value on aspects of homeopathic 
treatment which were not seen as part of conventional health care.  
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 “When you go to the hospital you see the doctor and it‟s a different doctor 
each time…it‟s quite soul destroying” (P6 L30) 
 
  “I think of conventional which always did the trick... but then you were left 
with something else” (P19 L39) 
 
 “the experience was very different from allopathic medicine” (P9 L33) 
 
Participants highlighted the consistency of care in their experience of homeopathic 
treatment, the relaxing venue and the sense of being cared for.  
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3.3.5  Summary of selected outcomes from participant interviews  
 
In order to build a summary view of outcomes for each research method used, the 
following table is repeated at the end of each section. For this section, single quotes from 
the interviews are provided for each participant. Participants were not asked to 
summarise their response to homeopathic treatment but the selected quotes below are 
indicative of their responses generally when describing their experience of homeopathic 
treatment, either because they were repeated or highlighted by the participant. 
 
Table 4: P1-10, summary of selected outcomes from participant interviews 
 
 Participant 
interviews 
Participant 
case notes 
Homeopath’s 
perspective 
MYMOP 
(better > or 
worse <) 
SF-36 
PCS 
SF-36 
MCS 
1 “definitely made me 
much calmer, I‟m not 
so anxious” (L 73) 
     
2 “ I wasn‟t allowed to 
take a remedy” (L 30) 
     
3 “ I coped better”  
(L 51) 
     
4 “ It really worked for 
me almost right away” 
(L 38 ) 
     
5 “ overall I‟ve made 
definite progress”  
(L 48) 
     
6 “the first remedy it 
was good, it had a 
positive effect on the 
house” (L 49-50) 
     
7 “ incredible, what an 
improvement” (L 55) 
     
8 “ took away my 
headaches” (L 41) 
     
9 “back to a greater 
sense of commitment 
to life” (L 63) 
     
10 “ my back is a huge lot 
better” (L 48) 
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Table 5: P11-20, summary of selected outcomes from participant interviews 
 
 Participant 
interviews 
Participant 
case notes 
Homeopath’s 
perspective 
MYMOP 
(better > or 
worse <) 
SF-36 
PCS 
SF-36 
MCS 
11 “ I‟m more on an even 
keel now” (L 40) 
     
12 “ Fascinating” (L 41)  
 
    
13 “arthritis was my thing 
in my wrists ….and 
it‟s certainly easier” (L 
48-49) 
     
14 “ the general feeling of 
goodness and feeling 
well” (L 62) 
     
15 “ I would like to have 
been able to report 
bigger changes” (L 
125) 
     
16 “ I have responded 
positively to the 
treatment” (L 57) 
     
17 “ helped me to cope 
better” (L 38 ) 
     
18 “ there‟s a healing 
taking place and it‟s 
fairly holistic”  
(L 38) 
     
19 “the positive effects 
came into force more 
gradually” (L 38) 
     
20 “a wonderful 
sensation, something is 
working” (L 55) 
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3.4 CASE NOTES OF PARTICIPANTS 
 
The participant case notes provide an opportunity to: 
 identify symptoms experienced by participants and trace changes over the 
treatment period 
 gain greater understanding of the life experiences of participants in this study and 
how these life experiences impact on health and well being 
 trace any changes that occurred during the research period which may have been 
related to homeopathic treatment 
 identify any themes in the homeopathic experience that were common to several 
participants in the study 
 
By paraphrasing and anonymising participants‟ case notes it has been possible to explore 
the narrative account of their experience of illness and their response to homeopathic 
treatment. The case notes include information about symptoms they wished to resolve, 
past health history, family health history, life experiences, life style and a summary of all 
declared symptoms at the time of treatment. This is a rich source of information about 
individuals in the study and a source for confirming information from other measures 
used to assess the value of homeopathic treatment. However all information is 
confidential and participants were assured of this in the patient information leaflet that 
was sent to them before starting treatment. This was also confirmed by the Research 
Ethics Committee at Queen Margaret University as part of the ethics approval process. 
The information provided to participants taking part in this study stated: 
 
“All the information that you give will be confidential and it will not be possible 
for you to be identified in any reporting of the data gathered.” (Patient 
Information 2007) 
 
Although participants signed an agreement to take part in the research and for 
information about them to be generalised for use in reporting on the study, they have the 
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right of all homeopathic patients to confidentiality. The evidence provided here from 
their case notes takes account of this. 
 
The role of the homeopath is to listen to individual participant accounts of health and life 
experiences. Although this may seem similar to narrative accounts collected by 
researchers, the purpose is not to record narrative for research purposes, but rather to 
identify a homeopathic remedy which suits the needs of the individual. In this study, 
textual analysis of the participants‟ case notes was used to address the research questions 
on the outcome of homeopathic treatment for this age group, and the common themes 
revealed by participants about homeopathic treatment. Details of the process used to 
review the case notes are provided in section 2.4.1.2. Case notes of participants. 
 
Analysis of the case notes focuses on: 
 the homeopathic analysis of each case and remedy choice 
 remedy reactions 
 factual information about symptoms and treatment 
 the context in which participants experienced ill health 
 patient beliefs about changes in their health and well being and their experience of 
homeopathic treatment 
 
3.4.1 The homeopathic analysis of participant case notes  
 
The five main areas covered in the first consultation were:  
 current symptoms which participants hoped would be treated with homeopathy 
 health history and any trends in the history of their family‟s health  
 life style issues such as eating, sleeping and exercise, focusing on what appeared 
to be out of balance, rather than choices related to healthy living 
 personality and how participants responded to stressful situations 
 a review of symptoms experienced in different parts of the body working from 
head to feet 
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Participants were encouraged to give an account of their symptoms in their own words 
and this was recorded almost verbatim. The list above was not a prescriptive agenda and 
participants talked about their experiences without interruption. Questions were only 
introduced when participants offered no further information. The follow up consultation 
used the same approach as the first consultation but focused on individual responses to 
the prescribed remedy and any changes that had taken place in health or well being. 
 
The text of each consultation was used to identify key symptoms or rubrics for analysis 
using the computer programme CARA (see example of computer analysis in Appendix 
2). Remedies for each participant were selected by matching their key symptoms, 
personality traits and history with the remedy pictures outlined in homeopathic Materia 
Medica such as Morrison (2005) and Tyler (second edition 1952). Follow up 
consultations were used to record remedy reactions and any additional health or life 
experiences which the participants chose to describe. If the first remedy did not stimulate 
a healing reaction, a different remedy was prescribed. If there was an improvement in 
health or well being, the same remedy was repeated. If there was an improvement and 
then a return of some symptoms it was usual to repeat the same remedy but at a higher 
potency ie LM 2 instead of LM1. A summary of all remedies prescribed is provided in 
Appendix 11. 
 
Case notes revealed that there had been important changes for many participants which 
they felt were attributable to the homeopathic remedy and/or treatment process. These 
changes are confirmed in participants‟ responses to interview questions. Participants also 
referred to their experience of homeopathic treatment. The words they used to describe 
their state of health and well being at the end of the study are paraphrased below. These 
are not attributed to specific participants and reflect the notes taken during the 
consultation by the homeopath/researcher. Although these notes were taken almost 
verbatim, it was important to maintain non-verbal contact with participants and therefore 
it was not always possible to record everything that was said. Each bullet point reflects 
notes made at a specific consultation with an individual participant. The notes are 
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grouped into categories to show the type of comment that was made about the 
homeopathic experience. 
 
 Change in experience of pain, discomfort or improved mobility: 
 Back has remained tons better 
 
 Reduced use of steroid inhaler for asthma, no use of blue inhaler, no pain in 
her hip or elbow 
 
 Joint pain seems better, wrists not sore 
 
 Overall in the last three months has experienced 75% improvement in joint 
pain and mobility  
  
 Second remedy hit the spot, less stiff fairly immediately, feels creative 
  
 Able to dance and lift things without pain, energy to do things, after second 
remedy pain was excruciating then had bout of sneezing and pain disappeared, 
also bout of feeling down then felt as if cloud lifted  
 
 
These comments suggest that there has been noticeable improvement in physical 
symptoms since starting homeopathic treatment. Participants commented on the reduction 
in pain, increased mobility and ability to do things that were not possible before 
treatment. One participant referred specifically to reduced use of medication. Although 
these comments highlight physical improvement, there is also the suggestion that mood 
improved too. The following comments refer more specifically to changes in emotional 
well being. 
 
 Change in perception of well being, energy and enjoyment of life: 
 Definitely better as a result of taking the remedy, little things are not stressing 
her, no „niggly‟ arguments with husband, not worrying needlessly, rarely 
angry, easy going at work  
 
 Pretty good, upbeat and cheerful, excited about future  
 
 Cheerful with things to do 
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 E-mail saying he had been quite well since final appointment  
 
 Grateful for improved energy, ability to do things that were beyond her before 
taking remedy, feels joyful, calm about things that normally upset her, can run 
up and downstairs  
 
 Felt detached, intolerant of others, now feels life is good  
 
 Sense of being herself again, a bit like wading through mud and getting onto 
dry land  
 
 Feels as good as she‟s been in ages  
 
 Levels of peacefulness, happiness and energy are consistently up 
 
 Feeling better, more positive, enjoying life, aware of how much better she is 
since starting the remedy  
 
 Feels so well in comparison to a few months ago, writing in diary has shown 
progress, more joyful, more laughter  
 
 
These comments indicate perceived improvement but also the nature of the improvement. 
For some participants feeling better meant an improvement in relationships and tolerance 
for others. For some the feeling is of increased enjoyment of life. Several participants 
made direct comparisons with how they felt in the past, either stating that they felt much 
better than before or that they felt like they used to in the past before their symptoms 
became a problem. 
 
Not all participants experienced positive changes as a result of taking the homeopathic 
remedy and the treatment process. There was no evidence of deterioration in symptoms 
associated with homeopathic treatment but expressions of disappointment that hoped for 
improvement did not occur. In some cases, a different remedy produced an improvement 
or there was a positive change over time. 
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 No evidence of change as a result of homeopathic treatment initially: 
 Felt optimistic about remedy but it didn‟t do anything  
 
 Remedy prescribed by doctor with good effect, repeated but no effect, despite 
positive expectations. After different remedy felt it took the edge off things. 
E-mail at end of study to say that she had been feeling a lot better.  
 
 Felt very positive about third remedy prescribed but no reaction, but with 
fourth remedy symptoms returned when she forgot to take it on holiday  
 
 
In all the cases mentioned here, the participants had high hopes that the remedy would 
improve their health. It is not possible to draw any conclusions from this small number of 
comments, but it is interesting that their beliefs or expectations had no effect on the 
outcome of treatment. In one case this was particularly noteworthy as she had been 
prescribed the same remedy before by her GP and had had a positive outcome. These 
comments also highlight the issue of timescale for recovery as a result of homeopathic 
treatment. In a research study with a specific timescale and intervals between 
appointments it is more difficult to follow any ongoing progress. In two cases referred to 
here, participants felt better after the study was finished and chose to make this known by 
e-mail. 
 
These reactions to the homeopathic remedy/treatment process indicate positive 
experiences for 18 participants. One participant experienced no clear improvement and 
one participant did not take the homeopathic remedy and attributed some improvement in 
her health to anti-depressant medication. Apart from these two cases, there is a strong 
indication that positive change took place for the participants in the study. This is 
supported by their responses to interview questions. 
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3.4.2 Remedy reactions 
 
Typical reactions to homeopathic remedies are described in section 1.3.3 Theory and 
philosophy of homeopathy. These reactions may be regarded as evidence of the action of 
the homeopathic remedy and/or treatment process. Common remedy reactions 
experienced by participants in this study are recorded in the following table. The specific 
response to the remedy is recorded in the left hand column. The way that participants 
described their response is summarised in the middle column and the number of 
participants (P) who experienced particular reactions is given in the right hand column. 
  
Table 6: Response to homeopathic remedy 
 
Response to 
remedy: 
Described as: P 
 
Short lived 
aggravation 
associated with 
taking remedy 
Flu like symptoms, sneezing, spots on face, felt agitated, 
rash, thirsty, taste of salt, sore eye, „plukes‟, runny nose, 
worst cold ever, piles worse 
 
8 
Improvement in 
quality of sleep 
Better, slept well, didn‟t wake in the night 8 
Improvement in 
energy levels and 
motivation 
Interested in work, felt like myself again, baked a cake, 
better concentration, felt resilient at work, cleared out house 
clutter 
  
10 
Improvement in 
physical symptoms 
Pain in joints better, able to move easily, asthma improved, 
constipation better, eyes clear, less headaches, skin condition 
better, back pain better, sinusitis loosening up/catarrh, 
needed less medication, less diarrhoea, hot flushes 
diminished 
   
13 
Improvement in 
emotional symptom 
Calmer, cheerful and positive, busy, joyful, joking, better at 
making decisions, focused at home and work, improved 
relationships, peacefulness, dealing with issues in more 
relaxed way, return to activities which give pleasure, bad 
memories no longer a problem 
 
10 
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Although homeopathy is treated as a complex intervention in this study, taking account of 
the effect of the remedy, the therapeutic relationship and the use of self care methods, in 
this section the focus is specifically on remedy reaction. Table 6 shows how participants 
described their experience of taking the remedy.  
 
Most participants described improvement in main symptoms and well being, with the 
following exceptions: 
 in one case no remedy was prescribed 
 one participant experienced no improvement  
 one participant experienced improvement in one symptom, and acknowledged 
possible benefit from treatment when symptoms returned after stopping the 
remedy  
 one participant described limited benefit from one remedy, but e-mailed after the 
study to report that she was feeling much better  
 
Some reactions to the homeopathic experience and the use of homeopathic remedies were 
surprising to participants. These reactions reflect the description of homeopathic theory 
and philosophy in section 1.3.3.  
 
The following table summarises surprising remedy reactions as described by participants 
and recorded as accurately as possible by the homeopath/researcher. The significance of 
these reactions is that they were not expected by participants and therefore unlikely to be 
related to participant expectations about treatment. They are also linked to common 
responses to homeopathic remedies. They provide evidence that participants believed 
something happened as a result of taking the homeopathic remedy. These comments from 
case notes are confirmed in the participants‟ responses to interview questions. 
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Table 7: Surprising reactions to homeopathic remedy identified by participants 
 
Reaction:  Description: 
 
Experienced by: 
Talking about issues from 
the past or which were 
deeply personal 
„like going to the 
confessional‟, surprised to 
be talking about the loss of 
a child 30 years ago, about 
childhood hurts, about past 
relationship 
 
12 participants 
Crying during the 
consultation or afterwards 
Crying when remembering 
past losses, particularly 
parents or mother 
4 participants, other 
participants cried in 
consultations but regarded 
this as unsurprising 
 
Positive change in mood, 
feeling joyful 
Singing in the bathroom, 
giggling, feeling joy, peace, 
calm, relaxed 
 
3 participants referred to 
feeling joyful, 7 participants 
referred to improved mood 
Short lived physical 
symptoms after taking the 
remedy 
Spots, rash, sneezing, return 
of old symptoms, bad cold, 
flu like symptoms, 
agitation, taste of salt, lost 
voice 
 
8 participants 
Improvement in physical 
symptoms not mentioned in 
consultation 
 
Pain in elbow, brown liver 
spots reduced on hands 
2 participants 
Surprising improvement in 
physical symptom 
No longer constipated on 
holiday, bloodshot eyes 
cleared, hair curling, sense 
of healing crisis, sneezing 
for half an hour and pain 
disappearing, stirring of 
sexual desire 
 
6 participants 
Expectation that remedy 
would produce reaction and 
nothing happened 
Prescribed by doctor before, 
looked it up on internet and 
felt it was right, believed in 
description of remedy 
picture given by homeopath 
 
3 participants 
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3.4.3 Patient beliefs about homeopathy and changes in their health  
 
Perceptions of changes in health and well being that occur as a result of specific 
treatment may result from beliefs held by individuals about the efficacy of the treatment. 
(See section 1.2.2 Beliefs about health, illness and ageing for literature on the impact of 
beliefs on health and healing) In order to evaluate the outcome of homeopathic treatment, 
it seemed important to assess the influence of prior knowledge and expectations of 
homeopathic treatment and measure this against the outcomes of treatment. 
 
Participants were asked about their knowledge of homeopathy at the beginning of the 
first consultation and gave the following paraphrased responses: 
 
 No knowledge of homeopathy 
 
 Use of homeopathy suggested by a friend with experience of homeopathy 
 
 Homeopathy was a last resort having tried everything else 
 
 Felt that they might as well give it a try 
 
 Thought it (homeopathy) was something else eg osteopathy, herbal medicine 
 
 Previous use of homeopathic remedies 
 
 Belief in holistic therapies and use of other complementary therapies 
 
This shows a range of attitudes to homeopathy at the beginning of the treatment process, 
but in the participants‟ descriptions of outcomes of treatment there was no evidence of a 
similar range of attitudes. In the case notes participants did not make a connection 
between the outcome of treatment and their beliefs. In individual interviews, participants 
were asked to give more information about their beliefs about health and healing, and 
their perception of the effect of homeopathic treatment. Their responses to these 
questions confirm that there appears to be no strong connection between participants‟ 
belief in homeopathy and positive outcomes of treatment in this study. 
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3.4.4 Participants’ symptoms and treatment 
 
The 20 participants in the study presented with a range of symptoms. Although symptoms 
have been classified as physical and emotional, there were strong connections between 
them, for example, inability to sleep, or digestive problems associated with anxiety. 
There were also strong connections between the narrative of the participant and the 
experience of ill health, for example, stress at work linked to anxiety.  
 
Information about their physical symptoms is presented first because in most cases 
participants stated that this was what they wished to be treated. The physical symptoms 
described also provide a way of measuring improvement over time by comparing initial 
symptoms with evidence of symptoms at the end of the study.  
 
3.4.4.1 Physical symptoms 
 
Participants presented with a range of physical symptoms, some associated with ageing 
and others common conditions which they had experienced for many years. These 
symptoms are summarised in the table below. The symptoms are described in general 
terms first, then more specifically using the type of language used by participants to 
describe the way they experienced these physical symptoms. The number of participants 
who reported any symptom is provided and also their expectation about what they wished 
to be treated or what they believed could be treated. 
 
The physical symptoms are grouped under 11 main headings in the following table, with 
those symptoms experienced by most participants listed first. Joint pain for example, was 
experienced by 14 participants. Of the 14 who reported joint pain, nine had reported it as 
a symptom they wished to be treated. In contrast, lack of energy, reported by 10 
participants was a symptom that all 10 participants hoped would improve as a result of 
treatment.  
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Table 8: Summary of participants' physical symptoms 
Symptom: Experienced by: Type/description: Expectation of 
treatment: 
Joint pain, back pain 14 participants for 
periods of between 
18 months and 25 
years, also 
intermittently 
Stiffness on rising, 
pain in shoulder, arm, 
wrist, fingers, 
hips, knees, feet, 
gout 
 
Treatment 
symptom for 9 
participants 
Lack of energy, 
inability to do things 
easily  
10 participants, both 
short term tiredness 
and chronic fatigue 
Lack of motivation, 
feeling unable to 
cope/tackle tasks 
Treatment 
symptom for all 
Digestive problems 7 participants, 
mostly long term 
symptom 
 
Constipation, piles, 
acid reflux, IBS, 
gastritis, flatulence  
Treatment 
symptom for all 
Skin problems 6 participants, acute, 
intermittent or long 
term condition 
Shingles, eczema, 
vitiligo, athlete‟s 
foot, skin tags, hot 
flushes 
 
Treatment 
symptom for 5 
participants 
Headaches and/or 
sinusitis 
5 participants, long 
term symptom, up 
to 40 years 
Migraine, headache, 
sinusitis, pain, 
difficult to breathe 
and concentrate 
 
Treatment 
symptom for all  
Sleep problems 5 participants Associated with 
anxiety and/or pain 
 
Treatment 
symptom for all 
Breathing problems, 
asthma 
4 participants, 2 
recent symptom, 2 
long term symptom 
Asthma, short of 
breath, cough, 
allergy, sleep apnoea  
 
Treatment 
symptom for 3 
participants 
Diabetes 3 participants Type 2 diabetes No expectation of 
treatment effect 
Hypertension 2 participants  Treatment 
symptom for 1 
participant 
Thyroid deficiency 2 participants  No expectation of 
treatment effect 
Loss of physical 
sensation eg smell 
1 participant, 
initially 13 years 
ago, then 1 year ago 
 No expectation of 
treatment effect 
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The physical symptoms summarised in Table 8 provide a measurable way of assessing 
the outcomes of homeopathic treatment. Participants were able to quantify improved 
sleep, for example, or identify ways in which they were more mobile as they experienced 
less physical pain. This is an important identifier of the value of homeopathic treatment 
for this group of participants. 
 
Some of the physical symptoms were closely associated with emotional symptoms and 
these are summarised below. The division of symptoms into physical and emotional is in 
some ways artificial, but it may be helpful in attempting to assess changes in health and 
well being. 
 
3.4.4.2 Emotional symptoms 
 
Emotional symptoms can be difficult to describe and quantify. In many cases the 
awareness of emotional symptoms comes through a physical experience such as a panic 
attack or extreme tiredness. Homeopathic patients often focus on physical symptoms in 
describing what they feel is wrong and use the change in physical symptoms as a measure 
of improvement. For this reason, physical symptoms have been presented first in this 
section, but in terms of the importance of symptom relief to individuals it was often the 
emotional symptoms that caused participants the most distress.  
 
The emotional symptoms listed below were described by participants as emotions which 
prevented them from living their lives in the way they would choose to live normally. 
These symptoms were associated with experiences in the recent past and also in the more 
distant past, in some cases several decades ago.  
 
The symptoms have been grouped under four main headings with the number of 
participants who experienced this symptom. The description of the emotional symptom 
given by participants is included and their expectation about the possibility of treatment. 
The most common experience reported by 11 participants was anxiety and this was a 
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treatment symptom for all. Anger or irritability was reported by eight participants but 
none of them had any expectation that this would be relieved by homeopathic treatment. 
The participants‟ accounts of negative emotional states are important when assessing 
outcomes of homeopathic treatment. By the end of the study, many participants described 
an improvement in mood and well being which compares with negative accounts of 
emotional symptoms at the first consultation. 
 
Table 9: Summary of participants' emotional symptoms 
 
Symptom: Experienced 
by: 
Described as: Expectation of 
treatment: 
 
Anxiety, stress 11 participants „nervous tummy‟, anxiety 
about health, „neck pain 
caused by stress‟, „falling 
apart‟, worried, „can‟t cope‟, 
„everything is down to me‟, 
„overwhelmed‟, stressful 
job, bullying, worries about 
money, the future „what if‟ 
 
Treatment symptom 
for all 
Depression, sad, 
lack of 
motivation, 
cries easily, loss 
of pleasure, 
alone, 
disconnected, 
overwhelmed 
10 participants „life is pointless‟, „sadness‟, 
„doom, gloom and lethargy‟, 
„not the same person‟, 
„winter blues‟, „feeling low‟, 
cries easily, „sad about life‟, 
dwelling on past, „clock 
that‟s wound down‟, „full of 
secrets‟, „feels abandoned‟ 
 
Treatment symptom 
for all 
Anger, 
irritability 
8 participants Irritable, impatient, house 
has to be immaculate, 
„snippy‟, „nippy‟, annoyed 
about traffic, judgemental, 
needs control, anger, 
resentful 
 
No expectation of 
treatment effect 
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The common theme in the description of emotional symptoms is the inability to live life 
normally because of the feelings being experienced. There was evidence of lack of 
motivation and lack of energy to face challenges. There was also a sense of being 
overwhelmed by what was happening to them. They described different emotional 
reactions but the common theme was that these emotions were strongly felt and difficult 
to ignore. This evidence of emotional symptoms provides a way of measuring 
improvement by noting any change in mood over time. 
 
An additional measure of improvement in emotional symptoms may be an improvement 
in related physical symptoms such as digestive problems and pain. It is also likely that an 
improvement in physical symptoms such as pain will lead to an improvement in mood. 
Additionally, the limitations experienced by people who are unwell can be removed when 
their health improves and this may lead to an improvement in emotional well being as 
they resume their social life and take pleasure in former pursuits. 
 
The aspect of improvement in emotional well being which is most difficult to quantify is 
improvement in relationships with others. Some participants who felt their health had 
improved also reported an improvement in the way they related to others. There is limited 
evidence of how others experienced this change in mood. In the interviews, one 
participant referred to “a positive effect on the house” which suggests that the change in 
emotional well being was noticed by others. 
 
These emotional symptoms described by participants were expressed in terms of current 
experience. The prescription of a homeopathic remedy is based on analysis of all aspects 
of the individual‟s account of health and life experiences. This includes past trauma or 
suppressed emotions from past experiences. Participants were asked to identify the time 
that symptoms began and anything different that was happening in their lives at that time. 
This is defined as an „exciting cause‟ of symptoms. In one case, the participant identified 
a major operation as the time when symptoms began. In another case, a difficult 
relationship experienced decades earlier was perceived to be the cause of symptoms.  
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For some participants their emotional symptoms were attributed to ongoing situations at 
work or home, or related to their physical health problems. Continued stress because a 
situation is unresolved is referred to in homeopathic treatment as a „maintaining cause‟. It 
was common in the early days of homeopathy for maintaining causes to be related to 
physical issues such as poor housing, so that patients with bronchitis would improve with 
homeopathic treatment but the condition would recur because of damp living conditions. 
Nowadays, it is more common to see individuals who are „stuck‟ in some way because of 
their feelings about past or present experiences. If individuals feel better emotionally as a 
result of homeopathic treatment, they may be able to handle difficult situations more 
easily. Several participants in this study reported this and it is therefore worthy of further 
consideration as evidence of the effect of homeopathic treatment. 
 
Table 10 summarises exciting and maintaining causes which were identified by 
participants in this study. Some participants had experienced more than one of these 
causes. Participants were not asked to identify causes but did so spontaneously as they 
described past experiences. They also made the connections themselves between the 
symptoms they were experiencing and past trauma and/or current stress.  
 
By recording the participants‟ view of these causes it is possible to make connections 
between their state before treatment and any change after treatment. Changes in 
behaviour in specific situations or changes in feelings about the cause of their distress 
provided an additional measure of the effect of homeopathic treatment. For example, 
some participants reported that they no longer felt angry about past issues or felt more 
able to manage difficult situations without becoming upset. 
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Table 10: Exciting and maintaining causes of emotional symptoms 
 
Exciting cause: 
 
Associated with symptoms of: Maintaining cause: 
 
Past illness, surgery or 
medical treatment 
Asthma, depression, joint pains, 
sleep problems, pain 
 
Ongoing use of medication 
Break up of marriage Anger, depression, pain 
 
Unresolved emotions 
Stress at work, bullying Depression, tiredness, skin 
problems,  
Continued stress and 
demanding workload and/or 
difficult relationships  
 
Over responsible, strict 
upbringing 
Low energy  Tendency to take on too 
much and become 
overwhelmed, perfectionist 
 
Bereavement Depression 
 
Ongoing grief, loss 
Anger Pain, loss of energy, hot flushes Ongoing anger about 
unresolved situation 
 
Loss of child, 
miscarriage 
 
Sadness Grief 
War Sadness, vulnerability 
 
Grief, disturbing memories  
Difficult relationship Depression, flashback 
memories, pain 
Ongoing emotions 
associated with past 
experiences 
  
Suppressing emotions Depression, pain  Bottling up feelings, just 
getting on with life, 
remaining in initial 
emotional state 
 
 
In the homeopathic consultation, participants described both exciting and maintaining 
causes, indicating that they made a connection between their current state and their past 
experiences. The importance of this to homeopathic treatment was not referred to by 
participants, but it was clear that most of them believed that their past was an important 
part of any assessment of their current state of health. 
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3.4.4.3 Acute illnesses and trauma experienced by participants  
 
Acute illness or trauma experienced by participants in any research study may have an 
effect on the outcome of the study. In the 55+ age group it is perhaps even more likely 
that there will be additional health and life experiences which have an impact on the well 
being of participants. In this study, some participants did experience both acute illness 
and significant trauma. 
 
Four participants experienced acute dental problems during the study and were treated 
with antibiotics and surgery. Their homeopathic treatment was disrupted by this, but 
resumed afterwards. In two cases, homeopathic remedies were prescribed to help 
participants cope with trauma and the dental condition.  
 
Six participants experienced bereavement during the study. Two participants experienced 
the loss of their mother and one lost her father-in-law. One participant lost an uncle, 
another experienced the loss of a young woman who had been a lodger, and another 
experienced the loss of a close friend of her daughter. Another participant experienced 
the trauma of anticipating her mother‟s death. The 55+ age group may be more likely to 
experience bereavement, or it may be that in this study the information about 
bereavement was shared in response to questions about recent experiences that had an 
impact on health and well being. 
 
The homeopathic consultation was an opportunity for participants to share their distress 
about these experiences. Some participants chose to talk about how they felt about their 
loss or distress, but others preferred not to discuss their feelings about bereavement. It is 
particularly difficult to measure progress when individuals are in a distressed state or feel 
that talking about their feelings would be too difficult. In some cases, participants were 
able to say that given the circumstances they were doing well and perhaps better than 
they would have been without homeopathic treatment. In one case, the participant felt 
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that having someone to talk to had been very important in helping her to cope with 
trauma.  
 
Reviewing the case notes makes it possible to take account of these life events when 
considering the impact of homeopathic treatment. It is also possible to make comparisons 
with results in the quantitative data and note if the responses to more objective questions 
about well being reflect the same change as the case notes at a difficult time for particular 
individuals. 
 
3.4.4.4 Use of pharmaceutical medicines 
 
The 55+ age group commonly use prescribed medicines to treat symptoms relating to 
ageing and ill health. At the initial consultation, the participants in this study were asked 
to provide information about the use of prescribed medicines. This information is 
important when taking a homeopathic case for the following reasons: 
 Some medicines produce side effects which might be mistaken for symptoms to 
be treated.  
 It is also possible that improvement results from medication and not from the 
homeopathic treatment. In this study, all participants were established users of 
these medicines before starting homeopathic treatment and reported ongoing 
symptoms despite taking the prescribed medicines.  
 In some cases, the medicines had produced some improvement but not sufficient 
to make the individual feel well.  
 In other cases the medicine produced unwanted side effects or the individual 
disliked taking the medicine.  
 
The medicines listed below give an indication of the range of medicines used by 
participants in this study. For some participants discontinuing the use of pharmaceutical 
medicines was not a safe choice for them to make, but for others homeopathic remedies 
offered a less aggressive form of treatment for common ailments. 
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Of the 20 participants in this study, six used no pharmaceutical medicines. One 
participant self prescribed Aspirin but did not explain why he chose to do this. In one 
case, improvement in health was attributed to reducing the use of painkillers as well as 
the homeopathic remedy. 
 
The participants in this study were asked to complete a questionnaire at the first 
appointment which gave personal details but also recorded any medicines that they were 
taking. 14 participants stated that they were taking one or more of the following 
medicines, but were not asked to provide information about why the medicine was 
prescribed:  
Actos pioglitazone, Aspirin, Atenolol, Benadryl, Bricanyl, Cipralex, Colpermin, 
Diamocophanol, Diclofenac, Dyhydrocodeine, Estradiol, Fentanyl patches, 
Flixonase, Frusemide, Lansoprazol, Lisinopril, Levothyroxine, Metformin, 
Mirtazapine, Salmeterol, Simvastatin, Thyroxine, Voltarol.  
 
Some participants reported some reduction in the use of medication for some symptoms 
during the study, for example Diclofenac taken for pain. It was not part of the aim of this 
study to measure changes in the use of pharmaceutical medicines and reports of changes 
in the use of medicine were given spontaneously by participants as part of their account 
of the state of their health. The MYMOP questionnaire did ask about use of medication 
and responses to the questions on medication are presented in section 3.6.2 Summary of 
responses to MYMOP questionnaire. 
 
3.4.4.5 Use of other complementary therapies 
 
The use of other complementary therapies was also considered in order to note any 
beneficial effects on participants‟ symptoms, or any effect on homeopathic treatment. 
(For example, it is believed that aromatherapy oils can antidote the homeopathic remedy.) 
In all cases, the use of other CAM therapies was established before starting homeopathic 
treatment. In one case, treatment from a chiropractor was credited with resolving pain in 
a shoulder joint during this study. In most cases the use of other therapies was regarded 
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as an additional support with a different purpose from homeopathic treatment and 
potentially different outcomes for the user.  
 
Ten participants used other complementary therapies, either for specific conditions or on 
a regular basis to improve well being. Therapies used included: 
 
acupuncture, chiropractic treatment, counselling, cranio-sacral manipulation, 
kinesiology, massage, psychotherapy, reflexology, Tai chi, yoga  
 
Some participants using these therapies were also practitioners in the chosen discipline. 
They spoke of their belief in the therapy for the chosen purpose, such as increased 
suppleness or relaxation, but did not see the therapy as curative. 
 
3.4.4.6 Use of self care methods to improve well being 
 
For the purposes of this study, homeopathic treatment has been defined as a complex 
intervention, including the homeopathic remedy, the therapeutic relationship and self 
care. Self care was defined as an individual‟s chosen methods of improving health and 
well being, based on their expressed beliefs about the value of specific life style choices 
rather than well researched methods of improving health.  
 
Participants were given some advice on self care in the leaflet explaining how to take the 
homeopathic remedy. This was included with every prescription of their particular 
remedy. In consultations, they were asked about diet and exercise as a way of finding out 
what foods appealed to them and how much energy they had, both indicators for 
prescribing homeopathic remedies. This often prompted discussion of methods used by 
participants to take care of themselves. This may have provided an opportunity for the 
individuals to recommit to particular self care strategies.  
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The following self care strategies were identified by individuals in the study: 
 
 three participants used discussion with a supervisor as part of their employment as 
a way of off loading worries  
 one participant used the Samaritans and a community psychiatric nurse  
 three participants used prayer as a means of self care  
 two participants referred to the use of specific food supplements eg glucosamine 
 three participants used regular walking to improve their health  
 
Some participant expressed the view that they had a good diet. Other participants referred 
to self care methods which they believed would benefit them but which they had not 
implemented or had not taken part in recently. 
 
There was no clear evidence in the case notes that individuals changed their behaviour in 
relation to self care or that the self care methods they continued to use had any impact on 
the outcomes of the study. This was supported by responses to interview questions which 
asked them directly about self care. In both the case notes and the responses to interview 
questions most participants said that they had not changed their behaviour in terms of self 
care as a result of taking part in this study. 
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3.4.5 Summary of outcomes including participant case notes 
 
The following table is repeated at the end of each section to allow comparisons between 
research evidence for each participant for each research method. For this section a 
summary from the case notes taken by the homeopath/researcher for the final 
appointment is used. This is a summary of the participants‟ expressed beliefs about 
outcomes of homeopathic treatment. 
 
Table 11: P1-10, summary of selected outcomes from participant case notes 
 
 Participant interviews Participant 
case notes 
Homeopath’s 
perspective 
MYMOP 
(better > or 
worse <) 
SF-36 
PCS 
SF-36 
MCS 
1 “definitely made me 
much calmer, I‟m not so 
anxious” (L 73) 
Better 
physically and 
emotionally 
    
2 “ I wasn‟t allowed to 
take a remedy” (L 30) 
Improving 
using anti 
depressants 
and self care 
    
3 “ I coped better” (L 51) 
 
Better 
physically and 
emotionally 
    
4 “ It really worked for me 
almost right away” (L 
38 ) 
Better 
physically 
    
5 “ overall I‟ve made 
definite progress” (L 48) 
Better 
emotionally 
    
6 “the first remedy it was 
good, it had a positive 
effect in the house” (L 
50) 
Improvement 
in mood, 
sleep, energy 
    
7 “ incredible, what an 
improvement” (L 55) 
Better 
physically and 
emotionally 
    
8 “ took away my 
headaches” (L 41) 
Improvement 
in headaches 
on first 
remedy 
    
9 “back to a greater sense 
of commitment to life” 
(L 63) 
Better 
physically and 
emotionally 
    
10 “ my back is a huge lot 
better” (L 48) 
Better 
physically 
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Table 12: P11-20, summary of selected outcomes from participant case notes 
 
 Participant 
interviews 
Participant 
case notes 
Homeopath’s 
perspective 
MYMOP 
(better > or 
worse <) 
SF-36 
PCS 
SF-36 
MCS 
11 “ I‟m more on an 
even keel now” (L 
40) 
Some 
improvement 
    
12 “ Fascinating” (L 41) Better 
physically and 
emotionally 
    
13 “arthritis was my 
thing in my wrists 
….and it‟s certainly 
easier” (L 48-49) 
Improvement 
in sleep and 
joint pain 
    
14 “ the general feeling 
of goodness and 
feeling well” (L 62) 
Better 
emotionally, 
main physical 
symptom 
improved but 
not resolved 
    
15 “ I would like to 
have been able to 
report bigger 
changes” (L 125) 
No change     
16 “ I have responded 
positively to the 
treatment” (L 57) 
Better 
physically and 
emotionally 
    
17 “ helped me to cope 
better” (L 38 ) 
Better 
emotionally 
    
18 “ there‟s a healing 
taking place and it‟s 
fairly holistic” (L 38) 
Better 
physically and 
emotionally 
    
19 “the positive effects 
came into force more 
gradually” (L 38) 
Better 
physically and 
emotionally 
    
20 “a wonderful 
sensation, something 
is working” (L 55) 
Better 
physically and 
emotionally 
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3.5 PRACTITIONER REFLECTIONS 
 
The use of practitioner reflections in qualitative research provides an additional 
perspective on the process and outcomes of the study and can support the validity of 
information gathered from other sources. In this study, the homeopath was also the 
researcher and although this dual role is more common in modern qualitative research it 
does carry the risk of bias and subjective interpretation of experiences and evidence.  
 
The purpose of reviewing the reflective journal is to: 
 review the process and outcomes of treatment by considering the research 
questions from the perspective of the practitioner 
 review the role of the homeopath and researcher and any challenges or conflicts 
resulting from the dual role 
 consider the impact of any other issues on the ability to manage either role 
professionally and in the best interests of the participants 
 
Reflective notes were made after each of the four consultations with research 
participants. The notes for each participant were grouped together, but no other order or 
length of entry was prescribed. Notes were also made if significant contact was made 
with participants between appointments, or if some issue arose which was relevant and 
important to the research and the researcher. The purpose of the notes was to record 
observations about the experience of providing homeopathic treatment. Additionally, the 
reflective journal was a resource for questioning assumptions and beliefs held by the 
homeopath/researcher and any emotional responses experienced as a result of interaction 
with participants. The notes were not reviewed during the research and not amended after 
the research was completed.  
 
Summaries of entries in the reflective journal are provided below but not attributed to 
individual cases. The analysis of the reflective notes was carried out in the same way as 
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the analysis of case notes of participants. The notes were reviewed and significant 
commentary about the experience of providing homeopathic treatment was highlighted. 
The highlighted sections were then grouped thematically in a table, identifying 
participants by number and appointment. Relevant quotes from the reflective notes were 
listed under thematic headings.  
 
The reflective notes were analysed under the following thematic headings: 
 the outcomes of treatment 
 the process of treatment 
 the role of caring professional 
 the role of independent researcher 
 
3.5.1 The outcomes of treatment 
 
The purpose of the reflective journal was not to record outcomes but to reflect on the 
experience of treating participants. The reflective notes do however contain three types of 
comment on treatment outcomes: satisfaction about a good outcome, concern about an 
ambiguous outcome or partial recovery, and disappointment about lack of improvement. 
 
Satisfaction about a positive outcome of treatment was expressed both factually and 
subjectively, including references to the participant‟s experience and commentary on that 
experience. Extracts from the reflective journal are paraphrased below. Comments are not 
attributed to specific participants and reflect the notes made after the consultation by the 
homeopath/researcher. Each item listed below relates to a specific participant‟s 
experience. The comments are grouped according to common issues raised, beginning 
with references to positive accounts of the homeopathic experience. These positive 
comments were included in the reflective journal as a measure of progress but also as part 
of the questioning process to assess what had really happened for the individual. In each 
paraphrase from the notes included below, there is some reference to homeopathic 
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markers of progress which helped to confirm the relevance of what participants said in 
homeopathic consultations. 
 
 It was noted that a participant had commented on key indicators of homeopathic 
success without being prompted to do so ie more energy, less anxiety, calmer, 
better relationship with others, as well as improvement in physical symptoms. 
 An account of improvement in health and well being was provided by one 
participant who was very articulate and able to describe her impression of the 
homeopathic experience very exactly, using phrases like „feeling herself again‟ 
and talking about the joyfulness coming back into her life.  
 Satisfaction was expressed when an appointment was very straightforward with 
evidence of sustained improvement in a key symptom and general improvement 
in well being. 
 The use of language by participants was an important guide to their response to 
the treatment, for example one participant used the word „definitely‟ when he 
described the more peaceful state he had experienced since taking the remedy. He 
was observed to be more open and seemed genuinely more relaxed about time 
than before. 
 The impact of additional trauma on participants was noted, for example one 
participant seemed much better despite her mother being very ill and the 
possibility of losing her soon. She was warm in her praise of the homeopathic 
experience. 
 Changes in the presentation of individuals and their preoccupations during the 
consultation were also noted as a measure of improvement or change. In one case 
it was noted that the participant didn‟t cry during the consultation as she had done 
before and was keen to talk about her work. Most of the problematic issues talked 
about in previous consultations did not seem important any longer. 
 
Some participants were less definite about improvement. The reflective journal 
includes commentary on their responses to treatment and possible reasons for the 
outcome: 
 
 In one case the participant reported some improvement in asthma and ability to 
run without using an inhaler but she still described a great deal of anxiety. This 
suggested the need to try another remedy. 
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 One participant was better but the improvement did not continue. It was noted that 
it is almost more frustrating when patients experience benefit from homeopathy 
and then it stops, than not getting the right remedy at all. 
 The behaviour of participants sometimes made it difficult to get information that 
would lead to the correct remedy choice. One participant, for example, wanted to 
focus on physical symptoms and was cautious about describing improvement, 
whereas his wife who attended with him was keen to point out the significant 
changes which had taken place, particularly in mood and energy. 
 In one case it was difficult to assess what was a symptom and what was her 
choice of the way to live her life. This led to reflections on whether a homeopath 
can make too much of the change in mood – the ontological change – people 
come to a consultation with a pain and if the pain is gone is there a need to focus 
on the way they view their life? 
 Some participants seemed more likely to be dismissive of homeopathy because of 
their background and their expressed views about homeopathy. It was surprising 
when one such participant noted clear improvement in joint pain after taking the 
homeopathic remedy.  
 In one case there was a very clear statement about improvement but there was 
also a reluctance to attribute it to homeopathy because the mechanism of 
homeopathy was not understood by the participant. 
 In some cases lack of positive outcomes was attributed to the timing of 
appointments. If the interval between appointments was too long or too short it 
was difficult to assess the need to change the remedy. In one case, it suited the 
participant to come for an appointment three weeks after starting the remedy and 
although there was evidence of a remedy reaction, it was too early to be sure that 
this remedy was going to make a significant difference. 
 
For some participants there was no improvement in their general health after 
prescribing a particular remedy. This was referred to in the reflective journal in terms 
of disappointment or concern about the approach used. 
 
 One participant was definitely quite flat in her presentation and although one main 
symptom was better there was no general improvement in well being or energy. 
 Although one participant expressed satisfaction with the consultations, a well 
indicated remedy had not made much difference to her health. 
 Lack of progress with one participant was recorded as a concern that a different 
remedy might have made a difference and the approach of watching and waiting 
had gone on too long. 
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 One participant had difficulty talking about herself. It was only after several 
consultations that she revealed enough to identify the most useful remedy. If she 
had been a paying patient she may not have continued treatment for this long. 
 
The focus of the commentary in the reflective journal can be seen to be largely about the 
homeopathic treatment process. It is clear that at this stage in the study the focus was on 
the role of homeopath rather than researcher and the outcomes of treatment. 
 
3.5.2 The process of treatment 
 
The key themes in the reflective journal about the process of treatment relate to: 
 participants‟ perceptions of health and illness  
 connections between their presentation in the consultation and the choice of 
remedy  
 evidence that participants tried, sometimes successfully, to control interaction in 
the consultation and divert discussion away from issues relating to them 
 
Participants‟ general perceptions of health and life experiences seemed to be affected by 
how they felt at the time of the appointment. The following summaries of entries in the 
reflective journal show that this is evident in the way they behaved towards the 
homeopath and their interpretation of wellness, which also seems to be affected by long 
held beliefs about the state of their health. This may be most relevant when treating the 
55+ age group, as life and health experiences may determine perceptions of wellness or 
ill health.  
 
 There was some evidence that participants‟ perceptions about health and well 
being were very much in the moment. If they felt well they forgot how they were 
before and had different expectations about wellness in the future. Their need for 
a relationship with the homeopath is also different when they are well, as if a sign 
of wellness is forgetting about homeopathy and the homeopath. 
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 It was noted that one participant brought flowers as a thank you which can be 
interpreted as a sign of wellness and a signal of the end of the dependence of 
illness. 
 For one participant it was noted that changes in her view of a stressful situation 
started about 10 days after beginning the remedy. She had a more positive view of 
the situation and interpreted the behaviour of others differently. 
 One participant said her health was very good but her answers in the SF-36 
questionnaire suggested otherwise. This suggested that the perception of the 
general state of health related to the individual‟s viewpoint. This raises the issue 
of whether health and well being is measurable in an objective way through the 
use of questionnaires such as SF-36. 
 Another participant was keen to present herself as well and to rationalise any 
health problems she had. Her perception of herself was as a well person and she 
disliked admitting to any other view of her health. 
 
These comments about participants‟ perceptions of health and well being, the connections 
they made between life experiences and health, and their relationship with the 
homeopath, are all important when analysing the impact of beliefs on the healing process. 
It is possible that the homeopath and individual participants had different beliefs about 
the meaning of health. Individual participants also had different needs, such as the need 
for a relationship with a health care practitioner, when they were ill and not when they 
were well. This led to questioning about the ability of individuals to complete objective 
questionnaires given these different perspectives. The reflective journal focuses here on 
the researcher role and considers the benefits and limitations of different research 
methods. The use of both quantitative and qualitative methods for measuring outcomes of 
treatment has the potential to provide conflicting as well as complementary information 
about outcomes of treatment. 
 
The reflective journal provided an opportunity to question both the role of the researcher 
in choosing research methods and the role of the homeopath in choosing treatment 
methods. The connection between the choice of remedy and the behavior of the 
individual in the consultation is referred to in the reflective journal both as a warning to 
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avoid making assumptions, but also as a factor to be included in the decision making 
about the remedy to be prescribed. 
 
 One participant was very lively and talked for the whole appointment which was 
very long. This suggested a specific remedy. 
 One participant told a very sad and difficult story but seemed so cheerful and 
positive. This could have lead to the assumption that the indicated remedy was 
Staphysagria but there was a need to check this assumption carefully. 
 Remedies come to mind depending on the behaviour of patients, for example 
arriving exactly on time for the consultation could indicate the remedy Nat mur, 
being very cheerful could be Phosphorus. Assuming these character traits is not 
helpful for the homeopathic analysis. 
 One consultation took less than the usual amount of time and the participant 
seemed to be guarded in her answers. It was as if she had told her story many 
times and had selected in a protective way, a method for telling the story which 
made her seem a bit cold. This was part of the analysis of her case which led to 
the remedy choice. 
 One participant was very positive and rational and there was a feeling that she had 
everything under control. The GP she had seen had also had this feeling about her. 
It led to thoughts about remedies for people who apparently cope well and then 
experience physical or emotional collapse, almost unexpectedly. 
 
However self aware and experienced a practitioner is, there is an element of risk in 
the interaction with patients. In this study, the information contained in the reflective 
journals indicates that participants tried, sometimes successfully, to control the 
dialogue in the consultation and divert discussion away from issues relating to them. 
 
 Regret was expressed about giving into one participant‟s desire to keep things on 
a superficial level by laughing and joking and avoiding the real issues. 
 One participant would often start discussions about social or political issues, often 
the kind of discussion that socially would be very enjoyable, but which may have 
been a way of avoiding talking about herself. 
 One participant described herself as secretive and did often turn the conversation 
to something general or ask questions requiring an opinion which diverted 
discussion away from her. 
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These observations about the behaviour and beliefs of participants seem important in 
terms of both managing their treatment with homeopathy and interpreting their response 
to treatment. The vulnerability of the practitioner to making assumptions or being 
manipulated by patients could undermine the ability to prescribe successfully and to 
achieve positive outcomes from treatment. It is useful to reflect on these issues and to 
maintain vigilance in order to promote the most useful therapeutic relationship, 
particularly with participants who repeat certain types of behaviour.  
 
3.5.3 The role of caring professional 
 
The reflective journal provided an opportunity to review the part played by the 
homeopath/researcher in the treatment process. One key role that was revealed was that 
of caring professional, showing confidence as a practitioner, empathy for participants but 
also openness to different, sometimes surprising, possibilities in each case. Reflections on 
this role reveal something about the process of treatment and the participants‟ experience 
but less about outcomes of treatment. 
 
This confidence as a practitioner seemed to come from well rehearsed routines and 
reflections on past experience as a homeopath. 
 
 The journal refers to the usual routine of preparing for a patient to come for a 
consultation, the familiarity of this process, the feeling that it is thorough and 
designed to provide a professional impression, but also to reassure people who 
have no experience of homeopathy. 
 The use of a standard patient form, giving personal details and health history, 
operations and vaccinations, also medication and past experience of homeopathy 
if any, was referred to. This has proved an important record in the past, as during 
the consultation details of medical procedures can be missed out, also names of 
drugs can be difficult to record if they are unfamiliar. All drugs have to be 
researched to check for side effects which might be confused with symptoms. 
 Reference is made to a consultation that was thorough, calm and well paced. 
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 This confidence in the manner of the consultation is attributed to reflection in the 
early years of practice on the manner of the consultation, the use of a home office, 
appearance and behaviour and the importance of the therapeutic relationship. 
Reflective practice, discussions with other homeopaths and supervisors have all 
helped to develop a practice that is believed to be consistent, helpful and 
professional. 
 
A key aspect of this professional approach is an awareness of the potential for doing 
harm if patients are not advised to see their GP about symptoms which cause concern. 
 
 In one case it was recommended that the participant see her GP for basic tests for 
conditions such as anaemia, although there was an unspoken concern that she 
might have a serious health problem. 
 
The reflective journal provided an opportunity to review feelings about stories told by 
participants and emotions felt during the consultation. Comments were made about the 
difference between the presentation of an individual which might have led to the 
assumption that they were well, and the sadness they said that they were feeling or the 
difficulty of the story they had to tell. Some participants gave accounts of experiences 
that were moving and shocking for the listener but the participant showed no emotion. 
Some participants said that they had never told their story before. They referred to the 
secrecy and shame that had contributed to the distress of the experience.   
 
Some commentary in the reflective journal indicates surprise on the part of the 
homeopath about the effect of remedies and confirms comments made by participants in 
the interviews and case notes. These included stories of rapid and surprising recovery. 
Some commentary also confirms the participant accounts of the homeopathic experience 
given in the interview, particularly references to the experience of homeopathic treatment 
being a „journey‟ and the value of sharing experiences during consultations.  
 
In considering the role of caring professional, it is not clear if being a contemporary of 
participants in the study influenced the outcomes or the process of treatment. It is 
possible that sharing experiences with participants may have increased the empathy and 
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openness in consultations and this contributed to the therapeutic relationship. The 
reflective journal was the only record of this aspect of treatment. It included references to 
the need to confirm the participant‟s view of an experience and not make assumptions 
about how they felt, particularly in relation to shared experiences. 
 
3.5.4 The role of independent researcher 
 
The impact of being the homeopath providing treatment and the researcher studying 
outcomes and process is an important factor to consider when reviewing this study. 
Because the researcher was also the practitioner there was a greater risk of bias and a 
greater need for reflective and honest analysis of the different roles and any conflict of 
interest involved. The experience of being a researcher and the participants‟ experience 
of being involved in a research project were both explored in the reflective journal.  
 
Commentary in the reflective journal valued the experience of being involved in research 
and highlighted the challenges and the rewards. There was also concern about the number 
of participants and the work involved in supporting them. Some commentary also 
suggested anxiety about the research results, for example, caused by scheduling of 
appointments at a time when the action of the remedy would be most marked. There was 
an acknowledgement that the nature of homeopathic treatment meant that measuring 
outcomes had to be secondary to finding the remedy that would lead to better health and 
well being for participants in the longer term. 
 
Most of the comments in the reflective journal were about issues relating to the 
participants. There was little questioning of the process used in the consultations or the 
approach taken by the practitioner. This type of questioning may be a feature of an earlier 
stage in the career of a homeopath and through reflection, continuing professional 
development and supervision, an experienced homeopath gains confidence in the process 
and the management of interaction with patients. 
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Another limitation of the reflective journal was that there was little questioning of the 
research process and the role of researcher. This may be explained by the stage in the 
research when the journal was completed. This was a time when the practical aspects of 
the study were foremost and the role of homeopath seemed to be more important than the 
role of researcher. In retrospect this seems to be a lost opportunity to question the dual 
role of homeopath and researcher and to evaluate the issue of impartiality and the ability 
to influence participants. It should also be acknowledged that continuing the reflective 
journal beyond the treatment phase of the study would have been a useful approach. 
Although the journal was not maintained during the analysis stage of the research process 
the use of reflective practice through supervision and personal reflections was important 
in developing the research in the later stages. Critical conversations with supervisors 
were invaluable in questioning approaches that were familiar to a homeopath, but 
unfamiliar in research terms.  
 
3.5.5 Insights provided by the reflective journal 
 
In this study, the use of a reflective journal increased awareness of the role of a caring 
professional, a researcher, and a contemporary of the participants in the study. 
Additionally, it provided confirmation of results recorded elsewhere in the study and 
commentary on the process of homeopathic treatment and the common themes in the 
study. The use of reflective practice is recommended by the Society of Homeopaths as a 
means of reviewing and analysing the role of homeopath. This promotes openness to new 
perspectives and different ways of viewing the homeopathic process. The use of a 
reflective journal can aid the process of seeing each case as different, but also make use 
of past experiences to promote careful decision making about treatment options. 
 
Reflective practice also provides an opportunity to examine any issues that may cloud 
judgement or introduce bias. The pragmatic approach to research acknowledges and 
values different perspectives, including those of the researcher. In this study, there was a 
need to both acknowledge bias and also retain necessary objectivity to present the views 
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of participants and analyse data collected. The reflective journal was an aid to this 
process during the practical part of the research, providing an opportunity for the 
homeopath to review each consultation. The research process was not included in the 
reflective journal but was subjected to a similar scrutiny through other reflective 
activities. These involved: 
 adherence to the research design, which was carefully constructed to avoid bias 
and provided a reminder of that intention at every stage of implementation 
 frequent and detailed conversations with supervisors at every stage of the research 
process to evaluate progress and consider the implementation of the research 
design and avoidance of bias 
 consultation with other professionals to examine the approaches used and 
rigorously review research methods 
 
The process of reflection underpins all aspects of the practice of homeopathy and is an 
important aid for all researchers, providing opportunities to review progress and 
reconnect with fundamental principles of homeopathic practice and research design. 
 
The following table shows a summary of the outcomes of treatment recorded in the 
reflective journal. This table is repeated at the end of each section to offer a comparison 
of outcomes as recorded in each research method. For this section, a summary is provided 
of the homeopath/researcher‟s view of outcomes recorded in the reflective journal, but 
based on case notes taken at the final consultation for each participant. In most cases they 
are the same as the outcomes recorded for participant case notes. 
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3.5.6 Summary of outcomes including homeopath’s perspective 
 
Table 13: P1-10, summary of selected outcomes from the homeopath’s perspective 
 
 Participant 
interviews 
Participant 
case notes 
Homeopath’s 
perspective 
MYMOP 
(better > 
or worse <) 
SF-36 
PCS 
SF-36 
MCS 
1 “definitely made 
me much calmer, 
I‟m not so anxious” 
(L 73) 
Better 
physically and 
emotionally 
Better physically and 
emotionally 
   
2 “ I wasn‟t allowed 
to take a remedy” 
(L 30) 
Improving using 
anti depressants 
and self care 
Better emotionally     
3 “ I coped better” (L 
51) 
 
Better 
physically and 
emotionally 
Better physically and 
emotionally 
   
4 “ It really worked 
for me almost right 
away” (L 38 ) 
Better 
physically 
Better physically    
5 “ overall I‟ve made 
definite progress” 
(L 48) 
Better 
emotionally 
Better emotionally    
6 “the first remedy it 
was good, it had a 
positive effect in 
the house” (L 50) 
Improvement in 
mood, sleep, 
energy 
Improving but not 
better 
   
7 “ incredible, what 
an improvement” 
(L 55) 
Better 
physically and 
emotionally 
Better physically and 
emotionally 
   
8 “ took away my 
headaches” (L 41) 
Improvement in 
headaches on 
first remedy.  
Improvement in 
headaches on first 
remedy.  
   
9 “back to a greater 
sense of 
commitment to 
life” (L 63) 
Better 
physically and 
emotionally 
Better physically and 
emotionally 
   
10 “ my back is a huge 
lot better” (L 48) 
Better 
physically 
Better physically    
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Table 14: P11-20, summary of selected outcomes from the homeopath’s perspective 
 
 Participant 
interviews 
Participant 
case notes 
Homeopath’s 
perspective 
MYMOP 
(better > or 
worse <) 
SF-36 
PCS 
SF-36 
MCS 
11 “ I‟m more on an 
even keel now” (L 
40) 
Some 
improvement 
Improving    
12 “ Fascinating” (L 
41) 
Better 
physically and 
emotionally 
Better 
physically and 
emotionally 
   
13 “arthritis was my 
thing in my wrists 
….and it‟s certainly 
easier” (L 48-49) 
Improvement in 
sleep and joint 
pain 
Minor 
improvement 
   
14 “ the general 
feeling of goodness 
and feeling well” 
(L 62) 
Better 
emotionally, 
main physical 
symptom 
improved but 
not resolved 
Better 
emotionally, 
main physical 
symptom 
improved but 
not resolved 
   
15 “ I would like to 
have been able to 
report bigger 
changes” (L 125) 
No change No change    
16 “ I have responded 
positively to the 
treatment” (L 57) 
Better 
physically and 
emotionally 
Better 
physically and 
emotionally 
   
17 “ helped me to cope 
better” (L 38 ) 
Better 
emotionally 
Better 
emotionally 
   
18 “ there‟s a healing 
taking place and 
it‟s fairly holistic” 
(L 38) 
Better 
physically and 
emotionally 
Better 
physically and 
emotionally 
   
19 “the positive 
effects came into 
force more 
gradually” (L 38) 
Better 
physically and 
emotionally 
Better 
physically and 
emotionally 
   
20 “a wonderful 
sensation, 
something is 
working” (L 55) 
Better 
physically and 
emotionally 
Better 
physically and 
emotionally 
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3.6  DATA GATHERED FROM MYMOP QUESTIONNAIRES 
 
Participants were asked to complete the MYMOP questionnaires (see Appendix 14) at the 
beginning of each of the four consultations. All 20 participants completed all 
questionnaires. The process of asking participants to complete the questionnaires at each 
consultation was part of a useful routine at the beginning of the consultation, requiring 
them to reflect on their initial chosen symptoms and their current assessment of their 
severity. Familiarity with the questionnaires was also helpful as individuals became more 
aware of scoring symptoms and well being. For research purposes the four questionnaires 
provided interesting data showing progress over time and at different time points in the 
homeopathic process. The changes for individuals were variable depending on their 
response to different remedies and changes in their health and personal circumstances 
which had an impact on their responses to the MYMOP questionnaire. Comparisons with 
case notes also provided useful explanations for some of the responses, but overall the 
most useful data for answering the research questions for this study were the first and the 
final MYMOP questionnaires which show the changes in health and well being for the 
complete period of treatment. Detail of responses to questionnaires completed at the 
second and third appointments is included in the attached CD-rom.  
 
The questions asked in the MYMOP questionnaire focus on specific symptoms chosen by 
the respondents and on a single activity that they wish to be able to carry out more easily. 
They were also asked to measure their well being during the previous week. The 
participants were asked to identify the duration of symptoms and to report on the use of 
medication for the identified symptoms. Respondents were also asked to score the 
importance to them of reducing the amount of medication taken or avoiding medication 
altogether. MYMOP scores are rated on a Likert scale from 0 to 6, 0 indicating „as good 
as it could be‟ and 6 indicating „as bad as it could be‟. 
 
All data collected in MYMOP questionnaires was coded and entered into SPSS v16.  
Frequency tables were used to check the data quality and missing values coded as 
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missing. The data entered into SPSS is available on the CD-rom attached to this 
document. In order to present a clear comparison of results, data was entered into an 
Excel 97 – 2003 Worksheet and comparative bar charts were produced showing changes 
over time for all participants. 
 
The analysis of data covers: 
 the identified symptoms and a summary of outcomes 
 descriptive statistics for responses to MYMOP questions for symptoms 1 and 2, 
for a chosen activity and for perceived well being during the previous week 
 duration of symptoms  
 responses to questions about medication 
 
3.6.1 Selection of symptoms and activities 
 
Participants were asked to identify symptoms in the MYMOP questionnaire at the 
beginning of their first homeopathic consultation. This was before they had been given an 
account of the homeopathic process and the type of information that is important in 
selecting a homeopathic remedy. Most participants identified specific symptoms of the 
type that might be reported to their GP and consistently reported on these symptoms 
throughout the study. During the homeopathic consultations, however, the description of 
what was happening in their lives was more holistic and a different perspective on their 
symptoms was given. In some cases pain was the identified symptom but the reason 
given in the consultation for seeking homeopathic treatment was an emotional problem. 
Some participants changed the symptoms in the MYMOP questionnaire at later 
consultations, although they were given reminders to use the same information each time 
they completed the questionnaire. In one case, the first symptom chosen at the first 
appointment was resolved and the participant was reluctant to go on recording something 
in later questionnaires that she was no longer experiencing. 
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Participants were asked to choose an activity, physical, social or mental, that was 
important to them and score how difficult it had been to carry out that activity in the last 
week. Participants chose a range of physical activities, such as walking and gardening. 
Some identified problems with thinking and organising paper work or general emotional 
issues such as not enjoying life. Participants were not consistent in choosing the same 
activity each time they completed the questionnaire and did not choose comparable 
activities each time. Some participants chose activities that were very important to them 
as individuals but were unlikely to improve. 
 
Participants were also asked to rate their general feeling of well being during the previous 
week using the same seven point scale. This was the only question about health that was 
common to all participants. All other questions related to their experience of specific 
symptoms. For this reason the question on well being provides a common marker for all 
participants in this study of change over time in a common issue. Although the question 
was common to all participants, this did not ensure an objective measurement of well 
being as each participant could have a different view of what was being measured.  
 
Individuals did give indications in the case notes of information that would distort the 
MYMOP results.  For example, one participant reported improvement in symptom 1 in 
MYMOP but credited it to chiropractic treatment in her case notes. Another participant 
only included one symptom in MYMOP and recorded no change in the symptom over the 
treatment period. In his case notes he noted significant improvement in well being as a 
result of homeopathic treatment and some improvement in his identified symptom 1. 
 
The results for this study do, however, show evidence of improvement for individuals 
and generalised improvement for the group, despite some inconsistencies in the data.  
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3.6.2 Summary of responses to MYMOP questionnaires 
 
The scores given at the first appointment (A1) and the final appointment (A4) are 
recorded in the table below for symptom 1 and 2 and for well being (WB). The scores 
range from 6, „as bad as it could be‟, to 0, „as good as it could be‟. Each line represents 
responses from one participant. 
 
Table 15: Summary of responses to MYMOP questions on symptoms and well being 
 
Symptom 1 
  
A1 A4 Symptom 2 A1 A4 Duration  WB 
A1 
WB 
A4 
Asthma 4 2 Anxiety 5 0 5+ yrs 4 0 
Loss of smell 5 4 Depression 5 2 4-12 wks 5 3 
Back pain 4 N/a Cough 3 N/a 5+ yrs 4 1 
Wrist pain 3 1 Sleep 4 3 4-12 wks 1 2 
Gloomy 2 2 Hip pain 4 4 1-5 yrs 3 3 
Spinal pain 6 3 Fatigue 6 4 5+ yrs 5 3 
Arthritis 0 0 Blood pressure 0 0 1-5 yrs 1 1 
Joint pain 2 4 Headache 3 3 5+ yrs 3 3 
Shingles 3 0 Anxiety 5 2 0-4 wks 5 1 
Back pain 3 1 Shoulder pain 5 4 1-5 yrs 3 3 
Back pain 2 1 Irritable 3 1 1-5 yrs 3 2 
Shoulder pain 3 0 Waking at 3am 3 2 5+ yrs 2 0 
Joint pain 2 2 Poor sleep 2 2 5+ yrs 1 1 
Sinusitis 3 3 None N/a N/a 5+ yrs 1 1 
Digestion 3 3 Anxiety 3 2 1-5 yrs 2 3 
Elbow pain 5 2 Knee pain 4 1 3mths-1 yr 3 2 
Shoulder pain 1 2 Stress 3 3 1-5 yrs 3 2 
Stiff joints 2 1 Heaviness 3 1 1-5 yrs 1 0 
Anxiety 4 2 Diarrhoea 3 2 1-5 yrs 4 1 
Hot flushes 4 1 Sweating, 
irritability 
5 1 1-5 yrs 3 1 
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The raw data from MYMOP questionnaires in Table 15 provides information about the 
symptoms chosen by participants and their well being, with scores for appointments 1 
and 4. The duration of symptoms is also given. The data for all appointments was entered 
into SPSS and is used in later sections to compare outcomes at different times and for 
different participants (see CD-rom for SPSS v 16 data). 
 
Table 15 indicates that for 12 participants symptom 1 improved, four reported no 
difference, and two reported worsening symptoms. One participant did not provide a 
score for symptom 1 at the fourth appointment and one participant scored 0 for all items, 
as if she had misunderstood the scoring system. One participant identified joint pain 
generally as the condition she wished to improve. At the third and fourth appointment she 
noted the return of a former condition involving specific joint pain and scored this as a 
worsening of joint pain generally.  
 
13 participants indicated that symptom 2 had improved. 12 of these participants also said 
that symptom 1 improved. Of those who did not report an improvement in symptom 2, 
one identified her symptom as hip pain. Although she had entered it on the MYMOP 
questionnaire it was not a reason for her seeking homeopathic treatment. One participant 
who reported positive outcomes for treatment in other measures used in this study, had 
selected „stress‟ as her second symptom and at the time of the fourth appointment her role 
at work had become increasingly difficult. 
 
It is not always possible to give explanations for responses to questionnaires in research 
studies. In this case, as the quantitative data was used to support evidence from the 
qualitative data it seems relevant to show that there are circumstantial reasons for specific 
scores, as well as an element of untrustworthiness in the data. This may be attributable to 
the selection of specific symptoms and a single well being activity rather than using more 
holistic measures of health outcomes. The MYMOP results were, however, similar to 
responses in other measures in this study and indicative of general trends for all results.  
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3.6.3 Comparisons for MYMOP data over time and for individuals 
 
All the data from the MYMOP questionnaires was entered into SPSS v16 and analysed. 
This made it possible to compare results for the whole group and for individuals at 
different time points. The data for symptom 1 and 2 at the first and fourth appointment is 
presented first. This is followed by the data on the chosen activity, the well being 
question, duration of symptoms and use of medication. 
 
The following bar chart shows participant scores for symptom 1 (S1) at the first 
appointment (A1) and the fourth and final appointment (A4).  
 
 
Figure 7: Comparison of scores for symptom 1 for first and fourth appointment 
 
 
The bar chart in Figure 7 shows that 12 participants scored lower for the fourth 
appointment than for the first appointment indicating improvement in this symptom. 
There was no change in the scores for symptom 1 for four participants and an apparent 
error in scoring for P3 and P7. Two participants scored higher for the fourth appointment 
indicating a worsening of symptoms. Overall 60% of participants showed improvement at 
the end of the treatment process for symptom 1.  
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Figure 7 also shows that at the final appointment nine participants scored their first 
symptom in the category „as good as it could be‟ or nearly as good as it could be. Nine 
participants show an improvement in scores of two or more points on the scale. The 
number of participants in the categories almost or „as good as it could be‟ increased to 13. 
The numbers who scored their symptoms almost or „as bad as they could be‟ is reduced 
to two (P2 and P8).  
 
The bar chart in Figure 7 also shows individual participant scores for symptom 1. For 
example, P16 scored 5 for symptom 1 at the first appointment but 2 at the final 
appointment. Similarly P20 had a three point increase in her scores showing a big change 
in her perception of how she viewed symptom 1 between the first and the fourth 
appointment. In contrast, P2 scored 5 for symptom 1 at the first appointment and 4 at the 
final appointment (P2 did not take the homeopathic remedy). P5, P13, P14 and P15 
scored the same at both appointments, indicating no change in their perception of the 
severity of symptom 1 over the treatment period. 
 
The following bar chart shows the same comparison for symptom 2 in MYMOP. 
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Figure 8: Comparison of scores for symptom 2 for first and fourth appointment 
 
The bar chart in Figure 8 shows that 13 participants scored lower for the fourth 
appointment than for the first appointment indicating improvement in this symptom. 
There was no change in the scores for symptom 2 for four participants, an apparent error 
in scoring for P3 and P7 and no second symptom for P14. No participants scored higher 
for the fourth appointment indicating that no one experienced worsening of symptoms. 
Overall 65% of participants showed improvement at the end of the treatment process for 
symptom 2. 
 
Figure 8 also shows that at the final appointment the number of participants in the 
categories almost or „as good as it could be‟ increased to 11.  Eight participants show an 
improvement in scores of two or more points on the scale. There is evidence of positive 
changes in the severity of symptoms for a number of participants. P1 for example, scored 
5 at the first appointment and 0 at the final appointment.  
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Figure 9 below shows participant responses to the MYMOP question on activities that 
they felt were limited because of their health issues. Individuals chose a wide variety of 
activities, including physical exercise such as gardening, but also mental tasks and the 
ability to manage situations. These diverse choices generally matched comments made in 
the case notes about lack of motivation to achieve things that mattered to them as 
individuals.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 9: Scores for ability to carry out chosen activity at the first and fourth appointment 
 
Figure 9 shows that 13 participants reported an improvement in the ability to carry out 
their chosen activity. Four participants reported no change and two participants reported 
that they were less able to carry out the activity. One participant did not complete this 
part of the questionnaire. 65% of participants recorded an improvement in their ability to 
carry out their chosen activity between the first and the fourth appointment. 
 
There were individual examples of noticeable improvement in the ability to carry out the 
chosen activity. For example P16, P19 and P20 moved from „almost as bad as it could be‟ 
to „as good as it could be‟. P17 scored much worse at the fourth appointment than at the 
first because she was less able to carry out her chosen activity, which was swimming. She 
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reported in consultations that pressure of work and lack of time rather than health issues 
prevented her from carrying out her chosen activity. 
 
Participants were also asked to score their general feeling of well being in the previous 
week. The bar chart in Figure 10 shows the changes that took place in response to this 
question between the first and final appointment. 
 
 
Figure 10: MYMOP well being scores for participants at the first and fourth appointment 
 
Figure 10 shows that 12 participants experienced an improvement in well being between 
the first and the fourth appointment. Six participants experienced no change and two 
participants felt that their well being was worse during the previous week. 
 
Individual participants show noticeable changes in wellbeing. P3, P9, and P19, for 
example, all move from almost „as bad as it could be‟ to almost „as good as it could be‟.  
 
The well being question related to the week before the questionnaire was completed. It 
was the only question that was common for all participants. It therefore seemed relevant 
to make a comparison between the four appointments to see if there were any noticeable 
changes in the responses from participants. It can be seen in Figure 11 that at the first 
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appointment eight participants were in the middle of the scale for well being, six 
participants were almost „as bad as it could be‟ and six participants were almost „as good 
as it could be‟. 
 
 
Figure 11: Comparison of MYMOP well being scores for all appointments 
 
By the time of the second appointment, this had changed to four participants in the 
middle of the scale (P6 and P14, P16 and P19), three participants were in the „as bad as it 
could be‟ (P2, P5 and P8) category and 11 participants in the almost „as good as it could 
be‟. Only 18 participants responded to this question at the second appointment. The trend 
at the second appointment showed some improvement in well being. 
 
At the third appointment the responses changed again. One participant described well 
being as „as good as it could be‟ (P7) and 13 participants selected almost „as good as it 
could be‟. Only one person was in the middle category (P8) and five people selected 
almost „as bad as it could be‟. The change for P4 may have been related to a bereavement 
experienced at the time of completing the form. 
 
The final appointment showed a similarly positive change. Three people indicated that 
their well being was „as good as it could be‟ (P1, P12 and P18) and 11 participants said 
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that it was almost „as good as it could be‟. Six participants were in the middle category 
and no one indicated that their well being was almost or „as bad as it could be‟. 
 
These indications of change in well being over time suggest that most participants scored 
their well being higher at the end of the treatment process than at the beginning. It is 
possible that individuals were inconsistent in scoring their well being at each 
appointment, but overall it seems as if the well being question in the MYMOP 
questionnaire produced a positive response for perceived well being for participants in 
this study. 
 
3.6.4 Duration of symptoms 
 
The MYMOP questionnaire asked participants to identify how long they had experienced 
their chosen symptoms. The table below summarises their responses to this question. 
 
Table 16: Duration of symptoms for participants in study 
 
Duration of 
symptoms 
0 – 4 weeks 4 – 12 weeks 3 mths – 1 year 1 – 5 years Over 5 years 
No of 
participants 
1 2 1 9 7 
  
 
Table 16 shows that most symptoms had existed for a considerable period of time before 
homeopathic treatment began. 16 participants had experienced symptoms for more than 
one year and seven of the participants had experienced symptoms for more than five 
years.  
 
The fact that 16 participants had experienced symptoms for longer than a year, and seven 
of these participants had experienced symptoms for more than five years indicates the 
level of chronic ill health and the lack of resolution of symptoms in that period of time. 
Table 15 summarised the outcomes of treatment and the duration of symptoms. There is 
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no clear connection between the length of time that participants experienced symptoms 
and the improvement in these symptoms in the treatment period. For example, one 
participant reported experiencing symptoms for more than five years but also reported 
significant improvement in both symptom 1 and symptom 2. Another participant 
experienced symptoms for less than a year but also reported a significant improvement in 
symptoms during the treatment period. In contrast, a third participant experienced no 
change in symptoms she had experienced for more than five years. 
 
3.6.5 Analysis of responses to questions on medication 
 
The MYMOP questionnaire also asked participants to identify any medication that they 
were taking for the symptoms chosen. (In some cases, other medication was identified in 
case notes for symptoms other than those identified in MYMOP.) Eight participants 
confirmed that they were taking medication for the identified symptoms at the first 
appointment. One participant stopped the medication after the first appointment, but all 
others continued to confirm that they were taking medication prescribed by their GP. Ten 
participants confirmed that they were not taking medication for their chosen symptoms 
and this response was repeated in all four questionnaires. Two participants did not 
respond to the questions on medication. Seven participants said „yes‟ they were taking 
medication at the first appointment for the identified symptoms and this dropped to two at 
the fourth appointment.  This is important for individuals whose choice was to reduce 
their use of medication but may also be important when considering the financial cost of 
treating this age group with pharmaceutical medicines. 
 
Participants were also asked to confirm if cutting down on medication was important to 
them and also if avoiding medication was important. Some participants did not complete 
these questions or marked them as not applicable. For those who answered, six 
participants felt it was important to cut down on medication and nine participants thought 
it was very important to avoid medication. 
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Table 17: Participant responses on the importance of cutting down or avoiding medication 
 
 Not important Bit important Very important Not applicable 
Cutting down 
on medication 
 1 6 7 
Avoiding 
medication 
1 2 9 2 
 
 
In summary, MYMOP is a patient centred outcome measure focusing on symptoms 
chosen by individual participants in the study. It therefore reflects perceptions of changes 
in health rather than providing an objective measure of health status. In this study, there 
is evidence that it reflects positive trends in the response to homeopathic treatment. For 
symptom 1, 12 participants reported an improvement and for symptom 2, 13 participants 
reported an improvement. For the common question on well being, there was similar 
evidence of improvement in well being for most participants.  
 
3.6.6 Statistical analysis of MYMOP data 
 
The quantitative data produced from the MYMOP questionnaires reflects similar 
outcomes to the quotes and perceptions collected from the qualitative data for each of the 
participants. The size of the study population and the type of data collected suggested that 
further statistical analysis was unlikely to produce useful evidence. Participants presented 
a range of symptoms, some not associated with their reasons for seeking homeopathic 
treatment. There was also some missing data and errors in completing the questionnaire. 
In a larger study, these inconsistencies may be less important but in this study it was felt 
that the descriptive data provided the most honest account of the findings from the 
MYMOP questionnaire. The quantitative data collected from both MYMOP and SF-36 
was designed to support the qualitative data and not to provide statistical evidence of 
treatment outcomes. The research questions focus on the perceived effectiveness of 
homeopathic treatment and evidence of this is most clearly presented in the qualitative 
data. 
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Selected outcomes from MYMOP questionnaires are summarised in tables 18 and 19. 
The score included in the table is the one that indicated the most change for each 
participant. Scores are provided for appointment one and four because these show the 
initial scores and the final scores for participants in this study, rather than the interim 
scores recorded at appointments two and three, which reflect changes during the process 
of treatment rather than final outcomes. 
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3.6.7 Summary of outcomes including MYMOP questionnaire 
 
Table 18: P1-10, summary of selected outcomes from the MYMOP questionnaire 
 
 Participant 
interviews 
Participant 
case notes 
Homeopath’s 
perspective 
MYMOP 
(better > or 
worse <) 
SF-36 
PCS 
SF-36 
MCS 
1 “definitely made 
me much calmer, 
I‟m not so anxious” 
(L 73) 
Better 
physically and 
emotionally 
Better 
physically and 
emotionally 
Symptom 2 
better 5 > 0 
  
2 “ I wasn‟t allowed 
to take a remedy” 
(L 30) 
Improving using 
anti depressants 
and self care 
Better 
emotionally  
Symptom 2 
better 5 > 2 
  
3 “ I coped better” (L 
51) 
 
Better 
physically and 
emotionally 
Better 
physically and 
emotionally 
Improved 
well being 4 
>1 
  
4 “ It really worked 
for me almost right 
away” (L 38 ) 
Better 
physically 
Better 
physically 
Symptom 1 
better 3 > 1 
  
5 “ overall I‟ve made 
definite progress” 
(L 48) 
Better 
emotionally 
Better 
emotionally 
No change   
6 “the first remedy it 
was good, it had a 
positive effect in 
the house” (L 50) 
Improvement in 
mood, sleep, 
energy 
Improving but 
not better 
Symptom 1 
better 6 > 3 
  
7 “ incredible, what 
an improvement” 
(L 55) 
Better 
physically and 
emotionally 
Better 
physically and 
emotionally 
No change   
8 “ took away my 
headaches” (L 41) 
Improvement in 
headaches on 
first remedy.  
Improvement in 
headaches on 
first remedy.  
Symptom 1 
worse 2 < 4 
  
9 “back to a greater 
sense of 
commitment to 
life” (L 63) 
Better 
physically and 
emotionally 
Better 
physically and 
emotionally 
Symptom 2 
better 5 > 2 
  
10 “ my back is a huge 
lot better” (L 48) 
Better 
physically 
Better 
physically 
Symptom 1 
better 3 > 1 
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Table 19: P11-20, summary of selected outcomes from the MYMOP questionnaire 
 
 
 Participant 
interviews 
Participant 
case notes 
Homeopath’s 
perspective 
MYMOP 
(better > or 
worse <) 
SF-36 
PCS 
SF-36 
MCS 
11 “ I‟m more on an 
even keel now” (L 
40) 
Some 
improvement 
Improving Symptom 2 
better 3 > 1 
  
12 “ Fascinating” (L 
41) 
Better 
physically and 
emotionally 
Better 
physically and 
emotionally 
Symptom 1 
better 3 > 0 
  
13 “arthritis was my 
thing in my wrists 
….and it‟s certainly 
easier” (L 48-49) 
Improvement in 
sleep and joint 
pain 
Minor 
improvement 
No change   
14 “ the general 
feeling of goodness 
and feeling well” 
(L 62) 
Better 
emotionally, 
main physical 
symptom 
improved but 
not resolved 
Better 
emotionally, 
main physical 
symptom 
improved but 
not resolved 
No change   
15 “ I would like to 
have been able to 
report bigger 
changes” (L 125) 
No change No change Symptom 2 
better 3 > 2 
  
16 “ I have responded 
positively to the 
treatment” (L 57) 
Better 
physically and 
emotionally 
Better 
physically and 
emotionally 
Symptom 1 
better 4 > 1 
  
17 “ helped me to cope 
better” (L 38 ) 
Better 
emotionally 
Better 
emotionally 
Symptom 1 
worse 1 < 2. 
well being 
better 3 > 2 
  
18 “ there‟s a healing 
taking place and 
it‟s fairly holistic” 
(L 38) 
Better 
physically and 
emotionally 
Better 
physically and 
emotionally 
Symptom 2 
better 3 > 1 
  
19 “the positive 
effects came into 
force more 
gradually” (L 38) 
Better 
physically and 
emotionally 
Better 
physically and 
emotionally 
Symptom 1 
better 4 > 2 
  
20 “a wonderful 
sensation, 
something is 
working” (L 55) 
Better 
physically and 
emotionally 
Better 
physically and 
emotionally 
Symptom 2 
better 5 > 1 
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3.7  DATA GATHERED FROM SF-36 QUESTIONNAIRES 
 
Participants were asked to complete SF-36 (short version 2) questionnaire (see Appendix 
15) at the beginning of each of the four consultations. All 20 participants completed all 
questionnaires. Most respondents successfully completed all SF-36 questionnaires but 
responses to some questions were omitted and these were described as missing data. A 
potential difficulty arose when respondents had become accustomed to circling a number 
or answer on one side of the page. When the questions were asked negatively rather than 
positively the scores were reversed and this may have led to errors in scoring responses. 
 
The scores for SF-36 questionnaires for each participant in the study were reviewed for 
each of the four homeopathic consultations ie 80 scores. (See attached CD-Rom for 
complete set of data.) All data collected in SF-36 questionnaires was coded and entered 
into SPSS v16.  Frequency tables were used to check the data quality and missing values 
coded as missing. 
 
All questionnaires, four for each of the 20 participants, were scored using the SF-36v2™ 
Health Survey Scoring Demonstration (Quality Metric 2009). Scores for SF-36 are 
calibrated so that 50 is the average score or norm. This norm based score allows 
comparisons with other studies. Scores for SF-36 range from 0 to 100, with the higher 
scores indicating better health.  
 
Composite scores for all responses to SF-36 questions were entered into SPSS v 16 and 
reviewed to show any change that had taken place at each of the four appointments. In 
order to present a clear comparison of results, data was entered into an Excel 97 – 2003 
Worksheet and comparative bar charts were produced showing changes over time for all 
participants. 
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3.7.1 Composite scores for all responses to SF-36 questionnaire 
 
Composite scores for all responses to the SF-36 questionnaire are presented for each of 
the following categories of health and well being: 
 
PF = Physical Functioning 
RP = Role Physical 
BP = Bodily Pain 
GH = General Health 
VT = Vitality 
SF = Social Functioning 
RE = Role Emotional 
MH = Mental Health 
PCS = Physical Component Summary 
MCS = Mental Component Summary 
 
3.7.1.1 Physical functioning (PF)  
 
The scoring system for SF-36 (Quality Metric 2009) amalgamates scores for different 
questions in similar categories, beginning with physical functioning (PF). Question 3 in 
the SF-36 questionnaire on physical functioning describes activities ranging from 
vigorous activities such as running (question 3a), to daily tasks such as bathing and 
dressing (question 3j). Respondents are asked if they are „limited a lot‟, „limited a little‟ 
or „not limited at all‟ in carrying out these activities. In this study most participants 
reported some limitation on vigorous activity and no limitation on bathing and dressing. 
The other items in questions 3b to 3i asked about scaled levels of physical ability 
including lifting and carrying, climbing stairs, bending, kneeling or stooping and walking 
different distances.  
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The bar chart in Figure 12 shows the composite scores for each participant for each 
appointment for physical functioning. 
 
 
 
Figure 12: SF-36 scores for participants’ responses to questions on physical functioning 
 
Figure 12 shows that the physical functioning of nine participants improved between the 
first and the fourth appointment. There was deterioration in physical functioning for 
seven participants and no change for four participants. The change for individuals over 
the four appointments is not very large but for some participants changes correspond well 
with information provided at appointments about the state of their health. For example, 
P8 developed a frozen shoulder towards the end of the treatment process which limited 
physical functioning. P12 presented with mainly emotional issues, regarding herself as 
physically fit from the beginning of the homeopathic process, and her scores remained 
the same for all appointments. 
 
The health problems identified by the individuals who showed an improvement in 
physical functioning included a range of physical and emotional symptoms and therefore 
improvement in physical functioning seems to be linked to an improvement in health 
generally. 
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3.7.1.2 Role physical (RP) 
 
Question 4 in the SF-36 questionnaire asks about any limitations on the amount of time 
spent on work or other activities. Respondents are asked to say if they cut down on the 
amount of time spent on work or other activities, accomplished less, were limited in the 
kind of work they could do or had difficulty performing the work or other activities. In 
this study, scores remained the same or there was improvement in ability to carry out 
tasks. There was a noticeable correlation between responses to this question and life 
events such as bereavement. The bar chart below shows the composite scores for all 
participants for all four appointments for role physical. 
 
 
Figure 13: SF-36 scores for participants’ responses to questions on role physical 
 
Figure 13 shows that between the first and the fourth appointment 12 participants 
reported an improvement in role physical over the period of homeopathic treatment. In 
general the improvement is greater than for physical functioning. There is no change for 
seven participants and deterioration in role physical for one participant (P4). There is a 
connection between case notes and individual scores for role physical. P8 for example 
appeared to do well on the first remedy prescribed and scored very high for role physical 
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but this improvement did not continue and her scores go down for subsequent 
appointments. P4 did well as a result of homeopathic treatment generally but suffered a 
bereavement before the final appointment which caused distress and disrupted her normal 
life. 
 
3.7.1.3 Bodily pain (BP) 
 
Question 7 and 8 in the SF-36 questionnaire ask respondents to assess the amount of 
bodily pain experienced, ranging from none to very severe pain, and how much this pain 
interfered with their normal work at home or outside the home. The bar chart in Figure 14 
shows composite scores for bodily pain for all participants for all appointments. 
 
 
Figure 14: SF-36 scores for participants’ responses to questions on bodily pain 
 
Figure 14 shows that there was improvement in bodily pain for 12 participants in this 
study between the first and the fourth appointment. This may relate to those participants 
who experienced improvement in joint pain during the study, but could also refer to 
participants who experienced pain from sinusitis, headache, digestive problems and other 
less specific pain, such as nerve pain. Three participants experienced a worsening of 
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bodily pain (P1, P2 and P8) and five participants experienced no change (P5, P13, P15, 
P18 and P20).  
 
Individual scores again relate well to descriptions of symptoms given by participants in 
the case notes. P6 suffered from severe pain and an improvement is recorded here. P16 
also shows an improvement. His main symptom was joint pain which prevented him from 
enjoying activities such as gardening and walking. The recorded improvement here 
confirms results for P16 in other measures used in this study.  
 
3.7.1.4 General health (GH) 
 
Question 1 and question 11 in the SF-36 questionnaire ask respondents to measure their 
general health and their responses are scored together. Their perception of their general 
health is measured as excellent, very good, good, fair or poor. Their perception of how 
their health compares to the health of others is graded on a scale from „definitely true‟ to 
„definitely false‟ for questions such as „I am as healthy as anybody I know‟. Figure 15 
shows that there has been an improvement in some respondents‟ perception of their 
general health between the first and the fourth appointment. 
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Figure 15: SF-36 scores for participants’ responses to questions on general health 
 
Figure 15 shows that 11 participants reported an improvement in general health between 
the first and fourth appointment. For some participants this was a continuing 
improvement over the four appointments (P1, P5, P9, P19 and P20). The data also 
reflects the variability of change for some participants (P3, P8, P11 and P18) which is 
related to both changing personal circumstances and changes in treatment. Five 
participants reported deterioration in general health (P2, P4, P6, P10 and P13) and four 
reported no change (P3, P15, P17 and P18).  
 
The improvement recorded for individual participants reflects improvement recorded in 
other measures in the study. P2, P6 and P15 did not show much improvement in other 
measures and this is reflected in this analysis of general health scores. Surprisingly P8 
shows improvement here, in contrast to the measure of bodily pain which showed a 
worsening of her score. This compares with an improvement in her well being score in 
MYMOP and raises the issue of whether more objective measurements of health and well 
being such as MYMOP and SF-36 capture something that is not expressed in words in 
the consultations or interviews. P8 described herself as not observant about changes in 
her health. 
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3.7.1.5 Vitality (VT) 
 
Question 9 in the SF-36 questionnaire asks respondents to measure their vitality by 
asking them if they felt full of life, had a lot of energy, felt worn out or felt tired, on a 
scale from „all of the time‟ to „none of the time‟ in the last month. The bar chart in Figure 
16 shows the composite scores for all participants for all appointments for vitality. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 16: SF-36 scores for participants’ responses to questions on vitality 
 
Figure 16 shows that in this study there was an improvement in vitality for 11 
participants between the first and the fourth appointment. Six participants reported that 
they had less vitality and three reported no change. Once again, some of the negative 
changes could be related to bereavement, as in the case of P3, P4 and P10.   
 
3.7.1.6 Social functioning (SF) 
 
Questions 6 and 10 in the SF-36 questionnaire ask respondents to measure the extent to 
which physical or emotional problems have interfered with normal social activities. 
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Responses to these questions were again affected by life circumstances for participants in 
this study, particularly bereavement or hospital visiting. The bar chart in Figure 17 shows 
the composite scores for social functioning for all participants for all appointments. 
 
 
Figure 17: SF-36 scores for participants’ responses to questions on social functioning 
 
Figure 17 shows that between the first and the fourth appointment eight participants 
noted an improvement in social functioning. Seven participants noted no change and five 
experienced deterioration in social functioning. Once again participants who experienced 
bereavement scored less well in this category at the time of the appointment closest to the 
bereavement. 
 
The case notes also reflect changes in social life in this age group related to work 
pressures, availability of social opportunities, a focus on caring roles and individual 
preferences in terms of social functioning. One measurement of improvement as a result 
of homeopathic treatment is improvement in relationships and a renewed interest in 
seeing friends or family. Those who reported this change in case notes are the same 
participants whose scores improve for social functioning, such as P1 and P20. 
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3.7.1.7 Role emotional (RE) 
 
Question 5 in the SF-36 questionnaire asks respondents if they have cut down on the 
amount of time spent on work or other activities, or accomplished less than they would 
like, or did work less carefully as a result of emotional health problems. Respondents 
rated this on a scale from „all of the time‟ to „none of the time‟. The bar chart in Figure 
18 shows the composite scores for role emotional for all participants for all appointments. 
 
 
Figure 18: SF-36 scores for participants’ responses to questions on role emotional 
 
Figure 18 shows that seven participants scored higher for role emotional at the fourth 
appointment than at the first appointment. Nine participants noted no change in role 
emotional and four participants (P3, P4, P10 and P11) scored lower for role emotional at 
the fourth appointment than at the first. 
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3.7.1.8 Mental health (MH) 
 
Question 9 in the SF-36 questionnaire asked respondents to rate their mental health in 
terms of how nervous they had felt in the preceding four weeks, how down in the dumps 
they had felt, if they had felt calm, downhearted, depressed or happy. This was rated from 
„all of the time‟ through „to none of the time‟. The bar chart in Figure 19 shows the 
composite scores for mental health for all participants for all appointments. 
 
 
Figure 19: SF-36 scores for participants’ responses to questions on mental health 
 
Figure 19 shows that 13 participants scored higher for mental health at the fourth 
appointment than the first appointment. Three participants scored lower (P3, P4 and P10) 
and four noted no change in mental health at the fourth appointment (P13, P14, P17 and 
P18). P13, P14 and P18 rated their emotional well being as good throughout the study 
and this is reflected in their scores. In contrast, participants who were most depressed, 
such as P2 and P6, show the greatest improvement in the composite score for mental 
health. 
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3.7.1.9 Physical component summary (PCS) 
 
The scoring system for the SF-36 questionnaire provides a summary of all responses to 
questions about physical health. The bar chart in Figure 20 shows the composite score for 
all participants for all appointments for the physical component summary. 
 
 
 
Figure 20: SF-36 scores for participants’ physical component summary 
 
Figure 20 shows that 12 participants scored higher at the fourth appointment than the first 
appointment for the physical component summary. Six participants scored lower and 
there was no change for two participants. 
 
Those participants who show the least change are those who reported the least problems 
with physical functioning. Those showing the greatest improvement are those who 
identified joint pain as a key symptom, for example P10 and P16. 
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3.7.1.10 Mental component summary (MCS) 
A similar summary is provided for scores for responses to questions about mental health. 
The bar chart in Figure 21 shows the composite scores for the mental component 
summary for all participants for all appointments. 
 
 
 
Figure 21: SF-36 scores for participants’ mental component summary 
 
Figure 21 shows that 13 participants scored higher for the fourth appointment than the 
first appointment for the mental component summary. Seven participants scored lower at 
the fourth appointment for the mental component summary. 
 
Figure 21 reflects earlier bar charts showing those who had been bereaved scoring lower 
for emotional well being. Some participants who reported no change in emotional well 
being scored reasonably high for this from the beginning of the study. Those who showed 
most improvement included those who scored highly for improvement in mental and 
emotional symptoms in the MYMOP questionnaire. 
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3.7.2 Scores for individual questions in the SF-36 questionnaire 
 
The questions asked in the SF36 questionnaire focus on: 
 perceptions of health and well being  
 physical well being  
 emotional well being 
 ability to socialise and carry out normal activities  
 
These categories are all relevant when considering outcomes of homeopathic treatment. 
The composite scores provided by using the SF-36 scoring system gave an overview of 
responses from participants in the study. More detailed analysis of responses from 
participants to individual questions in SF-36 provides more specific information about 
outcomes for each question. 
 
Although analysis of all 36 questions was carried out, the answers to some questions are 
not included. (See the attached CD-rom for the full analysis of this data.) Some of the 
questions ask the same thing in a different way, for example asking participants how 
often they feel tired and also how often they have lots of energy. Other questions were 
less significant for this particular study, for example questions about limitations on 
bathing and dressing, as almost all participants stated that there were no limitations on 
this activity. In contrast questions like question 3f, which asked about the ability to bend, 
kneel and stoop was very relevant for this study, as participants who experienced 
problems with joint pain reported limitations on this activity.  
 
The questions selected for presentation here are those that were believed to show most 
clearly any change in the participants‟ perception of health and well being, or any change 
in physical health or any change in mental or emotional health. Questions that are not 
included are those that showed little or no change throughout the study. 
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3.7.2.1 Perceptions of health and well being 
 
Question 1 of the SF-36 questionnaire asked respondents to rate their health on a six 
point scale from „Excellent‟ to „Poor‟ (1 represents „excellent‟, 2  „very good‟, 3 „good‟, 
4 „fair‟ and 5 „poor‟). The bar chart below shows a general improvement in health rating 
after homeopathic treatment, in response to question 1 of the SF-36 questionnaire.  
 
 
 
Figure 22: Responses to question 1 of the SF-36 questionnaire at the first and final appointment  
 
In Figure 22 five participants show an improvement in their perception of their health and 
the remainder consider their perception of their health to be the same as before 
homeopathic treatment. At the first appointment 10 participants rated their health as very 
good. Two of these participants rated their health as excellent by the fourth appointment.  
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3.7.2.2 Physical well being  
 
Question 3 of the SF-36 questionnaire asks a series of ranked questions about 
respondents‟ ability to carry out activities, ranging from vigorous activity to bathing and 
dressing. Respondents assessed whether their ability to carry out the activities was 
limited a lot, a little or not at all. Most participants stated that their ability to carry out 
vigorous activity was limited a lot or a little, but for other activities such as climbing 
stairs, walking a mile, bathing and dressing, most stated that they were not limited at all. 
 
13 participants identified problems with joint pain in the case notes and the MYMOP 
questionnaire. The responses to the question on bending, kneeling and stooping in 
question 3f of SF-36 suggest positive changes in the ability to carry out these activities. 
In the scoring for question 3f, 1 represents „limited a lot‟, 2 „limited a little‟ and 3 „not 
limited at all‟. 
 
 
 
Figure 23: Responses to question 3f of the SF-36 questionnaire at the first and final appointment  
 
Figure 23 shows that at the first appointment eight participants were „not limited at all‟ in 
their ability to bend, kneel and stoop. The other participants were limited „a little‟ or „a 
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lot‟ in their ability to bend, kneel and stoop. At the fourth appointment the number of 
participants who reported that they were „not limited at all‟ had risen to 12. 
 
General well being was measured by several different questions in the SF-36 
questionnaire. The questions asked were both negative and positive: „Did you feel full of 
life?‟ and „Did you feel worn out?‟ Question 9 asked participants to grade how they felt 
during the last four weeks on a scale of one to six, 1 representing „all of the time‟, 2 
„most‟, 3 „a good bit‟, 4 „some‟, 5 „a little‟, 6 „none of the time‟. Question 9e, „Did you 
have a lot of energy?‟ was selected as representative of general well being and also a 
relevant measure for homeopathy as an improvement in energy levels is one measure of a 
successful outcome of treatment.  
 
 
 
Figure 24: Responses to question 9e of the SF-36 questionnaire at the first and final appointment  
 
Figure 24 shows that at the first appointment four participants said that they felt they had 
a lot of energy „most of the time‟ and six participants said they had a lot of energy „a 
good bit of the time‟. By the fourth appointment, one person had a lot of energy „all of 
the time‟ and eight had a lot of energy „most of the time‟.  
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3.7.2.3 Emotional well being  
 
Emotional well being was also measured by question 9 in the SF-36 questionnaire. 
Question 9f asked respondents if they had felt downhearted and blue in the last month, on 
a scale from „all of the time‟ to „none of the time‟. Question 9 asked participants to grade 
how they felt during the last four weeks on a scale of one to six, 1 representing „all of the 
time‟, 2 „most‟, 3 „a good bit‟, 4 „some‟, 5 „a little‟, 6 „none of the time‟. The bar chart 
below shows the responses for all participants for the first and fourth appointment for 
question 9f. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 25: Responses to question 9f of the SF-36 questionnaire at the first and final appointment 
 
Figure 25 shows that 17 respondents in this study felt downhearted „none‟ or „a little of 
the time‟ at the final appointment, in contrast to ten at the first appointment. 
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3.7.2.4 Statistical analysis of data 
The evidence from the descriptive data for the SF-36 questionnaire includes positive 
outcomes. It suggests that some participants believed that their health had improved. This 
improvement was indicated by an improvement in energy levels, emotional well being 
and a reduction in pain. This is a small study and therefore less likely to show statistically 
significant results or outcomes that can be generalised to the wider population, but it does 
show a positive trend in response to homeopathic treatment. Because of these positive 
outcomes, further statistical analysis was attempted, initially using graphs and scatter 
diagrams to plot changes for individuals and the study cohort over time and then using 
cross tabulation and Chi-Square tests. Initial reviews of this data seemed positive but 
further examination by a statistician confirmed that there was no evidence of statistical 
significance. Examples of this analysis are provided in Appendix 17.  
 
The following tables summarise the changes in scores for PCS and MCS for all 
participants. Results from other research measures are again included for comparison. 
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3.7.3 Summary of outcomes including SF-36 questionnaire 
 
Table 20: P1-10, summary of selected outcomes from the SF-36 questionnaire 
 
 Participant 
interviews 
Participant 
case notes 
Homeopath’s 
perspective 
MYMOP 
(better > or 
worse <) 
SF-36 
PCS 
SF-36 
MCS 
1 “definitely made 
me much calmer, 
I‟m not so anxious” 
(L 73) 
Better 
physically and 
emotionally 
Better 
physically and 
emotionally 
Symptom 2 
better 5 > 0 
52.50 
> 
54.90 
28.30 
> 
62.70 
2 “ I wasn‟t allowed 
to take a remedy” 
(L 30) 
Improving using 
anti depressants 
and self care 
Better 
emotionally  
Symptom 2 
better 5 > 2 
67.50 
< 
62.50 
2.10 
> 
26.90 
3 “ I coped better”  
(L 51) 
 
Better 
physically and 
emotionally 
Better 
physically and 
emotionally 
Improved 
well being 4 
>1 
41.30 
> 
57.50 
57.10 
< 
38.90 
4 “ It really worked 
for me almost right 
away” (L 38 ) 
Better 
physically 
Better 
physically 
Symptom 1 
better 3 > 1 
47.50 
> 
52.90 
60.80 
< 
49.40 
5 “ overall I‟ve made 
definite progress” 
(L 48) 
Better 
emotionally 
Better 
emotionally 
No change 40.80 
< 
38.60 
39.00 
> 
61.90 
6 “the first remedy it 
was good, it had a 
positive effect in 
the house” (L 50) 
Improvement in 
mood, sleep, 
energy 
Improving but 
not better 
Symptom 1 
better 6 > 3 
25.20 
> 
31.80 
42.90 
< 
27.50 
7 “ incredible, what 
an improvement” 
(L 55) 
Better 
physically and 
emotionally 
Better 
physically and 
emotionally 
No change 45.80 
> 
50.20 
48.00 
> 
61.80 
8 “ took away my 
headaches” (L 41) 
Improvement in 
headaches on 
first remedy.  
Improvement in 
headaches on 
first remedy.  
Symptom 1 
worse 2 < 4 
29.30 
< 
24.50 
54.90 
> 
59.60 
9 “back to a greater 
sense of 
commitment to 
life” (L 63) 
Better 
physically and 
emotionally 
Better 
physically and 
emotionally 
Symptom 2 
better 5 > 2 
47.10 
> 
59.50 
29.90 
> 
48.40 
10 “ my back is a huge 
lot better” (L 48) 
Better 
physically 
Better 
physically 
Symptom1 
better 3 > 1 
39.10 
> 
58.00 
59.10 
< 
35.40 
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Table 21: P11-20, summary of selected outcomes from the SF-36 questionnaire 
 
 Participant 
interviews 
Participant 
case notes 
Homeopath’s 
perspective 
MYMOP 
(better > or 
worse <) 
SF-36 
PCS 
SF-36 
MCS 
11 “ I‟m more on an 
even keel now” (L 
40) 
Some 
improvement 
Improving Symptom 2 
better 3 > 1 
48.30 
> 
53.10 
39.90 
< 
38.80 
12 “ Fascinating” (L 
41) 
Better 
physically and 
emotionally 
Better 
physically and 
emotionally 
Symptom 1 
better 3 > 0 
55.40 
> 
62.30 
48.50 
> 
49.50 
13 “arthritis was my 
thing in my wrists 
….and it‟s certainly 
easier” (L 48-49) 
Improvement in 
sleep and joint 
pain 
Minor 
improvement 
No change 55.50 
< 
55.10 
56.70 
< 
50.80 
14 “ the general 
feeling of goodness 
and feeling well” 
(L 62) 
Better 
emotionally, 
main physical 
symptom 
improved but 
not resolved 
Better 
emotionally, 
main physical 
symptom 
improved but 
not resolved 
No change 50.20 
> 
57.20 
59.90 
< 
58.00 
15 “ I would like to 
have been able to 
report bigger 
changes” (L 125) 
No change No change Symptom 2 
better 3 >2 
59.30 
< 
56.30 
41.60 
> 
50.30 
16 “ I have responded 
positively to the 
treatment” (L 57) 
Better 
physically and 
emotionally 
Better 
physically and 
emotionally 
Symptom 2 
better 4 > 1 
38.00 
> 
47.20 
41.50 
> 
51.70 
17 “ helped me to cope 
better” (L 38 ) 
Better 
emotionally 
Better 
emotionally 
Symptom 1 
worse 1 < 2. 
well being 
better 3 > 2 
48.70 
< 
47.20 
54.60 
> 
55.40 
18 “ there‟s a healing 
taking place and 
it‟s fairly holistic” 
(L 38) 
Better 
physically and 
emotionally 
Better 
physically and 
emotionally 
Symptom 2 
better 3 > 1 
47.80 
< 
47.30 
57.70 
> 
60.30 
19 “the positive 
effects came into 
force more 
gradually” (L 38) 
Better 
physically and 
emotionally 
Better 
physically and 
emotionally 
Symptom 1 
better 4 > 2 
33.80 
< 
31.80 
53.30 
> 
56.90 
20 “a wonderful 
sensation, 
something is 
working” (L 55) 
Better 
physically and 
emotionally 
Better 
physically and 
emotionally 
Symptoms 
better 5 > 1 
54.30 
> 
57.50 
31.20 
> 
52.50 
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3.8 OUTCOMES OF TREATMENT FOR INDIVIDUALS 
 
The summary of outcomes from the research methods used in this study presented in 
tables 20 and 21, shows a strong similarity between the outcomes for each method used. 
The outcomes for individuals can also be grouped into categories of those who reported 
clear improvement, those who reported some improvement and those who reported little 
change in their condition. This is summarised in the table below. 
 
Table 22: Categories of outcomes for homeopathic treatment 
 
Category of outcome: Experienced by participants: Number of 
participants: 
Improvement in all 
measures used in this study 
 
P1, P7, P9, P12, P16, P20 6 
Improvement in all 
measures except either PCS 
or MSC of the SF-36 
questionnaire 
 
P3, P4, P10, P18, P19 5 
Improvement on four 
measures, including no 
change in MYMOP 
 
P5, P13, P14 3 
Some improvement, either 
generally or in one 
symptom 
 
P6, P8, P11  3 
Worsening of symptoms in 
MYMOP 
 
P8, P17 2 
No change on most 
measures but showed an 
improvement in MCS 
 
P15 1 
One person did not take the 
remedy, but reported 
improvement in three 
measures, including SF-36 
and MCS 
P2 1 
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For most participants in the study the outcomes reported were similar for the different 
measures used. There was also a strong connection between the quantitative and 
qualitative data, linking the more objective outcome measures for each individual and 
their story. Table 22 groups individuals into categories in terms of improvement in health 
and well being. Despite the connections between the outcomes for the different measures 
used in the study, links with the four key themes identified by participants in research 
interviews are less clear. 
 
3.8.1 Perceived outcomes of treatment 
 
The first theme identified by participants related to perceived outcomes of treatment, 
including sub-themes relating to emotional well being, improvement in physical 
symptoms and commentary on „side effects‟. There is a strong connection between those 
participants whose health is perceived to have improved on all measures and the language 
used in the interviews. Their view of improvement was expressed in language that was 
definite and clear about the positive outcomes of treatment. Noteworthy improvement in 
mood and well being, described by some participants as a feeling of joy and feeling really 
well, was not captured in the quantitative data. Descriptions of improvement in the ability 
to carry out physical tasks, such as putting on socks, or climbing stairs, were also not 
clearly reported for all participants in the quantitative data. Changes in mood relating to 
bereavement were evident in SF-36 data for the appointments closest to the experience. 
 
3.8.2 The therapeutic relationship  
 
The second theme identified by participants was the therapeutic relationship, including 
sub-themes relating to honesty in telling their story and describing symptoms, the impact 
of reviewing life experiences, non-judgemental acceptance of their story and greater 
understanding of its meaning for them. Participants were divided about the value of the 
therapeutic relationship in improving health and wellbeing. For those participants who 
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showed improvement on all measures in the study, there was no consensus, some stating 
that it had no effect and others stating that it was an integral part of the homeopathic 
process. All participants valued the opportunity to talk to the homeopath and identified 
aspects of the relationship that facilitated openness. Similarly, the impact of telling their 
story was believed by many participants to be valuable but not necessarily a contributing 
factor to improvements in health and well being. 
 
3.8.3 Beliefs about health and homeopathy  
 
The third theme related to beliefs about health and homeopathy, including knowledge of 
homeopathy, beliefs about health and healing, beliefs about reasons for changes in their 
health and the impact of being part of a research study. There was no evidence that 
participants who showed an improvement in health and well being on all measures 
believed in homeopathy or the placebo effect. Some participants in this category were 
very clear that their beliefs had no impact on the outcomes of treatment.  
 
3.8.4 Aspects of the treatment process valued by participants 
 
The final theme related to aspects of the treatment process that were valued by 
participants, including the venue for treatment, the value placed on contact with the 
homeopath between appointments, the approach used in the homeopathic consultation 
and direct comparisons with conventional health care. All participants spoke positively of 
the venue, referring to the calm atmosphere, comfortable surroundings and 
professionalism of the setting. There was no evidence that contact with the homeopath 
between appointments made any difference to the outcome of treatment, although some 
participants found it reassuring. The participants who showed an improvement on all 
measures were again divided about the issue of contact and some were very clear that 
they did not make contact with the homeopath between appointments but experienced 
improvement in their health and well being. 
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Although connections between thematic analysis of interview data and outcomes of 
treatment is not clear, the strong connection between the quantitative and qualitative data, 
linking the more objective outcome measures and participants‟ stories was evident for 
individual participants. The following analysis of these connections between outcomes 
and narrative provides a more comprehensive view of individual experiences of 
treatment.  
 
Participants who showed definite improvement in all measures used in this study: 
 
 P1 showed improvement on all measures. Her account of her experience with 
homeopathic treatment was very positive for all research measures used. Minor 
changes in quantitative data reflected personal experiences such as bereavement 
which she described in the case notes for the equivalent appointment. 
 P7 showed improvement on all measures and described the improvement in the 
interview, “It‟s just been incredible, what an improvement” (P7 L55). Although 
she retired from a job that she described as very stressful, a year before starting 
treatment, she still experienced symptoms that had been a problem when she was 
working. The only intervention that had made a difference to these symptoms was 
homeopathic treatment. She described her ability to carry out tasks such as 
gardening that would have exhausted her before, also the feeling of „joy‟ and her 
ability to enjoy life without feeling under pressure. 
 P9 showed improvement on all measures. She presented with an acute illness 
which was treated with a homeopathic remedy. She reported that symptoms were 
less of a problem and further symptoms did not develop. Underlying problems 
related to emotional well being and stress at work were also apparent and these 
were treated over the study period and she reported significant improvement. 
 P12 showed improvement on all measures. Her initial symptoms related to a 
stressful life situation, but she seemed to be in good health generally. Her 
improvement was rapid and sustained and by the end of the study she reported 
that she felt something of a fraud coming for appointments.  
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 P16 showed improvement on all measures. His focus was on joint pain that 
prevented him carrying out tasks such as gardening and decreased his mobility 
generally. Although he spoke of trauma in the past and current stress, he did not 
acknowledge any emotional symptoms. The case notes suggested that there was 
an improvement in both physical and emotional symptoms and the more objective 
measure used in SF-36 showed an improvement in both physical and mental 
scores.  
 P20 showed improvement on all measures. She suffered from severe and 
prolonged hot flushes. The remedy chosen was strongly indicated and had an 
immediate and progressive effect. She also described her improvement in very 
positive terms, “what benefits I‟ve reaped from it, mainly cool and calm. You 
know I was hot and irritable, driving people nuts probably” (P20 L212-213). 
  
There was no common link between these participants, either in initial health status, use 
of conventional medication or other treatments, or beliefs about health or treatment. In all 
cases the remedy seemed to be a clear match for the symptoms described and personality 
of the individual. 
 
Participants who showed definite improvement in all measures except either PCS or 
MSC of the SF-36 questionnaire: 
 
 P3 showed improvement on all measures except the MCS and this may be related 
to a bereavement experienced towards the end of the study. This change in 
emotional well being was apparent in quantitative and qualitative data. 
 P4 showed improvement on all measures except the MCS and again this may be 
related to a sudden bereavement at the end of the study. 
 P10 showed improvement on all measures except the MCS and again this may be 
related to a sudden bereavement at the end of the study. Her main physical 
symptom was reported to be better and there was some evidence of improved 
resilience as a result of taking the remedy. 
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 P18 showed a significant improvement as a result of the third remedy prescribed. 
He said that the remedy had „hit the spot‟.  
 P19 showed improvement on all measures but different aspects of her health 
improved with different remedies.  
 
These cases illustrate the way that the results in this study reflect the life experiences of 
individuals. Almost a third of participants in this study suffered bereavement during the 
period of four to six months that they attended consultations. This may be related to the 
age group in the study which further supports the view that this can be a stressful time of 
life, involving significant losses. 
 
Participants who showed improvement on four measures and no change on 
MYMOP: 
 
 P5 showed improvement on most measures but she had difficulty at the beginning 
of the study with dental surgery under general anaesthetic which seemed to leave 
her weakened and traumatized by the hospital experience. There was a positive 
change in her emotional state towards the end of the study when she had 
recovered. This was an improvement on her emotional state before the dental 
treatment which was evidenced in both quantitative and qualitative data. 
 P14 showed some improvement in the long term symptom he presented with, but 
reported definite improvements in well being, described as “the release, and then 
the general feeling of goodness and feeling well” (P14 L62). 
 
These results again show the link between life experiences and evidence collected in the 
research measures. Problems with dental health were reported by several participants in 
the study. They were usually resolved with conventional dental treatment but individuals 
reported that this was a stressful experience and could lead to a general decline in well 
being. This is probably a typical experience of the 55+ age group but perhaps one that is 
underestimated in terms of health and well being.  
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These results also reflect improvements in mood that may be more difficult to measure. 
P14 described the improvement in mood in the interview and the case notes but this was 
not reflected in the quantitative data. This is discussed further in section 4.2.2 Outcomes 
measured in homeopathic terms and section 4.3.3 The principles and process of 
homeopathic treatment. 
 
Participants who experienced some improvement, either generally or in one 
symptom: 
 
 P6 showed initial improvement in well being but this did not continue. When the 
remedy was changed there was evidence of a homeopathic aggravation but no 
improvement. His symptoms may have been caused by long term use of pain 
killers and he eventually made the decision to reduce the use of painkillers which 
seemed to lead to some improvement. His symptoms seemed to start when his 
working life was difficult. This was followed by several bereavements in quick 
succession. The first remedy prescribed related to grief and loss, including the 
loss of his job and his perception of himself as someone who had a significant 
role in his employment and this may have accounted for greater success with the 
first prescription than with later remedies. 
 P8 presented as flat in terms of mood and energy. The first remedy helped her 
headaches, which were a significant problem for her, but despite persisting with 
this remedy there was no further improvement. A change of remedy did not seem 
to make any difference although she reported feeling worse when she stopped 
taking the remedy on holiday. At the end of the study she developed a frozen 
shoulder, a recurring problem in her health history, which caused her a great deal 
of pain. This is a good example of the changing nature of health, particularly in 
this age group and the difficulty in prescribing remedies to match these changes.  
 P11 showed signs of improvement on the second remedy and e-mailed after the 
study to say that she was feeling better. The first remedy prescribed was well 
indicated and had been prescribed for her successfully before by a homeopathic 
GP. It was very surprising that it did not have any effect. As both patient and 
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homeopath believed it would work, this case challenges the view that belief in a 
particular treatment has a positive impact on symptoms. 
 P13 appeared to report little change overall during consultations but referred to 
improvement in specific symptoms. In the final research interview she described 
herself as „better‟ and valued the process of treatment. 
 
All these cases reflect the complex nature of health issues for the 55+ age group and the 
difficulty of clearly identifying a remedy that will be beneficial for the whole person. It 
also reflects the health history of individuals and the impact this has on treatment. 
Ongoing or previous treatment of health problems may impact on the ability to treat 
current symptoms. It is also more difficult when treating participants holistically to 
isolate causes of problems. A further complication is the requirement that homeopaths do 
not give advice on conventional medication. If there is to be any change in the use of 
medication this must be identified by the individual participant or their doctor. 
 
Participants who experienced a worsening of symptoms in MYMOP: 
 
 P8 experienced pain from a frozen shoulder 
 P17 experienced a very stressful time at work 
The change in their physical health was very clear in the quantitative data. If a mixed 
methodology had not been used it would not have been possible to offer an explanation 
for this change. Both participants experienced these changes at the end of the study and in 
normal practice the treatment would have been ongoing, taking account of new 
symptoms and treating them as they occurred. 
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Participant who experienced no change on most measures but an improvement in 
MCS: 
 
 P15 expressed disappointment that she had not responded to any of the remedies 
taken. She said that she enjoyed the consultations.  Her final score for the 
MYMOP well being question showed an improvement in her perception of how 
she felt. There was no obvious reason for this in her case notes or her interview 
transcript. 
 
Participant who did not take the remedy, but showed improvement on some 
measures: 
 
 P2 did not take the homeopathic remedy. She chose to remain in the study and 
experienced all other aspects of treatment. The improvement in her health seemed 
to be related to anti-depressant medication. She said that this had relieved 
symptoms but although she was able to do all the things that she used to do, she 
did not feel the way she used to feel. She made use of self care methods discussed 
in the consultations and felt that these strategies helped her recovery. 
 
Based on the outcomes for the different research methods in this study, there is evidence 
that the perceived health and well being of most of the participants improved. Ten 
participants seemed to show definite improvement on almost all measures. Eight 
participants showed improvement for specific measures or symptoms. One participant 
showed no general improvement and one participant improved but did not take the 
homeopathic remedy.  
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CHAPTER 4:  DISCUSSION 
 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
The evidence in section 3 Results suggests that most participants in this study 
experienced an improvement in health and well being over the period of time that they 
received homeopathic treatment. The purpose of this discussion section is to consider 
whether this evidence provides a clear answer to the research questions: 
 
 Is homeopathy perceived to be effective in improving health and well being 
and quality of life in the 55+ age group?  
 What are the common themes in the experience of homeopathic treatment 
described by participants in this study? 
Discussion of these questions focuses on the outcomes of treatment, common themes in 
the research evidence and analysis of the methodology used to collect the research data.  
 
Both questions involve consideration of the health needs of the 55+ age group and 
whether it was homeopathy that was responsible for any change in health in the 
individuals in this study cohort. The second research question also raises the issue of how 
homeopathic treatment was experienced by the individuals taking part in this study and 
whether there were common themes in their accounts of treatment. It is also important to 
consider whether the measures used to evaluate health changes in this study gave an 
accurate picture of what happened. By linking the evidence with the literature on the 
subject of health, homeopathy and healing, it is also possible to consider whether the 
results in this study are supported by the findings of other research into homeopathy and 
published accounts of the philosophy of classical homeopathy.  
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4.2 OUTCOMES OF HOMEOPATHIC TREATMENT IN THIS 
STUDY  
 
For the purposes of this research study homeopathic treatment was defined as a complex 
intervention, taking into account the use of the homeopathic remedy, self care and the 
therapeutic relationship. Boon et al (2007) refer to the difficulty of defining the active 
ingredients of a complex intervention. It can also be more difficult to evidence outcomes 
of homeopathic treatment as it is a holistic and individualised approach to health care. 
The chosen population for this study is also diverse in age, life experiences and health 
issues. The research questions require the measurement of perceptions of healing and this 
inevitably includes subjective responses which may be difficult to generalise across the 
study cohort and to the wider 55+ population.  
 
In order to evaluate the outcomes of such a complex intervention as comprehensively as 
possible both qualitative and quantitative data was used to record outcomes. Five 
research measures were used: interviews with participants, case notes, the practitioner‟s 
reflective journal, MYMOP and SF-36 questionnaires. These measures have been used to 
record the outcomes for the study cohort and for individuals. They also show the 
connections between individual responses in each of the measures used and the links 
between individual life experiences and the responses they gave in interviews and 
questionnaires.  
 
Although it is not possible to make direct comparisons with other studies of homeopathy 
as a complex intervention, or homeopathy for the 55+ age group, there are some studies 
which have connections with the research questions for this study and they are considered 
in this discussion. Consideration is also given to the homeopathic view of outcomes as it 
relates to this study. 
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4.2.1 Outcomes compared with other studies of homeopathy 
 
The positive outcomes for this study are similar to those for some other studies of 
homeopathy, despite differences in methodology and the focus on the 55+ age group. 
Similar outcomes are found in studies of the general population for a range of presenting 
symptoms and also studies of specific symptoms treated with homeopathy. There are also 
connections with research providing evidence of homeopathy improving well being and 
quality of life. 
 
In this study, ten participants out of twenty reported definite improvement on almost all 
measures and six participants showed improvement on most measures or for specific 
symptoms. Two participants reported limited response to homeopathic treatment. Positive 
outcomes from homeopathic treatment for about 70% of the study cohort are reported by 
the Bristol study (Spence et al), the Tunbridge Wells Homeopathic Hospital in 2000 
(Clover 2000) where 74% of 1372 patients reported a positive result from homeopathic 
treatment, and the Liverpool Department of Homeopathic Medicine (Richardson 2001), 
where 76% of 1100 patients also reported an improvement in their condition. The typical 
placebo effect is thought to affect about a third of any study population (Di Blasi 2005) 
so all of these studies suggest a positive treatment effect beyond that which can be 
attributed to placebo. The comparison between large hospital based studies and a single 
practitioner study of 20 participants is not a comparison of like with like, but the 
similarity between the percentage of participants in all the studies whose health improved 
is noteworthy. 
 
Research into the treatment of specific symptoms or diseases using homeopathy also 
provides useful comparisons with this study. The most frequent presenting symptom in 
this study was joint pain. This is common in the 55+ age group and leads to significant 
limitations on mobility and the ability to carry out daily tasks or hobbies that give 
pleasure. Shealy et al (1998) treated 65 sufferers of osteoarthritis in a double blinding 
process. Participants were given either a homeopathic remedy or Acetaminophen, a 
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commonly prescribed drug for pain relief in osteoarthritis. In this trial homeopathy 
provided greater pain relief than Acetaminophen, and there were no adverse reactions. As 
this is a common problem in the 55+ age group, any alternative treatment method, such 
as homeopathy, that can have a positive effect on joint pain is worthy of further 
consideration. It is also potentially valuable in terms of the cost of treating patients with 
conventional medication. Swayne (1992) and Christie et al (1996) reported on the cost 
effectiveness of homeopathy. Milton (2008) refers to government statistics which show 
that the 60+ age group receive 59% of prescribed medicines but make up only a fifth of 
the UK population. Witt et al (2008) also considered the longer term effects of 
homeopathic treatment for sufferers of chronic ill health in a long term observational 
study. Their results suggest that positive treatment effects persist for as long as eight 
years. All these studies support the view that homeopathy is a potentially valuable 
treatment for joint pain in older people. Participants in this study who experienced joint 
pain described noticeable improvements in pain and mobility after homeopathic 
treatment. 
 
Participants in this study who suffered from emotional health problems also reported 
improvement in symptoms. This type of improvement is reflected in a study by Dempster 
et al (1998) in which 81% of participants said that they were very satisfied with 
homeopathic treatment. This was a small study involving only 37 participants with 
common mental health problems but it is supportive of the view that homeopathy is 
helpful in improving emotional well being.  
 
In this study, participants reported on the wider benefits of homeopathic treatment, not 
just symptom relief. This was also reported in an evaluation of the use of CAM in two 
primary care centres in Northern Ireland (McDade 2008). Researchers reported an 
improvement in physical health in 81% of participants (713 participants took part) and 
79% in their mental health. Participants who received homeopathic treatment reported an 
average 54% improvement in their health and well being. The use of mixed methodology 
to capture different perspectives on the outcomes is also relevant to this study. In both 
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cases it was possible to record additional benefits of treatment beyond those recorded in 
MYMOP, which are largely symptom based. In this study, participants also referred to 
improvements in well being, in terms of feeling calmer and having the ability to enjoy 
life once more. 
 
Several studies of homeopathy have highlighted the need for alternatives to conventional 
treatment. A study on menopausal symptoms by Relton (2009) highlighted the need for 
alternative treatment for women who were unable or unwilling to use the conventional 
treatment of hormone replacement therapy. One participant in this study benefited greatly 
from homeopathy for hot flushes, having found other forms of treatment unsatisfactory. 
Sevar (2000) also carried out an audit of outcomes in 829 consecutive patients treated 
with homeopathic medicines because conventional treatment had been unsatisfactory or 
contraindicated and found that 61 % showed a noticeable improvement after homeopathic 
treatment. In this study, some participants reported a desire to cut down or avoid 
conventional medical treatment for selected health problems. In the 55+ age group, where 
the use of pharmaceutical medicine is more common, the availability of a cost effective 
alternative with fewer side effects is likely to be of great benefit to some individuals. 
 
Participants in this study had experienced symptoms for varying lengths of time but most 
had tried different treatments without success over a period of years. Improvement in 
their symptoms and well being achieved with homeopathy was similar to improvements 
reported by Sevar (2000). Homeopathy may be seen as a last resort by some users when 
all else has failed, but studies like this suggest that it could be a valuable option much 
earlier in the treatment process. 
 
Most studies of homeopathic treatment focus on specific symptoms or diseases and use 
RCT‟s to test homeopathic remedies as if they were pharmaceutical medicines. An 
example of this is the study carried out by Haidvogl et al (2007) to compare the use of 
homeopathy and conventional treatment in acute respiratory and ear complaints. The 
main conclusion was that the onset of improvement was faster in both adults and children 
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receiving homeopathic treatment. The research by Haidvogl et al (2007) provides a direct 
contrast to the approach used in this study. The focus of their study is an acute illness and 
the comparison is with conventional treatment. It is also interesting to note that the 
authors themselves commented on the limitations of their approach specifically the use of 
standardised protocols rather than the „real world‟ approach favoured by the Bristol study 
(2005).  
 
Researching homeopathy as a complex intervention using a mixed methodology takes 
account of the complexity of health issues in older people. In contrast, research that 
reduces patient experience to symptom relief denies a significant part of their life and 
health history. Many participants in this study referred to the connections made during 
the study between past experiences and present health issues. Their ability to make these 
connections and to gain enlightenment in the process was part of what several of them 
described as the „journey‟ experienced during homeopathic treatment. This was found to 
be a valuable experience for participants in this study and may be important for the wider 
55+ population, and for health care provision for future generations of older people. 
 
The research study that is most closely linked to this study was carried out by Teut et al 
(2010) into the use of homeopathic treatment in elderly patients. Although the study 
population was older, all aged over 70, the outcomes were measured using a numeric 
rating by patients for the severity of symptoms and SF-36 for quality of life. The severity 
of complaints decreased significantly over the 24 months of treatment. Unlike this study, 
the quality of life and number of medicines taken did not change significantly but 
remained stable. It is possible that the life and health experiences of people over the age 
of 70 are different from those in the 55 – 70 age group, who took part in this study. The 
studies on long lived people (Larkin 1999) suggest that the potential for living a healthy 
life into old age is greater than might be expected. The outcomes of this study suggest 
that it would be useful to consider the part homeopathy has to play in this process, 
particularly if treatment is available before the age of 70. 
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Homeopathy is included in some research studies on several CAM therapies, but results 
suggest positive outcomes for both CAM and homeopathy. Richardson (1996) carried out 
a study of homeopathy, acupuncture and osteopathy and reported that 89% of participants 
experienced positive effects from these treatments. He commented particularly on the 
improvement in vitality, ability to function socially and improved ability to carry out 
daily tasks. Homeopathy was regarded as particularly useful for sufferers of arthritis. 
Richardson‟s findings reflect some of the evidence provided by participants in this study, 
particularly the improvement in mood and energy and increased mobility. The ability to 
enjoy life and return to former pursuits also has implications for society as individuals are 
able to play their part as productive citizens rather than depending on others. 
 
Overall, the outcomes for this study reflect similar outcomes to other research into the 
effectiveness of homeopathic treatment. Although this study focuses on a specific age 
group and identifies homeopathy as a complex intervention, there is evidence that other 
research studies using different approaches achieve similar outcomes. Some of these 
studies also make reference to the wider benefits experienced by participants receiving 
homeopathic treatment which link with the philosophy of classical homeopathy 
considered in the following section. 
 
4.2.2 Outcomes measured in homeopathic terms 
 
“In patients from all walks of life, I have witnessed the transformation of 
consciousness, from suffering and disease to freedom, vitality and happiness.” 
(Chappell 1994: 232) 
 
Creswell (2009) believes that making connections between broader existing theories and 
qualitative data on individual experiences increases the validity of the results and the 
potential for generalising them to a wider population. Outcomes from each of the 
different research methods have been discussed in relation to the effectiveness of 
homeopathic treatment in promoting health and well being in the 55+ age group and 
connections made with existing research. The outcomes of treatment can also be 
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evaluated in terms of their connections to defined homeopathic principles and 
philosophy.  
 
The aims of classical homeopathic treatment are based on Hahnemann‟s philosophy 
outlined in his Organon of Medicine (1810). These are: 
 to relieve suffering and improve identified symptoms 
 to promote well being  
 to improve energy levels and motivation 
 to restore emotional calm 
 to foster the ability to cope with change and difficulties  
 to be at ease with self and with others 
 to be creative in whatever way the individual identifies creativity 
 
These aims go beyond the relief of symptoms. Curtice and Trotter (1999) note that a 
healthy person shows spontaneity and ease in the way they respond to new challenges in 
life. Featherstone and Forsyth (1999) also define health as the ability to respond to 
situations in a way that increases a sense of autonomy, spontaneity and joy. The 
definition of health provided by the World Health Organisation (1948) also refers to 
complete physical, mental and social well-being and not merely the absence of disease. 
 
Chappell (1994) lists ten signs of cure as a result of homeopathic treatment and there is a 
strong link with the items he lists and the experiences of participants in this study. His list 
is also directly linked to the philosophy of classical homeopathy. Table 23 lists his ten 
signs of cure and also the participants in this study who reported experiencing these 
signs. 
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Table 23: Chappell’s ten signs of homeopathic cure (1994) 
 
Chappell’s ten signs of homeopathic cure (1994) 
1 Feeling better in yourself and 
more confident 
Reported by: P1, P3, P5, P7, P9, P10, P11, 
P12, P14, P16, P17, P18, P19, P20 
2 Being able to deal with life more 
effectively 
Reported by: P1, P3, P5, P7, P9, P10, P11, 
P12, P14, P16, P17, P18, P19, P20 
3 Having more energy Reported by: P1, P5, P7, P9, P10, P12, P14, 
P16, P18, P19, P20 
4 Changing aspects of your life for 
the better 
 
Reported by: P1, P20 
5 Becoming more creative Reported by: P18  
6 An emotional or physical 
aggravation of symptoms, often 
based on elimination of toxins and 
evident in sneezing, colds, boils, 
fever etc 
 
Reported by: P4, P6, P14 
7 A brief return of old symptoms 
 
Reported by P5, P6, P17 
8 Physical symptoms just get better 
 
Reported by: P3, P5, P7, P10, P12, P16, P20 
9 An experience of dreaming of past 
experiences which has a positive 
effect 
 
Not reported by any participants in this study 
10 Initially feeling better in yourself 
and then physical symptoms 
improving 
 
Reported by P6, P7, P14, P17, P19 
 
 
The evidence in this study suggests that participants responded to homeopathic treatment 
in accordance with the principles of classical homeopathy and Chappell‟s ten signs of 
homeopathic cure (1994). These principles may also be relevant to other therapeutic 
interventions but their importance here is that the outcomes were not random but were 
part of a defined homeopathic process which can be replicated. This process is explored 
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further as one of the common themes in the treatment process in section 4.3.3 The 
principles and process of homeopathic treatment.  
 
Participants in this study reported both physical and emotional outcomes of treatment that 
were unexpected by them and went beyond the symptom relief that they might have 
expected. These experiences also link with Chappell‟s ten signs of homeopathic cure 
(1994). The physical symptoms included: improvement in symptoms that had not been 
reported in the consultations, improvement in a symptom that was only a problem on 
holiday, symptoms such as severe sneezing followed by improvement in the main 
symptom, skin and eye symptoms that improved unexpectedly and changes that for them 
reflected an improvement in health such as hair curling. Emotional symptoms that 
surprised participants included expressing emotion through tears, talking about past 
events and improvement in relationships with others. (See Table 7: Surprising reactions 
to homeopathic remedy identified by participants) These surprising experiences are just 
part of the picture of homeopathic outcomes, but they illustrate outcomes of treatment 
that go beyond improvement in identified symptoms.  
 
The responses to interview questions also revealed outcomes for individuals that cannot 
be easily measured, but seemed to be important to them and give an indication of the type 
of health care that these individuals, and perhaps the 55+ age group are likely to value. 
References to self realization, resilience, being cared for and ontological changes in 
perception were apparent in evidence from participants. These changes reflect 
Hahnemann‟s aims for cure and Chappell‟s ten signs of homeopathic cure (1994). 
 
These changes in understanding and being are also described in the literature on health 
and healing. Millenson (1995) believes that by looking for meaning in the patient‟s 
narrative we get a prognosis for the disease, and hope and empowerment for the sufferer 
through greater understanding of life‟s disharmonies. Capra (2005) also sees ill health as 
an opportunity for introspection. Several participants in this study referred to the 
experience of homeopathic treatment as a journey and others spoke of it as an 
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enlightening experience. One participant referred to this in detail in his interview 
responses. 
 
“It involved in particular almost a cleansing of your soul and certainly a telling of 
your story which I hadn‟t appreciated would form as big a part of what was done. 
(P14 L31-32) …it was quite liberating and has remained quite liberating in terms 
of it has allowed me to reflect on where I‟ve come from and what I‟ve done and 
to an extent how I‟ve got to be maybe the personality and the person that I am” 
(P14 L36-38) 
 
 
Murray (2008) describes narrative as the human means of making sense of a changing 
world and a way for individuals to bring a sense of order in a disordered world. 
Participants in this study seemed to value the opportunity to review the past and make 
connections between life experiences. 
 
Launsø (2008) refers to three categories of treatment results including those related to 
bodily sensations such as more energy and better sleep. His other two categories include 
changes in awareness and insight, including changes in understanding of the illness, and 
changes in the ability to manage illness or handle life situations. It is apparent in this 
study that some participants experienced changes relating to awareness and insight, 
particularly about their past and their view of others who had caused them emotional 
pain. 
 
Launsø‟s (2008) third category, the ability to manage illness or handle life situations was 
also apparent in this study. Some participants spoke of increased ability to cope with the 
pressures in their lives, an increased resilience reflected in greater self awareness and 
potentially greater assertiveness and more control in difficult situations.  
 
This greater resilience may be very important to the 55+ age group who often experience 
the pressures of work and family at the same time as they experience changes relating to 
ageing. This was particularly true for some participants in this study who were part of a 
four generation family and had a caring role for both parents and grandchildren. Others in 
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the study who were still in employment, found the workplace and relationships with 
colleagues and those in authority difficult. They required greater resilience to manage the 
challenges involved in working life. Larkin (1999) refers to resilience as a characteristic 
of long lived people. Resilience, like self realisation is not easy to measure.  
 
Participants in this study referred to a feeling of being themselves again, as if they had 
rediscovered the person that they used to be. The evidence of this change is usually a 
more balanced and relaxed approach to life, which includes openness to different ways of 
relating to others and an acceptance of issues that might have been regarded as stressful 
in the past. There can also be evidence of increased energy levels and creativity, leading 
to a feeling of being more productive, seeing issues more clearly and managing tasks 
easily. Many participants spoke of this type of experience in different ways. 
 
A common symptom of being unwell is feeling impatient or irritated with others, 
particularly family and partners. There was evidence in this study that participants who 
felt better also managed relationships more successfully and found that they were less 
annoyed by others and more at ease with those close to them. This often led to a more 
relaxed relationship as the partner responded to the changed behaviour.  
 
These changes in perception could be very important for people in the 55+ age group, 
offering new ways of seeing past and present experiences that are less hurtful or harmful 
and promoting more positive relationships.  
 
4.2.3 Outcomes and the homeopathic process  
 
Milgrom (2003) describes in some detail his theory of entanglement, attempting to define 
the complexity of the homeopathic process which involves not just the homeopathic 
remedy but human interaction and the context for treatment. MacEoin (2006) believes 
that homeopathy has never been tested as it really exists because the focus has been on 
the remedy or the symptoms of disease rather than the complexity of the process, 
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involving different remedies, different potencies and periods of waiting for a healing 
reaction. The complexity described by these authors was apparent in this study, 
acknowledged by the participants and the homeopath and recorded in the qualitative data. 
 
Participants in the study were asked what part of the homeopathic treatment process 
made most difference to their health and well being. Although most participants were 
clear that the remedy made a difference, they also referred to the importance of the 
process. Much of the research on homeopathy has focused on the remedy reaction and 
attempted to replicate research used for pharmacological trials. The approach taken in 
this study was to consider homeopathy as a complex intervention. Despite this approach 
it was clear from the case notes and participants‟ commentary that the homeopathic 
remedy did have a dynamic effect on individuals in the study. This was evident in the 
outcomes of treatment which were different from other types of treatment used before by 
participants, but more importantly were closely associated with homeopathic theory and 
philosophy. This may appear to endorse the remedy as the healing agent, but the process 
that leads to the selection of the remedy was also valued and without this process there is 
no remedy choice. The more accurately symptoms are described, the more likely it is that 
the homeopath will select the remedy that is most closely associated with these 
symptoms.  
 
The description of symptoms in the 55+ age group is complex and closely linked with life 
experiences and individual perceptions of what has happened to them in the past. The 
process of reviewing this in order to select the remedy may also be an important part of 
the healing process. The themes revealed by the participants in the research interviews, 
identified different perspectives on the same topic. Some participants believed that the 
therapeutic relationship with the homeopath was a factor in improvements in their health 
and others believed it was „nice‟ but did not make a difference to their health. Two 
participants supported the theories of Milgrom (2003) and MacEoin (2006) stating that 
the remedy and the process could not be separated. 
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In summary, it seems that the remedy did have a dynamic effect, but this was based on 
the complexity of the homeopathic process not separate from it. Homeopathy for the 55+ 
age group is a complex intervention. Attempts to identify the key component in the 
treatment process devalue the complexity of life experiences for this age group and the 
complexity of the homeopathic treatment process. 
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4.3 COMMON THEMES IN THIS STUDY 
 
This discussion explores common themes and participant experiences in this study. It 
makes connections between the participant experiences that were common in this study 
and the literature on the 55+ age group, health and healing, and homeopathic philosophy 
and practice. 
 
4.3.1 Health care needs of the 55+ age group and the study cohort 
 
Major concerns have been expressed about the health related issues of an ageing 
population and the use of drugs in treating chronic health problems (Macdonald et al for 
the Faculty of Actuaries 2006, Smallwood Report 2005). The aim of this study was to 
consider whether homeopathy could be effective in improving perceived health and well 
being for the 55+ age group. This age group is more likely to suffer from health problems 
that require treatment (Macdonald et al 2006). Barker et al refer to “the complex and 
multifaceted nature of the aging experience” (2007: 3) which makes it more difficult to 
research health interventions for older people. 
 
Researching older people inevitably means defining what is meant by an older person. 
Chronological age provides the most frequently used defining characteristic for this 
section of the population, although other means such as being retired from paid 
employment and physical functioning are also used. The turning point for individuals in 
defining themselves as older people often comes at a certain birthday, or when they retire 
from work or when they develop an illness or disability that makes them less able to carry 
out normal activities or increases their dependence on others. This turning point is 
frequently after the age of 50 and for that reason the age of 55+ was chosen for this study 
as a common point where people might begin to consider that they are older. The 
definitions of ageing are inevitably inadequate and the literature on ageing suggests that 
older people represent as diverse a group as any other age group in the population. 
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Individuals have different views about their age related status and adopt different 
behaviours to confirm or challenge physical ageing. This was certainly true of the people 
who took part in this study.  
 
Participants in this study were aged between 55 and 70 years of age. This included people 
in employment, people who were retired and those who were working in the voluntary 
sector. One person was signed off work when she began homeopathic treatment but 
returned to work before the end of the study. Another person had retired as a result of ill 
health and although he had a hobby that was very important to him, his ability to take part 
in it was limited by his health problems. All other participants continued their daily 
activities despite the health condition that led them to participate in the study.  
 
Just as the diversity of the general population is represented in the 55+ age group, so are 
the health issues, but most illnesses are more prevalent as people get older and some 
illnesses are generally more common in the older population, particularly chronic 
illnesses which do not always respond well to conventional treatment. Beaglehole et al 
(2007) refer to chronic diseases as a leading cause of death and disability with profound 
economic effects. Patients rarely have one health problem, and this is particularly true for 
older people (Greenhalgh et al 2000). In this study there was evidence of different health 
problems, but what was more obvious was that the health issues were not always clearly 
defined by the participants. Although participants were asked what symptoms they hoped 
to resolve using homeopathy and also identified symptoms on the MYMOP 
questionnaire, they were not always open or clear about what they felt was wrong. This 
was expressed in the following way by one participant: 
“It‟s just been incredible, what an improvement, but also you know, the elephant 
in the room, the thing that I never even thought to talk to you about was how tired 
I was.” (P7 L55-56) 
 
Participants often preferred to talk about physical symptoms and mention emotional pain 
as an afterthought or by product of physical health issues. If this is typical of the age 
group, then this is an important consideration for current health care provision. The 
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duality of current health care, which separates physical and mental health issues, may be 
particularly problematic for the 55+ age group. Mitchell and Cormack (2005) refer to the 
“bodily expression of psychological stress” which leads to lots of tests for physical 
causes of illness. They suggest that between a quarter and half of medical patients have 
no physical cause for symptoms, but suffer from anxiety or depression. The opposite was 
also found to be true. Patients receiving psychiatric treatment often failed to receive 
treatment for physical health problems. This dualistic thinking in conventional health care 
leads to neglect of important health issues, but a holistic approach to health problems can 
mean that all important symptoms are acknowledged. 
 
Some participants referred to a process of „enlightenment‟ which they experienced during 
the study and this seemed to be related to making connections between health, emotions 
and individual responses to life events. One participant stated on her MYMOP 
questionnaire that her main symptom was hip pain. She later said that she did not expect 
this to be resolved with homeopathy but she put it on the form as an acceptable answer to 
the question. The real issue for her was lack of energy and motivation and often extreme 
sadness. She was not the only participant who reached this kind of conclusion in the 
study. Some participants expressed a deep sense of loss that they were without a partner 
in life. The thought of facing old age alone caused them distress. Sadness was expressed 
about past losses, such as the loss of a baby 30 years ago, or the loss of a mother who was 
described as a best friend. These were not issues that homeopathy could change, but the 
resulting sadness, guilt or loneliness might be relieved if improved emotional well being 
was the outcome of homeopathic treatment. It may be that part of the ageing process is 
about grieving for losses and coping with the fact that some things that are very important 
to the individual may never happen. A key feature of wellness for older people may be 
greater acceptance of change, or energy and motivation to manage change. In this study 
the homeopathic treatment process was seen to have value in promoting this 
improvement in well being. 
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The 55+ age group does have one factor in common and that is that they are survivors. 
They have not succumbed to accident or fatal illness. This does not ensure good health 
but it does suggest some resilience and ability to manage health issues. In this study, this 
was particularly true. Participants had overcome serious illness, war, bereavement, 
divorce, redundancy at work as well as the common age related experiences of children 
leaving home and changes in working life. Despite the sadness in many of the stories 
told, there was frequently a positive acknowledgement of the good things in individuals‟ 
lives, including work of a paid or voluntary nature, travel, family, friendship and busy 
lives. One participant described significant traumas in her life, but valued her partner and 
the life they lived together which included adventurous travel and shared interests. Her 
present life, however, was clouded by anxiety and a preoccupation with past traumas 
which had only developed in recent years. She described herself as “annoyed” that these 
thoughts prevented her from enjoying life. This example highlights the common theme in 
the case notes of individual participants that ill health of whatever nature, spoilt the good 
things that they wanted to enjoy at this stage in their lives. 
 
There was also evidence in this study that survivors survive because of mental attitudes 
that help at traumatic times but may have disadvantages. The common expression „you 
just have to get on with it‟ was spoken frequently in consultations. This „grin and bear it‟ 
philosophy may be typical of the post war generation who took part in this study. It may 
also be typical of the Scottish or British personality and culture that values stoicism 
(Williams 1983, Capro 2005). In this study, there was evidence that it had served a 
purpose but may also have been responsible for undermining health and preventing 
individuals from giving themselves the level of care that was needed.  
 
In this study there were strong associations between life experiences and health problems. 
Some people in the 55+ age group find that life is more leisurely and they are better off 
financially and have fewer responsibilities. For others in this age group, it may be a time 
of great stress as a result of bereavement, loss of livelihood, becoming a carer, changing 
home environment or considering themselves less valued in the workplace and society 
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generally. These experiences were all reflected in the commentary of the participants in 
this study. Six participants experienced bereavement during the study, including two 
participants whose mothers died. Two participants had significant roles in caring for 
elderly parents. Those who were working reflected frequently on the stress associated 
with responsibility for budgets and staff, working long hours or working with difficult 
people. One participant suffered significant workplace bullying in a setting that might 
have been expected to be more caring. All these experiences had an impact on well being 
and this was reflected in responses to the questionnaires used to measure outcomes of the 
study as well as in the case notes used to develop a treatment plan. 
 
The 55+ age group have the potential to live fulfilling lives and to contribute to the well 
being of others in society. This potential may be limited by chronic health problems, 
which may be exacerbated by lack of acknowledgement of the wider factors associated 
with the more easily identifiable symptoms. Treatment which is holistic in nature offers 
an opportunity to consider the needs of the whole person, taking account of past and 
present burdens, and offering the individual the opportunity to see more clearly what is 
needed to promote their well being. This type of holistic health care seems to be a 
valuable resource for the 55+ age group particularly. In this study, it was clear that the 
participants in the 55+ age group valued specific aspects of the homeopathic treatment 
process, including: 
 the opportunity to tell their story and be heard, to revisit past experiences and gain 
new insights 
 spending time in a calm, professional atmosphere focusing on what was important 
to them  
 revisiting past experiences and considering how they impact on the present or 
how that impact can be reduced 
 but most importantly valuing the improvement in their health and well being 
which offered a new opportunity to get on with their lives without the limitations 
associated with their health problems  
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These benefits seem very important for individuals but are also valuable for society, 
allowing older people to live more productive lives, contributing to the wider community 
rather than depending on it. 
 
4.3.2 Causation of health problems in the 55+ age group and the 
study cohort 
 
“Patients and physicians have begun to realize the value of elements such as faith, 
hope and compassion in the healing process.” (WHO 1998: 7) 
 
Owen (2008) describes causation of illness as multifactorial. He believes that a patient‟s 
cultural, social, familial and physical environment mirror each other. Implicit in this is a 
tendency for individuals to repeat certain patterns of behaviour. 
 
Herzlich and Pierret (1986) note that lay people usually take a variety of factors into 
account when looking for the cause of illness, including climate, working conditions, 
bereavement and other factors and do not simply accept that ill health is caused by 
pathogens or disease processes. This was certainly true in this study and influenced both 
outcomes and thematic analysis of the process of treatment. 
 
An important part of homeopathic treatment is the process of assessing the nature and 
cause of illness and the time when symptoms began. This often establishes a connection 
between life events and health issues. The analysis of homeopathic case notes includes 
taking account of the apparent causation of ill health. This analysis is carried out in a 
structured way, according to the principles of classical homeopathy, and leads to the 
selection of the most appropriate remedy for the individual. The analysis of case notes in 
this study indicated a strong connection between perceptions of life experiences and 
health issues.  
 
Vithoulkas (1979) defines illness as a derangement of the life force of an individual. The 
susceptibility of individuals determines the nature of the illness to which they succumb. 
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He refers to scientific research which shows the connection between emotions and 
physical reactions, such as fear producing a dry mouth and perspiration.  
 
“Every stimulus, every emotion, and every thought has a corresponding effect to 
some degree on all levels of the body simultaneously and instantaneously.” 
Vithoulkas (1980: 49)   
 
Chappell (1994) describes the impact of feelings on health. He describes our natural state 
as zestful, open to challenges, affectionate and cooperative with others. In his view, when 
feelings are hurt, flexible human intelligence stops processing and responding 
appropriately. The repetition of inappropriate responses leads to a malfunction pattern 
which becomes part of an individual‟s chemistry and attitudes, and is the precursor of 
disease. He sees homeopathic remedies as maps of all known human malfunctions, 
capable of releasing this pattern of malfunction, often producing a toxic elimination 
process common after taking homeopathic remedies. He refers to the current medical 
model as seeing illness as something that „just happens‟. Individuals in this study spoke 
of the reductionist approach to health issues which had failed to resolve their health 
problems. In contrast they found that the homeopathic approach increased their 
awareness of the connections between their responses to life experiences and health 
issues. 
 
Kent (1900) also believed that sickness is caused from within man, not from bacteria or 
other external causes. Chappell (1994) explores this theory in more detail and refers to 
the way overwhelming experiences are commonly buried in the tissues and cells of our 
bodies, but surface later on as memories or ill health and require a healing intervention. 
Healing may be made more difficult if an individual is in a state of denial, seeing 
symptoms as bad luck rather than related to something in the past. He believes that 
treating symptoms with drugs is „papering over the cracks‟ and may turn a past trauma 
into a more serious disease. He believes that old traumas condition and restrict our 
response to current experiences. Individual participants in this study spoke of experiences 
in their lives that had been suppressed. They valued the opportunity to speak about what 
had happened to them and make connections between past experiences and their present 
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state. They also valued the opportunity to go back to past events that were no longer part 
of their regular conversation with others and reflect on the emotions felt and the 
importance of what had happened to them. 
 
The evidence in the case notes for participants in this study suggests that beliefs about the 
causation of health issues were very different for each individual but reflected the views 
of Kent (1990) and Chappell (1994). Participants linked current health issues to their 
upbringing, past trauma, personality, stress, the behaviour of others and random 
associations with life events and experiences. Thompson (1999) refers to the unique story 
of the patient that may be unheard in other health care settings, which offers connections 
between significant life events and health problems. 
 
Most participants spoke about their upbringing and their families. They were asked about 
health during different stages of their lives, about health issues in their family, and also 
about significant turning points in their lives. These questions often produced an account 
of their early life and the significance of that time for them. In some cases there were 
links between well being in later life and patterns of behaviour that might have 
contributed to ill health.  
 
Trauma and the memory of traumatic experiences seemed to have a significant effect on 
the health and well being of some participants. For others, experiences that might be 
regarded as traumatic or distressing were not presented in that way by the participant. 
Incidents that might seem unimportant, or even the apparently well intentioned behaviour 
of others caused significant distress to some participants.  
 
Most participants had tried other treatments for their condition before trying homeopathy 
or had experience of NHS treatment for other conditions. The experience of health 
treatment was often memorable and sometimes traumatic. In describing what was 
positive about homeopathic treatment, participants often made comparisons with 
conventional health care, suggesting that it was unsatisfactory. There was often an initial 
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expression of faith and hope in conventional treatment and surprise and disappointment 
when treatment was unsuccessful or had other distressing outcomes. The change in 
perception resulting from this was often a factor in seeking homeopathic treatment. In 
some cases there was praise and gratitude for life saving conventional treatment. Some 
participants had struggled to avoid conventional treatment, for example for thyroid 
problems and a hip replacement operation. For them the change in perception was that 
self care and complementary treatments were unable to help them. These perceptions 
were part of the individual health profile and life experience which had an ongoing 
impact on their well being. 
 
The cause of symptoms was relevant in selecting the homeopathic remedy and for some 
participants it was important to make connections between their history and the present. 
In this study, causation of illness if known, was so varied that it is not possible to make 
any generalisations about its impact on the treatment process. It may be useful, however, 
to consider changed perceptions about past events which occurred after homeopathic 
treatment. These changed perceptions may have had an impact on the outcomes of 
treatment. 
 
4.3.3 The principles and process of homeopathic treatment 
 
“Like invisible mending, homeopathy is often a job well done (by a well prescribed 
remedy and the conduit of the perceptive practitioner, grounded in homeopathic 
philosophy) so that no one can see any evidence of the threads of the homeopathic 
healing process.” (Evans 2006: 75) 
 
Holistic models of health care aim to treat the whole person and take account of the 
physical and emotional symptoms, as well as lifestyle and life experiences. This is an 
appropriate approach for the 55+ age group who are likely to have more than one 
symptom and whose life experiences may have an impact on their treatment. 
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In classical homeopathy, decisions made about patient treatment are based on 
homeopathic philosophy. Reactions to remedies prescribed to patients are also assessed 
on the basis of a philosophy shared by classical homeopaths and based on the work of 
Samuel Hahnemann (1810). There was clear evidence of this philosophy in practice in 
the accounts given by participants of their experiences as well as the evidence of 
outcomes from the study. In section 1.3 Homeopathy the origins, theory and philosophy 
of homeopathy are outlined, based on the work of the founder Samuel Hahnemann. In 
this discussion, the work of Chappell (1994) Coulter (1980) and Vithoulkas (1979, 1980) 
are also referred to in interpreting Hahnemann‟s work in a modern context. 
 
The aim of homeopathic treatment is much more than symptom relief. Vithoulkas (1980) 
defines health as mental/spiritual, emotional, and physical well being. He sees the highest 
level as the mental plane which registers changes in consciousness and understanding. A 
healthy mind has clarity, coherence and creativity and the lack of any of these is a sign of 
illness. The emotional plane should be free of negative feelings, such as jealousy and 
sadness. The physical plane is the least important and in his view maintains its own 
hierarchy trying to keep symptoms of ill health away from vital organs. Hahnemann 
believed that a healthy emotional balance was based on thinking clearly, responding 
sensitively and acting decisively (Hahnemann 1810). The evidence in this study was that 
this hierarchy of healing was relevant for almost all participants and even those 
participants whose focus was firmly on a physical symptom, valued improvement in 
emotional and spiritual well being. 
 
Homeopathic philosophy and principles offer a clearly defined approach to achieving 
these aims. This approach is followed by classical homeopaths and creates a common 
approach to treatment that is consistent, defined and reproducible. The stages of this 
process include the homeopathic interview and case taking, selecting the most 
appropriate remedy, monitoring outcomes of treatment and supporting the patient in 
achieving and maintaining good health. There was evidence throughout this study that 
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these homeopathic principles were followed rigorously. This was observed by 
participants and was apparent in the outcomes of treatment. 
 
In this study frequent references are made to the role of the homeopath as the 
unprejudiced observer. This approach is highlighted by Vithoulkas (1980) in very similar 
terms. He describes each homeopathic interview as a unique process demanding of the 
homeopath different approaches to each patient. He refers to the need to be conscious of 
our own responses to individuals during the interview and develop a level of discipline 
which allows for objective gathering of information but also sensitivity to what the 
patient is truly expressing. Along with this, there needs to be a rapport which will enable 
the patient to share intimate feelings and experiences. He refers to the importance of the 
setting, requiring a quiet, harmonious, simple, aesthetic décor, free from interruptions. He 
regards the most important aspect of the homeopath‟s behaviour to be a concern for the 
patient‟s welfare and an acceptance of whatever information is shared without making 
judgments.  He believes that the unprejudiced mind allows freedom of expression of the 
patient but also allows the homeopath to see the truth of the case. He talks about the 
homeopath having the capacity to live the experience of the patient and „crawl into the 
context‟ of each patient.  
 
Vithoulkas‟ description is a powerful account of what this study set out to do. 
Participants in the study noted that the approach was non-judgemental and contributed to 
their ability to be open about their experiences and their feelings. This approach is 
fundamental to the principles of classical homeopathy. They also commented on the 
importance of being listened to and the value of a calm atmosphere and a caring 
approach. 
 
The process of listening in an empathetic way to the story told by patients is only part of 
the process. Coulter (1980) states that precisely observed symptoms are the most accurate 
measure of disease and health. Vithoulkas (1980) requires homeopaths to record the exact 
language used by patients whenever possible and to refrain from putting words into the 
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patient‟s mouth. It may occasionally be necessary to give examples of types of answers to 
specific questions. It may also be necessary to probe deeply when an answer is unclear 
but seems to be important to the case. This approach was followed carefully in this study.  
Participants‟ accounts of health and life experiences were recorded almost verbatim on a 
laptop computer and used as the basis for selecting an appropriate remedy. Participants 
were gently encouraged to say more about their symptoms. This is described by P14: 
 
“a lot of it is tell me how you feel, tell me how you felt, tell me what‟s changed 
… that releases other memories and thoughts” (P14 L132) 
 
The use of examples by the homeopath to facilitate dialogue with participants was 
referred to by Vithoulkas (1980). This approach was used with great care in this study. It 
was also subjected to scrutiny in the practitioner‟s reflective journal to evaluate the focus 
of any examples used, asking if it was for the benefit of the participant or if it met some 
need of the practitioner to tell her own story. There was little evidence that this was the 
case but it was a concern as some of the experiences were shared by practitioner and 
participants. In one instance, the reflective journal revealed that an attempt to avoid 
making assumptions about shared experiences had led to more probing questioning than 
was appropriate for the participant. 
 
The homeopathic interview is designed to allow the patient to tell their story in their own 
way. This can be seen as similar to counselling and there are similarities in the non 
judgemental, listening approach, but in homeopathic practice there is no attempt to 
analyse the story or to resolve any issues discussed. Vithoulkas (1980) believes that 
patients with chronic illness harbor deep within them feelings or memories of experiences 
which cause them great distress. Bringing these deep feelings out in the open is a subtle 
and sensitive process. 
 
This was certainly true in this study. Participants expressed surprise that they spoke about 
things that they had not spoken of for a long time, or had never told anyone else, or 
would not consider appropriate to share with friends. These stories were of significant 
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trauma. Listening to accounts of abuse, loss and trauma was harrowing at times. 
Individuals telling their story showed different levels of emotion, some telling the most 
difficult stories were calm, others speaking of losses that might not have been expected to 
touch them showed extreme distress. All spoke of the value of sharing their story in terms 
of understanding it themselves, revisiting grief and loss in a caring setting, or a feeling of 
unburdening themselves of something painful.  
 
Chappell (1994) believes that homeopathy incorporates the concept of vulnerability of 
individuals, so that each person is affected differently by similar experiences. This 
vulnerability may not be apparent in our outer personality but this often hides the weaker 
inner personality which is more childlike and focuses on negative views of self and 
others. This was evident in listening to the stories of participants in this study. The anger 
or sadness felt by the rejection of a parent or spouse was very evident in their 
commentary. Their hurt and bitterness often seemed as raw as when the rejection 
occurred decades before. There was also evidence that after homeopathic treatment these 
individuals no longer focused on this hurt but talked about present issues, or stated that 
they had achieved some kind of reconciliation with the experience or an individual who 
was part of it. 
 
Hahnemann (1810) refers to the different ways that patients present their illnesses. In 
Aphorism 96 he refers to patients with a temperament which leads them to exaggerate 
their symptoms in order to get their physician to do more. In contrast, in Aphorism 97 he 
refers to the patients who withhold details of their symptoms or regard them as too 
insignificant to mention. Vithoulkas (1979) also refers to the careful patient who is 
cautious about reporting changes in symptoms until absolutely certain about them for fear 
of misleading the homeopath. He notes that there is a wide variety of symptoms 
expressing themselves in every part of the patient‟s life and these must be taken into 
account too: relationships, work stresses, reactions to different experiences, food 
cravings, quality of sleep and changes in personality or mood. He describes homeopathy 
as a demanding system of medicine for the patient, requiring objective self observation, 
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sympathy for the task facing the homeopath, and the wisdom to be patient during any 
healing crisis. These perceptions are very relevant to this study, where there was evidence 
of very complex narratives of life experiences and health issues.   
 
Vithoulkas‟ (1979) view that both patient and homeopath are involved in the process is 
relevant for this study. Participants‟ beliefs in homeopathy were varied and seemed to 
have less impact on the outcomes than their commitment to the process and the treatment. 
They spoke of honestly trying to describe symptoms and changes after taking the remedy. 
They referred to conscientiously taking the remedy every day and were quick to „confess‟ 
if they missed a day and give a good reason for this. If signs of a homeopathic 
aggravation or return of old symptoms appeared, they were interested in what was 
happening and recorded the experience faithfully. It may be that explanations provided 
with the remedy and given at the consultations reinforced this behaviour, but they also 
said that their commitment increased because they saw signs of improvement or because 
something was happening. This commitment was also evidenced by attendance at all four 
consultations by all participants. 
 
The process of homeopathic treatment is closely linked to the philosophy of classical 
homeopathy and was carefully adhered to in this study. This process does have 
connections with other therapeutic approaches, but the use of the homeopathic remedy is 
the distinguishing characteristic. The themes outlined by participants in the study relating 
to their experience of taking the homeopathic remedy have strong links with the 
philosophy of classical homeopathy. 
 
4.3.4 Participant experiences of taking the homeopathic remedy 
 
Homeopathy is based on the choice of a remedy that matches the symptoms of the patient 
as described by him or her and observed by the homeopath. The original Greek word 
homeopathy means „similar suffering‟. A good match between the symptoms and the 
remedy is called the simillimum and the outcome of taking this remedy is expected to be 
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improvement in both physical and emotional health. In several cases in this study, this 
outcome was observed and noted by the participants. Vithoulkas (1979) asserts that only 
one particular remedy is needed at any stage of an illness and cure will only come about 
if that remedy is found. He refers to the individualised nature of prescriptions, chosen to 
match the patient‟s specific symptoms not the formal diagnosis. He quotes Aphorism 7, 
in which Hahnemann (1810) refers to the totality of the outward symptoms which reflect 
the inner sickness and the appropriate remedy for both.  
 
The action of the remedies is described in Materia Medica (see Appendix 3 for an extract 
from a Materia Medica) as it was experienced by participants in the proving process (see 
Appendix 1 for information on provings). These descriptions have come to be known as 
remedy pictures. In this study, participants were given brief accounts of remedy pictures 
as examples of the type of symptoms that homeopaths look for. The participants were 
often quick to dismiss a remedy picture as irrelevant to them or to confirm that a 
particular description seemed close to the way they felt. These discussions were never 
used to prescribe remedies but did give both homeopath and participants a sense of how 
remedies might relate to them. P14 went as far as to question whether the reading of the 
remedy picture had been the significant part of the process for him. 
 
“if anything I‟ve become more interested in what actually makes it work. I‟m 
fascinated that you sit with books that are over 100 years old on the subject, you 
know.” (P14 L91-93) 
“…I have to be convinced that the remedy did have an impact, but it might just be 
because you told me that that was the remedy that worked for somebody who you 
were able to describe as being me from the good book you keep reading from and 
I might have thought well that‟s me so this will work” (P14 L147-150) 
 
The remedies and associated remedy pictures selected for participants in this study were 
closely related to the symptoms and the stories told by the participants. Not surprisingly, 
remedies that feature grief were important such as Natrum Muriaticum. The Natrum 
Muriaticum patient is emotionally very sensitive and wishes to avoid being hurt at all 
costs, becoming introverted to protect themselves from a great feeling of vulnerability. 
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This remedy was prescribed to six participants in this study (see Appendix 11 for details 
of all remedies prescribed).  
 
The remedy Silica was prescribed to two participants. It is a remedy for people who lack 
„grit‟ and often agree with others rather than assert their viewpoint. One participant 
disliked the description of lack of grit, believing it suggested that she was not tenacious, 
but strongly agreed with the view that she did not always argue her case and accepted 
decisions that she found unacceptable. She also spoke of feeling disconnected from 
others. Quinn (2008) describes the remedy Silica using the term „disconnected from 
others‟ and notes that after successful treatment the individual feels in touch with those 
around him again. He goes on to describe the state of non-acceptance of self and a 
separation from self. This is described by the participant in the same way: 
 
“there was a gradual moving away from my feeling of utter disconnectedness 
back to a greater sense of commitment to life in general” (P9 L61) 
 
Another commonly prescribed remedy in this study was Rhus Tox. It is well known for 
its ability to help joint pain. Interestingly, problems in the eyes often respond well to this 
remedy too. This was noted by one participant when she was explaining that the remedy 
was not placebo because she had not been told to expect particular reactions:  
 
“a placebo effect, yes can make you feel better but it cannot produce specific 
reactions or I suppose it could if you had been told to look for them, but I hadn‟t, 
you didn‟t say to me „Boy you‟re going to get the giggles after this. Boy you‟re 
going to feel good. Boy will you feel as if your whooping along and your eyeballs 
by the by will no longer be bloodshot, they‟ll all be sparkling, nice and white and 
clear again.‟ You didn‟t do any of that, you didn‟t say a word to me. It would 
have been quite interesting if you had, I would have thought you were off your 
head and hopped out the room fast.” (P7 L113-119) 
 
Homeopathic remedies are prescribed in different potencies based on the number of times 
they are diluted. Vithoulkas (1979) defines homeopathic remedies as „dynamic‟ and he 
also refers to the „vibrational frequency‟ of each remedy which must be similar in nature 
to the symptoms in order to effect a cure. This is relevant to the choice of potency of the 
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homeopathic remedy. In this study, all participants were prescribed remedies in the LM 
potency, starting with LM1 and progressing to LM2 and beyond if appropriate. The 
remedy is taken as a daily drop and this gives the benefit of repeating the dose and some 
flexibility to stop the remedy if there is a significant reaction. (Remedies prescribed in 
tablet form are frequently taken on one occasion only, and the patient then waits for a 
reaction.) There is a possibility that taking the remedy daily also reinforces the belief that 
it will be beneficial. The use of affirmations in complementary therapies is designed to 
have this effect. Simpson et al (2006) suggested that following a drug taking regime has 
positive effects on health even if the tablet taken is a placebo. In this study there was no 
strong correlation between participant beliefs and outcomes of treatment, suggesting that 
the daily drop did not reinforce beliefs about homeopathy. 
 
After a remedy has been prescribed the patient and the homeopath must watch and wait 
to see what reaction there is. This is a very important part of the homeopathic process and 
it can be a time when misinterpreting signs and symptoms leads to a wrong prescription. 
The remedy reaction favoured by some practitioners and patients is the homeopathic 
aggravation. This can be experienced by patients who react to the remedy initially by an 
exacerbation of symptoms. This worsening of symptoms is followed by an improvement, 
usually in the main symptom, but also in well being and possibly other symptoms not 
associated with the main symptom. In this study there was evidence of homeopathic 
aggravation, but usually at a very low level and this was limited by stopping the remedy 
for a few days. One participant said it “wasn‟t pleasant for two days…but certainly gave 
me the impression that something was happening” (P3 L48). 
 
Sometimes the process of watching and waiting is difficult for patients who are keen to 
see improvement and put pressure on the homeopath to change the remedy. This did 
happen in this study and it was difficult to resist this pressure. One participant was 
anxious to try another remedy before the study ended and this led to a prescription that 
was perhaps not timely. It is also common for symptoms to continue to disappear after 
the period of treatment and even after the remedy is no longer being taken. Sometimes 
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these are subtle changes that are less obvious to the individual than they would be to a 
homeopath. In this study, several participants continued to send reports of improvements 
after the study was completed. One participant who complained of „heaviness‟ and 
wanted this symptom to change, did not report any improvement during the study but 
some months later had achieved a much lighter weight and feeling of lightness. 
 
Homeopathic philosophy also requires observation of any symptoms that develop after 
the remedy has been taken. This is described as the direction of cure. Kent (1900) refers 
to evidence of disease on the surface of the body as a sign that patients are recovering. 
Participants in this study reported skin rashes and sneezing, followed by improvement in 
specific conditions and their general well being.  
 
Coulter (1980) describes this as Hering‟s law and refers to the movement of symptoms 
from the surface of the body to the interior, and from the lower part of the body to the 
upper, and from less vital organs to more vital organs, as the disease becomes more 
chronic. The evidence of improvement in health is the opposite movement of symptoms 
and skin eruptions are seen as a positive manifestation of the body‟s ability to cure by 
moving symptoms to the outermost part of the body away from vital organs. Coulter also 
notes that many forms of suppression will be brought out by the remedy. This seems to 
have happened for several participants in this study who developed skin eruptions after 
taking the remedy. 
 
Homeopathic philosophy also places emphasis on improving health generally and 
removing the maintaining causes of ill health. Vithoulkas (1979) asserts that the only way 
to cure illness is to increase the health of the person who is ill. He believes that it is the 
most effective natural medicine available for chronic illness. Hahnemann (1810) 
describes the physician as a preserver of health, identifying and removing causes of ill 
health. In this study, self care was included as part of the definition of homeopathy as a 
complex intervention. Basic self care advice was provided in writing but the focus was on 
encouraging participants to identify the self care methods that they felt would suit them 
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best. There was also the possibility that taking part in a health care study might motivate 
the participant to engage in self care methods that had been discontinued. In general, 
participants reported that taking part in the study had no effect on their behaviour in 
terms of self care. Some participants resumed activities that they took part in before 
because they felt better in themselves. Others believed that they already took care of 
themselves and no specific changes were required. Their case notes confirmed this view. 
 
The evidence from this study is that the philosophy and practice of classical homeopathy 
was followed carefully and that participants were aware of this. The approach taken was 
consistent with that used by other classical homeopaths and followed a defined process. 
The evidence of this process was consistent with that recorded by modern homeopaths 
such as Chappell, Coulter and Vithoulkas, as well as that of the founder of homeopathy, 
Samuel Hahnemann. The participants in the study made the connections between the 
experience of taking the homeopathic remedy and the evidence of the philosophy of 
homeopathy in practice.  
 
4.3.5 Participant beliefs about the therapeutic relationship 
 
“The art is to enlist the patient as an ally in the struggle to make the best of the 
circumstances.” (Thompson 2005: 188) 
 
The value of the therapeutic relationship in promoting health and well being is explored 
in section 1.2.3. The therapeutic relationship and the patient’s story. Spiegel and 
Harrington (2008) specifically comment on the added value of quality time spent with a 
clinician. The therapeutic relationship may also be an important factor in homeopathic 
treatment. The nature of a complex intervention is that any of the factors included in the 
intervention may be responsible for the outcomes of treatment. In this study, there were 
varying views about the impact of the therapeutic relationship on health and well being, 
but there was a common view that the relationship with the homeopath and talking about 
life experiences and health issues was valuable.  
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The relationship between patient and homeopath begins in the consultation. Although this 
involves conversation between the homeopath and the patient, this suggests more of a 
dialogue than actually takes place in the homeopathic consultation. It is a conversation 
because two people are talking to one another and the empathy and sharing involved 
makes a strong connection between them, but the role of the homeopath is limited by the 
homeopathic philosophy that defines the role of homeopath as that of an unprejudiced 
observer. Vithoulkas‟(1980) interpretation of this as a caring and supportive role 
informed the approach used in this study. It was, however, important not to lead the 
participant. The role of the homeopath was to instigate meaningful contributions from 
participants in terms of information that would help to select the remedy.  
 
Most participants spoke of the value of talking about their life and health experiences. 
Some had never spoken of specific experiences, but most had shared their story before 
with health professionals, family or friends. The homeopathic consultation has a 
particular focus and approach which suggests that it offered something which participants 
had not experienced in other settings. The nature of the homeopathic conversation 
seemed to allow them to review and reflect on experiences and make connections that 
had not always been clear to them before. Even the process of saying out loud what they 
felt may have had an impact. Participants valued the process of being listened to without 
comment or judgement. This relates to the view expressed by Siddell (1995) that 
accounts of life experiences and illness are different in different settings. Public accounts 
are more linear, whereas private accounts given in a therapeutic setting often link current 
health experiences with past life events. 
 
Participants also commented that the homeopathic conversation was enlightening, 
suggesting that new perceptions had been gained. The evidence of this was often seen in 
later consultations when participants presented a different view of a relationship or past 
experience. It is difficult to evaluate the importance of this aspect of the homeopathic 
process in terms of health outcomes but it was a common theme in participant discussions 
of their experience. 
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Participants also commented positively on other aspects of the treatment process 
including the venue, contact with the homeopath between appointments and being part of 
a research study. It is difficult to measure the contribution of these factors to outcomes of 
treatment but it seems likely that they contributed to the open and trusting relationship 
with the homeopath which is essential to successful remedy choice. 
 
Another theme that was common in the research evidence was the value placed on the 
sense of being cared for. One participant highlighted this in her interview. 
 
“It‟s because it‟s unusual in this day and age to get the sense that perhaps someone 
really cares about you one way or the other and I would have thought that since the 
research project is about well being for older people, even older than I, if someone 
is elderly and perhaps a little bit vulnerable then that kind of supportive and caring, 
you know the fact that you‟re being followed up and someone is interested and 
what not, but then I think that‟s splendid, partly because it‟s unusual.” (P13 L103-
108) 
 
It seems important to note that this approach was intended by the practitioner and valued 
by the participants but cannot easily be measured or reliably reproduced as a factor in 
health care. 
 
Additionally participants seemed to „enjoy‟ the homeopathic treatment process. Many 
participants spoke in different terms of gaining pleasure from the homeopathic process 
and the interaction with the homeopath. This was expressed clearly in the following 
interview response. 
 
“it‟s quite a, not an intimate relationship, but it‟s quite a close relationship and 
therefore if you didn‟t feel a sort of rapport and a good feeling well then you would 
clam up” (P13 L91-93) 
 
Participants valued the opportunity to talk to someone about their experiences in a calm 
and non-judgemental context.  
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Mitchell and Cormack describe the benefit of telling one‟s story to someone who is 
genuinely interested: 
 
“who listens, who appreciates its relevance to the person‟s difficulties can be a 
profoundly therapeutic experience in itself. Many patients feel that at last they and 
their suffering have been taken seriously.” (Mitchell and Cormack 2005: 101)   
 
This was true for some participants in this study who found it helpful to be heard and 
gained hope from the process of treatment. 
 
“I think coming here for these appointments gave us a bit of hope” (P6 L29) 
 
 
Stone and Katz (2005) highlight the rapport between client and therapist as part of the 
healing process. Siddell (1995) refers to the value of having time to explore the patient‟s 
account of illness in a non linear way. Spiegel and Harrington (2008) conclude that many 
people who visit a CAM therapist may experience significant benefit from the 
opportunity to talk about their experience of illness to an empathetic listener. They 
believe that the therapeutic relationship should be valued as a specific healing tool. The 
„package of care‟ effect is specifically referred to in the Cochrane reviews of homeopathy 
(The Cochrane Collaboration 2010) stressing the importance of the homeopathic 
consultation as well as the remedy. 
 
4.3.6 Participant beliefs about homeopathy, health and healing 
 
Chappell (1994: 96) states, “Remedies are stronger than your inhibitions, suspicions and 
scepticism.” In his view, even non-believers in homeopathy will get better if given the 
correct remedy for their symptoms. If the chosen remedy resonates with the inner mind-
body disease process, it will remind the body of the healing stimulus that seems to have 
been forgotten. This view contrasts with the research evidence that beliefs do have an 
impact on healing as described in section 1.2.2 Beliefs about health, illness and ageing 
and section 1.2.4 The placebo effect.  
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In this study there was no clear evidence that beliefs about homeopathy had an impact on 
outcomes. Participants were surprised by unexpected outcomes and disappointed when 
expected outcomes did not occur. Knowledge about homeopathy before treatment was 
limited and there was no evidence after treatment that participants could give an account 
of the philosophy associated with homeopathy. Participants spoke of having an open 
mind or being willing to try homeopathy because nothing else had worked for them. 
When asked which aspect of treatment made the most difference to her health, P13 said, 
“overall I‟m feeling better so I don‟t care which has helped me” (P13 L132-133). This 
was a view echoed by other participants in the study. P7 also referred to not 
understanding how homeopathy worked, and not understanding how conventional 
medicine works either, but questioned whether it mattered so long as it worked.  
 
Participants in this study did have more definite views about the placebo effect, but not a 
common view. Some participants felt very strongly that improvement in their health 
could not be related to placebo as they had no prior knowledge of what might happen and 
were frequently surprised by their response to a remedy. This links with research carried 
out by Mollinger et al (2009) which provided evidence that the effect of the remedies is 
different from any effect produced by a placebo but relates closely to the experience of 
homeopathic provings. Sherman and Hickner (2008) also argue that the placebo effect is 
related to expectations. In this study very few participants had specific expectations about 
the outcome of homeopathic treatment. 
 
Other participants in the study believed that the placebo effect is part of all treatments 
and therefore cannot be discounted in homeopathic treatment. These comments were not 
connected with beliefs in homeopathy but with beliefs about any health intervention. This 
view seems to be supported by the literature, which offers examples of improvement 
using placebo surgery, placebo medication and placebo CAM, such as acupuncture. This 
effect is so well known that it is factored into results for research studies when the 
significance of outcomes is calculated and the results are described as significant only if 
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they score higher than would be achieved with placebo alone. Di Blasi (2005) refers to 
the typical placebo effect on about a third of any study population  
 
Thompson et al (2006) refer to the difference between placebo as medicine and the 
placebo effect. They believe that individualised homeopathy is a complex intervention 
with many potential non-specific effects. They attempted to discover the active 
ingredients in the homeopathic process during a research study at the Bristol 
Homeopathic Hospital. They found unique aspects of the homeopathic process were 
active ingredients, such as the remedy matching the individual‟s symptoms and story 
(Thompson et al 2006).  
 
As well as beliefs about homeopathy and placebo, some participants had beliefs about 
their faith and its potential to heal. Three participants spoke specifically about the 
importance of prayer and their faith. The faiths were different, but all followed the 
religious beliefs of the country they were born in. One participant attributed his recovery 
to his faith, although this had not had a healing effect before treatment. Sternberg (2000) 
suggests that belief systems can improve health. These include conditioning, ritual, 
prayer and meditation. 
 
Measuring beliefs is not easy and it would require further research and different 
methodology to examine the beliefs of participants in this study about homeopathy and 
other healing interventions. The evidence gained from interview questions and the initial 
consultation suggests that only a limited number of participants had positive beliefs about 
homeopathy, based on past experience of using it, but most had no view about whether it 
would offer positive health outcomes. Most participants had a very limited understanding 
of the meaning of homeopathy. The evidence in this study suggests that outcomes were 
unrelated to knowledge of the remedy picture or beliefs about homeopathy or other 
healing interventions. 
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4.3.7 Interpretation of thematic evidence 
 
Paterson et al (2009) explore the use of outcome measures in research on complex 
interventions and suggest that outcomes are viewed as freezing experiences at one time 
point, ignoring the process and context of healing. They cite the example of drugs that are 
known to have maximum effect at a certain time point, for example, an arthritis drug that 
is most effective eight weeks into treatment, and that is when its effect is measured. 
Paterson et al (2009) stress the need to include interaction between components and 
context. This approach was an important part of the design of this study. By using both 
quantitative and qualitative data, it was hoped that greater insight into the process of 
achieving outcomes would be gained. 
 
Charmaz (2006) sees interpretative qualitative research methods as a means of entering 
the research participants‟ world. The extent of the interpretation of research data is 
defined by the chosen methods for analysing data. In this study, the aim was to present 
data that provided a clear statement of the participants‟ experience of treatment rather 
than the researcher‟s interpretation of that experience. The purpose of this approach was 
to avoid distortion of data and increase the trustworthiness of the research. 
 
Selection and analysis of thematic data involves some interpretation of participants‟ 
meaning as the views of individual participants are grouped together under thematic 
headings. Further interpretation involves Charmaz‟s concept of entering the participants‟ 
world and trying to make connections with their experience. This also encompasses the 
view of Paterson et al (2009) that it is important to go beyond outcomes and consider 
connections between components and context. 
 
The thematic analysis of data in this study seems to confirm the strong connection 
between the experiences of participants in the study and homeopathic theory and 
philosophy. In contrast, the connections that might have been expected between beliefs 
about homeopathy and healing do not seem to be confirmed by thematic analysis of 
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participants‟ interview responses. Although life experiences in the study cohort were 
often very different, the common experience of facing challenges and coping with 
different emotions was evident in the thematic analysis. The impact on health of coping 
with trauma and diversity was also evident. The value placed on the opportunity to revisit 
these experiences and share the story with a non-judgemental listener was also clear. 
Thematic analysis of interview data confirmed that homeopathy as a complex 
intervention had much to offer participants in the study. 
 
The thematic evidence in this study also relates to context effects. Verhoef et al (2002) 
identify context effects as those aspects of treatment that enhance interventions, including 
the effects of the physical and psychosocial context in which an intervention takes place. 
Participants in this study made clear reference to the value placed on a calm, professional 
context for health care. They valued the interaction with a caring professional and the 
shared journey in the homeopathic experience.  
 
The common themes found in participant interviews in this study reflect their views of 
the homeopathic treatment process, focusing on the experience of many participants of 
successful outcomes of treatment in terms of improved health and well being. There are 
strong connections between their experience of treatment and homeopathic theory and 
philosophy. They also value additional benefits that are part of the homeopathic treatment 
context and process. 
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4.4 CHOSEN RESEARCH METHODOLOGY FOR THIS STUDY 
 
The pragmatic approach taken in this study takes account of both biased and unbiased 
perspectives and combines different methods of data collection in order to view 
participant experiences in different ways. All possibilities are valued and examined 
without expectation of finding definite answers to the research questions. 
 
4.4.1 The research questions 
 
The research study aimed to answer the following two questions: 
 Is homeopathy perceived to be effective in improving health and well being 
and quality of life in the 55+ age group? 
 What are the common themes in the experience of homeopathic treatment 
described by participants in this study? 
 
Willig (2001) states that the research question defines and limits what can be revealed by 
a research study. The first research question limits this study to the 55+ age group. This is 
a large part of the population which is under represented in research studies (Greenhalgh 
et al 2000). Most major studies of homeopathy have included all age groups. There is no 
upper age limit but only the 55–70 year old age group took part in the study. Those who 
took part represented „the walking wounded‟ or those who did not have illnesses which 
prevented them from travelling to a clinic for treatment. They also had to climb stairs to 
the treatment room, and one participant pointed out that this was not suitable for anyone 
with a disability. Older people in the population, over the age of 70, are not represented 
in this study and therefore results are not necessarily relevant to all the 55+ age group. 
 
A further limitation was that the research question referred to perceived health and well 
being. There were no objective measures used to test health outcomes, only the views of 
the participants in the study. The difficulty in measuring health, well being and quality of 
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life is that these are all subjective topics, experienced differently by individuals and in 
different contexts. The second research question also focuses on the views of individuals, 
attempting to capture the nature of the homeopathic experience by recording the views of 
participants in the study and exploring common themes. This is an appropriate question 
when taking a pragmatic approach to research but may make it more difficult to draw 
conclusions from the research evidence. 
 
4.4.2 Mixed methodology 
 
According to Cohen et al (2000) many researchers value the use of mixed methodology 
but in practice few researchers use more than two methods of data collection. They assert 
that using one research method may bias the researcher‟s view or distort the outcome. 
The use of several methods of data collection enriches the research findings and 
encompasses more fully the complexity of human behaviour. In terms of reliability and 
validity of research methods, triangulation or similar designs increase confidence in the 
outcomes of research studies. 
 
The use of an embedded design for this study took account of the need for reliability and 
validity by using qualitative data as the main source of evidence and quantitative data as 
supportive evidence of outcomes. There is no convergence of data as in triangulation but 
each data set is presented separately. In this study the secondary results from quantitative 
data positively supported results from the qualitative data, the primary source. This 
connection strengthened and developed the research evidence. 
 
The use of both qualitative and quantitative methods in this research study have provided 
varied sources of evidence on the use of homeopathy for the 55+ age group. This view is 
supported by Enderby (2007), who believes that mixed methodology provides a different 
angle on the same truth. There has been coherence in the evidence from the different 
research methods which has increased the strength of the research findings. It allows for 
the presentation of individual cases, providing a richness of data and individual insights 
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into the experience of homeopathic treatment, but also allows for presentation of results 
for the study cohort. In contrast, the thematic analysis of the views of individual 
participants compared with results from quantitative data did not provide additional 
explanation for outcomes of the study. Instead it revealed once again the diversity of 
viewpoints in the study population about the impact of different aspects of treatment on 
their health and well being. Overall the use of a mixed methodology has supported the 
pragmatic approach to research which underpins this study. It revealed the richness of 
participant contributions, allowing them a strong voice in the data presented, reflecting a 
range of different perspectives on health, homeopathy and wellness in the 55+ age group. 
 
4.4.3 Qualitative data 
 
Reid et al (2005) believe that the interviewees are the experts on their experience. 
Creswell et al (2008) also value qualitative data as a way of hearing the voice of 
participants in any study. They do, however, acknowledge the difficulty in generalising 
results from qualitative data. They caution that the data may be less objective than 
quantitative data.  
 
The qualitative evidence in this study includes the interviews with participants, the case 
notes and the use of a reflective journal by the homeopath/researcher. Only the interviews 
with participants were specifically designed to gather information about the outcomes 
and process of homeopathic treatment. Both the case notes and reflective journal provide 
a subjective account of the experience which was not specifically designed for research 
purposes but was part of the homeopathic treatment process. The importance of including 
evidence from both these sources is that they provide a valuable individual perspective on 
the experience of homeopathic treatment and a very detailed review of outcomes at 
different stages of the process. This enriches data gathered from other sources and offers 
opportunities to confirm and compare participant accounts of the experience of 
homeopathic treatment. 
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In this study, the most useful data was gathered from participant interviews. Questions 
were directly linked to participants‟ experience of homeopathic treatment and expressed 
as clearly as possible with no attempt to elicit a particular type of response. Direct 
quotations were used to present participants‟ views so that they were not summarised or 
interpreted by the researcher. Themes were selected by considering the most frequent 
references and the most important issues for the participants. Inevitably, the selection 
process meant that some data was omitted and therefore the themes chosen may be 
exclusive of issues that were significant for individuals. 
 
The thematic analysis provided useful insights into the experience of homeopathic 
treatment for both individuals and the study cohort. Some themes provided strong 
evidence of a common view for all participants, for example almost all believed that the 
homeopathic remedy had an impact on their health and well being. The thematic analysis 
also contributed to a greater understanding of what participants valued in the treatment 
process, such as the calm venue and the non-judgemental approach of the homeopath. 
This greater understanding provides valuable information for both homeopaths and health 
care providers about what is important to the participants in this study, and potentially 
others in the 55+ age group.  
 
Thematic analysis also revealed the diversity of viewpoints in the study cohort, 
particularly about the impact of beliefs on health and well being. Most participants valued 
the opportunity to tell their story and some spoke of a greater understanding of their past 
and its impact on their health, but there was no consensus about the impact of telling their 
story on improvements in their health and well being. Overall, it seems that the use of a 
thematic approach to analysis of interview data provided some evidence of common 
views across the study cohort but also highlighted differences of opinion. As a research 
tool, thematic analysis provided an important opportunity to explore the qualitative data, 
particularly the interview scripts and to gain a greater understanding of what was 
important to the participants in the homeopathic treatment process.  
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One limitation of this approach is that the research and the treatment are not separate 
processes. This means that information gathered in consultations is not designed for 
research purposes but is used as evidence. This is limited by issues of confidentiality and 
participants expectations that they are free to speak about personal matters that will not 
be identified in the research.  
 
The roles of homeopath and researcher are not incompatible, but it may be more difficult 
to limit bias and subjectivity if the same person carries out both roles. The benefit of this 
combined role is that there is an understanding of the homeopathic philosophy in the 
interpretation of outcomes. It is also believed that participants are more open with a 
researcher/practitioner who they know and trust (Giorgi and Giorgi 2008). Using an 
independent researcher to investigate the effect of homeopathic treatment could have 
reduced the risk of bias and allowed participants to be more openly critical of the process. 
In this study, participants were very clear that they had attempted to answer questions 
honestly and were not influenced by the homeopath/researcher. 
 
4.4.4 Quantitative data 
 
The MYMOP and SF-36 questionnaires were chosen as the most frequently used 
methods of gathering data on the use of complementary therapies, and on well being and 
quality of life. The results from both questionnaires support the information gathered 
from interviews, case notes and the practitioner reflections. Dawson et al (2010) refer to 
the widespread use of patient reported outcome measures (PROMs) to provide evidence 
of patient perceptions of treatment outcomes. These measures are described by them as a 
useful means of assessing outcomes of healthcare interventions, but they are unlikely to 
reveal the reasons underlying any change in health status. PROMs can focus on a specific 
disease, for example, Parkinson‟s disease, hip and knee replacement, or relate to general 
well being. They are used increasingly in the NHS as a response to government led 
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initiatives to inform choices about individual care and manage performance of health care 
providers.  
 
MYMOP is designed to be a simple questionnaire for participants to complete. Paterson 
(1996) believed the use of a numbered scale made the questionnaire more sensitive in 
terms of recording change than questionnaires that ask if symptoms are better. MYMOP 
often shows a gradient of improvement over time.   
 
In this study most participants did find the MYMOP forms short and easy to complete but 
still some errors occurred. This was particularly noticeable when participants changed 
their chosen symptoms at the next consultation so that the same health issue was not 
being scored. This may be resolved by offering more advice before completion of the 
forms, but it is also likely that in a bigger study these errors would have been less 
noticeable.  
 
MYMOP is also based on symptoms and therefore seems less useful for measuring a 
holistic treatment. Jenkins (1996) is critical of this symptom based approach to research, 
as presenting symptoms are not always the main reason that individuals seek treatment. 
Haidvogl et al (2007) confirm that outcome measurements do not address all the potential 
benefits of CAM interventions, particularly the effect of the therapeutic relationship and 
the focus on individual and holistic health issues during treatment. Sternberg (2009) also 
regards it as a weakness of MYMOP that it is symptom based, which does not correlate 
with homeopathic philosophy. This was evident in this study as some individuals selected 
symptoms for the purposes of the MYMOP questionnaire which they stated in the case 
notes were not their key concerns. 
 
SF-36 appeared to be more complex for participants to complete and there were errors in 
the completion of some questionnaires, particularly when scoring was reversed on the 
form. For participants who were particularly unwell it was difficult for them to 
concentrate on the complexities of the form. Conversely the more complex nature of the 
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form did in some ways seem to increase concentration and participants genuinely 
appeared to try to complete it accurately. Lyons et al (1994) and Hayes et al (1995) 
carried out research to assess whether it was a suitable measure of health outcomes in 
older people but found evidence of its sensitivity and validity, particularly when used in 
an interview setting as it was in this study.  
 
Giving a score to a symptom or a belief is inevitably subjective and there was evidence in 
this study that responses were affected by life experiences. The score for the well being 
question reflected experiences of recent bereavement or concern about sick relatives. 
Several participants experienced minor conditions like colds or dental treatment which 
affected their scores on the well being question. (One participant wrote on the 
questionnaire that he had a bad cold.) The responses to the questionnaire reflected how 
participants felt at the time of completing it and this may not have been entirely 
representative of how they felt in general or as a result of the treatment received.  
 
SF-36 is useful for comparing health issues with general population norms, but it may be 
useful to consider a version of SF-36 that is more suitable for older people, for example, 
asking about tasks like bed making rather than strenuous exercise and including questions 
about sleep.  
 
The responses to both questionnaires in this study were inevitably subjective. Individuals 
interpreted the meaning of the choices for each question, for example, stating that health 
was very good or poor was a subjective choice. These choices seemed to be based on 
how they felt on the day of completing the questionnaire, rather than reflecting an 
overview of their general health. SF-36 asked participants to focus on the previous month 
which suited this study because most appointments were at monthly intervals but the 
evidence was that the views expressed related to the way participants felt on the day. Not 
only is health a very subjective issue but it is also experienced in the moment. 
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The limitation of using questionnaires to evaluate health and well being is that they may 
not be sensitive enough to capture changes that take place over time for individual 
participants. Scoring specific symptoms in MYMOP also did not reflect changes in other 
aspects of participants‟ health.  Dawson et al (2010) refer to the limitations of PROM‟s 
and these seem to be particularly important when measuring outcomes in CAM research 
where the evidence of change may be more holistic or unrelated to the questions asked. 
 
4.4.5 The role of homeopath and researcher  
 
In this study the researcher was also the practitioner. The most important benefit of this 
approach is the knowledge of the homeopath which allows for greater understanding of 
participant experiences and the ability to link these with homeopathic theory and 
philosophy. It also provides an opportunity for the researcher to build a trusting 
relationship with participants (Martens 2008). There is a risk of bias but by 
acknowledging this risk and subjecting the research process and evidence to the scrutiny 
of supervisors and other professionals it is hoped that this bias was limited.  
 
An additional concern is whether the approach taken by the homeopath is consistent with 
that taken by other homeopaths and if the personality of the homeopath/researcher had an 
impact on the participants in the study. The approach taken in the homeopathic 
consultations was very closely linked to the approach described by the founder of 
homoepathy, Hahnemann (1810) and more recently by Vithoulkas (1979), adopting the 
role of unprejudiced observer, offering interaction only to support the participants‟ ability 
to tell their story. The approach used at each consultation was consistent and evidence 
was recorded, stored and eventually analysed in a consistent way. Participants clearly 
stated that they were not influenced by any desire to please the homeopath and attempted 
to truthfully give an account of changes that took place in their health and well being. 
 
It is unusual in a research study to get 100% attendance at all appointments and for all 
participants to complete the study. This suggests that something in the person of the 
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homeopath/researcher or the process of treatment motivated participants to attend all 
appointments and comply with agreed treatment regimes. In response to interview 
questions, participants were clear that they had been compliant in taking the remedy and 
most also recorded changes in their health and well being, either in writing or as part of a 
reflective process that supported the consultations. 
 
It is not possible to evaluate the impact of the individual homeopath/researcher on the 
outcome of treatment. The use of an independent researcher and more probing questions 
about the impact of the relationship with the homeopath might be a useful addition to 
similar research projects in the future. 
 
4.4.6 Reflexivity 
 
A practitioner‟s reflective journal and the process of questioning research methodology 
were used to promote reflexivity in this study.  
 
The reflective journal was used conscientiously to record thoughts and feelings about the 
consultations with participants and any contact with them between appointments. It was 
to some degree an extension of the case notes, focusing almost entirely on the treatment 
process and the role of the homeopath in facilitating the treatment process. The structure 
of the document was based on the dates of appointments. It was not amended or edited 
after the practical part of the study was completed. This suggests that it was an honest 
account, based on views held at the time of seeing participants. It was most valuable in 
assessing the process and outcomes of treatment. This was based on professional 
judgements about what was heard and observed in consultations. 
 
As a document to provide an outlet for emotional issues and for personal experiences that 
might have had an impact on treatment, the reflective journal for this study was 
surprisingly barren. As many reflections had taken place on the personal issues that might 
have had an impact on the study it was surprising to find that they were not recorded in 
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the journal. Comparisons with journal records in the early days of practice show that a 
change had taken place in the type of entries in the reflective journal. The most likely 
explanation for this seems to be that experience changes the need to reflect on certain 
aspects of practice. As a contemporary of participants in the study, and as a parent, a 
grandparent and daughter of older parents, there were many personal connections that 
could be made with the stories and experiences of the participants. There was surprisingly 
little comment on these common experiences in the reflective journal, suggesting that 
there was a separation in thinking between the role of homeopath and the experiences 
shared with participants. The reflective journal did focus on research issues and made 
comparisons between the role of researcher and homeopath, focusing attention on 
feelings about the processes involved in both roles.  
 
The individual stories of participants included tragedies and perspectives which were not 
common experiences between homeopath and patient. Listening to these stories was often 
moving, sometimes shocking and required a degree of detachment as well as empathy. 
Kuipers (2008) outlines the risks of unconscious empathy when listening to a patient‟s 
story and recommends empathic concern. She believes that by consciously empathising 
with patients, homeopaths reduce their susceptibility to compassion fatigue and burnout. 
She defines empathy as being able to show understanding of the patient‟s perspective by 
communicating a response. Empathy with patients is likely to enable them to feel safe to 
tell their stories or express emotion. This reflects the views expressed by participants in 
this study, but the reflective journal assumes this approach rather than analysing the need 
to maintain this empathic concern. 
 
This professional detachment and use of empathic concern, may have limited the use of 
the reflective journal for personal reflections. The focus is frequently on practical tasks 
rather than emotions and on the use of standard procedures as part of a professional 
approach to practice. There is evidence of professional confidence, based on reflection on 
past experience, that procedures used in practice were helpful and well linked to 
homeopathic philosophy on case taking and the role of the unprejudiced observer. 
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These journal entries on professional practice include references to standard procedures 
such as asking participants to complete forms giving information about health history, 
ensuring that factual information is not lost during the narrative part of the consultation. 
The use of medication in the 55+ age group was also a concern and reference was made 
in the journal to the need to constantly check details of pharmaceutical medicines and 
their side effects. The style of the consultation was also mentioned, valuing the thorough 
nature of the process, the calm atmosphere and good time management so that 
consultations were well paced. Reference was also made to the early years of practice and 
the benefits gained from reflective practice at that time, which made current choices 
about setting, appearance and behaviour part of a routine which ensured consistent 
professional practice. These references all highlighted the need to maintain high 
standards and a professional approach to practice. 
 
This professional approach also includes respect for all individuals who seek 
homeopathic treatment. The reflective journal revealed a non-judgemental approach to 
participants in the study. There were no comments made about them as individuals or 
judgements made about appearance or behaviour. This unconditional positive regard 
seems to have been genuine and sustained except for one aspect of the study. Charmaz 
(2006) refers to hierarchies of credibility in which different weight is given to people or 
organisations with different status, suggesting that a person at the top of an organisation 
is more believable than those at the bottom. It is possible that participants who were 
professionals, or held a high level position in an organisation, or were the most articulate 
were the ones whose opinion was given most consideration. There is no evidence of this 
in any of the data, but reading Charmaz‟ comment raised the issue and caused discomfort.  
 
The reflective journal included fewer references to the research process. Although there 
was a lack of recorded evidence, there was constant questioning of all aspects of the 
study and every part of the process was subjected to scrutiny by university professionals, 
supervisors, colleagues and even participants in the study. This was rarely a 
straightforward process, with different opinions expressed and sometimes a lack of 
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understanding of homeopathy which hampered the reflective dialogue. The discussions 
with professionals were recorded in follow up e-mails but these usually referred to the 
actions that would be taken as a result of the discussion. The most useful part of the 
reflective process was often discussion with supervisors when their questions and interest 
opened up explanations that made the research process clearer. These valuable reflective 
dialogues have informed amendments to the thesis itself and therefore it provides some 
evidence, albeit not labelled as such, of the reflective process. It would have been a more 
complete process if these reflections had been recorded separately. 
 
Most of the reflective journal was about the practice of homeopathy. The themes in the 
reflective journal that related to the role of researcher were about feelings about being a 
researcher and the participants‟ experience of being involved in a research project. There 
were references to practical issues such as the scheduling of appointments which had an 
impact on the results of questionnaires. If the appointment was at the time of a remedy 
reaching the end of its action and the next level was required, less positive results could 
be recorded. Equally if a remedy had just been changed then it can be too soon to assess 
progress. The difficulty in synchronising research activities and homeopathic practice 
was a frequent concern. 
 
Some participants had difficulty completing the questionnaires because they were too 
unwell or weary, or because the questions seemed irrelevant to them as individuals. This 
was referred to in the reflective journal as a concern, both in terms of the research and 
also any distress caused to participants. 
 
Comparisons were made in the journal between practising homeopathy for research 
purposes and practice under normal circumstances. A key difference was that participants 
returned for follow up appointments according to the research schedule. In some cases, 
participants might not have continued to pay for appointments when they felt better. This 
would be a loss in terms of looking at less obvious health issues and also in discussing 
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and affirming self care practices. From the practitioner‟s perspective it was pleasing to be 
able to see participants again without payment being an issue. 
 
Reflexivity is about questioning all aspects of research and this was done constantly and 
conscientiously. Participants in this study referred to the experience of homeopathic 
treatment as a journey. The research process was also a journey with many changes of 
direction and new perspectives on familiar territory. The process of reflecting on this 
journey was what made it so valuable and interesting. 
 
4.4.7 Evaluation of the research methodology 
 
4.4.7.1 Innovative approaches to CAM research 
 
The requirement for evidence based health care has led to attempts by CAM practitioners 
and researchers to test out CAM therapies using the same research methods as those used 
for pharmacological trials. This process has led to much debate, particularly in relation to 
homeopathy trials. Some eminent researchers have changed their view of the approach 
required in CAM research as a result of this (Reilly 2006, Weatherley-Jones et al 2005). 
Recent literature on the approaches best suited to CAM research, informed the choice of 
research design for this study. The use of mixed methodology is recommended for the 
investigation of CAM therapies, in order to capture the experience of CAM treatment as 
well as the outcomes. More recent studies of homeopathy, such as Teut et al (2010) have 
adopted this approach. The study of complex interventions has also been developed in 
recent years (MRC 2008) and homeopathy has been studied to identify the components 
which make it a complex intervention (Thompson and Weiss 2006). 
 
These innovations to the approaches to researching CAM have informed the choices 
made for the design of this study. Homeopathy has been defined as a complex 
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intervention and a mixed methodology used to investigate its effectiveness. A further 
innovation was the use of an embedded design rather than triangulation of results. The 
results for qualitative and quantitative data were presented separately rather than 
amalgamated.  
 
These approaches seem to have been successful in producing evidence that clearly 
supports the perceived effectiveness of homeopathy in improving health and well being 
in the 55+ age group, for this study cohort. The research methods produced a richness of 
data that endorsed this view. The voice of the participants was clearly heard in the 
presentation of the data, offering a range of perspectives on the experience of 
homeopathic treatment which identifies what participants valued in the process and how 
they experienced the outcomes. The richness of this evidence and the insights of 
participants might have been lost in other methods of data collection and analysis. Cohen 
et al (2000) also suggest that providing detailed descriptions of findings and in depth 
analysis allows future researchers to assess the applicability and transferability of 
particular research to future studies. 
 
Additionally, the coherence of evidence from qualitative and quantitative data 
strengthens the evidence and provides explanations for outcomes that were available 
because of the mixed methodology chosen. The quantitative data supported the views of 
participants given in the qualitative methods of data collection. The responses to 
questionnaires considered both symptoms of ill health and well being issues and the data 
collected complemented responses given in interviews and case notes. The questionnaires 
were chosen because of their proven validity and use in other CAM research. Their 
limitations are discussed in section 4.4.4 Quantitative data, but they clearly showed that 
the use of quantitative data has value in supporting data collected by other means. 
 
The research questions in this study have been clearly answered using the chosen 
methodology and research design. There is evidence that this approach could be used in 
further studies of homeopathy, complex interventions and the 55+ age  
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4.4.7.2 Limitations of the research methods used in this study 
 
The most obvious limitation of this study was that it was small and not representative of 
all of the 55+ age group. Although participants covered a reasonable age range from 55 to 
70 years, this excludes anyone who is older. Participants came from different parts of 
Scotland, including both urban and rural locations but were not representative of the 
population generally. Most of the participants came from a professional background. 
Women were over represented in the study and although this is representative of the 
typical CAM user, the gender balance in this study was not representative of the general 
55+ population. 
 
There is also an element of self selection in any study of CAM, as those individuals who 
decide to participate are generally predisposed towards CAM. Mitchell and Cormack 
(2005) define CAM users as people who have decided to do things differently and having 
taken things into their own hands are more likely to take personal responsibility for their 
own health. 
 
It would have been interesting to have analysed the differences between participants who 
took the homeopathic remedy and those who experienced all other aspects of 
homeopathic treatment but did not take the remedy. The one participant in this study who 
did not take the remedy presented in a very different way from the other participants, 
even though the research methods showed that the improvement in her health was similar 
to some other participants. Her use of conventional medication for symptom relief and 
self help measures was different from other participants in the study. 
 
The results of this study are relevant to the wider 55+ population but there are limits to 
this relevance because of the size of the study. Although the evidence suggests that 
homeopathy was a valuable health intervention for the participants, the range of illnesses 
covered and the unrepresentative study population suggest that further research would 
have to be carried out before similar results could be applied to the wider population. The 
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use of mixed methodology provided positive evidence from different sources of the 
outcomes of this study and may be a useful approach for future research. It provides a 
way of strengthening results and increasing the possibility of relating the evidence to a 
wider population. 
 
Martens (2008) makes the case for interaction between the researcher and study 
participants, arguing against the „view from nowhere‟ in more objective approaches to 
research. It may be regarded as a limitation of this study that it was carried out by a single 
practitioner/researcher, but this may also have been a reason for the greater trust and 
openness described by participants. An additional benefit of using a single practitioner is 
that the approach is more likely to be consistent, but the dual role of homeopath and 
researcher requires careful management to separate the two roles and avoid bias. Even 
when this is achieved, it is difficult to present convincing evidence of impartiality.  
 
A specific limitation of this study is the lack of evidence of reflexivity in relation to the 
research process. Although constant questioning took place and the reflexive process was 
thorough, the documented evidence of this is limited. There was a strong awareness of 
the risk of bias in interpreting data and rigorous procedures were put in place for 
recording, storing and checking data so that the evaluation of results was as objective as 
possible. This process was made more difficult because the results were generally very 
positive. There is a risk that this could be viewed as an interpretation on the part of the 
practitioner and not genuine evidence of the outcomes of the study. 
 
This difficulty was exacerbated because the participants also gave their responses to 
interview questions to the practitioner. As they were commenting on the work of the 
practitioner, this may have made them cautious in giving their responses to her directly. 
The therapeutic process also meant that there was an emotional closeness to participants 
which could have had an effect on their responses. Participants were asked about this in 
the interview and they consistently stated that they had tried to be honest and had not 
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been influenced by the practitioner but it would have been useful to have had an 
independent assessment of this.  
 
It may also be a limitation of any study into the efficacy of homeopathy that there is no 
clear explanation for its mode of action. Jansen (2006) refers specifically to this 
difficulty, suggesting that positive research results are only acknowledged if they can be 
explained by physical or chemical means. As homeopathy lacks a physical or chemical 
explanation for its action it is frequently referred to as a placebo effect and this is almost 
always regarded as a negative judgement. Bradford-Hill‟s nine criteria (1965) for 
causality refer to the need for biological coherence according to known facts of natural 
history. He did, however, de-emphasise plausibility by suggesting that biological 
plausibility depends on the knowledge of the time and an observed association may be 
new to science or medicine. It is hoped that although the plausibility of homeopathy is 
currently in doubt, scientific investigations in the future will eventually reveal new 
understanding of the action of homeopathic remedies. 
 
Smallwood (2005) refers to the effectiveness gap when describing the lack of helpful 
interventions in current health care to meet the needs of individuals with chronic health 
problems. This is matched by gaps in the literature relating to the chronic health problems 
of the 55+ age group. There is also a lack of evidence on the effects of cessation of drugs, 
making it more difficult to evaluate the difference that might be achievable if individuals 
used less medication or replaced pharmaceutical medicines with other therapies.  Witt et 
al (2008) refer to the lack of research into patient satisfaction with homeopathic health 
care in everyday practice. This lack of evidence makes it more difficult to make 
comparisons with other studies and to evaluate outcomes of this study against the 
findings of other research projects. 
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CHAPTER 5:  CONCLUSIONS 
 
The evidence in this study shows that most participants experienced an improvement in 
health and well being. However the value of the study goes beyond the evidence of health 
outcomes. It reveals something about the way in which homeopathy met the complex 
health needs of the mature participants. They valued the improvements in health and well 
being but also the opportunity to gain insight into life and health experiences and the 
process of being cared for and listened to.  
 
There were many challenges in this research study. Evaluating the effect of a holistic 
therapy which aims to treat the individual is a complex process, particularly as a range of 
factors may account for the outcomes. Homeopathy is also a challenging therapy to 
research as its mechanism of action is not well understood and its history is one of 
constant debate about whether or not homeopathic remedies can promote healing.  
 
In many ways this is a unique study of homeopathy. Few studies consider homeopathy as 
a complex intervention, or for use with the 55+ age group, or draw conclusions from a 
range of qualitative and quantitative research measures. It is also a study that focuses on 
the responses of individual participants, which is very important when considering an 
individualised treatment method. The voice of the participants in this study was strong in 
identifying the outcomes and the nature of the experience.  
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5.1 OUTCOMES OF HOMEOPATHIC TREATMENT 
 
The evidence from this study suggests that the first aim to determine whether 
homeopathy is effective in improving perceived health, well being and quality of life in 
the 55+ age group was achieved in this sample of the population. Homeopathy was 
defined as a complex intervention involving the remedy, the therapeutic relationship and 
self care. 20 participants aged 55+ took part in the study. 19 received all aspects of the 
treatment and one participant omitted the homeopathic remedy. 18 participants reported 
definite or limited improvement in health and well being which they attributed to the 
treatment. There was no evidence that behaviour relating to self care changed as a result 
of taking part in this study. There was no clear link between beliefs about homeopathy 
and the outcome of treatment. Participants who experienced improvements in health 
during this study were clear in stating their view that homeopathic treatment had made a 
difference to their health and well being.  
 
As well as using mixed methodology for measuring outcomes in this study, specific 
questions were asked about different types of health problems. Changes in physical 
symptoms were an important measure of outcomes of treatment. Participants were able to 
quantify changes such as improvements in quality of sleep, or identify evidence of 
increased mobility as they experienced less pain. The physical symptoms that improved 
were largely common to the 55+ age group, such as joint pain, digestive disturbances and 
problems with sleep or appetite. 
 
Emotional symptoms are more difficult to measure but participants were clear about 
changes in the way they felt as a result of homeopathic treatment. Individuals described 
themselves as calmer, more resilient, having increased energy and motivation. 
Additionally they described positive changes in their perceptions of life experiences, 
particularly those which made them anxious or aroused strong emotions. Participants who 
experienced improvements in emotional well being were able to recognise a change in 
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themselves and the return of familiar positive feelings that had been lost as a result of 
health issues. 
 
The aim of this study was not to reduce the use of conventional medication, although the 
issues associated with the of use of pharmaceutical drugs were explored in section 1.1.2 
The cost of health problems in the 55+ age group. The MYMOP questionnaire asked 
participants to state if it was important to them to avoid or reduce the use of 
pharmaceutical medication and almost half of the participants said that it was very 
important. By the end of the study five participants had reduced their use of medication 
for the symptoms identified in MYMOP. Although this is a small number, it may be an 
indication that further research would reveal the potential for homeopathic treatment to 
cut the financial cost of medicines and allow individuals more choice about use of 
medication. 
 
An additional marker that participants valued homeopathic treatment was their attendance 
at appointments. All participants attended all appointments. It is unusual in research 
studies to get 100% attendance at consultations and this may be an indicator that 
participants were gaining something valuable from the treatment process. Some of the 
participants said that although they were committed to the research, if they had not liked 
coming for appointments they would have found an excuse not to attend. 
 
This study was not designed to explore the mechanism of action of homeopathic 
remedies, but it is important to consider whether the outcomes achieved in this study 
were related to the homeopathic remedy rather than other aspects of treatment common to 
other therapies. 18 of the 19 participants who took the remedy believed that there was 
evidence that the homeopathic remedy had contributed to changes in their health. Eight of 
these participants believed that changes occurred as a result of taking the remedy and the 
interaction with the homeopath. Eight participants also stated that their beliefs about 
health and healing were not a factor in improvements to their health. Participants were 
also asked about the impact of self care on changes to their health and there was no clear 
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evidence in their responses that self care had made any difference to the outcomes of 
treatment. Their evidence confirmed that the homeopathic remedy had a dynamic effect 
apparently unrelated to the other aspects of treatment, and also unrelated to any other 
experience of therapeutic interventions. 
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5.2 COMMON THEMES IN RESEARCH EVIDENCE 
 
It was difficult to separate the outcomes and the themes in this study as the themes that 
emerged in discussion with participants were closely connected to the outcomes. This 
was most obvious in their views about the contribution of different aspects of the 
homeopathic treatment process to changes in their health and well being. There were also 
common themes which related to the type of life experiences and health issues 
experienced by the 55+ age group, and the difficulty in resolving these issues using 
conventional health care. 
 
The key themes that emerged related to: 
 the outcomes from homeopathic treatment, both in terms of changes in physical 
and emotional well being, and the evidence of the homeopathic remedy working 
 the value of holistic health care methods which take account of the history of the 
individual, as well as their physical and emotional needs 
 the value of the therapeutic relationship in providing an opportunity for 
individuals to review their own stories and make connections between past and 
present experiences, possibly leading to a more enlightened view of their situation 
and perceptions that enhance health 
 
The themes which were more difficult to express in terms of outcomes were those which 
were related to the value placed on different aspects of the treatment process. The 
experience of talking about life experiences and health issues was valued by participants 
and regarded as a reflective opportunity to make connections, and to review relationships 
and deeply felt emotions. The homeopathic interview with its focus on individual stories 
and individual remedies is worthy of further consideration as a valuable approach to 
healthcare. 
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The relationship with the homeopath was valued for the non judgemental acceptance of 
participants‟ stories. The process of treatment for some was described as a „journey‟ 
which increased self realization and resilience, and in some cases led to an ontological 
change in perceptions about self and healing. Participants valued the opportunity to take 
part in a research project and showed strong commitment to honest evaluation of their 
experience of homeopathic treatment. The professionalism of the homeopath/researcher 
was also valued and this was expressed in terms of trust, openness and caring. Practical 
considerations such as the calm venue were also regarded as part of this professional 
approach. Despite the difficulty in measuring the importance of these themes, they do 
give some insight into the specific aspects of health care that were valued by this research 
cohort and potentially the 55+ age group generally.  
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5.3 CHOSEN RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
The most common approach used in research on homeopathy is to measure the 
effectiveness of a remedy, or the effectiveness of homeopathy in treating specific 
symptoms. The aim of this study was to go beyond this familiar approach and consider 
homeopathy as a complex intervention which might be useful in an age group where 
health problems are more common. Researching a complex intervention presents specific 
problems in terms of choosing methodology and carrying out the research. The 
individualised nature of homeopathic treatment means that non-specific effects of 
treatment may have an impact on outcomes of the study and are more difficult to 
measure. By using mixed methodology in this study it was hoped that some of the 
difficulties in researching homeopathy would be overcome. 
 
The pragmatic approach chosen for this research takes account of both biased and 
unbiased perspectives and combines different methods of data collection. This provided 
an opportunity to gain some objectivity as well as detail about participant experiences. In 
general, this seems to have worked well in this study. There are strong connections 
between the data collected using different methods, and these connections relate to both 
participant experiences and time points for collecting data. Participants were required to 
report on their perception of changes in their health in different ways and the coherence 
of their responses provides strong evidence of the positive effects of homeopathic 
treatment. 
 
The potential bias involved in the practitioner carrying out the research is a possible 
limitation of this study, but the trust gained through the practitioner interaction with 
participants may have led to more openness in evaluating the treatment process for 
research purposes. Participants also stated very clearly that their views were honest and 
not influenced by the homeopath/researcher role. By acknowledging the potential for 
bias, it was hoped that any effects from this dual role would be minimised. 
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5.4 RESEARCH INTO THE EFFECTIVENESS OF HOMEOPATHY 
 
The history of homeopathic research is one of conflict and debate. The focus of this 
debate is the lack of understanding of the mechanism of action of the homeopathic 
remedy. Some critics of homeopathy simply dismiss it as implausible and therefore 
unworthy of consideration, whereas others look for different explanations for positive 
outcomes in research studies, such as the placebo effect or the therapeutic relationship 
with the homeopath. Shang et al (2005) conclude that placebo-controlled trials of 
homeopathy should be replaced by research which focuses on the context of health care 
needs and the place of homeopathy in the health care system. The focus of this study has 
been on context and healing, and the value of homeopathic treatment to the participants 
in the study. 
 
This study found evidence that homeopathy as a complex intervention was effective in 
improving perceived health and well being in participants in this study in the 55+ age 
group. The participants identified the different ways in which they experienced the 
treatment including a strong focus on the effects of the homeopathic remedy. Their 
observations were consistent with the theory and philosophy of classical homeopathy on 
which their treatment was based. 
 
It was a privilege to work with the participants in this study and to share different 
experiences of self discovery and healing. This shared journey was a powerful and 
moving experience.  The participants‟ views on the experience are important indicators of 
what can be achieved through homeopathic treatment, both the prescription of a remedy 
and the insights gained through the process of sharing their story. There are also 
indicators of the health care needs of the 55+ age group, which involve more than 
treatment of symptoms. They relate to the need to make sense of past experiences and 
make connections between those experiences, emotional reactions and health issues. The 
experiences of the participants in this study seem to have been truly holistic. Although 
elements of the treatment can be identified, it was the complexity of the intervention that 
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seemed to meet the complex needs of the individuals who took part in the study. This is 
summed up by the following quotation from one of the participants during the interview 
at the end of the final consultation. 
 
“I was interested in participating in this, partly because it was about the well 
being of older and I‟m involved in other things relative to older people so I would 
say that it‟s a  very pleasant and easy process, very participative which I like, kind 
of intrigued by the more the remedy is diluted the stronger it is. I can‟t fathom 
that out but I know that‟s the case. The initial consultation I would say was 
terribly thorough and for me it brought up all kinds of things I thought I‟d 
forgotten” (P13 L26-31) 
 
It is common to conclude a research study by stating that further research is required. 
There have already been many studies of the efficacy of homeopathy, focusing on 
specific symptoms and illnesses. The focus of this research on homeopathy as a complex 
intervention, the 55+ age group and the use of mixed methodology could be valuable 
subjects for future research. 
 
Society as a whole has an interest in the well being of the 55+ age group and this study 
reveals important issues for this age group in terms of preferences in health care and 
potential benefits of a more holistic approach. These include the value of telling a life 
story, evaluating past experiences and sharing thoughts and feelings in a non-judgemental 
relationship. These findings are likely to be of interest to health care providers for this 
age group and publication of this information could provide an interesting perspective on 
health care for the 55+ age group.  
 
Homeopathy has been explored in this study as a complex intervention and this is a topic 
for further consideration. Although participants clearly attributed changes in health and 
well being to the homeopathic remedy, they also valued the process of treatment and 
reflected on the complex nature of any healing process. The purpose of any publication of 
outcomes from this study should be inform other homeopaths and researchers of the 
potential for improving health and well being in the 55+ age group, highlighting the 
complexity of the issues involved. To avoid losing this key point, the focus of any 
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publication should be on the process of research and the complexity of the experience of 
the participants, rather than just the outcomes. 
 
Additionally the research methodology used in this study is likely to be of interest to 
other researchers in the CAM field. The mixed methodology chosen has not yet been 
widely used in CAM research. The benefits of the approach used in this study should be 
of interest to future researchers in this field. 
 
Classifying homeopathy as a complex intervention introduces a new dimension to 
research possibilities. Considering the use of homeopathy for an ageing population also 
takes account of the needs of a growing section of the population who face a period in 
their lives which may be limited by concerns about health. Participants in this study were 
clear that the process of homeopathic treatment was valuable and had a positive effect. 
More evidence to support their view of the experience would help to confirm its value for 
a wider population. The research methods used in this study have placed a strong 
emphasis on the participants‟ views, so it is appropriate to end with these words about 
homeopathy from one of the participants: 
 
 “it combines the healing experience with…reflection and stimulation and 
thoughtfulness and it‟s very good” (P18 L33) 
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Appendix 1: Proving homeopathic remedies 
The methods used for proving homeopathic remedies were specified by Samuel 
Hahnemann (1755 – 1843) the founder of homeopathy. The proving is carried out by 
groups of 10 – 15 volunteers, led by a master prover. The master prover also has a 
committee of two others to help him and the services of supervisors. The remedy is 
chosen and produced in its purest form by a qualified pharmacist. The remedy is coded so 
that proving is blind. (The raw extract of the substance chosen is made into a tincture 
with alcohol which forms the basis of the dilution procedure. Dilutions are made up to 
either 1 part tincture to 10 parts water (1x) or 1 part tincture to 100 parts water (1c). 
Repeated dilution results in the 6x, 6c or 30c potencies that can be bought over the 
counter. The 30c contains less than 1 part per million of the original substance.) 
The provers have to be healthy and avoid stress and pollutants for a month before the 
proving. The supervisors take the case history before the provers take the remedy to be 
tested. Each prover keeps a diary of physical, mental and emotional symptoms for two 
weeks before taking the remedy and for an agreed amount of time afterwards. The prover 
takes six doses of the remedy a day for two days. The prover stops taking the remedy 
when symptoms develop or if nothing happens. All changes are noted in the prover‟s 
diary and discussed daily with the supervisor. The proving is usually concluded after four 
weeks, but checks are carried out after six months and a year. According to Coulter 
(1980) provers today would show the same symptoms as the provers of the past when 
exposed to the same remedies. 
The master prover collates all the information and produces graded symptoms that 
occurred in different numbers of provers. The highest grade is given to the symptoms that 
most provers report experiencing, or that noticeable numbers of provers experience very 
strongly. All the records are kept and used for future reference by prescribers of 
homeopathic remedies. These records are available in Materia Medica and Homeopathic 
Repertories. In printed versions of the repertories the remedies are graded using heavy 
black type for symptoms that were frequently experienced by provers taking a particular 
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remedy, italics for symptoms that were often experienced when taking a particular 
remedy and plain type for symptoms that are sometimes experienced when taking  a 
particular remedy. Symptoms that are listed are believed to be resolved by taking the 
remedy that produced the symptoms during the proving. Computer systems for 
homeopathic repertorising use a numbering system, with 3 representing bold type, 2 
representing italics and 1 representing plain typeface. An example of computerised 
repertorisation is given in Appendix 2. 
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Appendix 2: Analysing symptoms using computer software 
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Appendix 3: Extract from Materia Medica  
Rhus Toxicodendron 
Modalities: The complaints of this remedy come on from cold damp weather, from being 
exposed to cold damp air when perspiring. 
The patient is sensitive to cold air and all his complaints are made worse from cold and 
all are better from warmth. In a general way, the aching pains, the bruised feelings over 
the body, restlessness throughout the limbs, and amelioration from motion are features 
that prevail throughout all conditions of Rhus. 
While he is better from motion and better from walking, if he continues to walk he 
becomes exhausted. Any continued exertion of the body or mind exhausts the Rhus 
patient. He suffers from rheumatic conditions with pains in the bones, lameness in the 
muscles, lameness in the tendons, ligaments, and joints from suppression of sweat, from 
becoming chilled. 
These occur with or without fever. Rhus is suitable in old chronic rheumatic conditions. 
He is stiff, lame, and bruised on first beginning to move. This passes off on becoming 
warm, but soon he becomes weak and must rest. 
Kent James Tyler (1900) Lectures on Homeopathic Philosophy India, B Jain Publishers 
Ltd 
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Appendix 4: Participant interview questions 
 
AN INVESTIGATION INTO THE EFFECTIVENESS OF HOMEOPATHY IN 
IMPROVING PERCEIVED WELL BEING AND QUALITY OF LIFE IN THE 55+ 
AGE GROUP  
 
CARRIED OUT BY HOMEOPATH/RESEARCHER JAN SCHYMA 
 
The following questions are designed to help you discuss the experience you have had of 
homeopathic treatment as part of a research project. Your answers will be recorded on 
tape and then transcribed. All your responses are confidential and will be used in the 
research project in the way described in the research information sheet. Thank you for 
answering these questions and for taking part in the research project. 
 
Research questions 
 
Additional information is provided at the end to define some terms and provide more 
detail for some questions.  
 
1. What was your view of homeopathy before starting treatment?  
 
2. How would you describe your experience of homeopathy to someone who knew 
nothing about it? 
 
3. Tell me about your experience of the homeopathic consultations. (See note) 
 
4. Tell me about your experience of the effects of taking the homeopathic remedies. 
 
5. Tell me about your experience of discussing self care in the consultations and the 
effect on your behaviour between consultations. (See note) 
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6. Do you think your beliefs about homeopathy, or your beliefs about health, or the 
placebo effect, made any difference to the outcome of the treatment? Give some reasons 
for your answer if you can. (See note) 
 
7. Do you think the therapeutic relationship with the homeopath made any difference to 
the outcome of the treatment? Give some reasons for your answer if you can. (See note) 
 
8. Do you think contact with the homeopath between appointments, by e-mail, phone or 
letter made any difference to the outcome of the treatment? Give some reasons for your 
answer if you can. 
 
9. Do you believe that you accurately described your symptoms and changes that you 
experienced during treatment? Give some reasons for your answer if you can. 
 
10. Were your responses in the homeopathic consultation affected by your view of the 
homeopath or her questions or comments? Give some reasons for your answer if you can. 
(See note) 
 
11. Which of the following made the most difference to your health: the remedy, 
interaction with the homeopath, self care or any other factor? Give some reasons for your 
answer if you can. 
 
12. This is a research project and consultations were free of charge. Did this make any 
difference to your view of the treatment process? Give some reasons for your answer if 
you can. 
 
13. The consultations were carried out in a home office. Did this make any difference to 
your view of the treatment process? Give some reasons for your answer if you can. 
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14. Is there anything that you would change about your experience of homeopathic 
treatment? 
 
15. Any other comments? 
 
 
Additional information to define terms or explain interview questions 
 
Question 3: Tell me about your experience of the homeopathic consultations.  
 
How did you feel at first? Did that feeling change? Were there any positive or negative 
aspects? Did you think about the consultations afterwards or discuss what was said with 
anyone else?  
 
Question 5: Tell me about your experience of discussing self care in the consultations 
and the effect on your behaviour between consultations.  
 
We may have talked about diet, exercise, relaxation, work/life balance etc. Did it make 
you think about the way you live or change behaviour which affects your health? 
 
Question 6: Do you think the placebo effect or your beliefs about the treatment made any 
difference to the outcome of the treatment? 
 
The placebo effect is a term used to describe the health benefits gained from treatment 
that has no active ingredient. In medical research, participants are often divided into two 
groups. One group receives active treatment eg a drug, and the other group is given a 
dummy treatment eg a sugar pill. Participants don‟t usually know which treatment 
they‟ve received, but some participants in the group receiving the placebo are likely to 
experience an improvement in symptoms.  
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Question 7: Do you think the therapeutic relationship with the homeopath made any 
difference to the outcome of the treatment? 
 
The therapeutic relationship is a term used to describe the health benefits gained from 
interaction with someone you trust or have a rapport with. The healing effect of a 
therapeutic relationship may alleviate symptoms, provide encouragement and help 
individuals to believe they can improve their health. 
 
Question 10: Were your responses in the homeopathic consultation affected by your 
view of the homeopath or her questions or comments? 
 
Comments by the therapist, her non-verbal communication, her use of examples or the 
way questions are phrased may have an impact on the way patients respond. It has also 
been suggested that patients give answers that they think are expected of them or they try 
to please the therapist by giving positive feedback. Patients may also wish to present 
themselves in a particular way to the therapist. 
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Appendix 5: Ethical approval for study 
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Appendix 6: Information about homeopathy for participants 
 
 
Information Sheet for Potential Participants in Homeopathy Research Project 
 
My name is Jan Schyma and I am a registered homeopath and a research student at 
Queen Margaret University in Edinburgh.  I am looking for volunteers who would be 
willing to take part in my research. 
 
The title of my research project is:  
 
An investigation into the effectiveness of homeopathy in improving perceived well 
being and quality of life in the 55+ age group 
 
The aims of this study are: 
 To determine whether homeopathy is effective in improving health, well being 
and quality of life in the 55+ age group 
 To explore common themes in the homeopathic treatment process for the 55+ age 
group 
 
Homeopathy is a form of complementary medicine which treats the whole person using 
natural remedies. The World Health Organisation (2004) estimates that homeopathy is 
the second most popular complementary therapy in the world, practised in about 67 
countries with 300 million users. Homeopathy is described by the Society of Homeopaths 
as a therapy that is safe, non-toxic, has no side effects and can be used to treat most 
health problems at all stages of life. 
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Would you be willing to be a volunteer and participate in this study?  
 
The criteria for taking part are that you are: 
 aged 55 or over 
 able to identify health problems that affect your quality of life 
 willing to attend four appointments with me over a six month period and discuss 
your health and health related issues  
 willing to complete questionnaires and give verbal feedback about your 
experience of homeopathic treatment  
 
If you agree to participate in the study, you will be asked to attend a homeopathic 
consultation lasting about two hours and three follow up appointments lasting about an 
hour each, over a six month period. These appointments will take place at my clinic, 
based in my home at 24 Ormidale Terrace, Murrayfield, Edinburgh EH12 6EQ. 
 
If you would like more information or to make arrangements to take part, please contact 
me by phone on 0131 337 3028 or e-mail jan@schyma.co.uk or text 0772 070 5271. If 
you would like to know more about my practice and homeopathy, I can send you a leaflet 
or you can visit my website at www.homeopathyedinburgh.co.uk. To confirm my 
qualifications and ethical code of practice, contact the Society of Homeopaths on 0845 
450 6611 or visit their website at www.homeopathy-soh.org . 
 
Reasons why you might not be able to take part in the research: 
If you have had major surgery, chemotherapy or radiotherapy or other significant medical 
treatment in the last year, or you develop a major illness during the study, it will not be 
possible to take part in this research.  (In the event of a new illness occurring during the 
trials, participants should seek medical advice and inform the doctor of the nature of the 
homeopathic treatment they have received.) 
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You will be free to withdraw from the study at any stage and you would not have to give 
a reason. All the information that you give will be confidential. It will not be possible for 
you to be identified in any reporting of the data gathered. The results may be published in 
a journal or presented at a conference. 
 
If you would like to contact an independent person, who knows about this project but is 
not involved in it, you are welcome to contact Dr Douglas McBean.  His contact details 
are given below. 
 
Name of adviser: Dr Douglas McBean 
 
Faculty of Health and Social Sciences 
School of Dietetics, Nutrition and Biological Sciences 
Queen Margaret University, Edinburgh 
   Queen Margaret University Drive 
   Musselburgh 
East Lothian, EH21 6UU 
 
E-mail / telephone: dmcbean@qmuc.ac.uk / 0131 474 0000 
 
Name of researcher: Jan Schyma 
 
Address:  Research Student,  
Faculty of Health and Social Sciences 
School of Dietetics, Nutrition and Biological Sciences 
Queen Margaret University, Edinburgh 
   Queen Margaret University Drive 
   Musselburgh 
East Lothian, EH21 6UU 
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Appendix 7: Participant consent form 
 
 
Consent Form 
 
 
“An investigation into the effectiveness of homeopathy in improving perceived well being and 
quality of life in the 55+ age group” 
 
 
I have read and understood the information sheet and this consent form.  I have had an opportunity to ask 
questions about my participation. 
 
I understand that I am under no obligation to take part in this study. 
 
I understand that I have the right to withdraw from this study at any stage without giving any reason. 
 
I agree to participate in this study. 
 
 
Name of participant:  _____________________________________ 
 
 
Signature of participant: _____________________________________ 
 
 
Signature of researcher: _____________________________________ 
 
 
Date:   _________________ 
 
 
Name of researcher: Jan Schyma 
 
Contact details of the researcher: 
 
Faculty of Health and Social Sciences 
School of Dietetics, Nutrition and Biological Sciences 
Queen Margaret University, Edinburgh 
     Queen Margaret University Drive 
     Musselburgh 
East Lothian EH21 6UU 
 
E-mail / telephone: Jschyma@QMUC.ac.uk / 0131 474 0000 
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Appendix 8: Introduction to homeopathic consultations 
 
Introduction to first consultation 
 
After the participant has filled in the research questionnaires and the practice form giving 
contact details and information about past health issues, drugs and vaccinations, a light 
comment was made, such as, “That‟s the most difficult part of the process,” then the 
following explanation of the consultation process was provided. 
 
“I‟ll just tell you a bit about my research, then explain the aim of the homeopathic 
consultation and the different areas we‟ll cover. The research is looking at homeopathy as 
a complex intervention. There are three parts to this: the remedy which I‟ll tell you more 
about in a moment; the experience of telling your story and perhaps seeing connections or 
becoming aware that you always behave in a certain way, or simply being listened to can 
be a positive experience; thirdly, the discussion of self care – I try not to give advice, but 
we may discuss something which you think might help you and we‟ll see if that 
discussion makes a difference to your self care. 
 
I‟ll just tell you a bit about homeopathy first of all. Homeopathy was discovered by a 
man called Hahnemann about 200 years ago. He was translating a medical text book and 
disagreed with something it said about quinine. He took some quinine himself and 
developed the symptoms of malaria. From this came his theory that like cures like – or a 
natural substance which produces symptoms in someone who is well, will cure those 
same symptoms in someone who is ill. The most important thing is to find the right 
remedy for you as an individual and so we have to find out how you‟re experiencing 
being unwell in order to match it up with the symptoms described by the people who 
proved the remedies. It‟s important to know what being unwell is like for you, so many 
people say that they feel tired, but I need to know if they fall asleep after lunch, or if 
they‟re letting tasks pile up or they look at a flight of stairs and feel too tired to climb 
them. I also need to know things that you might say are not worth mentioning. Someone 
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once said it probably wasn‟t worth mentioning but the top of his mouth was itchy and 
when I came to choose between two remedies that was helpful information. It‟s good if 
you can tell me about the experiences you‟ve had which have been important to you, but 
it‟s most important to tell me how you felt. It‟s common for two people to experience the 
same thing but for one to feel very angry and the other to be sad or disappointed. It‟s also 
important to know how you are when you‟re not okay – this may not be a very flattering 
picture but it shows what you‟re like when you‟re out of balance. My own experience of 
this last Christmas is a good example. One daughter moved home, another one was 
having a baby and we looked after her toddler, my mum was ill and we had 20 people for 
Christmas dinner. By the end of the holiday I felt very fed up, resentful, I was snapping at 
my husband and my joints ached in bed at night. This isn‟t a pretty picture but it‟s not the 
way I am normally, this was me when things were out of balance. 
 
The consultation has five parts but we can deal with them in any order. You keep telling 
me all you can and I‟ll type what you say, and then I‟ll ask questions if you run out of 
steam. We‟ll begin by looking at the symptoms you hope homeopathy can help with. 
Then we‟ll go over your health history and a little bit about family health trends. Then 
we‟ll consider lifestyle but not so much what you do to keep yourself well as what the 
body is telling us about your health. So if you tell me that you eat 20 bars of chocolate a 
day, I don‟t think about this in terms of weight gain but more that the body is craving 
chocolate. Then we look at personality and as I said before it‟s the way you are when 
you‟re under pressure that is important. Finally we‟ll do a tour round the body from head 
to toe and try and pick up any smaller symptoms not mentioned earlier. 
 
After this I‟ll read you some remedy pictures so that you can tell me a bit more about the 
way you are when you‟re not okay. Many of the remedies are helpful for common 
physical symptoms but it‟s much more difficult to know your personality and reading the 
remedy pictures lets you tell me how you fit with particular remedies. After the 
consultation I put the main symptoms you‟ve described into a computer programme and 
it highlights and scores all the remedies which might be suitable. When I‟ve chosen a 
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remedy, I‟ll post it to you with instructions on how to take it. It‟ll be a small dropper 
bottle and you take one drop a day. If we‟ve got the right remedy you‟ll notice something 
happening within two to three weeks, not necessarily the main symptom changing but 
something will happen. If nothing happens please let me know and we‟ll consider 
changing to another well indicated remedy.  
 
Before we start the consultation it can be quite helpful for you to ask any questions so 
that you‟re not thinking throughout „I must remember to ask that‟.” 
 
Introduction to follow up consultation 
 
“What we need to do today is consider what‟s happened since last we met. The question 
we need to answer is „how are you?‟ so if you can tell me as much as you can about how 
you‟ve felt since you started taking the remedy and then I can ask some questions to fill 
in any gaps. When we‟ve finished, there are three possibilities: to wait and see how 
things progress, to change the remedy, or continue with the same remedy, perhaps at a 
different level. Is there anything you want to ask before we begin?” 
 
“That does happen when you‟ve taken a remedy…” 
 
“Patients commonly report similar experiences after taking a remedy…” 
 
“People say things like „I cleared out my kitchen cupboards and I‟ve been meaning to do 
that for ages.” 
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Appendix 9: Illustration of analysis of interview questions 
Interview question 1: What was your view of homeopathy before starting treatment?  
P Attitude to homeopathy Experience of success with homeopathy 
 “I hadn‟t really thought an awful lot 
about it to be honest” 
Sister 
 “I didn‟t know anything about it” “so many people subscribe to it” 
  “I‟m a great believer in it” Used as a teenager and for own children 
 “I think I had an open mind about it” “I had been to a homeopath when I had an 
allergy one time and I also had experience 
because my daughter used it” 
 “it depends on the openness to hearing 
what I‟ve got to say” 
“My experience of homeopathy was that it 
was very effective before.” 
 “Open minded and maybe a kind of wait 
and see attitude” 
“I didn‟t really know anything about it at all” 
 “I didn‟t know much about it” “I‟ve had friends who‟ve said, „I‟ve tried 
homeopathic remedies‟ but not through a 
homeopath” 
 “I hadn‟t really thought about it before” “I looked it up on the internet and found it 
quite interesting” 
 “I came to it feeling very positive.” “I‟d encountered it a long time ago” 
 “I was open-minded about it”  
 “I‟m quite a believer in it” “I‟d had homeopathy before” 
 “what I knew about it was positive” “I‟ve used some standard remedies in the 
past” 
 “fairly open minded” “having years ago visited a homeopath, can‟t 
quite remember why I did … I‟ve met a lot of 
people who swear by it” 
 “I certainly didn‟t have an educated 
view” “not actually sure if I know what it 
is now” 
 
 “I‟ve always, always been interested in it 
and always believed in it if that makes 
any sense” 
“I‟ve known about homeopathy for years and 
years” 
 “I didn‟t have much information about 
it.” 
 
 “only knew a little about it”  
 “positive” “I had some experience of it.” 
 “positive” Daughter 
 “I actually hadn‟t given it much thought”  
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Appendix 10: Dates of appointments attended by participants 
  
P A1 A2 A3 A4 
 14.01.07 15.02.07 24.03.07 03.08.07 
 03.11.07 08.12.07 12.01.08 16.02.08 
 21.01.08 05.03.08 02.04.08 01.05.08 
 23.01.08 03.03.08 03.04.08 02.05.08 
 30.01.08 29.02.08 28.03.08 01.05.08 
 09.02.08 15.03.08 10.05.08 14.06.08 
 12.02.08 10.03.08 15.04.08 27.05.08 
 23.02.08 22.03.08 05.05.08 26.05.08 
 26.02.08 20.03.08 22.04.08 15.05.08 
 29.02.08 02.04.08 08.05.08 12.06.08 
 01.03.08 29.03.08 26.04.08 24.05.08 
 05.03.08 11.04.08 16.05.08 17.06.08 
 11.03.08 11.04.08 07.05.08 28.05.08 
 13.03.08 04.04.08 02.05.08 30.05.08 
 17.03.08 16.04.08 14.05.08 11.06.08 
 22.03.08 16.04.08 14.05.08 11.06.08 
 26.03.08 29.04.08 20.05.08 16.07.08 
 18.04.08 23.05.08 20.06.08 09.07.08 
 23.04.08 12.06.08 09.07.08 01.08.08 
 30.05.08 27.06.08 23.07.08 12.08.08 
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Appendix 11: Remedies prescribed to participants 
 
 
  
P 
 
Prescription 1 
 
Prescription 2 Prescription 3 Prescription 4 Prescripti
on 5 
Acute 
prescrip
tions 
 Phos LM1 Phos LM2 Ars alb LM1 Ars alb LM2 Ars alb 
LM3 
 
 No remedy No remedy No remedy No remedy   
 Nat mur LM1 Nat mur LM2 Nat mur LM2 Nat mur LM2 Nat mur 
LM3 
Hepar 
Sulph 30  
 Nux vom LM1 Nux vom LM2 Nux vom LM2 Nux vom LM2   
 Calc carb LM1 Calc carb LM1 Pulsatilla LM1 Pulsatilla LM1  Hepar 
Sulph 30  
 Nat mur LM 1 Nat mur LM2 Kali carb LM1 Rhus tox LM1   
 Rhus tox LM1 Rhus tox LM1 Rhus tox LM1 Rhus tox LM2   
 Nat mur LM1 Nat mur LM2 Phosph LM1 Rhus tox LM1 Ars alb 
LM1 
 
 Nat mur LM1 Sepia LM1 Sepia LM1 Silica LM1  Nat mur 
30  
 Nat mur LM1 Silica LM1 Silica LM1 Silica LM2   
 Sepia LM1 Nat mur LM1 Nat mur LM1 Ars Alb LM1   
 Sepia LM1 Sepia LM1 Sepia LM1 Sepia LM1   
 Nux vom LM1 Nux vom LM1 Rhus tox LM1 Rhus tox LM1   
 Kali carb LM1 Kali carb LM1 Kali carb LM1 Kali bich 30    
 Lycopodium 
LM1 
Pulsatilla LM1 Thuja LM1 Sepia LM1   
 Kali carb LM1 Kali carb LM1 Rhus tox LM1 Rhus tox LM1   
 Nat mur LM1 Nat mur LM1 Silica LM1  Nat mur LM1   
 Sulphur LM1 Sulphur LM1 Rhus tox LM1 Rhus tox LM1   
 Staph LM1 Staph LM1 Ars alb LM1 Ars alb LM1   
 Lach LM1 Lach LM1 Lach LM2 Lach LM2   
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Appendix 12: Common themes and participant experiences 
 
COMMON THEMES AND PARTICIPANT EXPERIENCES 
 
Physical presenting symptoms: 
 Joint pain 
 Back pain 
 Sinusitis 
 Headaches 
 Lack of energy, inability to do things easily  
 Inability to work 
 Loss of physical sensation eg smell 
 Irritable bowel syndrome 
 Asthma 
 Allergies 
 Diabetes 
 Hypertension 
 
Mental/emotional presenting symptoms: 
 Stress 
 Anxiety 
 Depression 
 Grief 
 Lack of motivation 
 Feeling emotional, crying easily 
 Feeling alone 
 Irritability 
 Anger 
 Feeling overwhelmed 
 Lack of interest in former pleasure 
 Lack of interest in social interaction 
 Feeling disconnected from people or work 
 Problems with relationships 
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Acute illnesses during treatment 
 Dental treatment 
 Colds, flu 
 
Common themes in case histories: 
 Bereavement, longstanding grief 
 Loss, disappointment, broken relationships 
 Stress at work and/or home 
 Conflicting demands or desires 
 Significant life events during research participation  
 Significant health problems during research participation  
 
Participant experiences after taking the remedy: 
 No reaction after taking first remedy  
 No reaction after taking second remedy 
 Aggravation or noticeable symptom within 48 hours of taking remedy 
 Change in mood or perception 
 Better, then some reversal of improvement  
 Improvement identified as associated with the remedy 
 Improvement justified by life experience or other therapeutic experience 
 Improvement in mood, ability to cope 
 Improvement in relationship with others  
 Improvement in main physical symptoms 
 Improvement in minor physical symptoms 
 Improvement in quality of sleep 
 Improvement in energy levels and motivation 
 Resuming activity which formerly gave pleasure 
 Making contact with friends or family 
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Participant knowledge and perception of homeopathy before treatment  
 No knowledge 
 Suggested by friend with experience of homeopathy 
 Last resort 
 Might as well give it a try 
 Thought it was something else eg osteopathy, herbal medicine 
 Previous use of remedies 
 Belief in holistic therapies 
 Current role as therapist in other discipline 
 
Participant use and view of orthodox medicine 
 Current use of pharmaceutical medicine (range from no drugs to five different 
types) 
 Appointments with GP or specialists during research participation 
 Medical tests during research participation 
 Major surgery in recent years 
 Acceptance of life time use of medication 
 Desire to reduce or stop use of medication 
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Appendix 13: Unexpected outcomes of homeopathic experience 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
P Emotional reaction Physical outcomes that were unexpected 
 Talking so much about herself 
Crying on the journey home  
Improved relationship with husband  
Elbow got better – not referred to before 
 Sadness and tears over past loss  Always constipated on holiday but not after 
taking remedy 
 Crying, feeling down thinking about 
mother‟s death 
Sneezing for half an hour then pain in wrist 
stopped.  
  Had to use deodorant as some body odour, 
normally doesn‟t need it. Hot flushes returned.  
 Singing in the bathroom Spots, rash on face 
 Surprised that she talked about… 
Thought about stress of work, anger 
Bloodshot eyes disappeared  
Sneezing after taking LM2 
Hair curls when she‟s well 
  Brown liver spots on hands reduced  
Healing crisis and felt good afterwards 
  At first everything tasted salty 
Hair curls when she‟s well 
 Aware that she spoke a lot about past Rash on arms 
Lost voice  
  Already tried this remedy without success so 
no expectation of it working  
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Appendix 14: Measure Your Own Medical Profile (MYMOP) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Measure Your Own Medical Outcomes Profile 
Confidential questionnaire to be completed by participants in a 
research study into the use of homeopathy in the 55+ age group 
 
Thank you for taking part in this study 
 
Jan Schyma 
(Registered Member of the Society of Homeopaths) 
24 Ormidale Terrace  Edinburgh  EH12 6EQ 
Telephone: 0131 337 3028 or 0772 070 5271 or visit www.homeopathyedinburgh.co.uk 
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Measure Your Own Medical Outcome Profile 
Full name: ............................................................................... Date of birth: ........................................ 
Address and postcode: .......................................................................................................................... 
............................................................................................................................................................ 
Today’s date: ................................................... Practitioner: Jan Schyma 
Choose one or two symptoms (physical or mental) which bother you the most. Write them on the lines. Now consider 
how bad each symptom is, over the last week, and score it by circling your chosen number. 
 
SYMPTOM 1: 
      
0 1 2 3 
  
4 5 6 
 
...................................... 
...................................... 
As good as it 
could be 
                                
As 
bad 
as it  
could 
be 
  
 
SYMPTOM 2: 
    
0 1 2 
  
3 4 5 6 
 
........................................ 
........................................ 
As good as it  
could be  
                                  
As 
bad 
as it  
could 
be  
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Now choose one activity (physical, social or mental) that is important to you, and that your problem makes difficult or 
prevents you doing. Score how bad it has been in the last week. 
  
  ACTIVITY:  0  1 2 3 
  
4 5 6 
  
 
...................................... 
......................................
. 
As good as it 
could be           
As bad as it 
could be   
                
                        
 
How would you rate your general feeling of wellbeing during the last week? 
 
       0 1 2 3     4 5 6  
       
As good as it 
could be           
As bad as it 
could be    
                        
 
How long have you had Symptom 1, either all the time, or on and off? Please circle: 
  
 0-4 weeks  4-12 weeks 3months- 1 year         1-5 years  Over 5 years   
                         
 
Are you taking any medication for this problem? Please circle: YES / NO 
 
IF YES: 
  
 
1. Please write in the name of the medication, and how much you take a day or a week: 
.................................................................................................................................................................................. 
2. Is cutting down this medication: Please circle: 
  
                        
 Not important  A bit important  Very important Not applicable         
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 IF NO:                        
 Is avoiding medication for this problem:     
                        
 Not important  A bit important  Very important Not applicable      
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Appendix 15: SF-36 questionnaire 
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Appendix 16: An overview of positive homeopathy research 
 
This information about homeopathy research was taken from An Overview of Positive 
Homeopathy Research and Surveys, ENHR (European Network for Homeopathy 
Researchers) April 2005 compiled by Kate Chatfield and Petter Viksveen. (See Society 
of Homeopaths (2010) Evidence base for homeopathy http://www.homeopathy-
soh.org/whats-new/research/evid/default.aspx ) 
 
Adler M (1999) Efficacy, safety of a fixed-combination homeopathic therapy for sinusitis 
Adv Ther 1999; 16: 103–111 (Outcomes in an uncontrolled clinical trial: 119 patients 
suffering from clinical signs of acute sinusitis were treated using homeopathic medicines. 
Typical sinusitis symptoms, such as headache, pressure pain at nerve exit points, and 
irritating cough, were reduced after a mean of 4.1 days of treatment. Ninety-nine received 
only a homeopathic test medication, 20 patients were able to discontinue concomitant 
medication at the first visit, and only one patient needed antibiotics. Average duration of 
treatment was 2 weeks. At the end of treatment 81.5 % described themselves as symptom 
free or significantly improved. No adverse medication effects were reported.) 
 
Attena F et al (2000) Homeopathy in Primary Care: self reported change in health status 
Complementary therapies in Medicine Vol 8 No 1 March 2000 (Outcomes: one year after 
their first visit to a homeopathic clinic, 609 patients were asked to rate their general 
health compared with a year ago. 73.5 % reported a marked or moderate improvement in 
their health status.) 
 
Awdry R (1996) Homeopathy and ME Journal of Alternative and Complementary 
Medicine 1996; February, March, April (Outcomes: A randomised double-blind trial 
involving 62 patients with ME, reported in some detail, found that 33% of patients in the 
group receiving homeopathic remedies showed definite improvement compared with 
none in the placebo group.) 
 
Bell I R, Lewis II D A, Brooks A J, Schwartz G E, Lewis S E, Walsh B T, Baldwin C M 
(2004) Improved clinical status in fibromyalgia patients treated with individualized 
homeopathic remedies versus placebo Int J Neurosci 2004 (Outcomes: A double-blind, 
randomised, placebo-controlled trial of individualised homeopathic treatment (LM 
potency) versus placebo concluded that individualised homeopathy is significantly better 
than placebo in lessening pain and improving the quality of life and overall health of 
persons with fibromyalgia.) 
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Christie E A, Ward Report A T (1993) Report on a Homoeopathy Project in an NHS 
Practice Reprinted February 1997 (Outcomes: British prospective survey of homeopathic 
treatment of 160 patients, 73% of participants experienced a very positive effect, 27% 
some effect, and 0% no effect.) 
 
Christie E A, Ward Report A T (1996) Analysis of effectiveness and cost of homoeopathic 
treatment within a GP practice at St. Margaret's Surgery, Bradford on Avon, Wilts ISBN 
1 901262 006 (Outcomes: British prospective survey of homeopathic treatment of 223 
patients, taking part in an NHS practice-based homoeopathy project. 72% of participants 
experienced 90% improvement or more, 32% experienced 60% improvement or more, 
65% experienced 50% improvement or more.)  
 
Christie E A, Ward A T (1996) Report on NHS practice-based homoeopathy project. 
Analysis of effectiveness and cost of homoeopathic treatment within a GP practice at St. 
Margaret’s Surgery, Bradford on Avon, Wilts September 1996 The Society of 
Homeopaths ISBH 1 901262 006 (Outcomes: In a survey of 223 patients in an NHS 
General Practice, the number of consultations with general practitioners was reduced by 
70% in a one year period. Expenses for medication were reduced by 50% when 
homeopathic treatment was made available.) 
 
Dempster A (1998) Homoeopathy within the NHS Evaluation of homoeopathic treatment 
of common mental health problems 1995-1997 Rydings Hall Surgery, Brighouse, West 
Yorkshire ISBN No 1901262014 (Outcomes: British prospective survey of homeopathic 
treatment of 37 patients suffering from psychological complaints. 81% of participants 
were very satisfied with outcomes of treatment, 16% were satisfied and 3% were not 
satisfied.) 
 
Fisher P (1986) An experimental double-blind clinical trial in homoeopathy British 
Homoeopathic Journal 1986; 75: 142-147 (Outcomes: In a randomised placebo-
controlled trial of patients with fibrositis, only those patients in whom Rhus 
toxicodendron was „unequivocally indicated‟ were admitted to the study. After one 
month‟s treatment, there were highly significant improvements in objective and 
subjective parameters.) 
 
Frei H, Thurneysen A (2001) Homeopathy in acute otitis media in children: treatment 
effect or spontaneous resolution? Br Homeopath J 2001; 90: 180–182 (Outcomes: In a 
trial of 230 children who were given homeopathic treatment to treat acute otitis media, 
pain relief was achieved in 39% of the patients after 6 h and another 33% after 12 h. The 
resolution rates were 2.4 times faster than in placebo controls. No complications were 
observed and compared to conventional treatment the homeopathic approach was 14% 
cheaper.) 
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Friese K-H, Kruse S, Ludtke R, Moeller H (1997) Homeopathic treatment of otitis media 
in children: comparisons with conventional therapy Int J Clin Pharmacol Ther 1997; 35: 
296-301 (Outcomes: in a prospective observational study, comparison of homeopathy 
versus conventional treatment in acute otitis media. Conclusion: homeopathy should be 
first line treatment in acute otitis media. Results showed median duration of pain of 2 
days in the homeopathy-group and 3 days in the conventional medicine group. 70.7 % of 
the children receiving homeopathic treatment did not have another ear infection the next 
year and 29.3 % had a maximum of three ear infections within one year. 56.5 % in the 
conventional medicine group did not have another ear infection the next year and 43.5 % 
had a maximum of six ear infections the next year. Results showed that in the group 
receiving homeopathic treatment only 5 out of 103 children needed antibiotics.) 
 
Gibson R G, Gibson S L M, MacNeill A D, Buchanan W W (1980) Homeopathic therapy 
in rheumatoid arthritis: evaluation by double-blind clinical therapeutic trial British 
Journal of Clinical Pharmacology 1980; 9: 453-459 (Outcomes: 46 patients with 
rheumatoid arthritis received an individualised remedy or placebo in a 3-month 
randomised trial. Both groups were allowed to continue standard anti-inflammatory 
drugs. After 3 months, the double-blind code was broken and remedies were given to 
members of the placebo group in a single crossover study. Articular index, limbering up 
time, grip strength and pain all showed statistically significant differences.) 
 
Güthlin C, Lange O and Walach H (2004) Measuring the effects of acupuncture and 
homoeopathy in general practice: An uncontrolled prospective documentation approach. 
BMC Public Health 2004, 4:6 (Outcomes: a survey of more than 900 patients treated 
homeopathically showed substantial improvement in quality of life over the first six 
months after treatment and this effect remained more or less stable over the following 
years.) 
 
Harrison H, Fixsen A, Vickers A (1999) A randomized comparison of homoeopathic, 
standard care for the treatment of glue ear in children Compl Therap Med 1999; 7: 132–
135 (Outcomes: In a pilot study in children suffering from glue ear treated with 
homeopathy 75% had normal tympanogram, compared to 31% in the group treated with 
conventional medicine. A higher proportion of children receiving homeopathic treatment 
had a hearing loss less than 20 dB at follow-up, though the difference was not statistically 
significant. The authors concluded that further research comparing homeopathy to 
standard care is warranted; 270 patients would be needed for a definitive trial.) 
 
Homeopathic Medicine Research Group (1996) Report to the European Commission 
directorate general XII: science, research and development Vol 1 (short version). 
Brussels: European Commission, 1996:16-7 (Outcomes: HMRG report with overview of 
clinical research in homeopathy identified 184 controlled clinical trials and selected the 
highest quality randomized control trials, which included a total of 2617 patients for a 
meta-analysis. This meta-analysis resulted in a p-value of 0.000036, which means that 
results are highly significant, indicating that homeopathy is more effective than placebo.) 
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Jacobs J (1994) Treatment of acute childhood diarrhea with homeopathic medicine: a 
randomized clinical trial in Nicaragua Pediatrics 1994; 93: 719-725 (Outcomes: 
Treatment of acute childhood diarrhoea in Nicaragua involving 81 children aged from 6 
months to 5 years in a randomised, double-blind trial of intravenous fluids plus placebo 
versus intravenous fluids plus homeopathic remedy individualised to the patient. The 
treatment group had a statistically significant decrease in duration of diarrhoea.) 
 
Jacobs J, Jimenez M, Malthouse S, Chapman E, Crothers D, Masuk M, Jonas W B (2000) 
Acute Childhood Diarrhoea - A Replication Journal of Alternative and Complementary 
Medicine, 6, 2000, 131-139 (Outcomes: Treatment of acute childhood diarrhoea, repeated 
in Nepal in a replication of a trial carried out in Nicaragua in 1994, 116 Nepalese children 
aged 6 months to 5 years suffering from diarrhoea were given an individualised 
homoeopathic medicine or placebo. Treatment by homoeopathy showed a significant 
improvement in the condition in comparison to placebo.) 
 
Jacobs J, Springer D A, Crothers D (2001) Homeopathic treatment of acute otitis media 
in children: a preliminary randomized placebo-controlled trial Pediatr Infect Dis J 2001; 
20: 177–183 (Outcomes: Acute otitis media study in children involving children suffering 
from acute otitis media suggests that a positive treatment effect from homeopathy when 
compared with placebo in acute otitis media cannot be excluded. There were fewer 
treatment failures in the group receiving homeopathy after 5 days, 2 weeks, and 6 weeks, 
with differences of 11.4, 18.4, and 19.9%, respectively, but these differences were not 
statistically significant. Diary scores showed a significant decrease in symptoms at 24 
and 64 h after treatment in favour of homeopathy (P<0.05).) 
 
Kim L S, Riedlinger J E, Baldwin C M, Hilli L, Khalsa S V, Messer S A, Waters R F 
(2005) Treatment of Seasonal Allergic Rhinitis Using Homeopathic Preparation of 
Common Allergens in the Southwest Region of the US: A Randomized, Controlled 
Clinical Trial Ann Pharmacothe. 2005 Apr;39(4):617- 24. Epub 2005 Mar 1. (Outcomes: 
double-blind clinical trial comparing homeopathic preparations from common allergens 
(tree, grass, weed) with placebo. 40 patients diagnosed with moderate to severe seasonal 
allergic rhinitis symptoms were treated over a four week period. Results showed 
significant positive changes in the homeopathy group compared with the placego group 
(p<0.05). No adverse effects were reported.) 
 
Kleijnen J, Knipschild P, Ter Riet G (1991) Clinical trials of homoeopathy British 
Medical Journal 1991b;302:316-23 (Outcomes: of the 105 trials with interpretable 
results, 81 trials indicated positive results, most studies showed results in favour of 
homeopathy even among those randomized controlled trials that received high quality 
ratings for randomization, blinding, sample size, and other methodological criteria. They 
came to the following conclusion: "The amount of positive evidence even among the best 
studies came as a surprise to us. Based on this evidence we would readily accept that 
homeopathy can be efficacious, if only the mechanism of action were more plausible. 
The evidence presented in this review would probably be sufficient for establishing 
homeopathy as a regular treatment for certain indications".) 
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Linde K, Jonas WB, Melchart D, Worku F, Wagner H, Eital F (1994) Critical Review 
and Meta-Analysis of Serial Agitated Dilutions in Experimental Toxicology Human and 
Experimental Toxicology 1994;13:481-492 (Outcomes: meta-analysis of 105 articles on 
laboratory research showing a positive effect 50% more frequently than negative effect 
among trials of highest methodological quality.) 
 
Linde K, Clausius N, Ramirez G, et al (1997) Are the clinical effects of homoeopathy 
placebo effects? A meta-analysis of placebo-controlled trials Lancet 1997; 350:834-43 
(Outcomes: meta-analysis of 89 trials of homeopathic medicine versus placebo 
significantly in favour of homeopathy (or 2,45 (95% CI 2,05-2,93)). This meta-analysis 
included 186 placebo-controlled studies of homeopathy published until mid-1996, of 
which data for analysis could be extracted from 89. The overall odds ratio was 2.45 (95% 
confidence intervals 2.05-2.93) in favour of homeopathy, which means that the chances 
that homeopathy would benefit the patient were 2.45 times greater than placebo. When 
considering just those trials of high quality published in MEDLINE listed journals, and 
with predefined primary outcome measures, the pooled odds ratio was 1.97 and 
significant. Even after correction for publication bias the results remained significant. 
The main conclusion was that the results "were not compatible with the hypothesis that 
the effects of homeopathy are completely due to placebo. If the result of new trials were 
to show no difference between homeopathy and placebo, we would have to add 923 trials 
with no effect with 118 patients in each in order to balance the two.”) 
 
Mathie R. (2003) The research evidence base for homeopathy: a fresh assessment of the 
literature Homeopathy 92: 84-91. 2003 (Outcomes: a systematic review of results from 
93 substantive RCTs was carried out by Robert Mathie and concluded that of the 35 
different medical conditions covered by these trials the weight of evidence favours a 
positive treatment effect in 8: childhood diarrhoea, fibrositosis, hayfever, influenza, pain 
(miscellaneous), side-effects of chemotherapy or radiotherapy, sprains and upper-
respiratory tract infections.) 
 
Reilly D, Taylor M A, Beattie N G M, Campbell J H, McSharry C, Aitchison T C, Carter 
R, Stevenson R D (1994) Is evidence for homoeopathy reproducible? Lancet 1994; 344: 
1601-1606 (Outcomes: a meta-analysis of three trials on homeopathic immunotherapy 
showing significant effects in favour of homeopathic treatment.) 
 
Richardson J. (1996) Quasi-randomised control trial to assess the outcome of 
acupuncture, osteopathy and homoeopathy using the short form 36 item health survey. 
Health Services Research and Evaluation Unit, The Lewisham Hospital NHS Trust. 
December 1996. (Outcomes for the effect of homeopathy, acupuncture and osteopathy: 
89% of patients stated they experienced positive effect from the treatment. Particularly 
clear effect on reduction of pain, increased vitality, ability to function socially and with 
regards to limitations at work and in daily activities influenced by physical problems. 
Homeopathy was particularly effective for patients suffering from arthritis, hayfever, 
atopic asthma and skin complaints.) 
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Reilly D T, Taylor M A, McSharry C, Aitchison T (1986) Is homoeopathy a placebo 
response? Controlled trial of homoeopathic potency, with pollen in hay fever as a model 
Lancet 1986; ii: 881-886  
 
Reilly D T, Taylor M A, Campbell J, Beattie N, McSharry C, Aitchison T, Carter R, 
Stevenson R (1994) Is evidence for homoeopathy reproducible? Lancet 1994; 334: 1601-
1606 (Outcomes: Reilly and colleagues have conducted a series of trials in patients with 
hayfever, asthma and perennial rhinitis. Patients were given skin tests and remedies were 
chosen on the basis of reactivity. This design allows individualisation whilst avoiding the 
issues of case-taking and the effect that this has on the process. The results demonstrate a 
significant difference between the placebo and homeopathic groups which is 
reproducible. This approach is referred to as isopathy.) 
 
Relton C (2009) NHS Homeopathy Menopause Service Outcome Study in press 
(Outcomes: in a prospective study 82 % of 102 patients reported improvement of 
menopause symptoms after homeopathic treatment. Main symptoms noted were hot 
flushes and sweats, tiredness, anxiety, sleeping difficulties, mood swings and headaches. 
Women referred for homeopathy were those who either could not take hormone 
replacement treatment (HRT), for whom HRT was unsuccessful, who did not want or 
who had to come off HRT. Mean length of homeopathic treatment was 5 months.) 
 
Riley D, Fischer M, Singh B, Haidvogl M, Heger M (2001) Homeopathy and 
conventional medicine: an outcomes study comparing effectiveness in a primary care 
setting J Altern Complement Med 2001; 7:149–159 (Outcomes for homeopathy versus 
conventional treatment in respiratory tract complaints: in an outcome study, 30 
practitioners in four countries enrolled 500 consecutive patients with at least one of three 
complaints: upper respiratory tract complaints including allergies; lower respiratory tract 
complaints including allergies; or ear complaints. Of 456 patients, 281 received 
homeopathy and 175 conventional treatment. The primary outcomes criterion was 
response to treatment, defined as cured or major improvement after 14 days of treatment. 
Results showed a response rate of 82.6% in the homeopathy group compared to 67.3% in 
the group receiving conventional medicine. The authors concluded that homeopathy 
appeared to be at least as effective as conventional treatment of patients with the three 
conditions studied.) 
 
Sevar R (2000) Audit of outcome in 829 consecutive patients treated with homeopathic 
medicine British Homeopathic Journal Vol 89 No 4 Oct 2000 (Outcomes: a study of 829 
patients treated with homeopathic medicines, where conventional treatment had been 
unsatisfactory or contraindicated, found that 61 % had a substantial improvement with 
homeopathy.) 
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Shealy C N, Thomlinson P R, Cox R H, Bormeyer V (1998) Osteoarthritis Pain: A 
Comparison of Homoeopathy and Acetaminophen American Journal of Pain 
Management 8, 3, July 1998, 89-91 (Outcomes: 65 sufferers of osteoarthritis (OA) were 
split into two groups, and through a double blinding process were given either a 
homoeopathic medicine or Acetaminophen, a commonly prescribed drug for pain relief in 
OA. Researchers found that homoeopathy provided a level of pain relief that was superior 
to Acetaminophen and produced no adverse reactions.) 
 
Steinsbekk A (2005) Patients' assessments of the effectiveness of homeopathic care in 
Norway: A prospective observational multicentre outcome study Homeopathy Volume 
94, Issue 1, January 2005, Pages 10-16 (Outcomes: 7 out of 10 patients visiting 
Norwegian homeopaths reported a meaningful improvement in their main complaint six 
months after the initial consultation.) 
 
Swayne J (1992) The cost, effectiveness of homoeopathy A pilot study, proposals for 
future research Br Homoeopath J 1992; 81: 148–150 (Outcomes: a study of the cost and 
effectiveness of homeopathy suggested that doctors practising homeopathy issue fewer 
prescriptions and at a lower cost than their colleagues. The main costs for homeopathic 
treatment are for consultations with each individual patient. Costs for the actual 
medications used are relatively low, particularly when compared with conventional 
drugs.) 
 
Thompson E A, Reilly D (2003) The homeopathic approach to the treatment of 
symptoms of oestrogen withdrawal in breast cancer patients. A prospective observational 
study Homeopathy 2003 Jul;92(3):131-4 (Outcomes: 40 out of 45 women with breast 
cancer withdrawing from oestrogen and then treated homeopathically, experienced 
significant improvement in their primary symptoms, anxiety and depression, as well as 
improvement in quality of life. Primary symptoms changed from 7.8 to 5.4, and from 7.2 
to 4.1 (p<0.001). The homeopathic approach appears to be clinically useful in the 
management of oestrogen withdrawal symptoms in women with breast cancer.) 
 
Trichard M, Chaufferin G, Nicoloyannis N (2005) Pharmacoeconomic comparison 
between homeopathic and antibiotic treatment strategies in recurrent acute 
rhinopharyngitis in children Homeopathy 2005 Jan; 94(1):3-9 (Outcomes: homeopathy 
versus conventional treatment in recurrent acute rhinopharyngitis in children in a 
prospective pragmatic study, comparison of homeopathy versus antibiotics in the 
treatment of recurrent acute rhinopharyngitis in children (18 months to 4 years) over a 6 
month period. Results showed that homeopathy was significantly better than antibiotics 
in terms of episodes of rhinopharyngitis (2.71 vs 3.97, p<0.001), number of 
complications (1.25 vs 1.95, p<0.001) and quality of life (global score: 21.38 vs 30.43, 
p<0.001). Homeopathic treatment also contributed to lower medical costs (88 Euros vs 99 
Euros, p<0.05) and significantly less sick-leave (9.5% of parents vs 31.6% of parents, 
p<0.001).) 
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Yakir M, Kreitler S, Brzezinski A, Vithoulkas G, Oberbaum M, Bentwich Z (2001) 
Effects of homeopathic treatment in women with premenstrual syndrome: a pilot study. 
Br Homeopath J 2001 Jul ;90(3): 148-53 (Outcomes: in a randomized controlled double-
blind clinical trial (1992-94) 19 women suffering from PMS were treated individually 
with homeopathy. 90 % of the patients who had received homeopathic treatment 
experienced more than 30 % improvement. Only 37.5 % of patients who received 
placebo experienced a similar improvement. Sick-days taken before menses were reduced 
from 0.75 to 0 in the homeopathy group and was unchanged in the control group. Use of 
conventional drugs was also reduced in the homeopathy group.)  
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Appendix 17: Examples of Crosstabulation and Chi-Square 
tests for SF-36 data 
 
All SF-36 data was analysed using crosstabulation and Chi-Square tests. Examples of the 
results for the study cohort for some of the questions are presented here. 
 
1. In general, would you say your health is: 
 
Q1A1 * Q1A4 Crosstabulation 
Count       
  Q1A4 
  excellent very good good fair poor Total 
Q1A1 very good 2 8 0 0 0 10 
good 0 1 6 0 0 7 
fair 0 1 0 0 0 1 
poor 0 0 0 1 1 2 
Total 2 10 6 1 1 20 
 
 
Chi-Square Tests 
 
Value df 
Asymp. Sig. (2-
sided) 
Pearson Chi-Square 36.229
a
 12 .000 
Likelihood Ratio 30.982 12 .002 
Linear-by-Linear Association 12.824 1 .000 
N of Valid Cases 20   
a. 19 cells (95.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum 
expected count is .05. 
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3. The following questions are about activities you might do during a typical day. 
Does your health now limit you in these activities? If so, how much? 
 
3(d) Climbing several flights of stairs 
 
Q3dA1 * Q3dA4 Crosstabulation 
Count      
  Q3dA4 
  limited a lot limited a little not limited at all Total 
Q3dA1 limited a lot 1 3 0 4 
limited a little 0 2 4 6 
not limited at all 0 0 10 10 
Total 1 5 14 20 
 
 
Chi-Square Tests 
 
Value df 
Asymp. Sig. (2-
sided) 
Pearson Chi-Square 14.762
a
 4 .005 
Likelihood Ratio 17.704 4 .001 
Linear-by-Linear Association 11.986 1 .001 
N of Valid Cases 20   
a. 8 cells (88.9%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum 
expected count is .20. 
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3(f) Bending, kneeling, or stooping 
Q3fA1 * Q3fA4 Crosstabulation 
Count      
  Q3fA4 
  limited a lot limited a little not limited at all Total 
Q3fA1 limited a lot 1 1 0 2 
limited a little 0 5 3 8 
not limited at all 0 2 8 10 
Total 1 8 11 20 
 
 
Chi-Square Tests 
 
Value df 
Asymp. Sig. (2-
sided) 
Pearson Chi-Square 13.744
a
 4 .008 
Likelihood Ratio 10.439 4 .034 
Linear-by-Linear Association 7.711 1 .005 
N of Valid Cases 20   
a. 8 cells (88.9%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum 
expected count is .10. 
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6. During the past 4 weeks, to what extent has your physical health or emotional 
problems interfered with your normal social activities with family, friends, 
neighbours or groups?  
 
Q6A1 * Q6A4 Crosstabulation 
Count      
  Q6A4 
  not at all slightly moderately quite a bit Total 
Q6A1 not at all 3 3 0 1 7 
slightly 3 4 1 0 8 
moderately 2 0 1 0 3 
quite a bit 1 0 0 0 1 
extremely 0 1 0 0 1 
Total 9 8 2 1 20 
 
 
Chi-Square Tests 
 
Value df 
Asymp. Sig. (2-
sided) 
Pearson Chi-Square 8.697
a
 12 .729 
Likelihood Ratio 10.768 12 .549 
Linear-by-Linear Association .184 1 .668 
N of Valid Cases 20   
a. 20 cells (100.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum 
expected count is .05. 
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7. How much physical pain have you had during the past 4 weeks?  
 
Q7A1 * Q7A4 Crosstabulation 
Count       
  Q7A4 
  none very mild mild moderate severe Total 
Q7A1 none 0 2 0 0 0 2 
very mild 0 3 0 0 0 3 
mild 1 5 0 1 0 7 
moderate 1 2 3 0 1 7 
very severe 0 0 0 1 0 1 
Total 2 12 3 2 1 20 
 
 
Chi-Square Tests 
 
Value df 
Asymp. Sig. (2-
sided) 
Pearson Chi-Square 20.952
a
 16 .180 
Likelihood Ratio 19.028 16 .267 
Linear-by-Linear Association 3.656 1 .056 
N of Valid Cases 20   
a. 25 cells (100.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum 
expected count is .05. 
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9. These questions are about how you feel and how things have been with you 
during the past 4 weeks. Please give the one answer that is closest to the way 
you have been feeling for each item. 
 
9(e) Did you have a lot of energy? 
 
Q9eA1 * Q9eA4 Crosstabulation 
Count         
  Q9eA4 
  all most good bit some little none Total 
Q9eA1 most 1 3 0 0 0 0 4 
good bit 0 2 1 2 0 1 6 
some 0 2 1 2 0 0 5 
little 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 
none 0 1 0 0 1 1 3 
Total 1 8 2 6 1 2 20 
 
 
Chi-Square Tests 
 
Value df 
Asymp. Sig. (2-
sided) 
Pearson Chi-Square 22.014
a
 20 .340 
Likelihood Ratio 21.916 20 .345 
Linear-by-Linear Association 4.694 1 .030 
N of Valid Cases 20   
a. 30 cells (100.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum 
expected count is .10. 
 
